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ABSTRACT
Poverty and food insecurity are issues being felt in Māori communities. Food insecurity
includes the malnutrition of essential nutrients due to the inadequate intake of fruits and
vegetables, exacerbated by the widespread availability of cheap, processed foods. Food
insecurity has drastic implications for women, their families and society at large. Few studies
have investigated this problem and even fewer have addressed the problem from a Māori
women’s perspective in order to identify culturally relevant and community-based solutions
to food poverty, such as marae and community gardens. To achieve a fully democratic
conversation about food, that is a conversation that includes a diversity of viewpoints and
perspectives, we need the full participation of women and Māori women in particular.
Women are involved with the food system in different ways, as producers, consumers, and
providers – they play an important role in providing food security for their children. Among
Māori, only 34.8% were food secure, 48.7% were moderately secure and 16.5% were food
insecure (Parnell, Wilson, Thomson, Mackay, & Stefanogiannis, 2011). This is compared to
New Zealand European households which were much better off (Parnell et al., 2011). Food
insecurity is positively associated with obesity. From the 2008/09 Adult Nutritional Survey,
47% of Māori adults were obese and 15% of Māori children were obese, while over half,
61%, of Māori women were obese (Parnell et al, 2011). Through four empirical case studies
from different regions of New Zealand, the study explores Māori women’s role in promoting
local food sovereignty – that is, how Indigenous women are actively defining and taking
control of their own food system. In order to address social inequalities and health disparities,
women’s empowerment must be an essential component of research projects. The
participatory nature of this research entails a more active role of the women involved,
including a horizontal learning exchange amongst the women. This PhD project brings more
attention to grass-roots projects, such as community and marae gardens that guide the way to
a more sustainable future and represent a holistic solution to the environmental, agricultural,
food and nutrition issues many communities are currently facing.
Māori women’s perceptions of food issues impacting Indigenous communities, obstacles and
solutions faced by the gardens, and how they perceive their actions as food sovereignty,
highlight solutions based on Māori cultural values. Findings show how Māori women are
promoting agroecology and sustainability through reviving traditions and the ways of their
ancestors, educating tamariki (youth), whānau (families) and communities while promoting
health and wellness through the act of gardening itself. This underlines the importance of
valuing intergenerational knowledge and the contribution of elders through acknowledging
the wisdom of the past. Returning to traditional agroecological ways of farming, such as
intercropping, improving the quality of the soil through crop rotation, composting, using
manure, improving water retention, and getting rid of the use of fossil fuels and toxic agrochemicals, improves the health of our soil, bodies and communities. The Māori women
involved in the study are not just promoting food sovereignty, but also a way of farming and
agriculture in harmony with Papatūānuku (Mother Earth) based on cultural values that run
counter to mainstream capitalist values of competition, consumerism and industrialisation,
which are negatively impacting our environment and are the primary cause of climate change.
This research builds awareness around Indigenous food sovereignty initiatives and acts as a
tool for advocacy and policy change. The results contribute to defining how Indigenous
values around food growing can inform alternative, post-capitalist models of food production
outside of the market-dominated system. Food is being revalued as more than just a
commodity, highlighting the important cultural dimensions of food.
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PART I: INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER 1: PROMOTING ALTERNATIVE FOOD SYSTEMS
“Upon this handful of soil our survival depends.
Husband it and it will grow our food, our fuel, our shelter and surround us with beauty.
Abuse it and the world will collapse and die, taking humanity with it.”
~ Vedas Sanskrit Scripture 1500 BC
1.1 Indigenous Peoples, Food and the Environment
Among all people, food is essential, and among Indigenous people in particular, food plays an
important role. Within many Indigenous world views, food is viewed as much more than a
commodity. Food is medicine and connects people to their family, community and history
and culture. This thesis argues that the loss of local food systems 1 is “contributing to
dependency on outside food sources and a diet of Western foods linked to negative health
outcomes” (First Nations Development Institute, 2014, p. 1). Currently there is a major gap in
research about Māori community gardens and a need to find out more about the diversity of
food sovereignty initiatives that are led by Māori women. The primary research questions
included: (1) How do Māori women define food sovereignty / what does it mean to them? (2)
What is the relationship between te ao Māori (Māori worldview) and community gardening?
(3) What are the challenges, opportunities and solutions to food issues from the women’s
perspectives?
The community gardens led by the women showcased in this study represent local initiatives
to improve food sovereignty and environmental stewardship of the land. A central theme of
food sovereignty is “that it is a continuation of anti-colonial struggles, even in post-colonial
contexts” (Grey & Patel, 2015). For Indigenous people, “reclaiming local food systems is the
foundation of reversing years of colonisation which contributed to the erosion of culture,
traditional beliefs, and dismantling Indigenous social and economic systems” (First Nations
Development Institute, 2014, p. 1).
Indigenous communities have a history of agriculture, which colonists marvelled at (Keoke &
Porterfield, 2002), and which contributed to the vast amounts of bio-agrodiversity, which is
currently threatened by modern agriculture and a focus on monoculture production. As
research shows, the world’s centres of rich biodiversity are where Indigenous people reside –
Local food systems are characterised by “direct agricultural markets, predicated on face-to-face ties between producers and
consumers” (Hinrichs, 2000, p. 295).
1
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traditional Indigenous territories encompass 22% of the world’s land surface and coincide
with areas that hold 80% of the planet’s biodiversity (Sobrevila, 2008, p. xii). As noted by the
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), “Indigenous people are disproportionately
impacted by environmental degradation, political-economic marginalization and development
activities that negatively impact their ecosystems, livelihoods, cultural heritage and
nutritional status” (2010, p. 7). With regard to Indigenous well-being, happiness is linked to
the state of the environment, as well as “access to land, territories and resources critical to
sustainable development” (DESA-UN, 2009, p. 30).
Indigenous food systems and cultural traditions are being threatened by an industrial food
system and the capitalist mentality of food as a commodity (Baur, 2001). Research has shown
that decreased consumption of traditional foods among Indigenous people is related to
increased rates of diabetes and other diet-related diseases (Price, 1989). Among many
Indigenous communities, highly processed, sugary, and fatty foods are responsible for many
diet-related diseases (Kuhnlein et al., 2006; Ho, Gittelsohn, Sharma, Cao, Treuth, Rimal, &
Harris, 2008). Many of the health disparities and inequalities that exist today are directly
linked to colonisation, globalisation, dispossession of homelands, migration, and the loss of
language and culture (Cote, 2016). Decolonisation is essential to “unravelling the long history
of colonisation” and is considered “a strategy for empowerment” through “critical thought,
self-reflection and the reclaiming of traditions” (Wilson, 2004, p. 71). Fundamental to
Indigenous struggles is the claim of self-determination and protecting lands from exploitation
in the face of globalisation and “development” within neoliberalism (Cote, 2016).
Recognising “food as a human right is vital for achieving long-term food security2” (De
Schutter, 2010, p. 1). People are not hungry because of a shortage of food but rather because
of poverty and marginalisation – because they may not have the financial resources necessary
to purchase food available through a market system or lack the resources to produce food
themselves. The concept of food security lacks a critical understanding of the power
dynamics of the food system, the cultural significance of food and the importance of
sustainable food growing practices. On the contrary, food sovereignty is vital to Indigenous
people and communities. It is about “decolonising our food system from production to
consumption, supporting the revitalisation of traditional land management and cultural
continuity” (First Nations Development Institute, 2014, p. 5).

Food security “refers to people’s ability to have economic and physical access to food that can be sufficiently utilised to
ensure adequate nutrition” (Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005, p. 6). Agreed upon at the World Food Summit in 1996, food security
“exists when all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient safe and nutritious food to meet their
dietary needs and food preferences for a healthy and active life” (FAO, 1996).
2
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Food sovereignty underlies the theoretical framework of the study and refers to,
the right of peoples to define their own food and agriculture; to protect and regulate
domestic agricultural production and trade in order to achieve sustainable
development objectives; to determine the extent to which they want to be self-reliant;
to restrict the dumping of products in their markets; and to provide local fisheriesbased communities the priority in managing the use of and the rights to aquatic
resources. Food sovereignty does not negate trade, but rather it promotes the
formulation of trade policies and practices that serve the rights of peoples to food and
to safe, healthy and ecologically sustainable production. (La Via Campesina, 2003, p.
1)
The term food sovereignty “was coined to recognise the political and economic power
dimensions inherent in the food and agriculture debate and to take a pro-active stance by
naming it” (Witman, Desmarais, & Wiebe, 2010, p. 2).
The research is also situated within the broader framework of post-capitalist theory, arguing
that many of the solutions to issues faced by Indigenous people exist outside of the dominant
capitalist system. The First Nations Development Institute talks about an economic system
among Indigenous communities drastically different than today’s, based upon a system that
promotes social, moral and spiritual economics (2014, p. 18). Gibson-Graham, Cameron and
Healy (2013) elaborate on creating ethical food economies that reflect care and responsibility
for one another, for other living beings and our environment. Gibson-Graham, Cameron and
Healy assert that,
taking back the economy through ethical action means (1) surviving together well and
equitably; (2) distributing surplus to enrich social and environmental health; (3)
encountering others in ways that support their well-being as well as ours; (4)
consuming sustainably; (5) caring for – maintaining, replenishing and growing – our
natural and cultural commons; and (6) investing our wealth in future generations so
that they can live well. (2013, p. xviii).
The theoretical focus of the study integrates kaupapa Māori theory and methodology through
showcasing the community gardens, the women’s words and their stories of how they
interpret of food sovereignty, that is, what food means to them, as well as how these
examples represent post-capitalist alternatives to food insecurity3. The methodologies of
3

Food insecurity refers to a situation when individuals, households and/or communities cannot access safe, healthy food and
is positively correlated with poverty (Rocha & Liberato, 2013, p. 592).
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participatory research and kaupapa Māori share the emancipatory objectives of critical theory.
Critical theory is concerned with “oppressive acts of power” but is also concerned with
“productive aspects of power”, that is to “empower and engage marginalised people in
rethinking their socio-political role” (Kincheloe and McLaren, 2002, p. 93). Critical theory is
based on a social constructivist view that all theories are situated within the context that they
originate. Critical research appreciates the fact that language is “not a neutral and objective
conduit description of the real world” (Kincheloe & McLaren, 2002, p. 94).
Under the umbrella of critical theory, the aim is to question existent power structures and the
dominant discourse, while also recognising the importance of continual self-reflection. As
part of the process of participatory and kaupapa Māori research, and as a non-Māori, I
oscillated between periods of action and self-reflection through the various stages of the
project. I outline some of the trials and tribulations associated with my role as an outsider
later in the thesis (see Section 5.9. Limitations). In line with critical theory, I recognise my
role as an outsider, with the inherent drawbacks it entails, as well as the benefits it concedes.
Though I see myself as an ally—working with, for, and among Indigenous people—I realise
that others may not see me in that light and that my intentions were likely to be questioned,
which underlies the importance of continually defining one’s motivations and intentions.
Within a context where Western values are embedded and dictate the research process,
traditional academic research methodologies remain rooted in power structures and
colonialism (Smith, 1999). Given the unequal power relations that have traditionally
characterised research with Indigenous people, I strove to be as participatory and
collaborative as possible. Indigenous people and communities are an integral part of
determining research agendas and their participation should be assured with research
methodologies in accordance with their world views. In line with participatory approaches,
there is a need to “reinterpret what is meant by an original contribution to research” as the
focus is on improving practice within the context of this research through gaining an
“insider’s view of action in context rather than contributing intellectually to a discipline”
(Haseman, 2006, p. 3). Kaupapa Māori is about “challenging unequal power relations and
making space for the validity of Māori ways of knowing and being” (Smith, 2012, p. 19) and
reinforces the fact that communities and those involved from the research should ultimately
benefit from it.
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1.2 Situating the Research: The Context
Food insecurity is highest among Indigenous communities (Rocha & Liberato, 2013).
According to the UN State of the World’s Indigenous People, Indigenous people make up 5%
of the world’s population but 15% of the world’s poor (DESA-UN, 2009, p. 21). Food
insecurity amongst Indigenous people is compounded by high market prices (Willows, 2005),
along with a decline in availability of traditional foods due to environmental degradation,
and/or the loss of traditional knowledge and skills (Glacken, 2008, p. 1).
The tangata whenua (people of the land, Indigenous Māori) make up 15% of the population
and are over-represented in statistics related to poverty, unemployment, low educational
status, poor health, poor housing, and food security (Te Puni Kökiri, 1999). Like many other
Indigenous people, Māori were colonised and are suffering the loss of land, language, culture
and traditional practices. Considerable disparity exists in levels of food security between
Māori and non-Māori (Obesity Action Coalition and Te Hotu Manawa Māori, 2007). Though
there is more than enough food to meet the needs of New Zealand (NZ) citizens (Public
Health Commission, 1993), many households are suffering from food insecurity (Parnell,
Scragg, Wilson, Schaaf, & Fitzgerald, 2003). Māori have difficulty accessing healthy food
and are more likely to live in socially deprived areas with limited access to quality
supermarkets and an overabundance of fast food outlets (Obesity Action Coalition and Te
Hotu Manawa Māori, 2007). In addition, food insecurity is positively associated with obesity
(Drewnowski & Specter, 2004; Townsend, Peerson, Love, Achterberg, & Murphy, 2001).
Close to half (48%) of Māori adults are considered obese and 19% of Māori children are
obese (Ministry of Health, 2013). The recent rise in obesity levels is due to the consumption
of high fat, sugary, and processed foods, along with urbanisation and more sedentary
lifestyles, and is contributing to an increase in cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and
hypertension (Johnston et al., 2014). Roughly one in eight people worldwide are now obese
and thus at risk for heart disease and diabetes, amongst other diet-related illnesses (WHO,
2015). Most causes of non-communicable diseases are diet-related and it is predicted such
diseases will account for nearly 75% of all deaths worldwide by 2020 (Imamura et al., 2015).
Indigenous children are experiencing higher levels of obesity and diabetes (Reading & Wien,
2009; Seto and Associates, 2006).
The study explores Māori food sovereignty initiatives, which exemplify people-based
solutions to hunger and poverty. The case studies include Māori women who have taken a
leading role in community or marae (a traditional Māori tribal meeting place)
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gardens, including Charissa Waerea from Parihaka Community Garden in Taranaki (referred
to in the rest of the thesis as “Charissa”), Ellen Baldwin from Motueka Community Garden in
Motueka (referred to in the rest of the thesis as “Ellen”), Arohanui Lawrence from Aunty’s
Garden in Hastings (referred to in the rest of the thesis as “Hanui”), and Lisa Isherwood from
Awhi Farm in Tūrangi (referred to in the rest of the thesis as “Lisa”). This research revolves
around three main objectives: (1) understanding more about the diversity of food
sovereignty/security initiatives by and for Māori, with a focus on women’s involvement in
projects; (2) exploring the relationship between community gardening and te ao Māori; and
(3) identifying challenges, opportunities and solutions to food issues from the women’s
perspectives.
Case studies highlight empowered examples of women and communities producing their own
food and the strategic role played by them in defending their land and traditional practices. As
articulated by the Māori women involved in the study, community food alternatives based
within a post-capitalist and food sovereignty framework can address food security issues
impacting Māori communities. In this case, research on successful community-based
initiatives that combine food production, biodiversity protection and cultural rejuvenation
(Symonds, 2003), yields important lessons and solutions. The Māori women's voices
highlighted in this research represent an alternative discourse to address issues with the
global food system.

1.3 Research Justification and Rationale
Post-capitalism and food sovereignty form the foundation of the theoretical framework of the
study. Post-capitalist theory, as defined by Gibson-Graham, deconstructs capitalism as the
dominant economic system against which all other activities are compared and scrutinised
(1996). It aims to introduce ways of imagining a diversity of exchanges outside of the
capitalist box, to prevent seeing these activities as unusual or outside of the “norm” and to
halt the evaluation of such non-capitalist activities within a capitalist framework (2006). This
begins with constructing a new language of economic diversity, “dislocating” the hegemony
of neoliberal global capitalism (Gibson-Graham, 2006). Discourse is situated at the centre of
any political project, and the language of a diverse economy represented by many different
forms and transactions, helps to displace capitalism (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). This resonates
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with Gibson-Graham’s attempts at shifting from a capital centric economy towards valuing
other ways of interaction, questioning the natural dominance of capitalism and acting out
other forms of economy (2006).
Alternatives such as community activism, cooperatives, and local sustainability, are often
discredited (Santos, 2004). Gibson-Graham emphasises the importance of identifying
alternative economic activities, giving them the “space to exist” outside of capitalist
discourse (2006). Research by Clapp and Fuchs, which examines dynamics of power within
the corporate food system, has found that “structuralist perspectives on power consider the
broader influence of corporate actors in influencing global and state agendas and policies, and
emphasise the importance of examining the context that makes alternatives more or less
acceptable” (2009, pp. 8–9). In addition, a component of such structural power, economic
resources, has allowed corporations to have decision-making powers that have traditionally
been the role of the state, giving them the power to set the rules (Clapp & Fuchs, 2009;
Fuchs, 2005, 2007). Diverse economies “highlight diversity and multiplicity” with “economic
actors on many fronts” and a “range of diverse economic activities” (Gibson-Graham, Healy
& Cameron, 2013, p. 113). Diverse economies help to “reveal the economic activities that
might be strengthened and developed in order to take back the economy for people and the
planet” (Gibson-Graham, Healy & Cameron, 2013, p. 113). Expanding economic discourse
beyond capitalism makes other economies seem possible (Laclau, 1990). The promotion of a
diverse economy helps the collective disassociation with capitalist domination (Laclau &
Mouffe, 1985), a necessary strategy in taking back the economy (Gibson-Graham, 2006). By
re-theorising capitalism, one sees that non-capitalist activities are everywhere, prevalent and
viable, which can be built on to transform local economies and communities (GibsonGraham, 2006).
Food sovereignty goes beyond a capitalist food system in “imagining social relations
differently” (Grey & Patel, 2015, p. 441). Extensive literature exists on food sovereignty,
which challenges the global food system (Agarwal, 2014; Edelman, 2014; Kloppenburg,
2014; McMichael, 2014; Altieri, 2010). According to Grey and Patel (2015), “food
sovereignty is informed by a vision of democratised engagement in the food system but is
also a form of theoretically-informed practice” (p. 441). There is also a wealth of literature
related to Indigenous food sovereignty (Desmarais & Wittman, 2014; Huambachano, 2015;
Pimbert, 2009; Rudolph & McLachlan, 2013), a field within which this study is based.
Indigenous knowledge contributes to sustainable development, agriculture, natural resource
management and food security (Watene & Yap, 2015; Gorgestani, 2000; Sen, 2005). As stated
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by Grey and Patel (2015), “one does not need to have an overly romantic view of Indigenous
communities’ philosophies to make this argument” (p. 441).
With particular reference to Māori and the food system, there is a general lack of Māori
perspective in the academic literature on the increase in food security issues (Lanumata, Heta,
Signal, Haretuku, & Corrigan, 2008). In addition, literature on Māori women's perspectives is
lacking almost entirely. Research on Māori reclaiming traditional foods was undertaken but
lacked a specific gendered focus (McKerchar, Bowers, Heta, Singal, & Matoe, 2015). Thus
this study represents a needed contribution. The Māori women's voices, which I highlight
through elaborated quotes in the results chapter, are part of the counterhegemonic discourse
and represent a contribution to food sovereignty literature and the broader movement through
preserving traditional ways, remembering their ancestors, farming naturally and educating
their communities, whānau (families), and future generations.
The research utilises a participatory methodology informed by kaupapa Māori. Inherent to
participatory methodologies is a certain level of critical evaluation of the power dynamics
within society (Rutman, Hubberstey, Barlow, & Brown, 2005), requiring disruption of the
status quo (Cardno, 2003) and “challenging existing relations of dominance and
subordination” (Brown & Strega, 2005, p. 10). Collaboration begins with “the perspectives of
the marginalised along with an analysis of popular knowledge of those in power, facilitating
the process of conscientisation and making people more aware of themselves as agents of
change” (Ozanne & Sattcioglu, 2008, p. 430). A sense of empowerment results from an
analysis of power relations and systematic oppressions (Brown & Strega, 2005). Kaupapa
Māori, as a theory and methodology, shares with participatory research approaches
undertones of critical theory. There is an element of social change in both approaches. They
both involve a critical analysis of power structures, and elements of change and
transformation. Linda Tuhiwai Smith reminds us that critical research is “about focusing,
about thinking critically, about reflecting on things, about being strategic” (2001, p. 184).
Both challenge the status quo, addressing social justice issues from an empowerment
perspective (Smith, 1990). As argued by Graham H. Smith (2012), kaupapa Māori
necessitates political action as there is a danger of kaupapa Māori becoming mainstreamed
and losing its critical focus.
Dominant systems and discourses mask sustainable Indigenous alternatives. According to a
comparative analysis by Huambachano, the “good living” philosophies of Sumaq Kawsay
and Te Ātanoho, a principle of Te Tiriti o Waitangi, promote food security through “placing
an emphasis on Indigenous people’s tenets of duality, equilibrium, and reciprocity”
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(Huambachano, 2015, p. 40). Āta, literally meaning carefully, is one of the Māori cultural
principles which guide how people behave in relationships, not just with people but also the
environment, and it encompasses respect, reciprocity, reflection, discipline, quality, effort,
and energy (Pohatu & Pohatu, 2011). Such philosophies have, historically, enabled
Indigenous people to live more in harmony with nature, in particular in the attainment of their
food (Huambachano, 2015), while also underlining the importance of understanding such
actions within the framework of Indigenous food sovereignty, a post-capitalist alternative that
exists outside of the dominant capitalist framework.

1.4. Conclusion
Hunger and malnutrition are not caused by food shortages or scarcity; rather, hunger4 is an
issue of access to food, including the means to purchase or produce food impacted by an
inadequate income and an increase in poverty (McIntyre, 2003). Strategies to overcome
hunger, malnutrition, and poverty need to address such structural causes. The power of
politics in the food system needs to feature in the discussion on food security in NZ (Patel,
2009). Food security is something that requires direct democratic participation in the food
system (Windfuhr & Jonsen, 2005). Given the health and social inequities amongst Māori,
community gardens are gaining more attention, including in the media and through financial
assistance programmes to establish community gardens5, such as Te Puni Kōkiri’s Māra Kai
(Food Gardens) Programme. Such marae and community garden projects are manifestations
of Indigenous food sovereignty with communities actively taking control of their local food
systems. Food sovereignty is suggested as an alternative to top-down government
interventions (such as food handouts) and promotes local food production and communitybased models of agroecology. It is a call for peoples’ rights to shape and craft food policy, and
focuses on developing local agricultural and food production using local resources to achieve
self-sufficiency (Patel, 2009).
With regard to a brief overview of each chapter, Chapters 2, 3 and 4 comprise the literature
review. In Chapter 2, the literature on food security amongst Māori is reviewed, as well as
potential causes of food insecurity, including poverty, the widening gap between rich and
poor, and an increase in food prices. In line with critical theory, the issue of power and
control in the food system, an increase in corporate control, and the rise of industrial

Hunger is defined as “the uneasy or painful sensation caused by a lack of food” (Anderson, 1990, p. 1560).
Community gardens are generally defined as open spaces/gardens that are managed by a collective in which food and/or
flowers are cultivated (Holland, 2004; Pudup, 2008; Kingsley, Townsend, & Henderson-Wilson, 2009).
4
5
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agriculture is explored. Keeping with a participatory and kaupapa Māori methodology (where
participants contribute to the direction the research takes), Charissa of Parihaka Community
Gardens, emphasised the importance of examining power and control dynamics within the
food system. As such, Chapter 2 examines alignments of power that keep the agri-food
industry and capitalist discourse dominant, at the exclusion of alternative, bottom-up ways of
thinking about solutions to hunger and malnutrition. The chapter elaborates on the problem of
food being treated as a commodity and the impacts an industrial food system is having on the
environment, including the threat that climate change poses to our food system. The section
concludes with why community food initiatives, including gardens, constitute a central focus
in solutions to address food, agricultural and environmental issues – a solution based in
communities and on their own knowledge and cultural values. Chapter 3 looks at the history
and cultural significance of food cultivation amongst Māori. It explores how food sovereignty
manifests amongst Māori, and the literature surrounding how tino rangatiratanga of māra kai
(self-determination through food gardens) is culturally defined within te ao Māori, as well as
the cultural and historical significance of gardening and food production.
Chapter 4 focuses on the theoretical framework, including a combination of post-capitalism
and food sovereignty, which informs the study and offers alternatives that increase local
control of the food system outside of the mainstream capitalist approach. Post-capitalism
promotes thinking outside of the neo-liberal capitalist agenda, and sets the stage for the
argument that food sovereignty is the best solution for counteracting food insecurity. The
concept of food sovereignty is introduced, including the rights-based framework that
underlies food sovereignty. The central role of agroecological production within the food
sovereignty movement is examined, along with the importance of access to reproductive
resources, including the importance of land within a Māori cultural context.
Chapter 5 reviews the methodology used in the study, including the integration of
participatory and Indigenous methodologies, namely kaupapa Māori. The importance of
taking the time to form honest and trustworthy relationships cannot be overstated. Chapter 6
introduces the “case studies” and provides the contextual background for each of the
initiatives.
Chapter 7: Key Findings and Results, provides a critical discussion of the results in relation to
the existing literature, as discussed in Part II: Review of the Literature. The chapter integrates
the results and discussion sections of the research. It outlines the primary findings of the
study, including why the results are significant, interpreting and explaining the findings in
relation to the research questions and in the context of existing literature, as well as
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implications for policy and practice. The findings aid in policy development related to food
insecurity and help provide insight into how to align programmes to the needs of Māori
communities with solutions based on their own perspectives and values. The research
represents a contribution to the literature on Indigenous food sovereignty through showing
what food sovereignty means in practice amongst Māori women, how they are defining their
own food system through creating just and sustainable alternatives to industrial agriculture.
Indigenous communities revitalising Indigenous food systems are the real stewards of agrobiodiversity (Roy, 2010).
Chapter 8: Conclusion: New Perceptions, is a synthesis of empirical findings. Contributions
of the research, most importantly practical implications, are reviewed. The chapter explores
recommendations for future research and concludes with the conbributions of the research.
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CHAPTER 2: INEQUALITY AND FOOD INSECURITY
“The economic system is fundamentally flawed as it ignores critically important life support
systems – the economic system is driving us towards an unsustainable future where future
generations will find it increasingly harder to survive.”
(Milman, 2015, para. 16)
2.1. Introduction
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 comprise a discussion of the literature around food insecurity
internationally and within NZ; the increasing concentration of power within the food system
and industrial agriculture; the history of Māori food cultivation; and the promotion of
sustainable solutions to food issues faced by Māori communities. This chapter firstly
investigates the root of food insecurity (Section 2.2), including inequality (Section 2.4), the
concentration of power in the food system (Section 2.5) and industrial agriculture and climate
change (Section 2.6). The call for sustainable solutions, including the literature surrounding
community gardens both within NZ and internationally, is explored in Section 2.7. Chapter 3
moves into a discussion on Māori food cultivation and community gardens, including the
implications of the current food system on Māori health. It begins with Māori
conceptualisations of health and well-being through an exploration of Te Ao Māori. The
importance and history of traditional agricultural practices, as well as the impacts of
colonisation, land confiscations, and urbanisation, are explored.
According to the UN Human Rights Council (2010), “food availability is an issue at the
household level, and hunger is not an issue of global food supplies unable to meet need but of
poverty; increasing the incomes of the poorest is the best way to combat it” (p. 4). Food
insecurity6, using the Radimer/Cornell measures, refers to the insecurity status of households
and is associated with the quantity of household food supplies, frequency of consumption of
fruits and vegetables, and associated nutrients (Kendall, Olson, & Frongillo, 1996). Within
developed countries, the primary cause of food insecurity is poverty and inequality
(Stevenson, 2011). Poverty increases the risk of food insecurity, as accessing food is related
to its availability, as well as its affordability (Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005). Food insecurity is the
“ultimate symbol of powerlessness”, exacerbated by inequality and ultimately the “scarcity of
democracy” (Lappe & Collins, 2015, p. 4).

The American Institute for Nutrition (AIN) Expert Panel defined food insecurity as “whenever the availability of
nutritionally adequate and safe foods or the ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially acceptable ways is limited or
uncertain” (Anderson, 1990, p. 1560).
6
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In addition, the International Assessment of Agriculture Knowledge, Science and Technology
for Development (IAASTD) report argues for the need for a radical transformation of the
global food and agricultural system towards sustainability, ecological resistance, health,
equity and bio-cultural diversity (McIntyre, Herren, Wakhungu, & Watson, 2009). Industrial
agriculture has resulted in soil erosion due to the clear-cutting of trees and reliance on
monocultures, which has also contributed to the loss of biodiversity (Windfuhr & Jonsen,
2005; Soule et al., 1990). Industrial agriculture, including intensive animal production, results
in the destruction of ecosystems due to the depletion of fertile agricultural land and water
pollution from nitrogen run-off resulting in aquatic dead zones (Windfuhr & Jonsen, 2005;
Soule et al., 1990). According to the IAASTD report, the current industrial agriculture
system, with a heavy dependency on chemicals, threatens the natural resources on which
human survival depends (McIntyre et al., 2009). A report by the UN exclaims that small-scale
organic agriculture is the only way to feed the world (UN, 2013).

2.2 The Root of Food Insecurity
Hunger and malnutrition are manifestations of food insecurity7. Food insecurity occurs when
there is hunger due to limited food access and also when people are unable to access healthy
food (Stevenson, 2013). Food insecurity can be transitory (occurs in times of crisis), seasonal,
or chronic (Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005, p. 6). Another interrelated component of food security,
namely nutrition security, refers to access to healthy food that contains the vitamins and
minerals necessary for good nutrition and a balanced diet, as well as clean water, a healthy
environment, and adequate healthcare (World Bank, 2013). Hunger or undernourishment
occurs when there is insufficient food to meet daily caloric requirements and “refers to the
insufficient supply or the complete lack of calories” (Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005, p. 7).
Malnourishment refers to a general lack of vitamins and minerals due to inadequate or an
imbalance of food intake – these micronutrients are vital for the functioning of cells,
especially of the nervous system (Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005, p. 7). According to D'Sliva (2011),
globally, people are both obese and hungry (for essential nutrients) from the effects of
overconsumption existing at the same time with malnutrition.
Holt-Gimenez and Altieri (2013) remain steadfast that there is already enough food to feed
everyone on the planet, that food is not a problem of production, but rather a problem of
poverty and inequality. According to the World Food Programme, over 90% of the world’s
Food insecurity “occurs when people have limited food choices and feel anxious and stressed about how to acquire the
food they need” (Coates, Frongillo, Rogers, & Webb, 2006).
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hungry are simply too poor to buy enough food (Holt-Giminez & Patel, 2012). While Timmer
(2012) concludes that the problem is not with food production, but rather food produced
solely for a profit – food is being produced for the market as a commodity, while families
who are unable to participate in the market system are going hungry. The FAO forecasts
global calories available per person in 2050 will be slight higher than the food we have today
(FAO, 2012). There is more than enough food produced to feed everyone on the planet, but
800 million people globally are hungry, highlighting the fact that hunger is a lack of an
income to purchase food or the lack of access to produce food (FAO, 2015, p. 2).
Food insecurity per capita grew from 700 million people in 1986 to 800 million people in
1998 (Lappe, Collins, & Rosset, 1998). The FAO’s most recent estimate is that 842 million
people globally – 12% of the world’s population – are suffering from chronic hunger and do
not have enough food to meet their daily energy requirements (FAO, 2012). This is down
from 868 million reported for 2010–12. However, others have estimated that there are “close
to” or “over” one billion food insecure people in the world (Hawkes & Ruel, 2012; Barret,
2010; Lal, 2010a; Hererro, 2010; Holt-Gimenez, 2009).
The world already produces enough food to feed 10 billion people (the expected population
in 2050) (Holt-Gimenez, 2014). The challenge is not in producing more food, but rather
ensuring access to nutritious, affordable and culturally appropriate food (Johnston, Fanzo, &
Cogill, 2014; Chicago Council on Global Affairs, 2011), pointing to the need to look more
closely at the structural causes of inequality and socio-economic reasons behind hunger.
According to the FAO (2015),
investing in rural development, establishing social protection systems, building ruralurban linkages, and focusing on boosting the incomes of the critical agents of change
– smallholder family farmers, foresters, fisher folk, rural women and youth – is key to
achieving inclusive and equitable growth while tackling the root causes of poverty
and hunger. (p. 2)

2.3. Food Security in Aotearoa (New Zealand)
Food security is a major issue in many developed countries (Buhi, 2009). Though it is
difficult to compare across countries, as each country has their own way of measuring food
security, NZ appears to have some of the lowest levels of food security in the developed
world, significantly lower than the US, Canada and Australia (Stevenson, 2011; Reid, 1997).
The 2004/05 Longitudinal Survey of Families, Income and Employment (SoFIE) found that
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over 15% of the NZ population was food insecure, with 14.8% of these going without fruit
and vegetables, 95.2% buying cheaper food, and 21.5% using food banks (Carter, Lanumata,
Kruse, & Gorton, 2010). Females and ethnic minorities are at an increased risk for
experiencing food insecurity (Mirza, Fitzpatrick-Lewis, & Thomas, 2007; Holben, 2010;
Buhi, 2009; Carter et al., 2010). According to the 2008/09 Adult Nutritional Survey, within
NZ 59.1% of households were fully / almost fully food secure, 33.8% were moderately
secure and 7.1% had low food security status (Ministry of Health, 2008). Food insecurity is
highest among Māori and Pacific people (Carter et al., 2010; Parnell, Reid, Wilson,
McKenzie, & Russell, 2001; Parnell et al., 2003). Amongst Māori, only 34.8% were food
secure, 48.7% were moderately secure and 16.5% were food insecure (Ministry of Health,
2008). This is compared to NZ European households who were much better off, with 64.2%
food secure, 30.7% moderately secure and only 5.1% food insecure (Ministry of Health,
2008). Overall, women were less food secure than men (56.5% of women as compared to
61.8% of men being food secure) (Ministry of Health, 2008). Amongst Māori women, 33.9%
were food secure, 47.8% were moderately secure and 18.3% were food insecure, as compared
to NZ European women with 61.7% fully secure, 31.7% moderately secure, and 6.6% with
low food security (Ministry of Health, 2008).
The food security situation has become worse, with household food security decreasing
between 1997 and 2008/9 from 76% to 59% (Stevenson, 2011), possibly due to an increase in
inequality. The Children’s Nutritional Survey (2002) found an increase in food insecurity in
NZ since the National Nutrition Survey of 1997, with only 50.1% of households with
children identified as fully/almost food secure compared to 72% of households in ’97, and
low food insecurity at 11.9% compared to 4.3% in 1997 (Stevenson, 2011). The NZ Adult
Nutrition Survey of 2008/09 found that food insecurity increased significantly between 1997
and 2008/9 with food insecurity amongst men going from 1.6 to 5.6% and for women food
insecurity increasing from 3.8 to 8.8% (Dann, 2012). NZers who stated they did not have
enough food to feed themselves or their families increased from 9% in 2007 to 14% in 2013
(Reddington, Wicken, Oben, & Simpson, 2014).
A survey on access to affordable and nutritious food in Dunedin and Wellington in 2010
found 64% of the 28 low income households involved were experiencing food insecurity
(Smith, Parnell, & Brown, 2010). The NZ Adult Nutrition Survey of 2008/09 found 41% of
men and 28% of women did not eat the recommended three servings of vegetables per day,
and 45% of men and 33% of women were not eating the recommended two servings of fruit
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(Dann, 2012). Food security for Māori households decreased from 48.4% to 34.8%, and
among NZ European households from 79.9% to 64.2% (Stevenson, 2011).
On average, 18% of household income in NZ is spent on food (Regional Public Health,
2011). The average weekly household expenditure on food increased by $27 (14.0%) to $218
in the three years from June 2013–2016 (Statistics NZ, 2016b). Expenditure on food is
broken down in five subgroups (see Figure 2.1) all of which had increases in average weekly
household expenditure over the three years (Statistics NZ, 2016b). The subgroups of average
weekly food spending consisting of restaurant meals and ready-to-eat food (up 28%), fruit
and vegetables (up 12%), and grocery food (up 10%) increased the most from June 2013 to
June 2016 (Statistics NZ, 2016b). Food prices continue to rise (up 2.3% from September
2016 to September 2017) and families from the lowest income bracket (less than $35,000 per
year) are spending 60% of their income on food (more than half of which goes towards
buying fruits and vegetables) (Johnston, 2017).
“Food stress” is believed to be experienced when a high percentage of income (more than
30%) is needed to purchase food (Regional Public Health, 2011). Unfortunately, “food stress”
is continuously felt by many NZ families who are spending between 23–52% of their net
income on food, up to 43–89% of their income once rent is deducted (Regional Public
Health, 2011). Aside from housing and household utilities, which represented 25% of
household spending, food represents the second largest household expenditure with nearly a
fifth of weekly household income going towards food (Statistics NZ, 2013a).

Figure 2.1. Average weekly household expenditure on food.
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According to Statistics NZ (2013a), 43% of New Zealanders said income was just enough or
not enough to meet their basic everyday needs (only 57% said income was enough or more
than enough to meet everyday needs for accommodation, food, clothing and other
necessities). Poor nutrition has an effect on physical, mental and psychological development,
including being linked to depression in adults (Heflin, Siefert, & Williams, 2005; Zaslow et
al., 2009). Nutritional status affects a child’s school attendance, health, behaviour and
academic outcomes (Quigley & Watts, 2005; Alaimo, Olson, & Frongillo, 2001). Poor diet
affects a child’s immune system, affects behavioural and psychosocial development and
increases the rates of depression, stress, and disease, such as obesity and diabetes (Larson &
Story, 2011; Bidwell, 2009; Heflin et al, 2005). It leads to an increased risk of essential
nutrient deficiency and poor nutritional status (Holben, 2010; Stevenson, 2011).
Recent studies underline the intergenerational impacts of diet and exercise, as well as the
importance of prenatal nutrition (Drake & Reynolds, 2010). Research shows that part of the
risk of developing adult obesity is determined during prenatal development by the quality of
maternal nutrition (Navarro, Funtikova, & Schroder, 2017). Fathers’ diets are equally
important in terms of intergenerational effects of obesity. A University of New South Wales
study found that grandsons of fathers and grandfathers who had high fat diets were more
likely to be overweight and had worse health outcomes than lean counterparts with the same
diet (Ng et al., 2010). This suggests that lifestyles, not just genes, contribute to a baby’s genes
(Ng et al., 2010).
Research shows that if you eat less than five servings of fruits and vegetables daily, you have
a 53% higher risk of dying compared to those who consumed five servings a day (Bellavia,
Larsson, Bottai, Wolk, & Orsini, 2013). This risk remains regardless of other factors such as
smoking, drinking and body weight (Bellevia et al., 2013). The study found that those eating
five servings of fruit and vegetables daily lived three years longer than those who ate none;
and those who ate three servings of vegetables daily lived 19 months longer than those who
ate just one serving of fruit daily (Bellavia et al., 2013). Current research supports increasing
the total amount of servings of fruits and vegetables to between 9 and 13 daily (from 5 to 7)
(Liu, 2013). Fruit and vegetable consumption impacts overall health and life expectancy. This
is because vitamins, along with antioxidants in fruit and vegetables, which are not found in
other foods, protect cells from damage (Bellavia et al., 2013). According to Liu (2013), the
daily consumption of plant-based foods, including fruits, vegetables, and wholegrains, has
been negatively correlated with the risk of the development of chronic diseases.
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The situation is critical for Māori youth. According to the Ministry of Health, only about 42%
of tamariki (Māori aged 5–14) and 53% of rangatahi (Māori aged 15–18) reported eating two
or more servings of fruit per day; only 53% of tamariki (children) and on average 43.5% of
rangatahi (teenagers) report eating two or more servings of vegetables per day (2012). A
reduction in saturated fats and a concomitant increase in fruit and vegetable consumption are
integral to reducing obesity (Grigg & Macrae, 2000). Māori youth are disproportionately
impacted by nutrition, health, and wellness concerns. In 2006, 35% of the population of
Māori were less than 15 years old, compared to 22% of the general population (Ministry of
Health, 2012). Risk factors include: food insecurity; low vegetable and fruit intake;
increasing consumption of sugary drinks and fast food; suboptimal nutritional status; and
increased risk of obesity (Ministry of Health, 2012). Socioeconomic status significantly
impacts the range of food options available to tamariki, rangatahi (Māori young people b/t
15–18) and their whānau (Ministry of Health, 2012).
Levels of obesity increase along with deprivation, in other words, there are higher levels of
obesity in NZ’s poorer communities (University of Otago and Ministry of Health, 2011).
Obesity is merely a symptom of deeper, more complex structural inequalities (Cadieux &
Slocum, 2015). The obesity rate is over 50% in low-income households in NZ (50.7% to be
exact) (Ministry of Health, 2008). The prevalence of obesity is 26.5% amongst the general
population, one of the highest obesity rates internationally, with 42% of Māori adults
classified as obese (Ministry of Health, 2008; International Association for the Study of
Obesity, 2011; Ono, Guthold, & Strong, 2010).
The relationship between food insecurity and obesity is strongest in women, as well as among
Māori and Pacific populations (Stevenson, 2011). 61% of Māori women are obese or
overweight (Grigg & Macrae, 2000), which has implications for future generations. Over
78% of Māori women aged 45 and over are classified as obese (Grigg & Macrae, 2000).
Given that Māori are disproportionately represented in the lowest income quintile (Statistics
NZ, 2011), it is not surprising that they also have some of the poorest health statistics within
NZ (Ministry of Health, 2006). From 2008–2012, the leading causes of hospitalisations for
children between zero to 14 years old, were infectious and respiratory diseases – rates were
higher for Māori (and Pacific Islanders) than for NZ Europeans (Reddington et al., 2014).
Pākehā can expect to live 8.1 years longer for males and nine years longer for females than
Māori (Ministry of Health, 1999). Health inequalities between ethnic groups are a result of
differences in power relationships, as well as historical and social factors such as colonisation
and racism (Earle, 2011).
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According to the Centre for Hunger and Poverty, many of the long-term effects of poor
nutrition can be reversed with improved diet (Centre on Hunger and Poverty, 1998).
However, behaviour change is not the issue. A study on fruit and vegetable intake in Māori
women found that just over 50% of women were attempting to increase their fruit and
vegetable intake (Tassell & Flett, 2005), highlighting that food insecurity is not an issue with
individual behaviour but rather a result of structural inequalities.

2.4. Inequality in New Zealand
According to Windfuhr and Jonsen, “without addressing the structural causes of poverty,
hunger and malnutrition, a fruitful and thorough discussion about how to reduce poverty
cannot be undertaken” (Windfuhr & Jonsen, 2005, p. 9). Novak (1995) defines poverty
beyond the quantifiable measurement of poverty based on income, “to the neglect of its wider
dimensions of insecurity and oppressions, the nuances of gender and race, powerlessness and
struggle” (p. 58). Ill health and poverty reflects the failure of the state to protect Indigenous
people’s rights (Damman, Eide, & Kuhnlein, 2008).
Poverty worsened in NZ from the late 1980s and early 1990s (McPherson, 2006), despite
neo-liberal reforms that promised economic growth and the reduction of poverty (Dalziel,
1999). Since 1982 the gap between rich and poor has steadily widened, unemployment has
increased, particularly for youth, child poverty has gone up and the cost of food has risen
50% (Science Alert, 2011). Between 1982 and 2012, income inequality as measured by the
Gini coefficient, rose (Reddington et al., 2014). The widening gap between rich and poor
from the mid-1980s until the mid-2000s happened faster in NZ than any other developed
country (Rashbrooke, 2013). Such a power shift occurred at the same time as rising
unemployment, benefit cuts, a GST increase, and tax rates halving, with the wealthy paying
less in taxes (Rashbrooke, 2013). Increasing numbers of people are finding it difficult to meet
their basic needs, in particular food (McPherson, 2006). The poorest fifth of the population
had the welfare benefits cut in 1991, which was never reversed (Rashbrooke, 2013). Though
inequality fell from 2004 to 2007, attributed to higher rates of employment and better
Working for Families packages (Reddington et al., 2014), the gap between rich and poor
started to widen again from 2009 due to the global economic crisis (Reddington et al., 2014),
and perhaps a change in government.
A report by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) brings
attention to growing inequalities caused by trickle-down economics (Elliot, 2014). In the two
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decades from 1985, NZ has had the biggest increase in income gaps of any developed country
(Rashbrooke, 2014, para. 3). The wealthiest fifth of the population gets about 40% of aftertax income while the bottom fifth of the population gets only 8% (Rashbrooke, 2014). The
OECD report concludes that the richest 10% of the population now earns 9.5 times higher the
income of the poorest 10%, up from seven times in the 1980s (Elliot, 2014). A correlation
between NZ’s growing inequality and a post-1984 political shift that embraced neo-liberal
reforms, referred to as “Thatchernomics and Reaganomics”, is hard to ignore (Rashbrooke,
2014, para. 5). It is estimated that rising inequality has knocked nearly 10 percentage points
off of growth in NZ, with the result being slower, not faster, growth (Elliot, 2014, para. 11).
The OECD report proposes higher taxes on the rich and policies aimed at improving the lot of
the bottom 40% of the population, identified as the “squeezed middle” (Elliot, 2014, para. 2).
The report Household Incomes in NZ: trends in indicators of inequality and hardship 1982 to
2012, defined poverty in NZ at living at less than 60% of the median wage, which is about
$16,000 per year, or approximately $300.00 per week (Perry, 2013), while the average
household food bill is at $200 per week (Hunt, 2011). In NZ, the National Advisory
Committee on Health and Disability concluded that income is the single most important
modifiable determinant of health and wellbeing (1998). The highest rates of illness and
premature death are generally experienced by those who are worst off financially (NHC,
1998).
The latest Innocanti Report Card by UNICEF found that child poverty has reduced by just
0.4% between 2008 and 2012 (Reddington et al., 2014). However, in countries with greater
income equality, child poverty rates decreased, for example in countries of a similar size to
NZ, Norway and Finland, child poverty rates decreased by 4.3% and 3.2% respectively
(Reddington et al., 2014). In 2012, approximately 285,000 children between the ages of 0–17
were living in poverty – that is 27% of all NZ children (Reddington et al., 2014). Currently
one in three Māori children lives in poverty. The rate of poverty amongst Māori is double that
of Pākehā (Perry, 2013). In 2012, 34% of Māori and 34% of Pacific Island children lived in
poor households, as compared to 17% of NZ European children (Reddington et al., 2014).
Hunger and poverty are “intrinsically related”, as the ability to purchase food depends on
having money, and in the case of rural residents, depends on access to productive resources,
including land to grow food (Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005, p. 17). According to the NZ National
Children’s Nutrition Survey (2002), 33.6% of Māori households stated they could not afford
to eat properly sometimes, compared to 12.1% of NZ European households; 37.5% of Māori
households reported they ran out of food sometimes or often, compared to 12% of New
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Zealand European households; 30.7% of Māori households stated they ate less food because
of the lack of money compared to 10.2% of New Zealand European households; and, finally,
45.2% of Māori households reported the lack of money affected the variety of food
consumed, compared to 27.8% of New Zealand European households (Parnell et al., 2003).
Children in poverty are more likely to have poor nutrition due to cutting back on fresh fruits,
vegetables and meat; live in cold/overcrowded housing; have worn-out clothes or no shoes;
and experience barriers to accessing healthcare due to the cost of doctor visits (Reddington et
al., 2014). Emotional and physical hardships have long-term developmental impacts on
children, especially considering child poverty rates are highest for young children (0–11 years
old versus 12–17 years old) (Reddington et al., 2014).
Research has found that the best way of improving quality of life in developed countries is
through reducing inequalities (Wilkinson & Pickett, 2010). One of the key messages of the
State of Food Insecurity in the World 2012 report by the FAO is that though economic growth
can raise incomes and reduce hunger, it does not reach everyone and policies are needed that
specifically target the poor and rural areas ensuring sustainable and equitable economic
growth (2012). In other words, poverty will continue “if faster growth is not combined with
equitable distribution of benefits” (Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005, p. 17). Unequal societies suffer
from a lack of social cohesion, a lack of opportunity, poor health and poor well-being
(Rashbrooke, 2013). Rashbrooke suggests the NZ government take steps to address the
growing issue, including ensuring a living wage, redistributing the wealth through taxes and
benefits, building shared communities, boosting skills, and tackling the housing market
(Rashbrooke, 2013).

2.5. Concentration of Power in the Food System
In order to gain an accurate understanding of hunger and malnutrition, an examination of
power dynamics within the food system is essential – to not just understand the system but
also to change it (Patel, 2012). The food system is described as “the entire set of activities
and relationships that make up various food pathways from seed to table and influence how,
why and what we eat” (Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010). In addition, an analysis of the food system
involves a discussion of food growing and production practices, the food retail industry and
environmental impacts of industrial agriculture. The role of the food industry is important to
consider, as power is concentrated within the hands of fewer and fewer corporations (Patel,
2012). Research documents corporate and market domination in our food system and the
effects this is having on local communities and the environment (McMichael, 2005; Clapp &
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Fuchs, 2009; Glover & Newell, 2004; Lang & Heasman, 2004; Magdoff, Foster, & Buttel,
2000). Not only is market concentration evident at the level of agricultural production,
distribution, and consumption, but also at the international level in terms of trade (Patel,
2012).
Our food system is undergoing a shift and becoming increasingly global and corporate
dominated (Clapp & Fuchs, 2009). La Via Campesina’s website observed,
the liberalisation of agricultural markets, the manipulation of market prices by
transnational corporations, the re-concentration of land in the hands of big land
owners and corporations, the patenting of seeds and other life forms, and the slashing
and privatisation of public services have deepened already existing inequalities, while
mainly benefitting transnational corporations and elites around the world. (2006)
The corporate takeover of the seed industry is one of the biggest contributors to the loss of
biodiversity (Schanbacher, 2010). The top three seed companies (Monsanto, Dupont, and
Syngenta) account for 47% of the worldwide proprietary seed market, and the top 10 seed
companies account for 67% of the global proprietary seed market (Schanbacher, 2010). The
top 10 seed companies also own nearly all of the GE seed market (ETC Group, 2005).
‘Corporate control’ refers to multinational corporations that exert significant control and
influence in the areas of agriculture and food. More than 80% of exports of major grains
comes from five countries and are controlled by four major companies (Oxfam, 2012) and
75% of the world’s grain trade can be attributed to Archer Daniels Midlands and Cargill
(Vorley, 2003), which highlights the susceptibility of the current food system. Monsanto
controls 41% of the global maize seed market and 25% of the global soy seed market (Grain,
2007). Unsurprisingly, in the last quarter of 2007, as the global food crisis began to appear,
multinational agricultural corporations, including Monsanto, Archer Daniels Midlands and
Cargill, were making their highest profits (Holt-Gimenez, 2009).
Transnational agricultural corporations have significant influence over global trade and
public policies (McIntyre et al., 2009). Industrial agriculture “undermines democracy by
concentrating economic power so that it can block transparency and sway public policy,
contributing to economic and political power that deepens inequalities at the root of hunger”
(Lappe & Collins, 2015, p. 98). Clapp and Fuchs argue that,
an obvious form of power held by corporate actors is the instrumental power they
attempt to wield in policy processes via corporate lobbying and influencing political
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campaigns, with financial, organisational and human resources, as well as access to
decision makers feeding into this type of power. (2009, p. 8)
An increase in corporate power and control extends to the retail sector. There is a trend
towards the development of an oligopoly of retail corporations (Fuchs, Kalfagianni, &
Arentsen, 2009; Burch & Lawrence, 2005; Konefal, Mascarenhas, & Hatanaka, 2005).
Foodstuffs and Progressive are extremely powerful within the NZ retail market, and can be
considered a duopoly (Scherer, 2010). In 2005, it was estimated that they controlled 78% of
all retail food purchases in the country (Scherer, 2010). In 2014, Foodstuffs and Progressive
were estimated to control approximately 95% of the grocery retail sector (Kedgley, 2014).
NZ’s supermarket trade is one of the most concentrated in the world (Wilson, 2013). In 2010
the two main players in the NZ retail market, Foodstuffs and Progressive Enterprises, spent
nearly $110 million on advertising and had nearly $13 billion in combined sales (Scherer,
2010). In 2012, Foodstuffs reported revenue of $8.33 billion, and Progressive Enterprises
revenue of $5.5 billion (Wilson, 2013).
Retailers have “significant structural and market power” (Fuchs et al., 2009, p. 31). Large
grocery stores and chains have strict quality and safety standards that affect traders, suppliers
and farmers (Clapp & Fuchs, 2009). Private certification schemes tend to favour large
agribusinesses and food producers, not small farmers (Clapp & Fuchs, 2009; McMichael &
Friedmann, 2007). Retail standards are often developed collectively, which only strengthens
their power (Fuchs et al., 2009, p. 35). Certain standards also limit suppliers’ choices (Busch,
2000). Governments tend to “defend the monopoly of power enjoyed by corporations in the
food system” (Trauger, 2013, p. 14).
Corporate control over all stages of the production chain is increasing, with at least one major
food corporation involved in food production, trade, processing, packaging and retailing
(Lang & Heasman, 2004; Heffernan, 2000). There is increasing concentration in the
procurement and distribution of foods, leading towards “truly global supermarket retailing”
(FAO, 2005, p. 21–22). According to MacMillan (2005), economists predict that six large
supermarket chains will control the global food market with products distributed to their
stores through their global networks. Global transport affects the types of products sold.
Products that have long shelf lives and can be transported over long distances are favoured
(Fuchs et al., 2009). Global retail brands are beginning to dominate the market (AgraEurope,
2002). In addition, consolidations and subsidiaries make it difficult for consumers to know
exactly who produced what product (Oxfam, 2013).
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The corporate control of the food system has led to an emphasis on processed foods,
consumers receiving limited information on products, and manipulation of markets through
strategic advertising (Welsh & Macrae, 1998). Food retailers are increasingly focused on food
marketing, advertising, and packaging (Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010). Messages on packages are
also emphasised over nutritional information (Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010). Increased portion
sizes of processed foods, such as potato chips, sugary cereals, candy and soda, directly impact
people’s health, which is not helping the trend towards weight gain and obesity affecting low
income communities (Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010, p. 45).
Supermarkets are taking control of their own supply chains, with their own private labels
taking up more shelf space and pushing local producers off the shelf (Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010,
p. 45). About a third of all products sold in supermarkets are home brand products (Kedgley,
2014). Foodstuffs own the in-store private labels Pam’s and Budget, and Progressive
produces Signature Range, Homebrand and Select items (Scherer, 2010). Available shelf
space tends to go to larger suppliers which are able to provide new products on a regular
basis and pay the fees for advantageous space on the shelf (Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010, p. 45).
However, researchers have found that customers are not always loyal to one brand or chain
(Dixon, 2007). Social movements are gaining influence amongst consumers (Hatanaka, Bain,
& Busch, 2005). Negative publicity can affect sales (Fuchs et al., 2009), but when it comes to
the political framework, consumers are still weaker than retail corporations (Fuchs et al.,
2009; Lang, 2003).
The position of retail supermarket corporations in the product chain gives them considerable
power in world and domestic markets (Fuchs et al., 2009). Small farmers and food producers
are finding it difficult to compete with such powerful entities (Oxfam, 2013). Small farmers,
producers and local retailers are being pushed out of the market (Dries, Reardon, & Sinnen,
2004). They have trouble getting their products and lesser-known brands into grocery stores
(Fuchs et al., 2009). The livelihoods of small farmers and local retails are being threatened by
large retail chains, which is detrimental to sustainable development and is increasing
inequality and poverty (Fuchs et al., 2009, p. 51).

2.6. Industrial Agriculture
A globalised food system is not only impacting our health, but is also causing environmental
degradation and biodiversity loss. Industrial agriculture is responsible for much biodiversity
loss, environmental degradation, climate change and negative health implications (Johnston
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et al., 2014; Foley et al., 2011; Altieri, 2011). Soil erosion is occurring faster than topsoils can
replenish, as with water usage for irrigation (Dangour et al., 2012; Horrigan, Lawrence, &
Walker, 2002). Monoculture-based agricultural systems have contributed to genetic
uniformity and are highly vulnerable (Altieri, 2011). The prevalence of monocultures or near
monocultures (the rotation of only two crops, such as corn and soybeans) has increased
worldwide (Altieri, 2011). Monocultures necessitate high chemical inputs (Altieri, 2011) and,
within the US, are mostly genetically-modified, whilst the author recognises the issue of
genetically modified (GM) crops is controversial. Controversy also exists regarding the use
of chemical pesticides on food crops. Some research argues for the positive benefits of
pesticides, such as increasing yields (Cooper & Dobson, 2007) and avoided crop losses
(Bowles & Webster, 1995). Research shows pesticides have detrimental effects on honeybee
populations (Johnson, Ellis, Mullin, & Frazier, 2010; Porrini et al, 2003). Research argues
that a heavy reliance on chemical fertilisers and pesticides contributes to soil degradation, the
loss of soil fertility, water pollution, pesticide resistance, and marine dead zones (Dangour et
al., 2012; Horrigan et al., 2002). Industrial agriculture, including monocultures, and the
intensification of farming over the last century has increased the rate of soil erosion by
sixtyfold (Foucher et al., 2014). If the current industrial food system is allowed to continue
unabated, it will be detrimental to ecosystems, the land, soil, water, and biodiversity
conservation (Chicago Council on Global Affairs, 2011; Foley et al., 2011; Rockstrom, 2009;
Gold & McBurney, 2012; Johnston et al., 2014).
Some view the industrial food system as unethical, given the heavy reliance on chemical
pesticides (IAASTD, 2009). Research shows that chemical fertilisers and pesticides not only
harm environmental health but also human health (Horrigan et al., 2002). Agrochemicals, or
organophosphates, were originally developed as neurotoxins for use in World War II,
however, organophosphate later began to be marketed as insecticides/pesticides and became
widespread in agriculture, for household application, on lawns and US public parks (Dyro,
2006). Monocultures, which are common in the industrial agriculture system, require the
increased application of such pesticides.
Controversy exists regarding the long-term impacts of exposure to pesticides and neurotoxic
substances (Lotti, Becker, & Aminoff, 1984). Organophosphates are toxic to the nervous
system, as well as some carbamate pesticides, pyrethroids and neonicotinoids, and are known
to cross the placental barrier and have been detected in amniotic fluid surrounding the foetus
during periods of brain development (Rauh et al., 2011). Infants and children are at an
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increased risk of pesticide toxicity because the dose per body weight is higher in children due
to their small size (Bouchard et al., 2011).
Muñoz-Quezada et al. (2013) reviewed 27 published studies of children exposed to pesticides
in food and in the home at a young age and all but one showed some negative effect of
organophosphate pesticides on the development of the child’s brain and nervous system.
Pesticide exposure in babies can affect their brain development, intelligence and social skills
(Safe Food Campaign, 2014). The NZ Total Diet Survey tested 32 samples of baby food in
2009, and found traces of pesticides, nearly 800 times more than in European baby food (Safe
Food Campaign, 2014). Pesticides and fertilisers are also associated with elevated cancer
rates amongst agricultural workers, and chemical residues on food have been linked to
reproductive problems and endocrine disruption (Horrigan et al., 2002; Soule et al., 1990).
Pesticides are endocrine disrupters and known carcinogens (Safe Food Campaign, 2014).
The capitalist mode of agriculture production favours large farms, mechanisation, specialised
production and monocultures (Altieri, 2011). The industrial farming model is also causing
environmental degradation in NZ. Dairy farms are heavily polluting waterways (Collins,
2004). In addition, foreign grasses have been introduced that affect plants and microbes in the
ecosystem (Brooking, 2006).
Some argue that the current system has made food more convenient, cheap, and widely
available through production and processing advanced by the green revolution (Godfray et
al., 2010). Though the industrial food system has made food cheaper, it has also made class
difference related to income and food consumption more apparent (Goodman, 2004). In
addition, the growing concentration of corporate power within the food system is of great
concern (Patel, 2012). However, research shows that a balance between the environment and
yields can be reached through diversified agroecosystems and low inputs (Altieri, 2011).
Others argue that agriculture performance has to be valued and measured beyond the amount
of yield produced, taking into account social, environmental and health impacts (Moller et al.,
2008). Agriculture has social, cultural, and environmental benefits and involves more than
just yields (IAASTD, 2009). Focusing just on yields causes environmental harm and makes
inequalities worse through not addressing the root causes of poverty and hunger (IAASTD,
2009). Long-term solutions for addressing environmental impacts of growing food will take
into consideration social and environmental gains, not just economic, and involve a major
shift in the way people view land as either for production or conservation to a more
integrated, sustainable approach (Moller et al., 2008).
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Open markets demand that commodities are produced as cheaply as possible, resulting in
environmental destruction and reminding us of the fundamental change needed to the food
system (Patel, 2009; Altieri, 2011). A food system characterised by long distance transport
and global trade also results in significant food loss and waste exceeding 50% (Lundqvist, de
Fraiture, & Molden, 2008). Industrial food production is also contributing to concentration in
the control over land (Lappe & Collins, 2015).
Transnational corporations (TNCs) are “exerting increased influence and control over
different parts of food system, markets and worldwide food production” (Windfuhr & Jonsen,
2005, p. 8). The “big 10” identified by Oxfam are Associated British Foods (ABF), CocaCola, Danone, General Mills, Kellogg, Mars, Mondelez International (previously Kraft
Foods), Nestlé, PepsiCo and Unilever and are valued at $7 trillion, larger than even the
energy sector, representing about 10% of the global economy (Oxfam, 2013, p. 25). The 10
largest food companies control 49% of food sales globally (Allen & Sachs, 2012). These
companies have considerable influence and control over governments and regulations
(Oxfam, 2013). Decisions that greatly impact our food, land, and seeds, are in the control of
TNCs (Goodman and Watts, 1997).

2.6.1. Climante Change and Agriculture
The “destructive neo-liberal market path-dependency” of the global, industrial food system
has led to rising energy and food prices, unstable communities that are no longer selfsufficient, and adverse environmental impacts, including climate change and water and air
pollution (McMichael, 2014, 951). Industrial agriculture and monocrops – with their
dependence on costly mechanised production, and chemical fertilisers and pesticides – are
extremely energy intensive and expensive, and are inherently unstable due to the increased
susceptibility to disease, insects, and the depletion of critical minerals and fuels; this
complexity of the capitalised food distribution system at the global scale also makes it
vulnerable to collapse because of breakdowns in the long chain from producer to consumer
(Bodley, 2008). According to Confino, the existing capitalist system is not really sustainable
(Confino, 2011). Signs that the current economic system is not working are abundant, with
growing social and economic inequities, environmental degradation, and the state of the
planet (Gibson-Graham, Cameron, & Healy, 2013, p. xx). Humanity has inflicted more
damage since 1950 to the planet’s living systems than in the preceding 100,000 years
(Monbiot, 2011), coinciding with the rise of neo-liberal capitalism. Environmental
degradation has been unprecedented in the last 60 years, at a rate unseen in the last 10,000
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years (Milman, 2015). “Carbon dioxide levels at 395.5 parts per million are at historic highs
while loss of biosphere integrity is resulting in species becoming extinct at a rate more than
100 times faster than the previous norm” (Milman, 2015, para. 6). Since 1950 urbanisation
along with industrial agriculture has increased substantially (Milman, 2015). The amount of
fertiliser use is now eight times higher than in 1950 and the amount of nitrogen entering the
oceans has quadrupled (Milman, 2015).
A report by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change warns that climate change
will drastically impact food supplies, reducing production by 2% per decade while demand
will increase by 14% per decade as the population grows to 9.6 billion in 2015 (Gillis, 2013).
Erratic weather patterns due to global warming, including rising temperatures, altered rainfall
patterns, and an increase in natural disasters such as floods and droughts (Wehner et al.,
2011), are affecting crop production, often in those places that are already the most
vulnerable (Wheeler & von Braun, 2013; Morton, 2007). Production impacted by climatic
conditions also affects food prices (Wehner et al., 2011). Higher feed costs then impact the
prices of beef, pork, poultry and dairy products (Oxfam, 2012).
Not only is agriculture affected by climate change, it is a major contributor. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that global greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions from the agricultural sector accounts for 10–12% of annual total global
GHG emissions, and when emissions from agricultural fuel use, fertiliser production, and
land use change are included, the current agro-industrial food system accounts for 30% of all
human generated GHG emissions (Climate Change and Food Systems, 2012; Vermilion,
Campbell, & Ingram, 2012; Smith et al., 2007; Feed the Future, 2010). This is due to a heavy
reliance on fossil fuels for food transport, processing, packaging, and the synthesis of
nitrogen fertilisers and pesticides in production (Dangour et al., 2012; McMichael &
Schneider, 2011; Chicago Council on Global Affairs, 2011; Vermilion et al., 2012; Smith et
al., 2007). It has been estimated that “the global industrial agriculture employs three calories
of fossil fuel energy to produce one calorie of food energy” (Bello, 2009, p. 36).
Within NZ, where the economy is based primarily on agriculture, agricultural emissions
comprise close to half of total emissions (Leslie, Aspin, & Clark, 2008). However, in
comparison to other developed countries, GHG emissions per unit of food in NZ are not quite
as high (Leslie et al., 2008). Still, Moller argues that NZ agriculture is intensifying at such a
rate so as to threaten aquatic and terrestrial biodiversity and agroecosystem resilience (2008).
The dairy industry in NZ is growing in scale due to market pressures and commercial
competitiveness, which has resulted in significant environmental impacts (Jay, 2007; Moller
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et al., 2008). The industry has responded to political pressure to mitigate environmental
impacts through a narrow attempt to improve water quality and pasture management, whereas
an alternative response outside of market forces and based on sustainability is necessary (Jay,
2007). As Steffen et al. state, “the pursuit of growth in the global economy continues, but
responsibility for its impacts on the Earth System has not been taken, planetary stewardship
has yet to emerge” (Steffen, Broadgate, Deutsch, Gaffney, & Ludwig, 2015, p. 97).
Investment in a food system that is more resilient to climate change is needed (Wheeler &
von Braun, 2013). An alternative system based on small farmers’ rights, agroecological
production, and local rather than global markets, is called for (McIntyre et al., 2011).
Agroecology is “based on techniques not delivered top down but developed on basis of
farmers knowledge and experimentation” (De Schutter, 2013, p. 35). Agroecological farming
methods include promoting diverse crops and agro-biodiversity, integrating livestock into
farming systems, agroforestry, and nutrient management to reduce erosion and enhance
nitrogen in the soil, water harvesting, and restoring/cultivating degraded land (De Schutter,
2013). Agroecological and ecological farming practices can help against climate change, as
inputs based on fossil fuels are reduced and the soil conservation practices help sequester
carbon. The women and initiatives in this study are promoting agroecology, which “creates
relationships of mutuality that generate new, distributed power, problem-solving power”
(Lappe & Collins, 2015, p. 130). According to Lappe and Collins, agroecology is part of a
“more democratic social order in which growing nutritious food and transforming power
relationships are inextricably linked, an agricultural model that sustains life in all its forms”
(Lappe & Collins, 2015, p. 130).
Each year, 75 billion tons of fertile soil is washed or blown away (Chasek, Safriel, Shikongo,
& Fuhrman, 2015). Soil holds much more carbon than atmosphere does, and agroecology
keeps the carbon there and not in the air (Victoria et al., 2012). Organic farms have higher
yields during times of drought and heavy rains (Letter, Seidel, & Liebhardt, 2003); this is
especially pertinent given climate variations and unpredictable weather patterns due to
climate change, including heavy floods, rains, and drought. Farms using ecological farming
practices in Nicaragua, Honduras, and Guatemala during Hurricane Mitch in 1998, retained
20–40% more topsoil than farms that had not been using ecological practices (Holt-Gimenez,
2001). The International Planning Committee for Food Sovereignty claims that small farmers
can “feed the world and cool the planet” (McMichael & Schneider, 2011), pointing to the
need for a shift in the current food system towards supporting small growers and
agroecological farming techniques. Farmers are often not recognised for their stewardship of
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almost a third of the land on the Earth’s surface (IAASTD, 2009).

2.6.2. Food Treated as a Commodity and Rising Food Prices
Food is viewed as just another commodity within the capitalist system subject to market
conditions (Gross, 2012; Patel, 2009). Food being reduced to a commodity means only those
with money can access it (La Via Campesina, 2008a). The true value of food is lost, including
its cultural and nutritional value (Patel, 2009). Neo-liberalism has contributed to the
globalisation of the food system and has further restricted states from supporting small
farmers and local producers in favour of the economy and industry (Clark, 2013). Rising food
prices precipitated a global food crisis in 2007–08. The high price of staple foods, including
flour for bread and maize for tortillas, resulted in violence and riots throughout the world,
including Latin America, Asia and Africa (Conway, 2012). There is much debate surrounding
the causes of the food price spike (Piesse & Thirtle, 2009). Conway (2012) considers a fall in
harvest due to weather conditions to be a major factor, as well as costs beginning to rise in
late 2006 with the price of oil.
Oxfam (2012) argues for increased regulation to improve transparency of commodity markets
and prevent excessive speculation. The FAO (2012) suggests that prices on international
commodity markets affect consumer prices less than was previously assumed. Ironically, the
UN report on the World Economic Situation and Prospects implicates financial speculation as
a cause for food shortages in 2007, stating that “the impact on food prices of speculation by
financial investors in commodities and commodity futures markets has been considerable”
(Bello, 2009, p. 35). Clearly, a key concern in addressing food insecurity is the price of food,
“the less stable food prices, the less accessible and affordable food is, both for importing
nations and individual households” (Conway, 2012, p. 69).
According to Shawki (2012), the crisis was not a “food crisis” but a “food system crisis” (p.
436). As Clapp and Fuchs (2009) argue, the volatility of food prices underlines the
increasingly interconnected and global nature of the food system dominated by TNCs, with
wide-ranging implications in terms of the corporate influence on environmental, social, and
economic sustainability of the system. Recent research confirms the power of multinational
corporations in the global food system and brings attention to the impacts of corporate
domination (McMicheal, 2005; Clapp & Fuchs, 2009; Glover & Newell, 2004; Lang &
Heasman, 2004).
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There are already nearly a billion people who are having trouble feeding themselves and their
families, so any future price increases in food will only make a bad situation worse (Oxfam,
2012). It is agreed that lower income households and small farmers are the ones most
severely impacted by food price fluctuations (FAO, 2012). Close to half of Māori households
(45.2%) buy low-quality processed foods due to the lack of money for healthy alternatives
(Parnell et al., 2003). There is a considerable price differential between the cost of a healthy
diet versus an energy-dense but nutrient-poor diet (Wynd, 2005). Cheap, processed food is
usually higher in saturated fats, which are a risk factor for obesity, diabetes and coronary
heart disease (Parillo & Riccardi, 2004). These are ailments disproportionately affecting the
poor in NZ, including Māori and Pacific Islanders (Ministry of Health, 2005).
Not only are canned and processed foods less nutritious, but they also include artificial
ingredients and added flavours that can further compromise health (Wilkie, 2014). Frozen
meals and meats can also have added ingredients that increase calories, fat, and sodium
content (Wilkie, 2014). In addition, those facing low food security are more likely to
consume cheap, processed fatty cuts of meat (sausages and saveloys) versus leaner, more
expensive cuts (beef/veal) (Parnell, 2005). People who are food insecure consume fewer
fruits and vegetables and, due to a poor diet, have lower levels of key nutrients (InnesHughes & Cosgrove, 2010; Kirkpatrick & Tarasuk, 2008). Fruits and vegetable are costly and
more perishable than processed food, hence limited intake in food insecure households
(Drenowski, 2004; Drenowski & Specter, 2004). Good food is expensive and hard to get
while cheap food is heavily marketed, bad for you, but engineered to taste good (Newman,
2004). A dual phenomenon exists of not enough to eat of certain kinds of foods, and too much
to eat of other kinds of foods, contributing to pervasive injustices (Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010, p.
55).
Low-income, minority, and rural neighbourhoods have poor access to healthy food (Larson,
Nelson, & Story, 2009). The lack of healthy food options in poor communities is a human
rights issue (Holt-Gimenez & Patel, 2012, p. 159). The lack of access to fresh foods and
vegetables (food deserts) influences food consumption patterns in low-income households
(Bitler & Haider, 2010), exacerbating inequalities and disparities in social and health
indicators. The available evidence on the diets in low-income households indicates that they
are low in vegetables, fruits, lean red meat and dairy products, but tend to be too high in fat,
salt and sugar (Ministry of Health, 2003).
The availability of fast food restaurants and processed junk foods is greater in lower income
and minority neighbourhoods (Larson et al., 2009; Drouin, Hamelin, & Ouellet, 2009;
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Cummins & Macintyre, 2002). Food stores in lower income areas also sell foods of lower
quality (Cummins et al., 2009). The fast food industry has strategically positioned itself to
maximise profits through cheap prices and targeting lower income communities (Morland,
Wing, Roux, & Poole, 2002; Cummins, McKay, & McIntyre, 2005). Research has established
linkages between low-income communities’ access to fresh foods and disparities in health
and wellness, highlighting issues of equity and a system failure (Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010;
Carter, Dubois, Tremblay, & Taljaard, 2012).
Food deserts – an area with little or no access to stores that offer fresh foods but rather an
abundance of fast food restaurants, convenience stores, and takeaway shops – are not well
researched in NZ (Stevenson, 2011). In 2006, Toi Te Ora investigated the proximity of fast
food outlets to thirty Lakes and Bay of Plenty schools, and schools in the most deprived areas
had higher numbers of takeaways close to them (Kennedy-Muru, 2006). A similar study by
Pearce, Blakely, Witten, and Bartie (2007) found a strong association between
socioeconomically disadvantaged schools/neighbourhood deprivation and access to fast food
outlets in NZ, again adding insight to the high levels of obesity amongst low-income
communities. However, in contrast to other research on food deserts, the study also found that
supermarkets were also more highly concentrated in lower socioeconomic areas, which the
authors surmise is due to higher population densities in these areas, close proximity in urban
areas between higher and lower socioeconomic suburbs, and lower rents / land prices in these
locations (Pearce et al., 2007). However, Weatherspoon et al. (2014) suggest that even with
better food access, low incomes still limit vegetable consumption. Other research has found a
positive correlation between vegetable prices and body mass index (BMI) (Powell &
Chaloupka, 2009; Vernarelli, Mitchell, Hartman, & Rolls, 2011).
Food deserts are emblematic of power dynamics within the food system, as residents often
lack the means to access healthier alternatives, revealing problems of economic inequality,
discrimination and injustice (Panelli & Tipa, 2009; Gallagher, 2006; Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010;
Ahn, 2004). Those living in food deserts, food poor or impoverished areas, have a higher
incidence of diet-related illnesses and premature death (Gallagher, 2010). Intense marketing
campaigns and visual branding amongst fast food outlets may also contribute to high rates of
obesity in low-income neighbourhoods (Pearce et al., 2007). The
quality of food in most of the world is degrading, as more of us are suffering from
lack of nutrients even when calories are more than sufficient due to an alarming
disconnect between calories and nutrients with devastating outcomes, including
obesity. (Lappe & Collins, 2015, p. 14)
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The industrial food system is responsible for an increase in the availability of cheap
processed foods, high in energy but low in essential nutrients (Foresight, 2011). The price of
food is also one of the key features in determining what people purchase and eat and has a
significant impact on their disposable income for other needs (Stevenson, 2011). According to
Welsh and Marae (1998), “the process of reframing community food security requires
conceptualising food as more than a commodity, people as more than consumers, and society
as more than simply a marketplace” (p. 240). According to Welsh and Marae (1998), who
make the distinction between consumers and citizens, the
concept of consumer is far too limited in that it acknowledges a person’s interests and
power primarily in terms of his or her ability to buy or reject products and services,
while the language of citizen implies some complex membership in a society, with
both rights and responsibilities beyond those of consuming goods and services. (p.
240)

2.7. Sustainable Solutions: Local Food Production
Extensive literature exists on sustainable food networks and alternative food systems
(Renting, Marsden, & Banks, 2003; Maye, Holloway, & Kneafsey, 2007; Cox et al., 2008;
Selfa & Qazi, 2005; Harris, 2009; Little, Maye, & Ilbury, 2010), which have come to
represent local identities, quality food and environmental sustainability (McCarthy, 2014).
Food networks represent diverse initiatives, including organic produce, farmers’ markets,
community supported agriculture (CSA) schemes, community gardens, and specialist stores
(McCarthy, 2014).
Much of the research surrounding local food and sustainable food systems has taken place
within the European (Venn et al., 2006; Renting et al., 2003) and North American context
(Selfa & Qazi, 2005; Ballamingie & Walker, 2013; Stroink & Nelson, 2013; Nelson,
Knezevic, and Landman, 2013). However, a study by McCarthy (2014) looks at the rise of
sustainable food systems in North Queensland and examines the challenges the region faces
in scaling-up. Though the study includes only 10 case studies, with some weaknesses in the
chosen methodology of phone interviews, it comes to some interesting conclusions. Results
highlight perspectives on the benefits of local food supply, including sustainable production,
healthier food, enhanced equity through addressing power differentials between farmers and
corporate outlets, improving farmers’ welfare and creating closer connections between
producer and consumer (McCarthy, 2014). Consumer choices are seen as a political act,
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similar to what Sefang terms “ecological citizenship” (2005, p. 290).
Academics have questioned how strategies such as promoting consumer food choice,
perpetuate neo-liberalism and race/class-based inequalities (Alcon, 2008; Allen, 2004; Allen
& Guthman, 2006; Getz, Brown, & Shreck, 2008; Guthman, 2008; Pudup, 2008). Though
there are advantages to influencing social change through the market, organic and local
alternatives to the corporate food regime are often, as Pollan refers to it, a “novel hybrid –
market as movement” (2006, p. 254). Alkon (2013) warns against the threat of elitism within
the organic food movement and neo-liberal notions that social problems can be solved
through the market via consumer choice, shifting state responsibilities to individuals and not
addressing the needs of low-income people. She argues that food sovereignty, as opposed to
the local organic movement, directly challenges neo-liberal corporate food systems (Alkon,
2013). Allen and Guthman (2006) argue that “agri-food activism” may reinforce neoliberalism through the emphasis placed on individual choice, purchasing power, and
consumerism with labelling such as organic, fair trade, and locally grown, with resistance
whittled down to market choices and purchasing decisions (Wittman, Desmarais, & Wiebe,
2010).
Research has shown that community gardens and produce distribution substantially improve
food access and provide nutritious diets for participants (Bidwell, 2009). A range of groups of
people are typically involved, including local residents, elderly, youth, schools, prisons and
hospitals (Pudup, 2008; Teig et al., 2009). Research supports the promotion of gardening as a
sustainable and environmentally friendly form of food production to improve food security
and nutrition, support income generation and healthy lifestyles (Galhena, Freed, & Maredia,
2013; Teig et al., 2009). Matlon (2003) draws the link between the role of small-scale
agriculture and the alleviation of hunger and poverty, including in diversifying diets, as a
source of nutrition, improving livelihoods and generating income through increasing local
food production. Research supports the potential contribution of Indigenous knowledge to
food security and sustainable food production, both internationally (Gorgestani, 2000; Sen,
2005) and within NZ (Huambachano, 2015).
Gardens are a source of employment and income generation, especially for women
(Middleton, 2009). Household labour is typical with smallholder food production usually
“among a family with a long experience of the local environment and knowledge of what
works and doesn’t work” (Conway, 2012, p. 91). Small farms and gardens provide flexible
employment and/or supplement incomes of individuals through free access to healthy,
nutritious food (Conway, 2012; Dann, 2012). Positive impacts overflow into the local
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economy through job production, lower food prices and increasing real incomes (Matlon,
2003).
Researchers argue for aligning small-scale agriculture and household nutrition security
(McDermott, Ait-Aissa, Morel, & Rapando, 2013). This would involve multisectoral
approaches and policies that promote collaboration between and amongst agriculture, health
services, water, sanitation and social services (McDermott et al., 2013). In addition, a focus
should be on building local and national capacities, including empowering women and
Indigenous people “in which the burden and solutions to nutrition security are found”
(McDermott et al., 2013, p. 667). Mendez et al. (2013) argues for a transdisciplinary,
participatory action approach to addressing issues of food security and food sovereignty.
Evidence-based practices involve integrated approaches that combine homestead/smallholder
production with other health/social services to improve nutritious food consumption, income,
intra-household equity, and childcare (McDermott et al., 2013). The Health and Nutrition
Gardens in Mali, West Africa, are a successful example which combines a traditional home
gardens approach (access to inputs, training in crop production and post-harvest practices)
with gender empowerment and nutrition education components (evaluation of food
consumption patterns; selection of micronutrient rich vegetables; improved recipes using
local food; cooking demonstrations; awareness and nutritional education to improve mother
to child feeding practices) (McDermott et al., 2013).
Galhena et al. (2013) points to renewed interest in gardens and local food production.
Gardens serve a variety of purposes, and vary based on location, including: home and
backyard gardens; neighbourhood community gardens; youth and school gardens; nutritional,
medicinal and herb gardens; market gardens; urban gardens; home gardens; and
demonstration and educational gardens (Middleton, 2009). Research by Galhena et al. (2013)
into home gardens shows that gardens fulfil a variety of needs, including social, economic
and cultural, while promoting environmental sustainability (Galhena et al., 2013). For
centuries, all over the world, home and community gardens have been integral to family
farming and local food systems.
Gardens have existed throughout history, practised in a variety of circumstances by local
communities and families with limited resources (Galhena et al., 2013). According to Niñez
(1987), “food production on small plots adjacent to human settlements is the oldest and most
enduring form of cultivation” (p. 3). Globally, gardens have contributed to food and nutrition
security, sustainable livelihoods, and income production (Niñez, 1987). Gardens are often
used as a panacea to hunger and malnutrition, especially in the developing world, as well as
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during the global food crisis (Johnson-Welch et al., 2000). According to the FAO (2002),
community and household gardens contribute to food and nutrition security of vulnerable
groups and increase household access to vegetables.
Research by Endres and Endres (2009) in the US underlines the role of local food production,
community resilience and the benefits of gardens during times of crisis, such as the
subsistence Victory Gardens planted during World War II. The programme produced
approximately 40% of the fresh fruit and vegetables consumed in the US from an estimated
20 million gardens (Saldivar-Tanaka & Krasny, 2004). Endres and Endres (2009) point out
the inherent vulnerability of a dispersed food system that relies on long distance transport:
potential threats to the transport system; they are critical of the US government for not
considering the role of local food production in national homeland security planning.
According to Middleton (2009), community gardens are a place where food crops are grown
amongst community members, neighbours and friends. People may utilise community
gardens for the following reasons: because they do not have the space for their own garden;
to access healthy food; as a place to reconnect with nature; for health benefits (including
mental health); for physical exercise; or to socialise with neighbours and friends (Middleton,
2009; Halweil, 2004; Flammang, 2009; Armstrong, 2000). Vegetables and medicinal plants
and herbs grown in gardens have nutritional benefits for the chronically ill (FAO, 2002;
Middleton, 2009). Cultivation and plots may be communal or split up into different plots for
individuals/families (Middleton, 2009).
A multitude of national and international research supports the positive benefits of
community gardens. Those involved with community gardens have higher intakes of fruit and
vegetables (Alaimo, Packnett, Miles, & Kruger, 2008; Wakefield, Yeudall, Taron, Reynolds,
& Skinner 2007; Bidwell, 2009). Gardeners have improved access to healthy foods including
organic and more nutritious food, thereby increasing food security (Kingsley, Townsend, &
Henderson-Wilson, 2009; Alaimo et al., 2008; Hunter, 2006). Research in the US has
demonstrated strong and measurable positive effects from community gardening (Halweil,
2004; Flammang, 2009). A study of over 60 gardens in upstate New York found gardeners ate
better and got more exercise than before they started gardening (Halweil, 2004; Flammang,
2009). Other benefits included improved attitudes of residents towards their neighbourhood,
building mutual support, reciprocity, collective democracy and civic engagement, improved
maintenance of properties, reduced litter, and greater neighbourhood pride (Teig et al., 2009;
Halweil, 2004; Flammang, 2009). The researchers describe this “garden effect” as four times
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more likely in low-income neighbourhoods, precisely where the need was greatest (Halweil,
2004; Flammang, 2009).
Bidwell (2009) argues that garden interventions often miss the most deprived sector of
society, highlighting the need for these projects and programmes to target the most
vulnerable. However, a study done in the low-income town of Flint, Michigan, which is
predominately African American, interviewed 766 residents and found that 15% of
respondents participated in a community garden or had a family member that did in the past
year (Alaimo et al., 2008). They were 3.5 times more likely to consume five servings of fruits
or vegetables than the other respondents, highlighting that household participation in
community gardens improves fruit and vegetable consumption in vulnerable areas (Alaimo et
al., 2008). Other research supports the positive benefits of community gardens in improving
declining neighbourhoods, promoting community pride, and influencing other community
projects and improvements (Glover, 2004; Bidwell, 2009). Research in New York found
community gardens positively impacted property prices in surrounding neighbourhoods
(Voicu, 2008). Gardens promote green spaces, which are good for mental health and relieves
the pressure of urban life (Saldivar-Tanaka & Krasny, 2004; Wakefield et al., 2007; Kirby &
Peters, 2008).
In this region of the world, Australian researchers have established indicators for monitoring
the multitude of social and ecological outcomes of community gardens (Beilin & Hunter,
2011). Benefits of NZ community gardens have included promoting social inclusion through
food production, political participation, consumption, and social interaction (Trinder, Blance,
& Patterson, 2006). In one study in NZ, participants reported it being easier to increase fruit
and vegetable intake when family or friends had vegetable gardens (TNC NZ Ltd., 2007).
There are also psychosocial benefits of community gardens for individuals, families and
communities (Bidwell, 2009; Wakefield et al., 2007). People become more connected with
where their food comes from (Hunter, 2006). Social benefits result from connections made
amongst the gardeners and members of the community (Dann, 2012). Gardens often spur
community mobilisation and other projects, such as tree planting, mural painting, and the
formation of neighbourhood associations and crime watch (Halweil, 2004; Flammang, 2009;
Wakefield et al., 2007). Other research found that community gardens promote selfsufficiency and self-reliance, as well as address socio-economic and ecological determinants
of food production (Gelsi, 1999).
Community gardens also have environmental benefits, including promoting organic and
agroecological gardening practices (King, 2008). Kirby and Peters (2008) found that not only
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do gardens preserve the land, but gardens also promote environmental sustainability through
creating biodiversity, the planting of heritage and heirloom varieties, and support wildlife
such as bees and beneficial organisms. NZ is experiencing a significant loss of agricultural
diversity with only 3% of edible plant varieties remaining that were introduced in the
nineteenth century (Dann, 2012). Holt-Gimenez emphasises the importance of agroecological
practices in sustainability and enhancing resistance to climate change (2014). Gardens and
local farms also promote sustainability in other ways, such as recycling nutrients and waste
through composting (Dann, 2012).
Community food security initiatives are taking on the responsibility of educating their own
communities about healthy foods in culturally appropriate ways (White, 2011). Gardens are
great for educational purposes, often used for teaching horticulture, organic gardening and
skills transferable to other settings (Kirby & Peters, 2008). Permaculture farms serve the dual
purpose of an educational venue for the public to learn about food production and
sustainability techniques (Gelsi, 1999).
Food sovereignty and local food movements explicitly aim to exert control over their own
food system and choose not to rely on the government to fulfil their right to food (White,
2011). The UN’s definition of the right to food has been criticised as focusing too much on
the individual’s right to food rather than the structural problems of the economic system,
corporate agriculture and industrial production (Wittman, 2011). Ultimately, what is needed
are ecological solutions to both food insecurity and climate change based in communities
(McMichael, 2011).

2.8. Conclusion
According to Holt-Gimenez and Patel (2012), “no one should live without enough food
because of economic constraints or social inequalities” (p. 159). The effects of food security
on health and well-being are well-documented in NZ, including the profound impacts on
physical, mental, and developmental outcomes of children (Bidwell, 2009; Slopen,
Fitzmaurice, Williams, & Gilman, 2011; Alaimo et al., 2001). Inadequate nutrition, in turn,
affects health, behaviour, and school attendance and performance (Quigley & Watts, 2005).
As research has shown, food insecurity impacts the choice and quantity of foods consumed
(Stevenson, 2011). Cheap food contributes to obesity as it is high in fat and sugar (Rush &
Rusk, 2009; Te Hotu Manawa Māori, 2008). Food insecurity is associated with obesity (Rose
& Bodor, 2006; Zaslow et al., 2009; Larson & Story, 2011). The problem is greatest amongst
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Pacific and Māori populations, with low food security associated with higher BMI and poor
nutrient intake, including lower intake of vitamin A, C, folate, fructose and glucose and
higher intake of fat amongst women experiencing low food security as compared to those that
are food secure (Stevenson, 2011).
Inequality is at the root of food insecurity. Though NZ’s economy has shown some growth
over the last 30 years, only the richest tenth of the population have seen any real benefit,
doubling their incomes from $56,300 to $100,200 in 2010; the poorest tenth of households
saw their incomes increase by only 13% from $9,700 to $11,000, and for the middle fifth by
only 19% from $25,900 to $30,800 (Rashbrooke, 2013). Māori and Pacific youth are two
times as likely as NZ Europeans to live in poverty (Rashbrooke, 2013). In the long-term,
societies that are more equal have better growth rates and are more productive (Rashbrooke,
2013).
Food sovereignty aims to change the system through small-scale agriculture and local food
systems (Desmarais & Wittman, 2013). However, such grass-roots initiatives are up against
“very powerful economic and political forces” (Desmarais, 2015, p. 157). The sheer size of
the largest agricultural and food industry corporations means that considerable power is
exerted over consumers, producers and government entities (Wilson, 2013). Corporations
impact health and nutrition through the products they produce, their marketing strategies and
their influence over public policy (Oxfam, 2013, p. 25). As demonstrated above, the
incredible concentration of power and control within the food industry severely limits
consumers’ choices and even the availability of healthy, fresh foods. Supermarkets are, in
effect, acting as gatekeepers to consumers (Kedgley, 2014). Within the context of this study,
the act of growing one’s own food lies in stark contrast to industrial agriculture. Food
sovereignty represents a viable alternative to the dominant model of agriculture and involves
the right of nations and people to control their own food systems (Wittman et al., 2010). The
goal is a more equitable food system, along with restoring our connection to nature through
sustainable agriculture (Duncan, 1996).
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CHAPTER 3: MĀORI FOOD CULTIVATION AND COMMUNITY GARDENS

He toa paheke te toa taua
Tena ko te toa mahi kai ekore e paheke

A warrior stands on insecure footing
(or slippery is the fame of the warrior)
But the industrious cultivator of land
Will never slip or fall
~ Māori Whakataukī (Proverb)

3.1. Introduction
This chapter contextualises food sovereignty the cultural, historical and political context of
Māori food systems in Aotearoa. An increasing dependence on a global food system has
threatened Indigenous food practices, and historically “this disconnect was key to
colonisation” (Waziyatawin, 2012, p. 72). According to Corntassel (2008), “Indigenous
connections between well-being and food security/livelihoods are critical to the realisation
and practice of a sustainable self-determination” (p. 117). Thus, it is essential that Indigenous
people restore their relationship to their lands, which Waziyatawin refers to as a “feedback
loop” for:
the more we learn to restore local food practices, the more likely we are to defend
those practices, and the stronger our cultural ties to our homeland become. If we
choose this course of action, we can simultaneously engage both the resurgence and
resistance elements of a decolonisation movement. Our survival will depend on it.
(2012, p. 74)
This chapter sets the foundation for the discussion on how communities are practising tino
rangatiratanga with regard to māra kai, which is proposed as a solution to hunger, bringing
communities back to the land and reinvigorating traditional agricultural practices. There is a
shortage of research that looks in detail at the relationship between te ao Māori and
gardening. As such, this research assesses how food sovereignty is culturally defined by
Māori within a Māori cultural context. The important contribution that Māori have made
through traditional knowledge and agriculture is outlined below.
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3.2. Māori Health, Well-Being and Culture
Māori have a holistic conceptualisation of the environment, which is similar to other
Indigenous people who also understand health and well-being from a holistic perspective, and
believe that all life is interrelated, including the environment and the cosmos (Lee &
Armstrong, 1995). The Earth and nature are imbued with spirituality and regarded by many
Indigenous people with care, appreciation, respect, awe, humility and reciprocity (Stevens,
1998, p. 21). Regarding health, this environmental and spiritual connection is important to
remember and is just as important when considering health indicators (Adelson, 2000;
Izquierdo, 2005; Ministry of Health, 2006). Food, well-being, culture and identity are
intricately related and are especially relevant for Indigenous people (Panelli & Tipa, 2009).
The recognition of food security must consider traditional and cultural knowledge and
practices (FAO, 2007). Te Kupenga, NZ’s first survey of Māori well-being, showed that 70%
of Māori said it was important for them to be involved with Māori culture (Statistics NZ,
2013b). The survey outlines four areas of cultural well-being through which individuals
connect to te ao Māori, including wairua (spirituality), tikanga (customary or correct way of
doing something), te reo Māori (the Māori language), and whanaungatanga (kinship / familial
connections) (Statistics NZ, 2013b). In addition, with regard to Māori education pedagogy
that emphasises the long history of tikanga and mātauranga Māori (Māori knowledge), one
must look to the past for answers to the present (and future) – this is due to the emphasis put
on respecting the traditions and tikanga of the past and through the importance put on
relationships with the ancestors, the recognition of which is a critical factor for Māori
educational achievement (Statistics NZ, 2013b, p. 53).
Ancestors are respected and venerated due to their “role as repositories of the mana
(power/prestige) or spiritual status of their tribe or clan” (Lewis & Forman, 1982, p. 46).
Patterson (1992) explains that “it is the ancestors who laid down the precedents for correct
behaviour and effective oratory, who founded the language and the values that make up
Māoritanga (Māori culture/practices/beliefs)” (p. 77). According to Salmond (1982), the past
is of special importance to Māori as it identifies what is in front rather than behind, given the
words and deeds of ancestors which one should aspire to.
One finds in the recorded deeds of the great ancestors … the proper and natural state
of affairs is very likely to be one with which the tribe enjoys more mana at the present
and it is therefore a high priority to increase the mana of the group, to restore it to
what the tribal traditions say that it used to be, to what it ought to be. (Patterson, 1992,
p. 123)
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Whanaungatanga includes not just relationships between people, but also with whenua (the
land) and tūpuna (ancestors), interconnected to atua (gods) (Waitangi Tribunal, 2014). Māori
are more likely to see their identity as inherently linked to relationships with others, “in a way
that Westerners do not” (Houkamau & Sibley, 2010, p. 21). The principle of whanaungatanga
is sacred and represents a shared whakapapa (genealogy) based on relationships between
whānau, hapū (sub-tribe), and iwi (tribe) (Waitangi Tribunal, 2014). Whakapapa also explains
the origin of animals, plants, and features of the land, with stories that pass on traditional
knowledge of the natural world, while stories also invoke the spirit or essence of what the
story is about, such as the origins of a bird (Royal, 2015). Traditional names connected to the
land are another way of maintaining whakapapa because there are stories and kaupapa (topic,
matter for discussion, subject) behind names (Te Waka Kai Ora, 2011).
Te Kupenga found that Māori have a strong connection with their whānau, including 84% of
Māori getting along well with their whānau and having contact with them at least once in the
last month, and 55% having contact with the whānau they did not live with, within the last
week (Statistics NZ, 2013b). Durie (1997) emphasises that “improving Māori health
outcomes depends on strengthening whanauanatangata, the process by which whānau ties and
responsibilities are strengthened” (p. 2).
Interconnectedness and interdependence are crucial to Māori cultural and social values,
where people’s health is interdependent with other people and the natural environment
(Durie, 1994). Atua, tūpuna and maintaining spiritual balance influences people’s actions,
giving people mana and including values such as manaakitanga (caring for others / hospitality
/ goodwill), kaitiakitanga (guardianship / care for the environment), tapu (sacred /
restrictions) and utu (reciprocity) (Waitangi Tribunal, 2014). Relationships between people
and the natural environment are based on reciprocity and balance (Rochford, 2004, p. 43).
According to Marsden (2003), to serve through acts of caring, sharing, loyalty, and generosity
was to serve oneself.
Cultural well-being is critical to good health. Te Kupenga found that 70% of Māori adults
(373,000) said it was at least somewhat important for them to be involved in things to do with
Māori culture (Statistics NZ, 2013b). The marae has traditionally been the centre of village
life, where people met, and children practised haka (traditional war dance) or poi (Māori
performance art) and played sports; marae also acted as a dining place and were where
visitors or travellers were entertained (Firth, 1973). According to Te Kupenga, 62% of Māori
surveyed had been to their ancestral marae and 34% had done so in the last 12 months
(Statistics NZ, 2013b). Pere emphasises the importance of whakapapa, cultural awareness,
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history and positive identity (1984).
Durie (1998) outlines underlying principles of Māori health that should guide policymaking,
including: (1) tino rangatiratanga, or the right to self-determination and development, Māori
control and leadership – Māori must be active in developing policies and bringing effective
health service to their own people; (2) he tangata he tangata, with Māori people as the focus
while recognising diverse Māori realities; and (3) tātau tātau, including Māori health as a
collective responsibility. Whare tapa whā (the four cornerstones of health) presents a holistic
model of Māori health, including four realms of being: taha tinana (physical side), taha
hinengaro (emotional side), taha whānau (social side) and taha wairua (spiritual side) (Durie,
1994; Durie, 2001; Rochford, 2004). The well-being of any person is intimately connected to
group were seen as the actions of the whole group (Waitangi Tribunal, 2014). Key principles
of Māori well-being include reciprocity, reverence for creation as a whole, and kinship to all
things (Durie, 1998). According to Henare (1995), some Māori communities still practice an
informal economy based on kinship and local community ties that emphasises reciprocity and
aroha (love) while encouraging collective action, communication, and reinforcing cultural
meanings.

3.3. Māori as Tangata Whenua
The land is a fundamental part of Māori existence, identity and world view, their being linked
to the Earth through a sense of belonging to the land, being part of the land and being bound
together with the land (Durie, 2001). Papatūānuku is where the people are from and where
they will return, thus Māori are tangata whenua, “not people in the land or over the land but
people

of

it”

(Jackson,

1993,

p.

71).

Papatūānuku

is

the

“primal parent with the first human formed from the soil that cloaked Papatūānuku – all life
depends on her for its well-being” (Harmsworth & Roskruge, 2014, p. 123). According to
Rangitāne o Wairarapa (2006), people choose to “care for Papatūānuku to maintain their own
health or abandoning her to concentrate on their own short-term personal needs; ultimately an
unhealthy Papatūānuku will lead to unhealthy people” (p. 39). The land forms the basis of
people’s identity (Mead, 2003). Traditionally, land was the foundation of the social system,
the means of social solidarity which warriors would fight to protect – tūrangawaewae (a place
where one has rights of residence and belonging through kinship and whakapapa) where
one’s rights were protected (Mead, 2003, p. 272).
Literature attests to the importance of Māori tribal land, tūrangawaewae, and mana whenua
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(Brown, 2002; Panelli & Tipa, 2007)). Ethnographic research by Firth (1973) illustrates the
fundamental connection between Māori and their tribal lands. A letter of Hauraki chiefs
expresses the intimate connection with the land: “the blood of European is shed in his money
but as to the blood of Māori, it is shed on his own land” (p. 370–371). It is also expressed in a
case before the Native Land Court, where one claimant, Noa te Huke, recited the dying words
of a female ancestor of his: “take me not away from the land, but bury me within hearing of
the Rangitahi waterfall” (Firth, 1973, p. 370-371). Other Māori proverbs demonstrate their
deep connection to the land: “noku te whenua, o oku tupuna” (mine is the land, the land of
mine ancestors) and “whatu ngarongaro he tangata, toitu he whenua” (man perishes, but land
remains) (Firth, 1973, p. 368). Both the placenta and the land are referred to in Māori as
whenua, the placenta nurturing us before birth and the land nourishing us in life (Jackson,
1993, p. 71). Papatūānuku is also referred to as Te Ūkaipō, the nurturing breast (Smith, 2011).
However, for those who no longer live on or have ties to tribal land, there is still a strong
connection to the land that exists outside of tribal connections. Ownership of land was not
traditionally recognised in Māori society (Mead, 2003), as “one did not own land, one
belonged to the land” (Durie, 1987, p. 78). For Māori,
possession of land was merely custodianship, a caretaking for future generations, and
an acknowledgment of the temporariness of individual human life – as land remains
so do the people who reflect its health, prosperity and creative vigour, the people as a
community of continuing generations, rarely isolated and identified individually but
seen rather as a collective grouping which embraces and is embraced by the
nourishing earth of its ancient boundaries. (Te Awekotuku, 1991, p. 68).
The “land provides its gifts, which must be reciprocated, an obligation for humans to care for
the Earth, recognising the interdependence and importance of harmony and balance in the
relationship between people and the land” (Jackson, 1993, p. 71). It is important that the
current generation looks after the environment, ensuring healthy resources for future
generations and “ecosystems with robust mauri (life force) that are able to sustain cultural
uses” (Tipa & Nelson, 2008, p. 318). Māori believe that mauri is present in all things, a sort
of unifying principle connecting the physical and spiritual (Waitangi Tribunal, 2014). Mauri
is in both animate and inanimate objects (Tipa & Nelson, 2008). A shared whakapapa
underlines the relationship between all things, including humans, plants, animals, the land,
and water (Tipa & Nelson, 2008).
A mountain, a river, a mudflat – all can symbolise a spiritual link between people and
their land – a physical place may represent far more than the sum of its utility, be it
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hunting ground or garden, for here the mauri may rest. (Ell, 1985, p. 11)
Māori regard the land, soil and water as taonga (treasures) (Obesity Action Coalition and Te
Hotu Manawa Māori, 2007).

3.4. The History of Māori Agriculture
The beginning of Māori agriculture in Aotearoa dates from 1100 AD (Bulmer, 1995).
Historically, Māori cultivated meticulous gardens (Roskruge & Schelle, 2012) and inherited a
rich agricultural tradition from East Polynesia, where conditions were challenging
(mountainous and wet), which required great skills and adaptability (Bulmer, 1995). Māori
brought many tropical plants with them to NZ, which put restrictions on where they could
grow in a temperate climate (Furey, 2006). One of the biggest changes from Polynesia to
New Zealand was going to just one growing season, necessitating the development of food
storage techniques and adapted growing strategies. They encountered new climatic conditions
and soils in Aotearoa, where only certain areas were suitable for cultivation, mainly in
volcanic areas, the valleys, and natural swamps, as well as along the coast line, where large
populations developed (Bulmer, 1995).
Slash and burn agriculture was practised to enhance the soil’s fertility, with land typically left
fallow after two years of cultivation (Bulmer, 1995; Roskruge & Scheele, 2012). Because the
trees took longer to regenerate in NZ than in East Polynesia (some 25 years longer), and with
less fertile soil, more land was needed for growing, with communities often traveling longer
distances for new areas to cultivate (Bulmer, 1996). Even when land was left fallow, people
still maintained it, in line with the principle of ahi kā (keeping the home fires burning)
(Roskruge & Scheele, 2012).
Growing one’s own food has important cultural roots and was an important survival skill
during precolonial times (Earle, 2011). Māori were horticulturists farming crops and
managing natural resources for natural harvests (Roskruge & Scheele, 2012). Agriculture
played a major part in the economy of all tribes, especially those of the North and East Coast
(Firth, 1973). Gardens and food cultivation were highly valued as they formed the basis of
trade amongst the iwi (McKerchar, 2003). Tribes of different areas would typically barter for
different resources, such as forest foods from those inland and kaimoana (seafood) from
coastal tribes (Roskruge & Scheele, 2012).
Historically, Māori lived in papa kāinga (villages), with whānau, usually of the same haāū
which created a situation where “support systems were well developed and both human and
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physical resources were shared” (Durie, 2005b, p. 20). According to Harmsworth and
Roskruge (2014),
from the 17th century, there’s evidence of a well-developed communal land tenure
system in many areas in NZ where resources were shared collectively within and
between tribes, which gave rise to a communal society where Māori lived and worked
together to survive, adapted to change and cared for each other in whānau and subtribes while sustaining and managing natural resources locally and collectively. (p.
118).
Agriculture was the backbone of Māori communities, with villages structured around the
gardens and areas of cultivation. Some gardens were small, only for extended whānau, with
families living in homesteads, while others were larger and cultivated by groups of families
living together in villages, though good garden land was often too scattered to be visited daily
(Bulmer, 1995). Traditional gardens were usually between two to seven acres in size and
associated with a marae or settlement (Furey, 2006; Jones, 1997; Leach, 1984).
Climate and location dictated what was cultivated (Firth, 1973). In those areas with only
small amounts of fertile land, there was a higher dependence on natural plant foods and
clearing the forest to cultivate (Bulmer, 1995). Mahinga kai, an important cultural concept,
traditionally refers to gathering resources, the places or environments where resources are
sourced and the importance of the good health of these resources (Tipa & Nelson, 2008).
Historically, knowledge about mahinga kai was critical to survival (Tipa & Nelson, 2008),
and it formed the basis of Māori culture and survival, which was dependent on the traditional
knowledge transmitted through generations of where and how to gather and use resources
from the land and sea (Tipa, 2010). Many children are still taught the land, the water and the
skills needed to catch, prepare and store kai (food) (Penny, Silvers, Tipa, & Skipper, 2010).
Traditional staples for Māori include kūmara (sweet potato), kamokamo, taro (starchy root
crop), uwhi (yams), and hue (gourds) (McKerchar, 2003). Mahinga kai played an important
role for Māori (McKerchar, 2003). Māori were skilled hunters and gatherers of resources
from the sea, rivers and forests (McKerchar, 2003). Typical traditional diets included birds,
seafood, berries, wild vegetables, herbs, and roots, collected from the sea, forests, and rivers,
such as aruhe (fern root), pikopiko (fern shoots), pūhā (sow thistle) and watercress (green
leafy vegetables) (McKerchar, 2003).
Gardening and agriculture are interconnected with te ao Māori and spiritual dimensions.
Activities around farming and agriculture strongly connected people with atua (Roskruge &
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Scheele, 2012). Food is acknowledged as coming from atua, with the tasks of gardening,
including when to plant and harvest, controlled and maintained through tikanga and tapu
(Bowers et al, 2009; Dawson, 2010). Māori growing and harvesting practices formed a
spiritual basis and were informed by whakapapa kōrero (philosophical narratives consisting
of genealogies and stories passed down from ancestors) (Smith, 2011, p. 9). According to
Smith (2011), the
food gathering and cultivation was viewed in whakapapa korero as an interference in
the balance of particular ecosystems and ritual acknowledgements through karakia
(prayers) made to guardian atua that provide the resources and take care of the
balance of these systems. (p. 15)
Tikanga guided agricultural activities done in groups, with rituals and karakia which
accompanied planting (Roskruge & Scheele, 2012). The land was cleared and harvested
collectively, often amongst multiple hapū, with smaller groups (individual hapū or whānau)
gardening particular areas (Furey, 2006). While hapū were involved with major village
activities, in large hākari (feasts) and similar ceremonious occasions, smaller tasks were
performed by the whānau (Firth, 1973). Food was largely managed at the whānau level, as
well as the majority of social and economic affairs (Firth, 1973). Men provided protection of
the household and made implements while women manufactured garments and mats, tended
crops, and looked after the dwelling (Firth, 1973, p. 124).
The process of cultivation and harvesting included cycles of ground and soil preparation and
stages of whakatō (planting), whakatipu (nurturing), and hauhake (harvesting) (Smith, 2011,
p. 22). Adaptations Māori made to the landscape in order to grow their vegetables have been
identified, such as gardens built on level ground and terraces built into slopes, some gardens
built on raised beds in swamps and separated by ditches for drainage (Roskruge & Scheele,
2012; Furey, 2006; Bulmer, 1995). Hillside gardens offered protection from frost and were
easier to clear by burning, while river valley soils could be heavily cultivated due to rich
soils, high water capacity, and also being easy to clear (Roskruge & Scheele, 2012). Open
plots of land were often delineated with stones, fences, or ditches, and weeding was practised
(Roskruge & Scheele, 2012). Earth mounds were used for cultivating kūmara (Roskruge &
Scheele, 2012), as well as cultivations in natural sinkholes or shallow pits (Bulmer, 1996).
Agroecological techniques that were used to improve the soil included shifting cultivation,
crop rotations, and controlled burning, including of fern land to manage growth, as the roots
of the ferns were edible along with green weeds (Roskruge, 1996). Soils were amended with
seashells to benefit gardens and for a lighter soil mix (Ell, 1985). Adding sand or gravel
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improved clay soils, while wood ash and plant material were natural fertilisers (Roskruge,
1996). Māori were very knowledgeable about the properties of the soil and how to improve
the quality of it (Firth, 1973).
Following the principle of interconnectedness, in the traditional Māori view, the weather,
birds, fish, trees, the sun and moon are all related to each other, bringing attention to Māori
values of respect for nature and other species (Te Ahukaramū, 2015). Māori possessed very
detailed knowledge of natural phenomenon, including: the position of stars and movement of
the planets; the properties of berries, barks, fungi, flowers, grasses, and roots; the habits of
fish and birds; the hardness and durability of many kinds of woods, as well as colour and
grain; and the nature of rock and stone (Firth, 1973). Nature was seen by Māori as the
ultimate teacher, with ancestors and atua encompassing the entire natural world (Te
Ahukaramū, 2015): Papatūānuku provided the necessities of life, including food and shelter
(Roskruge & Scheele, 2012); Tānemahuta presided over the forest, which was also crucial for
survival; Parawhenuamea, an offspring of Tānemahuta, represents plants found in freshwater;
Haumia-tiketike is responsible for the fern root and other wild foods; and Te Ihorangi is
representative of climatic conditions, including rain (Roskruge & Scheele, 2012). The atua
Rongo-maraeroa is the god of cultivated foods, kūmara and peace, and is also recognised in
manifestations of manaaki (hospitality and generosity) (Roskruge & Scheele, 2012).
During the first half of the nineteenth century, agriculture became a cash crop for Māori and
the gardening expanded to include potatoes and other foods brought from Europe (Bulmer,
1995). Agriculture formed the basis of Māori commercial transactions, including selling
traditional as well as introduced vegetables (Furley, 2006). Auckland was largely supplied by
Māori grown vegetables in the 1840s and 50s, from farmers as far away as Thames and the
Waikato traveling with canoe loads of vegetables (Bulmer, 1995). Food and crops that were
introduced by Europeans from 1769 included some that were very successful, such as
potatoes, and some which were not as popular, such as peas, rice and wheat (Bulmer, 1995).
However, Māori eventually adopted growing wheat and traded wheat and potatoes with
Australia until 1855 or 1856 (Keane, 2010). Potatoes and turnips were introduced in 1814;
corn was also introduced but did not become common until the 1820s (Bulmer, 1995). Crops
such as potatoes and pumpkins were adapted by Māori as they could fit with existing garden
methods and traditional food preparation, or in the case of peaches and watermelons, eaten
raw (Bulmer, 1995). Other introduced crops, such as cabbage, were also integrated into Māori
growing (Smith, 2011). Māori profited greatly from selling European food products,
including pigs and the introduced fruits and vegetables mentioned above (O’Malley, 2012).
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Māori dominated the provision of potatoes and wheat to the early settlers of Wellington,
while the settlers of Nelson were completely dependent on Māori for supplies (Keane, 2010).
However, the situation changed during the second half of the nineteenth century, when Māori
lost land through confiscation and land sales, alongside an increase in European settlers,
competition and the introduction of new pests and diseases (Leach, 1980). Smith (2011)
contends that the “biggest impact to traditional Māori growing practices was land loss and
loss of tūrangawaewae” (p. 9). European immigration accelerated the loss of Māori land
(Bulmer, 1995). Māori faced increased competition by European settlers who were
establishing gardens and orchards, selling produce in markets, and taking over the fruit and
vegetable trade (Bulmer, 1995). Māori went from being the main agricultural producers
during the 1800s to practising marginal subsistence farming (O’Sullivan & Dana, 2008). The
land they were left with was marginal – remote, rugged and bush-clad (O’Sullivan & Dana,
2008). They grew hardly enough for their own needs and began to rely on public works and
seasonal jobs on European farms (Sorrenson, 1995). By 1890, Pākehā outnumbered Māori
fourteen to one and owned five-sixths of the land (Bulmer, 1995).
By the end of the twentieth century, with urban migration, many Māori began losing touch
with traditional farming and gardening techniques (Bulmer, 1996). There were also negative
impacts on Māori gardens due to pests, diseases, and weeds of European origin (Bulmer,
1996). What remained was separate, Māori and Pākehā, gardening traditions (Bulmer, 1996).
According to Dann (2012), up until the 1950s and 60s most rural Māori continued to have
large gardens, typically household gardens that were worked communally, but in the 1970s
urbanisation increased access to cheap processed foods and contributed to a decline of Māori
food gardening. Nonetheless, there is now a revival in traditional Māori gardening with
younger generations returning to the land (Dann, 2012; Bulmer, 1996).
Though “Māori land is only a fraction of what it was”, Māori have been gaining control of
their land again through the Treaty of Waitangi claims and Waitangi Tribunal legal processes
(Harmsworth & Roskruge, 2014, p. 123). Today, Māori are striving to achieve a “balance
between cultural, social and environmental aspirations through concepts such as kaitiakitanga
and tino rangatiratanga, combined with increasing economic demands for land development
and management, particularly in area of pastoral farming, agriculture, horticulture, forestry
and associated industries” (Harmsworth & Roskruge, 2014, p. 123).
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3.5. Conclusion
Māori, as tangata whenua, have an obligation to protect the natural environment or taonga for
future generations (Durie, 1998). Taonga refers to “an object or resource that is highly valued,
such as language, children, rivers, birds, and special land sites” (Durie, 1998, p. 21).
Consideration of future generations is also a strong Māori principle related to sustainable
environmental management (Durie, 1998). Industrial agriculture is contributing to pollution,
the loss of biodiversity, land degradation and water shortages (UN Human Rights Council,
2010). Agriculture should not compromise the ability of future generations to feed themselves
(UN Human Rights Council, 2010). In contrast, agroecological techniques as traditionally
practised contribute to regenerating the land for future generations (Schanbacher, 2010).
The purpose of this chapter was to outline the history of Māori agriculture and how gardening
is intricately linked to te ao Māori. Historically, the agricultural practices of Māori have been
disrupted by colonisation, land confiscations and urbanisation. Thus, the argument is made
that reclaiming Māori food cultivation through marae and community gardens is an act of
decolonisation. The gardens also represent a solution to many of the food-related issues
Indigenous people face, including a local form of post-capitalism outside of the constraints of
a capitalist market. Community gardens can be viewed as a local approach to food
sovereignty because the gardens not only promote access to food but are intent on growing
sustainably produced food without the use of agrochemicals. Most importantly, the gardens
represent a food system self-determined by the women leading them and based on their own
cultural traditions.
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CHAPTER 4: INTRODUCING THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
“Food sovereignty is the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced
through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their own food
and agriculture systems.”
~ Nyeleni Declaration, 2007

4.1. Food Sovereignty and Post-Capitalist Alternatives
The theoretical framework of the study is based on post-capitalism and food sovereignty. As
such, this chapter contextualises food sovereignty and post-capitalism within a ka Māori
framework, including the cultural, historical and political context of Māori food systems in
Aotearoa. According to La Vía Campesina (2008a), the current food, economic and
environmental crises are directly related to destructive economic policies, including neoliberalism and capitalist, corporate-led agriculture. Post-capitalism challenges the dominant
discourse of capitalism that negates alternative forms of economy outside of monetary
exchange. Within the post-capitalist framework proposed by Gibson-Graham (2006), it is
about recognising, acknowledging and even exalting non-capitalist forms of economy that are
already (and necessarily) in existence. In other words, there is not a need for alternatives, but
a need to recognise the work that alternatives are doing, such as the community gardens that
are showcased. Reclaiming local food economies emphasises food sovereignty. Food
sovereignty entails situating food insecurity within class dynamics – understanding hunger
and malnutrition requires an examination of what systems and institutions hold power over
food (Patel, 2012). A clash exists between what food sovereignty means in practice to
Indigenous people and modern capitalism in terms of the underlying value systems (Agarwal,
2014). Thus, we see how an understanding of alternative economies outside of the dominant
capitalist framework is a valuable way of understanding the broader contribution that
community gardens and Māori food sovereignty are making.
As capitalism and globalisation increase the gap between rich and poor, there is an urgent
need to go further and to develop independent economic, political and social institutions that
spread benefits more equitably and to approach development from a more integrated
perspective that addresses education, health, economic development, agriculture, science and
technology and issues of gender and human rights holistically (Conway, 2003). GibsonGraham, Healy & Cameron (2013) reflects on the values underpinning economic actions and
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brings attention through post-capitalism to the starkly different value systems underpinning
unfettered growth and private enterprise versus what they describe as community economies
led by ethical actions. Too often, “the specific meaning of nonmarket transactions, unpaid
labour, and/or communal or independent modes of generating and distributing surplus [in this
case, food] is lost in the hegemonic move to represent capitalism as the only viable form of
economy” (Gibson-Graham, 2006, p. 56). The diversity of market exchanges, such as
volunteer labour, work exchange, and koha (small gift), are “interpreted through the lens of
individual calculative rationality displacing the significance and meaning of these behaviours
by making them contiguous with a singular logic of self-interest or competition” (GibsonGraham, 2006, p. 57).
The discourse of “progress” is intimately linked to domination by industrial societies
(Bodley, 2008). Capitalocentrism refers to the dominant economic discourse of capitalism,
that “distributes positive value to activities associated with capitalist economic activity and
assigns lesser value to all other processes of producing and distributing goods and services
identifying them in relation to capitalism” (Gibson-Graham, 2006, p. 56). The current
capitalist, neo-liberal economics model has promoted entrenched opposition towards
alternatives, leaving people disempowered by prevailing conceptions of what is possible and
how it is to be achieved (Gibson-Graham, 1996). Universal claims that capitalism is the only
viable form of economy has ostracised other forms of trade, production, and consumption,
including unpaid labour, communal work and nonmarket transactions (Gibson-Graham,
2006).

Figure 7.6. The Economy as an iceberg. Source: Gibson-Graham, 2006.
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Figure 7.6 shows a picture of the economy as an iceberg, demonstrating the extent of the
activities that make up the hidden economy. The top of the iceberg represents the familiar
understanding of the economy, including wage labour and capitalist firms that produce goods
and services for the market. Below the iceberg are examples of people working together and
other forms of exchange that make up community economies, including unpaid work,
bartering, exchange within families and communities, the retired, volunteering, gift giving,
and self-provisioning, which are relevant to the gardens in this thesis. However, it should be
noted that the value of the “hidden economy” has been recognised and studied for many years
by others, including econometric analysis and Putnam’s (1993) research into social capital.
It’s also important to note that many Iwi have also quantified the ‘hidden economy’, for
example, in initiatives such as Whanau Ora through measurements for family and community
well-being. The use of Gibson-Graham’s iceberg is not meant to be exclusionary to others
who have recognised other forms of economy for quite some time, but just to illustrate the
focus of the thesis on non-capitalist ways that people function within local food economies,
emphasising possibilities and potential interventions and establishing the legitimacy of
diverse economies in recognising Māori ways of barter and exchange in a modern context.
Capitalistic hegemony refers to apparently “fixed” norms and perceptions which promote
individualism, self-interest, and competition (Torfing, 1999). Interpreting other forms of
“economic” behaviours, such as social obligation, acts of solidarity, stewardship or
benevolence, within this capitalist lens displaces their real meaning with the dominant
discourse and eliminates difference (Torfing, 1999). Gibson-Graham (2006) questions why
capitalism has become the dominant economy and why other forms of work and exchange are
discredited against mainstream forms of capitalist economy, including wage labour, consumer
culture and enterprise. Gibson-Graham emphasises the need to imagine the economy
differently in order to enliven alternatives (1996), resonating with Fredric Jameson’s wellknown passage, “it seems easier for us today to imagine the thoroughgoing deterioration of
the earth and nature than the breakdown of late capitalism, perhaps due to some weakness in
our imaginations” (1996, p. xi).
Gibson-Graham (2006) proposes a language of diversity, thinking about “economy”
differently and widening the identity of economy to include all the practices that are excluded
or marginalised by capitalist theory and hegemony, such as alternative markets, unpaid labour
and non-market practices. Such post-structuralist thinking questions dominant practices and
demonstrates how alternatives can emerge, including the opening up of transformative
politics inclusive of social and cultural issues (Gibson-Graham, 2006). This touches upon the
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ability of political struggles to transform economies. Contemporary political economies must
shift perceptions through the recognition that other economies are possible (Laclau, 1990).
There is a need to recognise myriad non-capitalist forms of exchange, versus viewing
capitalism as an impenetrable unified structure (Gibson-Graham, 1993) – in GibsonGraham’s arguments this is due to the failure of structural analyses, which are often too
deeply saturated with a focus on power. The economy should not be restricted to wage labour,
market exchange and capitalist enterprise, while there are many other ways communities
provide for themselves, including cooperatives, people self-provisioning, volunteering and
bartering (Gibson-Graham, 2006). Capitalism is “just one particular set of economic relations
situated in a vast sea of economic activity” (Gibson-Graham, 2006, p. 70). It is viewed as an
inevitable, external force but is rather a project of governments and corporations to reshape
the economic and political framework (Wittman et al., 2010; Peck & Tickell, 2002; Bourdieu,
1998). Gibson-Graham (2006) urges people to be more inclusive and recognise the full range
of economic activity, 30–50% of which is unaccounted for, such as unpaid household labour.
Going beyond a narrow focus of solely economic development, more modern conceptions of
development also include health and education, a process achieved through empowerment
(Marmot, Allen, Bell, & Goldblatt, 2012; Stern, Dethier, & Rogers, 2006).
In comparison to all that is represented in non-capitalist exchange, capitalism is based
narrowly on the logic of production, accumulation, and commodification (Gibson-Graham,
2006). For, as Gibson-Graham states,
when was it that capitalism assumed discursive dominance, becoming the only present
form of economy and all that could be imagined as existing in the proximate future?
And why do we have little to say these days about an expansive and generative
politics of non-capitalist construction? (2006, p. 53)
Gross (2012) suggests that an entry point when trying to reconceive the economy, is the food
system. There is a multitude of “non-capitalist economic forms that permeate the food
system” (Gross, 2012, p. 28). There are many examples of those who produce and exchange
food, despite such alternatives being rendered illegitimate because they exist outside of the
neo-liberal capitalist order (Trauger, 2013). In order to enact new “economies” we must
imagine the “economy” differently, widening it to include all practices that are excluded or
marginalised within capitalism, such as alternative markets, unpaid labour and non-market
practices (Gibson-Graham, 2006). The basis for “building community economies is diversity”
(Gibson-Graham, Cameron & Healy, 2013, p. 113). Viewing the gardens through a diverse
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economies framework, the gardens highlight economic activities and exchange outside of the
dominant capitalist framework (shaded in).
LABOUR
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TRANSACTIONS PROPERTY

FINANCE
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for open

time
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Table 7.2. Diverse Economies Framework (Source: Gibson-Graham, 2013).
Melucci (1996) points out that when we grow food or feed family and friends we participate
in food practices that are non-capitalist (p. 1). Food is part of the maintenance and creation of
social relationships (Du Bois, 2002). Capitalism is encouraging a disconnection from our
food source and waste, while people are reclaiming traditional, pre-capitalist food ways
(Gross, 2012, p. 85). People are moving away from the industrialised food system,
“expanding non-capitalist aspects of our food system that are already present” (Gross, 2012,
p. 71).
Gross (2012) provides a food-centred version of Gibson-Graham’s capitalist iceberg, showing
the visible domination of global markets and TNCs reducing food to monetary value, with
buying food in chain grocery stores and restaurants at the top of the iceberg, while below the
surface is a more expansive view of the food system outside of the dominant system –
including buying food in farmers’ markets / road stands, buying meals from locally owned
restaurants, growing one’s own food, buying fair trade / organic, hunting, fishing, gathering,
sharing meals with friends, potlucks, gifts of food, trading for food, free meals to poor, food
stamps, dumpster-diving, poaching, communal kitchens, and emergency food boxes (Gross,
2012). The purpose is to highlight non-capitalist food activities that are bringing people
together and strengthening the ties with the source of our food (Gross, 2014). GibsonGraham, Healy and Cameron (2013) expand on how “community gardens offer a simple
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vision of interdependence among the gardeners, other people and the natural world” (p. xvi).
Decisions are made regarding how to:


share the commons, including how to maintain and replenish it;



produce together what is needed for individual and collective survival;



consume resources and encounter others in the process of meeting individual and
collective needs;



produce and dispose of the surplus (given to community members, friends,
neighbours, elderly, the local food bank, or sold to raise funds);



invest in the garden (tools, greenhouses that extend the growing season, composting,
replenishing the soil for future crops) (Gibson-Graham, Cameron & Healy, 2013, p.
xvi-xvii).

Gibson-Graham, Cameron and Healy compares the economy with community food gardens,
where a commons is shared (the earth) and decisions are made regarding how to care for it,
produce for survival, how to encounter others in the process of surviving well, and how to
invest for the future (2013, p. xvii). The community/marae gardens featured in this thesis, as
well as the values underlying the Māori women who play a major role in running them,
support what Gibson-Graham refers to as,
a language of the diverse economy, an exploratory thinking process or weak theory of
economy that expands our economic vocabulary widening the identity of the economy
to include all of those practices excluded or marginalised by a strong theory of
capitalism. (2006, p. 60)
Again, capitalocentrism is a,
dominant economic discourse that distributes positive value to those activities
associated with capitalist economic activity and assigns lesser value to all other
processes of producing and distributing goods and services by identifying them in
relation to capitalism as the same as, the opposite, a complement to, or contained
within. (Gibson-Graham, 2006, p. 56)
The thinking behind the current capitalist-based economic system values over-consumption,
private enterprise and unfettered growth, which contributes to environmental destruction
(Gibson-Graham, Cameron & Healy, 2013, p. xvii). Gibson-Graham, Cameron and Healy
(2013) argue for an economy centred on ethical considerations (i.e. sustainability, care for
others and the environment, equality, support for others) – for what they call a “community
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economy” (p. xix). The research within this thesis contributes to the literature surrounding
post-capitalism through exemplifying the values behind Māori devising alternative food
economies through community and marae gardens.
In addition, addressing food security requires a paradigm shift towards solutions grounded in
democracy, culture and the environment (McMichael & Schneider, 2011). Thus the
theoretical framework of the study is also based within food sovereignty, as well as
Indigenous food sovereignty, which is coming into mainstream discourse as a viable
alternative (McMichael & Schneider, 2011). Jacobs (2013) claims that transformation at the
local, national and international levels of the food system cannot happen within the strict
confines of capitalism, and, as Jacobs argues, “food sovereignty is situated within the
transition beyond capitalism” (p. 2).
Lodhi (2013) asks whether “rural social movements are developing an understanding of the
ways by which they can seek to reconfigure the social conditions or relations of capitalism or
are in fact forging ahead with the development of post-capitalist alternatives” (p. 152).
Changes in the food system are tangible and making a difference in family and community
lives (Gross, 2012). The case studies of the initiatives and women, that follow, demonstrate
how communities are imagining alternative food economies and make a contribution to
Indigenous food sovereignty in particular through the women’s voices.

4.2. Defining Food Sovereignty
The term “food sovereignty” was termed by La Via Campesina, an international federation of
over 150 associations, including small farmers, peasants, women, Indigenous communities
and civil society organisations from over 56 countries, that leads advocacy efforts at the
international level aimed at promoting food sovereignty (Desmarais, 2007). Food sovereignty
has evolved into an international movement “rooted in the ongoing global struggle over
control of land, food, water and livelihoods” (Desmarais, 2007, p. 21). As a social movement
it has crossed cultures and countries (Borras, 2004; Keck & Sikkink, 1998), and as a global
movement is “rooted in a struggle over the food system” (Desmarais, 2007).
Food sovereignty recognises the social, cultural and historical connections which underlie
food production, consumption and practices such as sharing food (Witman et al., 2010). In
addition, food sovereignty contributes to local economic development, cultural revitalisation
and community health (First Nations Development Institute, 2014, p. 1). Panelli and Tipa
(2009) highlight the connection people and communities have between food, a sense of place,
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meaning and power relations. The emphasis is placed on the sustainable production,
consumption and distribution of nutritious and culturally appropriate food (Desmarais &
Wittman, 2013).
In Māori culture, all things have mauri and human beings play a guardianship role in nature
(Durie, 1998). Māori women hold a special role as kaitiaki, stewards of the land, and in the
protection of mauri and tapu (Hutchings, 2013). Considering all things have mauri, including
natural resources, damage to it, such as pollution or blatant disregard, not only has a physical
impact but also a spiritual impact, which resonates with those people and things around or
connected to it (Durie, 1998). People and nature are seen as interrelated, rather than people
being superior or dominant over it; they exist in balance with other natural elements (Durie,
1998). As Durie (1998) states, “rivers, rocks, trees and other natural elements, like all men
and women, have mauri and in that sense have equal claim to a place in the order of things”
(p. 20).
Two facets that distinguish food sovereignty from food security include an analysis of power
and control in the food system, as well as recognising the multidimensional nature of food,
including its cultural connection and historical roots. Like food security, food sovereignty has
multiple definitions. The original meaning of food sovereignty as defined by La Via
Campesina in 1996, is the “right of each nation to maintain and develop its own capacity to
produce it basic foods respecting cultural and productive diversity” (La Via Campesina, 1996,
p. 1). Food sovereignty places questions about what food is produced, where, how, by whom,
and at what scale, at the centre of public debate and also raises similar questions about food
consumption and distribution (McMichael 2009; Patel 2009). It is “a precondition to genuine
food security” (La Via Campesina, 1996, p. 1). Food sovereignty brings attention to power
structures within the food system that “legitimise elite control over agriculture” (McMichael,
2008, p. 217). Food sovereignty recognises the right to define one’s own food system
(Caperchi, 2012). Boyer notes a shift with La Via Campesina’s focus from the right of nations
to decide their own food policies towards the rights of local communities and peoples to
participate in food policies (2011). Food sovereignty is about reclaiming the food system
from corporate control and defends (without glamourising) subsistence agriculture and the
right to sustainable livelihoods, while advocating for protection of the environment and
biodiversity (Caperchi, 2012). Food sovereignty, at its core, encompasses the protection of
communities and sustainable livelihoods (Desmarais & Wittman, 2013).
Academic analysis of food sovereignty is increasing and is gaining strength and visibility as
an alternative to the corporate consolidation of agriculture and the neo-liberal food system
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(Patel, 2005; Desmarais, 2003, 2007; Borras, 2004; Patel & McMichael, 2004). Current
literature on food sovereignty is expanding, including in Latin America (Altieri, 2011;
Reardon & Perez, 2010; Rosset, 2003; Holt-Gimenez, 2001), the United States (McMichael,
2014; Patel, 2012; Alkon & Mares, 2012), Canada (Witman, 2011; Desmarais & Wittman,
2012; Morrison, 2011), and NZ (Hutchings et al, 2012; Hutchings, 2004; Te Waka Kai Ora,
2011; Shirley, 2013).
Rosset (2003) compares food sovereignty with the dominant agro-industrial food system
under which food is seen as a commodity versus a human right; with regard to trade, the
dominant model promotes free trade while food sovereignty prefers that food and agriculture
be exempt from trade agreements; production within the food sovereignty context focuses on
food for local markets, while the industrial food system prioritises food export; and regarding
markets, food sovereignty focuses on local market access versus the dominant model which
focuses on foreign markets. Food sovereignty is “strongly opposed to neoliberalism and
increasing globalisation underlying world trade negotiations” (Conway, 2012, p. 69). It
emphasises “community, cooperation, sustainable development, and local knowledge, in stark
contrast to neoliberal notions of individualism, competition, excessive consumption, and
hierarchical knowledge” (Schanbacher, 2010, p. xvi).
Boucher (1999) analyses democracy, or the lack thereof, within the food system, from
democratic structures where people have power and influence over decisions impacting their
lives to the complete lack of power and decision-making typical in international trade and
finance. Hunger and poverty exist due to the lack of political power and inequalities in the
access to land, jobs and other resources (Boucher, 1999, p. 24). At the heart of food
sovereignty is the redress of power relations within the food system and the promotion of
democracy and social change (Patel, 2007). Patel (2009) describes it as “radical
egalitarianism” (p. 24).
Food sovereignty is often used interchangeably with food self-sufficiency, including
reclaiming control of food production and distribution as the solution to hunger and poverty
(Shiva, 2004; Altieri & Nicholls, 2008; Bello, 2009). The specific objectives of food
sovereignty advocate halting neo-liberal corporate food systems in favour of creating space
for small farmers, emphasising fair trade, sustainable agriculture, agrarian reform, women’s
rights and a ban on GMOs (Holt-Gimenez, 2009). Addressing food security involves a focus
on empowerment strategies like increasing purchasing power and improving access to
resources and land for the rural poor to become self-sufficient but also a fundamental
transformation of food, agriculture and trade policy (UN, 2013).
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Food sovereignty involves a critique of the corporate food regime and policies that uphold it
(Atasoy, 2009). It is a direct challenge to the corporate food regime (Alcon, 2013), which
began in the 1980s and has been characterised by: nation states losing political centrality; free
markets; globalisation; neo-liberal discourse; agriculture at the international level; increasing
power of agri-food corporations; and agricultural industrialisation (Wittman et al., 2010).
Desmarais and Witman (2013) describe food sovereignty as involving a “respect for place
and diversity; acceptance of difference; understanding the role of nature in production;
human agency; equitable distribution of resources; dismantling asymmetrical power relations;
and building participatory democratic institutions” (p. 3). The International Planning
Committee for Food Sovereignty identifies four priority areas of food sovereignty: the right
to food; access to productive resources; trade and local markets; and mainstreaming of
agroecological production (Lee, 2007). Each of these pillars cannot and do not exist in
isolation from each other. Each will be looked at in detail in order to gain a clear, overarching
picture of the areas that food sovereignty addresses.

4.2.1. Right to Food
The right to food or food sovereignty can benefit Indigenous people in many ways. There are
some differences though between the two, mainly that the right to food relates to a legal
concept and food sovereignty refers to a political concept (Knuth, 2009). However, food
sovereignty and the right to food “should not be viewed as competing concepts but
complementary to each other” (Knuth, 2009, p. 18). Food sovereignty claims the right to food
as a human right (Knuth, 2009). FAO Voluntary Guidelines support the right to food in the
context of national food security, and outlines that governments should promote local
production and agriculture through policies aimed at supporting small-scale traditional
farmers and fisherfolk in rural areas (Knuth, 2009, p. 18). This is also in line with the core
root of the food sovereignty definition with regard to rights, including women, small farmers
and Indigenous people’s right to land, water and seeds; the right of people to produce their
own food; the right of consumers to decide what they consume; and the right of countries to
protect themselves from the dumping of low-quality, unhealthy foods (Plahe, Hawkes, &
Ponnamperuma, 2013). However, Boyer (2010) noted the gradual shift in La Via
Campesina’s focus from “a country’s right to decide their own food policy to stressing the
rights of local communities and people who may not be represented by the nation state” (p.
330–333), such as small farmers, women and Indigenous people.
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A human rights based approach to food is concerned with individual entitlement to safe,
nutritious and culturally acceptable food (Lee, 2007). A rights-based approach shifts power
and control away from corporation to individuals, including consumers, small farmers, and
Indigenous people (2009). Within the food system context, this includes the right of the
consumer to decide what they consume, how, and by whom it is produced (Schanbacher,
2010). In a modern, corporate food context this is important given the globalisation of food
and myriad corporate subsidiaries making food that much more difficult to trace. The
globalisation and control of the food system is perpetuated by free trade agreements (FTAs)
between countries and the obscure investor-state dispute settlement system that allows
corporations to sue countries. Schanbacher (2010) concludes that “current neoliberal models
of food security and neoliberal economic policies constitute violation of human rights” and
that the right to food will remain unfulfilled as long as these policies dominate (p. xv–xvi).
Poverty, hunger and malnutrition are being perpetuated by the global economic order upheld
by the action or inaction of governments, TNCs, and multilateral organisation in the form of
FTAs (Schanbacher, 2010).
The UN also takes a rights-based approach to food. According to the previous UN Special
Rapporteur on the right to food, Oliver De Schutter,
the right of every individual, alone or in community with others, refers to physical and
economic access at all times to sufficient, adequate and culturally acceptable food that
is produced and consumed sustainably, preserving access to food for future
generations. (De Schutter, 2014, p. 3)
De Schutter (2014, p. 3) refers to channels through which individuals can access food, which
often coincide, including: (a) by earning incomes from employment or self-employment; (b)
through social transfers; and (c) by producing their own food, for those who have access to
land and other productive resources. Within the UN’s discourse with regard to the right to
food, reference is made to the “requirements of availability, accessibility, adequacy and
sustainability, all of which must be built into legal entitlements and secured through
accountability mechanisms” (De Schutter, 2014, p. 3).
The UN definition of the right to food coincides with the right to food as defined within the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which NZ ratified on 28
December 1978. Countries which signed the covenant agreed to work towards and utilise
available resources that ensure the full realisation of the right to food. The FAO also drafted
voluntary guidelines to support the progressive realisation of the right to adequate food in the
context of national food security (FAO, 2004).
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According to Knuth (2011), in a total of 106 countries, the right to food is “applicable either
via constitutional arrangements or via direct applicability in law of various international
treaties in which the right to food is protected” (p. 32). At least 28 countries explicitly protect
the right to food in their constitution (OECD and the World Bank, 2013). Other countries
with constitutional amendments regarding the right to food include the Republic of Maldives
(Article 23), the Republic of Niger (Article 12) and Bolivia (Article 16) (FAO, 2014). The
constitution of Bolivia also recognises the right of Indigenous people to food sovereignty
(Nyeleni, 2013). Nicaragua has national food programmes related to food sovereignty and the
right to food (Nyeleni, 2013).
In discussing human rights, the distinction between positive and negative rights and duties
should be mentioned. The dominant model of human rights favours “negative” rights, which
entails freedom from infringements (Schanbacher, 2010). In other words, states are obligated
to protect citizens from human rights infringements, whereas a positive human rights
approach necessitates securing certain rights through government intervention or the
provision of basic necessities (Schanbacher, 2010). Benthem argues that rights need a
guarantor with duties and responsibilities to ensure rights (2002). Positive rights or duties
entail a moral obligation to protect human rights and require the state to ensure those rights
are protected (Shanbacher, 2010). With regard to the right to food, it is the duty of the state to
protect it and pass laws and policies that support it, which is especially important for
Indigenous people (Nyeleni, 2013). This is because, as Patel (2009) elaborates, a rights-based
approach means the state is responsible for ensuring those rights, but power and control
within the food system make this difficult. According to Schanbacher (2010), “healthy,
culturally appropriate food is a human right and the state should ensure its protection through
the promotion of local production for local consumption” (p. xv).
Patel and McMichael clarify that food sovereignty,
posits a substantive rather than formal, conception of rights whose content is not
necessarily pre-ordained by the state … the right is a right to self-determination, for
communities to define themselves the substance of food relations appropriate to their
geographies. (Patel & McMichael, 2004, p. 249)
States should guarantee but not author the content of these rights (McMichael, 2009, p. 32).
Pimbert (2006) asserts that,
local organisations increasingly seek to have a greater say in the governance of food
systems, and in so doing, challenge liberal understandings in which citizenship is
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viewed as a set of rights and responsibilities granted by the state … instead,
citizenship in the context of locally determined food systems is claimed, and rights are
realised, through the agency and actions of people themselves. (p. 16)
Food sovereignty entails a layering of rights, including individuals, regions, nations, and
states crafting their own food policies (Patel, 2009). However, in practice, multiple spaces are
needed to ensure these rights (Patel, 2009), and the local situation must be taken into account.
As Patel explains, ensuring rights is location specific, as each has different histories and
struggles, with unique governance arrangements for different places and territories (2009).

4.2.2. Access to Productive Resources
There is a strong linkage between food production, resource distribution, and environmental
and social well-being (Witman et al., 2010). An unequal distribution of power exists within
the food system, over means of production in particular (Patel, 2009). Land and water
necessary for food production is becoming scarcer and more costly (Galhena et al., 2013).
Fewer and fewer people have access to productive resources, such as land to grow food
(Boucher, 1999). Land tenure is interdependent with the right to food, nutrition, and social
protection (UN, 2013).
Food availability is determined by access to productive land and/or the ability to purchase
food (UN Human Rights Council, 2010). In other words, access to land, water, fisheries,
forests and other natural resources, is essential for realisation of the right to food (UN, 2013).
Morrison claims the current definition of food security is incomplete without considering
access to land or natural resources (2013). There has been a recent surge in land grabbing by
international investors (Zoomers, 2010). Increased pressure on land due to interest by
investors, the expansion of agriculture, and a growing population, mean the land market is
growing (FAO, 2014). Tensions over access to land, water and food are a threat to
international security, with an increase in riots and political instability due to food price hikes
and conflicts over resources (UN, 2013). This underlines the importance of governments
putting in place policies that ensure land rights and tenure (FAO, 2014). Countries
implementing protective land policies have increased from 71% in 2007–2008 to 82% in
2011–2012 (FAO, 2014). Such measures have included constitutional amendments and
policies that recognise customary rights of Indigenous people, eliminate gender
discrimination, and recognise secure tenure rights for the most vulnerable groups (FAO,
2014, p. 15).
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This recognition of rights is especially important with regard to Indigenous people. As Gibbs
(2005) maintains,
for Indigenous people, dispossessed of their lands and resources by the process of
colonisation, the recognition of their rights to traditional lands and resources is crucial
to achieving equal opportunity and for their development as Indigenous people, as
without an economic or resource base, they will become further alienated. (p. 1367)
With regard to the situation in NZ, dispossession of Māori land began in the nineteenth
century and resulted in Māori being alienated from their land or with marginalised land of
poor quality (Durie, 2005b). Interventions and policies that address the redistribution of
resources, including land and water, factor into the discussion around food sovereignty
(Nyeleni, 2013). Equitable reforms in property rights and access to land is a demand of the
food sovereignty movement (Pimbert, 2006). Land reform deals with promoting access to
land, water and other natural resources and distributing benefits equally (Lee, 2007). Other
policies are also supportive of food sovereignty, the right to land, and productive resources,
including regaining control over markets, standards, and other regulatory institutions that
govern food systems (Pimbert, 2006). However, “moving from legal and political recognition
of access to resources to decisive action on the ground is still challenging” (FAO, 2014, p.
15).

4.2.3. Trade and Local Markets
International trading routes are as ancient as civilisation. Though there has always been trade
of food and other resources, it has grown significantly in scale over the last 50 years (Clapp
& Fuchs, 2009; McMichael, 2000, 2005; Magdoff, Foster, & Buttel, 2000; Weis, 2007). Neoliberal ideology is at the heart of a power shift away from countries to international financial
institutions and TNCs, a phenomenon McMichael (2007) has referred to as the globalisation
project. McMichael and Beaglehole (2000) claim that the “core objective of globalisation is
not better health but the ascendency of regulated markets in international trade and
investment”.
Institutional advocates of neo-liberalism, including the World Trade Organisation (WTO),
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank (WB), are “able to provide a mechanism
by which countries particularly in need of neoliberal policies can have them introduced and
monitored, reducing the role of the state” (Bargh, 2007, p. 7). Such international financial
institutions believe that poverty and hunger can only be resolved through market mechanisms
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– a “purely market based approach to food security entrenched in neoliberal and neo-colonial
power structures that have failed to create a just food system” (Schanbacher, 2010, p. vii).
Institutions such as the IMF, WB and WTO promote economic growth as the cure-all and
panacea to poverty, hunger and malnutrition (Schanbacher, 2010). Solutions to food security
by proponents of globalisation (including the IMF, WB and WTO) come in the form of
economic policies such as opening up markets, trade liberalisation, privatisation, and
deregulation (McMicheal, 2007). International trade is seen as crucial for growth and
development, in terms of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and thus poverty reduction
(Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005).
Others believe that international trade, along with increasing power differentials and
corporate control, is fostering growing inequalities (Norberg-Hodge, Merrifield, & Gorelick,
2002). Though a link between poverty and trade is contested by neo-liberal advocates, some
argue that international trade has increased the number of poor people by putting small
business owners and producers out of business (Gonzalez-Pelaez, 2005). Trade liberalisation
leads to an increase in cheap imports (Beierle, 2002). It has been especially harmful to the
poor in developing countries (IAASTD, 2009). Unfair trade rules have resulted in an
increasingly powerful corporate food regime and an increase in power of transnational
agribusinesses (McMichael, 2005b). This has threatened local food sovereignty and food
production as countries become net importers, and “international finance institutes continue
to pressure developing countries to buy on the global market rather than grow their own
food” (Holt-Gimenez & Patel, 2012, p. 44). Equitable trade rules are crucial, including
enhancing the ability of countries to meet domestic food needs (IAASTD, 2009).
Trade liberalisation within the agricultural sector has often affected the range, quality and
domestic prices of produce, often making it harder for small farmers to compete (GonzalezPelaez, 2005). Holt-Gimenez and Patel (2012) concur that “the main consequence of market
liberalization and the capital advantage of multinational agribusiness has been dramatic
increase in the ‘dumping’ of commodities” (p. 44). “Dumping” refers to the sale of goods at
below the cost of production, as has happened in Mexico and Haiti, where local producers
have had to compete with a surge of cheap imports (Holt-Gimenez & Patel, 2012). Research
supports a link between the importation of low-quality foods and an increase in rates of
disease (Hughes & Lawrence, 2005; Cannon, 2003; Hughes, 2002). Countries have a right to
protect their markets from dumping and cheap food imports (Schanbacher, 2010).
Privatisation entails a shift from public to private ownership, expands the reach of the market,
and limits government power, resources, and the ability to effectively regulate industry
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(Waligorski, 1990). Neo-liberal reforms and FTAs favour corporations, investors, and the
policies that support them (Bargh, 2007). Input from civil society is rarely sought. For
example, the Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership Agreement between NZ, Brunei,
Chile and Singapore was “negotiated and signed with little Māori input” (Bargh, 2007, p.
136). The more recent Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) deal was also agreed to without Māori
consultation. Once agreed to, FTAs are very difficult to get out of due to powerful political
lobbies (Beattie, 2009). FTAs are enforceable, with the WTO imposing sanctions on countries
that “don’t abide by the rules” (Bargh, 2007, p. 134).
FTAs have an impact on Indigenous communities, including Māori. The Trade Related
Intellectual Property Rights Agreement (TRIPS) and TRIPS-plus provisions in FTAs are
controversial and contested. TRIPS mandates the protection of intellectual property rights
(IPRs), most often patents, around the world. The inclusion of TRIPS obligations in FTAs
was intended to appease industrialised nations which were demanding strong IPRs (Mercurio,
2006). However, TRIPS threatens Indigenous knowledge systems, as
IPRs are based on private economic rights which gives holders of those rights a
monopoly for a period of time whereas indigenous based rights and knowledge
systems are values based and integral to the maintenance of the cultural identity of
Indigenous people, collective and intergenerational in nature. (Solomon, 2007, p. 81)
According to Gonzalez-Pelaez (2005), “TRIPS protect the rights of big corporations and
easily allows the knowledge of indigenous communities to be patented by others” (p. 18).
Decisions about flora and fauna as well as the wider environment, such as TRIPS and the
commercialisation of Indigenous plant species, are made without iwi or hapū consent
(Waitangi Tribunal, 2011). Such decisions made without considering Māori cultural values
inhibit Māori from acting as kaitiaki or guardians of their taonga (Waitangi Tribunal, 2011).
FTAs and TRIPS impact Māori tino rangatiratanga, “making it more difficult for Māori to
maintain customary law around these properties and rights, opening up mātauranga Māori to
be bought and sold or misappropriated by foreign companies” (Bargh, 2007, p. 135). The true
beneficiaries of TRIPS are multinational corporations, who have the money to pay for
patents, and who are striving to make money through owning knowledge, medicine or seeds
which Indigenous communities have “considered vital to communal survival but which
corporations treat as commodities” (Bargh, 2007, p. 136).
The food sovereignty movement demands a change in international trade rules that govern
food and agriculture, including removing FTAs and the WTO that enforces them (World
Forum for Food Sovereignty, 2007). Food sovereignty proponents promote fair and equitable
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policies (Lee, 2007). Contrary to popular belief, food sovereignty is not anti-trade, “but rather
promotes the formulation of trade policies and practices that serve the rights of peoples to
food and to safe, healthy and ecologically sustainable production” (Pimbert, 2006, p. 15).

4.2.4. Agroecology
Research reiterates agroecology, including seed saving, as a key strategy for achieving food
sovereignty (La Via Campesina, 2008b; Altieri & Toledo, 2011; Martinez-Torres & Rosset,
2010). A central pillar of food sovereignty involves integrating agroecological principles into
agricultural systems (Lee, 2007). Common principles of agroecology include: closed cycles,
that is,
recycling nutrients and energy on farms rather than augmenting with external inputs;
integrating crops and livestock; diversifying species and genetic resources in agroecosystems over time and space; and improving interactions and productivity
throughout the agricultural system rather than focusing on individual species. (De
Schutter, 2013, p. 35)
The UN maintains that the world needs a “paradigm shift” from an industrial “green
revolution” approach to the agricultural, towards an “ecological intensification approach”
(2013, p. i). A focus on agroecological production represents an effective alternative to
sustainable food production (Friends of the Earth, 2011). A shift needs to happen, away from
high input, monoculture-based agriculture, towards “mosaics of sustainable, regenerative
production systems that also improve productivity of small scale farmers” (UN, 2013, p. i).
Indigenous people have been stewards of the land, co-evolving with plants and contributing
to significant levels of biodiversity – and the opposite holds true, with industrial agriculture
contributing to losses of agro-biodiversity in the last century. One of the key tenets of
agroecology is the importance of high levels of agro-biodiversity, and thus environmental
resiliency. Crop and species diversification is an important farm strategy to minimise risk
(Altieri & Koohafkan, 2013). The modern, industrial agricultural system lacks inherent
stability. As Endres and Endres (2009) point out, the “typical mono-cropping, coupled with
reliance on fossil fuels and long range transportation networks, create a complicated and
inflexible system that lacks resiliency” (p. 406).
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Figure 4.1. Example of decline of biodiversity. Source: Rural Management Foundation
International.
As the women in this study demonstrate, traditional agroecosystems had high levels of agrobiodiversity, contributing to the “conservation of agricultural heritage systems” (Altieri &
Koohafkan, 2013, p. 56). Agroecological strategies such as promoting seed diversity, crop
rotations, cover crops, intercropping, and crop/livestock mixing, practices adopted by these
initiatives, require a low level of inputs while minimising risks, boosting yields and
increasing profits (Altieri & Koohafkan, 2013).
A study by over 400 scientists and endorsed by 59 governments and institutions, including
the WB, supports the use of agroecological farming techniques and replacing the use of
chemicals and burning of fossil fuels rampant in the current model of food production
(IAASTD, 2009). Ecological or traditional farming methods typically rely on renewable
energy sources (human/animal labour) and also yield more food energy per unit of energy
used in production than industrial models that depend on high levels of fossil fuels (Altieri,
Funes-Monzote, & Petersen, 2012). The UN (2013) stresses the need for a more holistic
approach to agriculture that reduces the environmental impact of conventional agriculture
while broadening the scope of agroecological methods in the face of climate change.
Agroecology recognises that farmers are not just the producers of food but also “managers”
of agroecological systems, including the landscape, biodiversity, water, and soil (UN, 2013).
Agroecology, through mimicking natural ecosystems and maximising beneficial biological
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interactions, seeks to improve agricultural systems (Pimbert, 2006; Altieri, 2002). An
agricultural study comparing diversified plots versus monocultures in 360 communities in
Central America, showed diversified plots had 20–40% more topsoil, greater soil moisture,
less erosion, and experienced lower economic losses (Holt-Gimenez, 2001).
Pimbert (2006) affirms that through encouraging functional biodiversity within ecosystems it
is possible to provide diverse, quality food while maximising ecological resistance, recycling
nutrients, enhancing natural enemies to pests, and providing ecological services. This
resonates with a key finding of the IAASTD report highlighting ecological resilience through
agro-ecology, including low-input, sustainable organic methods suitable for small and
medium sized farmers (IAASTD, 2009).
Agro-diversity is also important from a nutritional perspective. Diverse agroecosystems
ensure a wide range of nutrients for the diet (Alloway, 2008). According to the UN Human
Rights Council (2010), “nutritional diversity enabled by increased diversity in the field is of
particular importance for women and children” (p. 12). An organic diet has also proven to be
more healthy and nutritious than conventionally grown food. A study by Barański et al., that
analysed 343 peer-reviewed publications claiming significant differences between the
composition of organic and non-organic crops found significantly higher antioxidants, such
as polyphenolics, in organic foods (2014). Such compounds have been linked to a reduced
risk of certain cancers and chronic diseases, including cardiovascular disease and
neurodegenerative diseases (Barański et al., 2014). In addition, the presence of pesticide
residues was four times higher in conventional crops, with significantly higher concentrations
of the toxic heavy metal cadmium (Barański et al., 2014). Exposure to pesticides is
recognised as an environmental risk factor associated with the development of cancer (Miligi,
Costantini, Veraldi, Benvenuti, & Vineis, 2006). This is an important issue for present and
future generations, as before the 1940s and the invention of chemical pesticides and
fertilisers, all food was considered “organic” (Lavin, 2012).
Agroecology and food sovereignty have some similarities as well as differences. Both
promote bottom-up learning and knowledge integration. De Schutter (2013) encourages the
“co-construction of knowledge and horizontal exchange” between farmers, which is
complementary to formal expertise within agroecology (p. 37). The challenge is bringing
together diverse forms of knowledge through participatory approaches that equalise power
differentials (Pimbert, 2006).
La Via Campesina promotes agroecological approaches amongst member organisations
(Martinez-Torres & Rosset, 2010). Farmer field schools, as found in Asia and the Campesino72

a-Campesino (Farmer-to-Farmer) movement in Latin America, also focus on promoting
agroecological farming, however, Holt-Gimenez and Altieri (2013) find fault with these
initiatives for not addressing underlying political and economic conditions for sustainable and
equitable food systems. They criticise them for not defending the rights of farmers and the
poor, and argue for the need for promoters of agroecology to unite with the food sovereignty
movement (Holt-Gimenez & Altieri, 2013).
On the contrary, the IAASTD report includes the promotion of social equity along with the
conservation of biodiversity and natural resources in its definition of agroecology (2009).
According to the IAASTD (2009), agroecology entails applying ecological concepts to the
sustainable management of agroecosystems through the integration of science with traditional
knowledge and local food systems, involving social, political, cultural and economic
considerations. In addition, the invaluable contribution of Indigenous knowledge and
community-based solutions is recognised (IAASTD, 2009). Indigenous people’s knowledge
within the scope of agroecology cannot be underestimated, as their knowledge systems are
based on hundreds of years of collective observation, experimentation and adaptation
(Pimbert, 2006).
Though Holt-Gimenez and Altieri (2013) recognise the essential role of agroecology in
sustainable food systems, they highlight the dangers of agroecology being coopted by
capitalist agriculture through utilising it as a tool to expand industrial agriculture while
recognising sustainability. This would “strengthen the corporate food regime while
weakening counter movements, underlining the need for agro-ecologists to build strategic
alliances with the radical food sovereignty struggle in order to generate the political will
necessary to transform our food system” (Holt-Gimenez & Altieri, 2013, p. 102). A key
message from the UN (2013) publication, Trade and Environment Review: Wake Up Before
It’s Too Late, is that “the transformation of agriculture will require much more than tweaking
the existing industrial agriculture system” (p. i). Solely increasing food production is not
enough to address hunger and malnutrition (UN Human Rights Council, 2010). To combat
hunger and malnutrition there needs to be an increase in incomes and improved livelihoods
for the poorest, while at the same time conserving the environment (UN Human Rights
Council, 2010). Any short-term gain from increasing food production will be offset by longterm losses due to degradation of ecosystems (UN Human Rights Council, 2010, p. 3).
The UN considers the transformation of agriculture as one of the biggest challenges of the
twenty-first century (2013). The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food released a
report advocating for structural reforms and a shift to agroecology (UN Human Rights
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Council, 2010). Shifting agricultural development towards agroecology can only happen
“through strategies and programmes backed by strong political will and informed by a rightto-food approach” (UN Human Rights Council, 2010, p. 3). In addition, the IAASTD (2008),
which was a four-year project, with 400 experts commissioned for the report, advocates for
local food economies and agroecology as the best strategies for combating poverty and
hunger.
Agroecology is not just applicable at the farm level but is gaining momentum as a
sustainability approach to food and agriculture through transdisciplinary, participatory
practices (Mendez et al., 2013). It is based on local, traditional knowledge and includes
cultural understandings on the path to a sustainable environment (Schanbacher, 2010).
Agroecology is inclusive of Indigenous knowledge and culture. However, Lambert (2007)
asserts that as the development of agroecology is based on non-Māori practices and
perspectives, the participation of Māori in agroecological networks is necessitated.
Indigenous communities revitalising Indigenous food systems are the real stewards of agrobiodiversity (Roy, 2010). Indigenous people, their culture, food and environment, are
intricately related (Panelli & Tipa, 2011). Panelli and Tipa (2011) stress the need to move
beyond a narrow focus on food and to understand health and well-being from a cultural
perspective that acknowledges people and place relationships.
With a focus on cultural diversity, Lambert (2007) highlights Māori participation in agri-food
networks that contribute to Māori resiliency and sustainable development, linking ecosystems
and communities in ways specific to Māori. There are many synergies between the Māori
Hua Parakore system of Indigenous verification and agroecology, including: an
interconnected holistic approach to producing food; an ecosystem focus; biodiversity
protection; promotion of people’s health and soils; promotion of animal welfare; and a
commitment to being free from GM, pesticides, herbicides and chemical inputs (Hutchings et
al., 2012). Food sovereignty activists believe that GM will exacerbate existing problems with
industrial agriculture, including monocultures which make crops more vulnerable to pests and
disease and the uncontrollable spread of transgenic crops that threaten genetic diversity
(Altieri, 2011). Multiple environmental risks exist due to GM, such as insect and pest
resistance as is happening with Bt toxin which is also affecting nutrient recycling and
invertebrates as it persists in the soil for a couple of months, binding to clay particles (Altieri,
2011). GMOs (genetically modified organisms) are also contributing to the creation of super
weeds through the transfer of transgenes into the wild (Altieri, 2011).
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People are becoming more aware and knowledgeable of where their food comes from, as
seen in a surge in the organic food market in NZ, with certified organic grocery sales
(through supermarkets and specialty stores) increasing by 127% since 2012 and two out of
three Kiwis regularly buying organic brands (NZ Organic Market Report, 2016).

4.3. Gender and Food Sovereignty
As women are disproportionately disempowered within the food system, their input is
essential in addressing food insecurity (Patel, 2012). Globally, women do not have equal
access to land and the natural resources necessary for food production (FAO, 2011;
Croppenstedt, Goldstein, & Rosas, 2013). Land that is owned by women is often of poor
quality and tenure insecure (FAO, 2011). Not only is there unequal distribution of land
between men and women, but also of the means of production (Nyeleni, 2013). Women often
have unequal access to productive inputs, like assets and credit (Ibnouf, 2013; FAO, 2014).
The capitalist market economy “exacerbates existing inequalities in access to land and
resources, due to agribusiness and multinationals exploiting labour and the land” (Nyeleni,
2013, p. 5). According to Federici there is a “direct relationship between the destruction of
the social and economic power of women in the transition to capitalism” (Haiven, 2009, p. 2).
The link between gender and food is clarified through a focus on power and control in the
industrial food system (Patel, 2012).
Food sovereignty recognises the contribution of women in food production, from producing
food, preparing meals for the family, and caring for children, to doing housework and
community work (Nyeleni, 2013, p. 5). Food sovereignty with a rights-based approach is a
way to begin to restore this imbalance (Patel, 2009). It demands consideration of fundamental
inequalities in land distribution, resource management, and corporate control (Mares, 2014, p.
36). The often unacknowledged economic role of women in caring for the household and
ensuring food provision for the family, is recognised (Schanbacher, 2010).
Food is a channel for marginalised women to achieve “personal and political empowerment”
(Moffet & Morgan, 1999, p. 225). Secure land tenure empowers women, increases
productivity and improves family welfare (Allendorf, 2007). Children of women who own
land are significantly less likely to be hungry or malnourished (Allendorf, 2007). Women
who own land also have greater decision-making power in the household, a measure of
empowerment (Allendorf, 2007). Within the global food system, women make up 43% of the
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agricultural workforce, often more for domestic and household food consumption than for
export (Patel, 2012).
Women are the main food preparers and often prioritise the needs of their children (Field,
1999). As Howard (2001) maintains, “like much of women’s work, gardening is relatively
invisible, discredited and often disparaged as minor or supplemental to agricultural
production” (p. 5). Due to their role in food production, women are often extremely
knowledgeable about food cultivation, processes, and preservation of a diversity of local fruit
and vegetable varieties (Tripathi et al., 2012). The Convention on Biodiversity recognises the
essential role of women in biodiversity conservation (Howard, 2003). As Momsen (2004)
contends, the loss of biodiversity is “tantamount to a form of cultural erosion and loss of
social status for women” (p. 151). Women and men have different knowledge and practices of
biodiversity; women predominately do gardening, wild food gathering and seed saving
(Sachs, 2013).
Women’s labour to ensure the well-being of the family often goes unrecognised (GibsonGraham, Cameron, & Healy, 2013). They are often the ones who manage the household
income, work hard in the garden and are responsible for household food preparation
(Nyeleni, 2013; Momsen, 2004). Women are more likely to allocate income to ensure the
health and well-being of the family, including satisfying the food needs of the children
(Schanbacher, 2010; Rao, 2006; Bradshaw, 2004). Men are more likely to use their income
for other purposes, “holding back, on average, 50–70% of their income for themselves”
(Bradshaw, 2004, p. 14). With women more responsible for children’s diets than men, the
blame for malnutrition and unhealthy diets has become the fault of mothers, not the system
that makes healthy food choices for the poor next to impossible (Patel, 2012).
According to King, Sintes, and Alemu (2012), gender equality is one of the biggest barriers to
poverty alleviation. Women and children are disproportionately affected by food insecurity
and poverty (Tripathi et al., 2012; Siefert, Heflin, Corcoran, & Williams, 2001). According to
Holt-Gimenez and Patel (2012), seven in ten of the world’s hungry are women and girls while
two-thirds of the global female population may be at risk (2012). A focus on gender inequities
is crucial to addressing food insecurity, as women and girls are disproportionately impacted
and disempowered within the current food system (Patel, 2012).
There is much research in many countries that show women are at the forefront of grass-roots
efforts to change the food system (Counihan, 2014; Hayes-Conroy & Hayes-Conroy, 2010;
Schroeder, 2006; Bardnt, 1999; Moffett & Morgan, 1999). Food sovereignty advocates
recognise the importance of women’s empowerment within social movements themselves,
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ensuring participation of women, the establishment of women’s groups and organisations, the
presence of women’s leadership roles, provision and help with childcare, and training for
women (Nyeleni, 2013, p. 5). The UN and FAO are bringing more attention to the importance
of small-scale agriculture and food security, recognising the role of women in particular
(FAO, 2011). The priority theme of 2012 of the UN Commission on the Status of Women was
empowerment of rural women and the role they play in poverty and hunger eradication
(Committee on World Food Security, 2011).
There are commonalities between the kaupapa Māori theory as represented by the women’s
affirmations and food sovereignty, including the recognition that transgenic crops are not the
solution to hunger and poverty, and could exacerbate existing inequalities and environmental
degradation (McIntyre et al., 2009). Such technologies, including GM seeds, chemical
pesticides and fertilisers have only benefited corporations (McIntyre et al, 2009). Food
sovereignty presents a political, ecological and cultural alternative to the food system,
focused on reproducing local knowledge and revitalising local economies (Patel, 2009).
Building local economies is also essential to improving livelihoods and reducing poverty
(IAASTD, 2009). Ending hunger and poverty from a food sovereignty perspective involves
local control of food, along with small-scale, diverse agroecological production (World
Forum for Food Sovereignty, 2007). Ultimately, control of local food systems is only possible
with the independence of women (Nyeleni, 2013). It entails a commitment to women’s social,
physical and economic rights (Patel, 2009). Food sovereignty advocates mandate: women’s
equitable access to resources; women’s equality, participation and decision-making in the
food system and governmental bodies; and, most importantly, ending violence against women
(La Vía Campesina, 2008a). Again, a gender perspective is essential towards realising the right

to food (FAO, 2014). Increasing women’s contribution to food production and equal access to
resources could reduce the number of hungry people by 12–17%, or by 100 to 150 million
people worldwide (FAO, 2011).
Mana wāhine theory (Māori feminist theory) is a kaupapa Māori theory that affirms Māori
women’s ways of knowing and recognises the essential role that Māori women play as agents
of change (Pihama, 2001). Like kaupapa Māori theory, it is inherently political recognising
the inequality that many Māori women face (Pihama, 2001). It recognises the essential role
that Māori women play in enacting change, as well as tūpuna wāhine (Māori women
ancestors) and atua wāhine (female gods) (Pihama, 2001). As described by Hutchings, it is
inclusive of kaupapa Māori founded on mātauranga Māori and recognises the role of Māori
women living in a colonised country (Hutchings, 2013). Mana wāhine “honours the Treaty of
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Waitangi and challenges hegemonic colonials systems and ideologies” (Hutchings, 2013, p.
2). According to Pihama (2001), the strength of mana wāhine theory lies in articulating,
affirming and asserting Māori women’s voices and perspectives. Hutchings describes mana
wāhine as a conceptual framework in which a pictorial demonstrates the harakeke emerging
from Papatūānuku with the roots or foundation consisting of kaupapa Māori, whakapapa and
Māori women (2013).
Within NZ, Māori women’s perspectives are especially important when looking at food
insecurity issues affecting their families. It is now widely recognised that to address social
and health inequalities, women’s empowerment must be an essential component. Feminist
literature related to social justice and human security plays a role in promoting more inclusive
and critically focused bottom-up approaches that analyse unequal power relations and entail a
transformative element (Hudson, 2005). Women’s voices must be included in food security
research and discourse. In addition, solutions need to come from an Indigenous knowledge
framework, and within a Māori context this is called kaupapa Māori.

4.4. Conclusion: Envisioning a Way Forward through Kaupapa Māori, Food
Sovereignty & Post-Capitalist Theory
Food sovereignty and post-capitalism form the theoretical framework of the study but are
clearly grounded in kaupapa Māori, including the cultural, political and historical context of
Māori, as well as Māori food and agriculture. According to Pihama, “Māori have for
generations, engaged with the world and constructed theories as part of their own knowledge
and ways of understanding experiences” (2005, p. 191). Kaupapa Māori theory and
methodology are part of a wider struggle of decolonisation and expose power relations that
exist within society (Pihama, 2001). It acknowledges all forms of colonial oppression, and
those structures that maintain and perpetuate those oppressions, including racism, classism
and sexism (Pihama, 2001). The theory “expresses the belief that the existing oppressive
regime is socially constructed and therefore alterable, while acknowledging that oppression is
not just ideological but also economic” (Pihama, 2001, p. 56).
As such, we must imagine and create diverse practices and organisations as powerful noncapitalist alternatives in order to disrupt the dominance of the capitalist economy (GibsonGraham, 1996), and for this reason I chose to view the women’s work from a post-capitalist
perspective. In this context, the “economy” is defined more broadly than within the narrow
confines of capitalism, representing the diverse forms of interactions within humanity
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involving trading, exchanging, producing and consuming, forms of interaction and exchange
that have been around for millennia, as seen through the words and stories of the women
showcased.
The food system and local food economies also represent an entry point for envisioning such
alternatives with values and practices that exist outside of the capitalist framework. Food
sovereignty, in the sense of communities defining their own food system, offers a way
forward. As theory and practice, it represents a viable alternative to the neo-liberal, agroindustrial mode of agriculture (Wittman et al., 2010). However, a challenge in theorising food
sovereignty “lies in understanding that in diversity is unity” (Wittman, 2011, p. 97). In other
words, the diversity of manifestations of food sovereignty makes it difficult to generalise
about it or narrowly define it (Wittman, 2011). Though food sovereignty initiatives and
projects differ significantly, not just geographically but in practical action and political
intention, there are some common aims and objectives (Wittman, 2011). Common to food
sovereignty is an analysis of the food system from a perspective of those facing poverty and
food insecurity (Windfuhr & Jonsen, 2005, xii).
Food sovereignty is based on people having the right to define their own food system, which
the Māori women in this study demonstrate. Kaupapa Māori theory is integrated through the
women’s stories and practical examples. In addition, the validation of tikanga, along with
tino rangatiratanga and te reo, are central elements of kaupapa Māori (Pihama, 2001).
Kaupapa Māori as a theoretical framework is “organic” and “evolving” (Pihama, p. 14). As
Pihama defines the role of theory and its place in an Indigenous world, Kaupapa Māori
“indicates a Māori view of things and relates to Māori philosophies of the world, to Māori
understandings on which our beliefs are based, Māori worldviews and ways of operating”
(p.7). While I’m not Māori and I don’t speak te reo, through showcasing the women and
gardens, a contribution to Kaupapa Māori has been made. Through the Māori women’s
word’s and quotes the thesis provides a sense of recognition or affirmation to the women
themselves, as well as Māori and Pākehā alike, of the importance of these women’s work
within multiple spheres, including the academic world.
Given that Kaupapa Māori theory is an indigenous theoretical framework, part of me, as a
westerner, didn’t feel capable or prepared to solely utilise Kaupapa Maori theory. While I
recognise the “historical dominance of Western theorising” (Pihama, p. 7), I, as an American
(and also Indigenous ally), felt most comfortable contextualising the research through a blend
of theories, including post-capitalism and food sovereignty, as well as Kaupapa Māori theory
and methodology. These theories provided, through their foundation in critical theory, the
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impetus for opposing the dominant economic, social and colonial order. Post-capitalism, food
sovereignty and Kaupapa Māori, beyond theory, are spaces for practice and resistance.
Emancipatory in nature, they exist independently yet are interrelated and share some common
elements; they are not mutally exclusive but, rather, mutually inclusive. Through the
women’s words, work and the gardens, I hope to expand upon Kaupapa Māori theory while
also informing food sovereignty and post-capitalist theory with a Māori cultural perspective
and worldview.
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CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND METHODS
“We have for generations engaged with our world and constructed theories as part of our
own knowledge and ways of understanding our experiences … the denial of our knowledge
and theorising has been an integral part of the colonising agenda.”
(Pihama, 2005, p. 191)
5.1. Introduction
This thesis utilises a participatory research framework informed by kaupapa Māori research
methodology, to examine the role Māori women play in promoting food sovereignty.
Participatory research and Indigenous research methodologies are distinct methodologies,
however, “they share a common language” (Brown & Strega, 2005, p. 23), specifically with
their roots in critical theory. The theoretical framework of the study, including food
sovereignty and post-capitalism, also implicitly draws on critical theory.
Participatory research approaches represent “counterhegemonic approach to knowledge
production” (Kindon et al., 2007, p. 9), and “recognises on-going legacies of colonialism,
capitalist development and those dissatisfied with positivistic research paradigms promoted in
academia” (Kindon et al., 2007, p. 10). Sharing decision-making throughout the research
process is key to undertaking participatory research (Fröding, Elander, & Eriksson, 2013;
Israel et al., 2003). Participatory methodologies can be viewed as an ally of Indigenous
methodologies through “gaining control within the research process, which is pivotal for
Indigenous people in decolonisation” (Kovach, 2005, p. 23). Indigenous methodologies
integrate cultural values and protocols into the research process,
declared openly as part of the research design, to be discussed as part of the final
results of the study, to be disseminated back to the people in culturally appropriate
ways and in a language that can be understood, as part of an ethical and respectful
approach. (Smith, 2012, p. 16)
As Kovach maintains, the “greatest ally of Indigenous research will be methodologies from
the margins that do not hide from but embrace the political nature of research” (2005, p. 60).
When considering methodologies, theory is as important as methods – “one’s theoretical lens
ought to guide the research methods and, as such, methodology encompasses not only
mechanisms of research but how research does or should proceed” (Harding, 1987, p. 3).
Unlike other research approaches, objectivity is trumped by critical subjectivity and
reflexivity (Reilly, 2010). Participatory research focuses on practical solutions to everyday
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problems, as well as improving the capabilities of local people through mutual respect and
collaboration (Ozanne & Sattcioglu, 2008). In the case of this project, participatory research
is practice-led, that is improving the practice of growing food and gardening through the
exchange. Kaupapa Māori, an Indigenous methodology, allowed for the research to be more
context-specific, based on Māori cultural principles.
In this case, the political nature of both participatory research and kaupapa Māori make these
methodologies the most suitable. Participatory research necessitates critical analysis,
reflection and action. Kaupapa Māori also emphasises the need for people to think critically
and become more politically active (Smith, 2012). Gaining a level of control within the
research process is critical for decolonisation (Brown & Strega, 2005, p. 23). The project
reaffirms that local solutions by and for Māori based on their own culture and traditions offer
the best solutions to problems they face (Bishop, 2005; Smith, 2002).
The practical experience of working with the Māori women leading the initiatives attested to
the importance of participatory and kaupapa Māori methodologies. This took the form of
developing deeply significant and trusting relationships evident through the depth of
knowledge and information the women were willing to share with both me and each other.
There is no doubt that this was due to the time, energy, and commitment that participatory
and kaupapa Māori theory and/or methodologies inherently entail. My deep level of trust and
commitment to such theories and methodologies has been repeatedly confirmed previously
while working with Indigenous communities in Central America and now in Aotearoa.
Through the women’s positive feedback regarding the Parihaka horizontal knowledge
exchange, the importance of kaupapa Māori and participatory approaches was further
solidified.

5.2. Participatory Research
Participatory methodologies are characterised as being more flexible and reflective than
linear, conventional methodologies, with their strength lying in exploring local knowledge
and perceptions (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995). The goal is “to support and strengthen
community-based research, towards the creation and sharing of knowledge that addresses
pressing issues of justice and well-being and promotes positive social change and
empowerment” (Chevalier & Buckles, 2013, p. 28).
Participatory research is a form of applied qualitative research – “it can be applied to all
research activities irrespective of the methodology, but is more likely to be found in in-depth,
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detailed studies of place and of individual narratives” (Putt, 2013, p. 2). Qualitative research
is “contextual and subjective versus generalisable and objective” (Whittemore, Chase, &
Mandle, 2001). It seeks “depth over breadth, attempting to learn the subtle nuances of life
experiences” (Ambert, Adler, Adler, & Detzner, 1995), and involves the “joint creation of
inquirer and inquired-about in a given context at a given time” (Greene, 1992, p. 42).
Whereas research with Indigenous people has been criticised for being “disempowering” and
“biased” (Kidman, 2007; Davey & Day, 2008), the democratic, participatory and
emancipatory nature of participatory research (Todhunter, 2001) is more historically and
socially significant. Empowerment is achieved through an emphasis on participation, which
entails collaboration, continual feedback, and, in the case of this thesis, exchange among the
women. The strong emphasis on social justice within participatory research methodologies
empowers those who have traditionally been the “objects” of research as “equal
collaborators” (Brown & Strega, 2005, p. 7).
Participatory research approaches are gaining traction in the social and environmental
sciences (Brydon-Miller, Maguire, & McIntyre, 2004; Jason, Keys, Suarez-Balcazar, Taylor,
& Davis, 2004; Kindon, Pain, & Kesby, 2007a; Reason & Bradbery, 2006). They are being
used in community-based conservation and sustainable development to learn more about comanagement practices, natural resource management, and enhance sustainable forestry,
agriculture, ecological restoration, and wildlife management (Fortmann, 2008; Wilmsen et
al., 2008). They are also gaining prominence in the community development and health fields
(Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995), and are now widely promoted amongst international
development agencies (Reilly, 2010). Participatory research is gaining in popularity amongst
many Indigenous communities and projects, particularly in Canada, due to critical,
participatory, and collective principles (Kovach, 2005). Having worked in rural community
development with Indigenous organisations in Guatemala and Belize for five years, I
recognise that forming authentic relationships is the most important part of any collaborative
process.
Research by Battiste (2002) with Aboriginal communities found that ownership over their
own knowledge is essential and an important ethical principle, thus justifying their
involvement in the whole research process. Bishop et al. (2005) also contend that Aboriginal
communities have much concern over the control of research and who ultimately benefits.
According to Koster, Baccar, and Lemelin (2012), we need to move away from producing
research on Indigenous communities towards collaborating with them. Participatory
approaches facilitate communities taking “an active role in shaping the solutions they want to
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see” to pressing issues that they face (Tobias, Richmond, & Luginaah, 2013, p. 137). This is
achieved through the active participation of community members with researchers and the
analysis of issues and potential solutions amongst community members themselves through
collaboration and exchange.
Participatory research was initially developed in resistance to traditional research practices
often perceived as colonising (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2000). However, according to Cancien
(1993), participatory approaches prove challenging for academics, and in order to be
successful, “they must bridge two, often conflicting, social worlds” (p. 92). This is in direct
contrast to the relative control that researchers normally have over the research process, and
places the researcher within a much more passive role. Participatory research is situation
specific with collaboration and participation varying amongst the research partners and
throughout the stages of the research process (Israel et al., 2003; Schulz, Israel, & Lantz,
2003). Kindon et al (2007) talks about “the different degrees and forms of participation
during the research process and dependent on circumstances and situations, different forms of
participation may be valid at different times” (p. 16). Participation is also both relative and
circumstantial. One person’s perspective of participation may be completely different than
another’s. I use the term “participation” loosely, with the recognition that there are expansive
parameters within which it exists and is defined. In practice, participation exists along a
continuum. As suggested by Kindon et al. (2007), I strove to ensure that I worked with people
“on their own terms” (p. 16). Cornwall and Jewkes (1995) refer to “shallow” participation
where researchers control the whole research process, to “deep” participation involving
relinquishing control and devolving more ownership to those whom the research concerns.
This involves an element of letting go and developing trust and confidence in the process.
Within the context of this research, levels of participation fluctuated amongst the women. For
example, given the close proximity of my residence to Tūrangi (within a 45 minute drive),
continual collaboration was facilitated. More site visits were made to Parihaka during the
initial stages of project formation, and thus Charissa from Parihaka Community Garden
contributed more to the question formulation and general direction the research would take,
in particular, with analysing power and control within the food system. Ellen also contributed
to the direction of the research, wanting to know more about examples of other initiatives that
take a holistic and integrated approach to food insecurity. Hanui from Aunty’s Garden in
Hastings began collaborating on the research during the later stages of data collection, thus
participation was more limited. Regardless, attempts were made to balance the number of site
visits throughout the research process.
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Though researchers often strive to maximise participation, often times what is labelled as
“participatory” involves just contracting people into projects (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995). As
Rifkin (1990) points out, participation involves being active and making choices within the
research process. Biggs (1989) distinguishes between four modes of participation: (1)
contractual, where people are contracted into projects of researchers to take part in enquiries
and experiments; (2) consultative, where people are asked for their opinions and consulted by
researchers before interventions; (3) collaborative, where researchers and local people work
together on projects designed and managed by researchers; and (4) collegiate, where
researchers and local people work together as colleagues with different skills to offer in the
process of mutual learning where local people have control over the process. As pointed out
by Reilly (2010), one of the challenges involved with participatory research is the difficulty
of staying in regular contact with participants. This was achieved through multiple site visits,
emails, mailings and phone calls.
Perceptions of participation may also vary depending on those involved (Woelk, 1992). In the
beginning, participants may look to the researcher for more guidance, but during the process
become more empowered and confident in their knowledge and abilities (Cornwall &
Jewkes, 1995). Some researchers aim for more collaboration during the field research phase
(Seeley, Kengeya-Kayondo, & Mulder, 1992).
Participatory research takes a more critical approach, not just challenging power dynamics
within society but also through the research process, “differing from other methodologies
through the location of power in the various stages of the research process” (Cornwall &
Jewkes, 1995, p. 1667–1668). It is change orientated and focused on social action, where the
knowledge base of both researcher and participants are considered equal and roles are more
egalitarian than traditional research relationships (Reilly, 2010) – the goal being to
democratise knowledge-making and to ground research in real community needs (Chevalier
& Buckles, 2013).
At the heart of participatory research is the notion of “democratic knowledge making”, a
strategy grounded in community needs (Chevalier & Buckles, 2013). “If knowledge is
fundamental to understanding, interpreting and establishing values within society, then
control over knowledge production becomes an integral component of cultural survival”
(Hoare, Levy, & Robinson, 1993, p. 46). In addition, community control in the research
process is critical to achieving goals of self-determination (Kovach, 2005, p. 23). As such, it
is important to be critical of whose interests are being served by the research, and not just in
the research results and outcomes but also in the process of conducting research (Brown &
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Strega, 2005). This brings attention to the many personal, professional and political
challenges associated with participatory methodologies (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995).
Participatory methodologies are characterised as being more flexible and reflective than
linear, conventional methodologies, with their strength lying in exploring local knowledge
and perceptions (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995). The goal is “to support and strengthen
community-based research, towards the creation and sharing of knowledge that addresses
pressing issues of justice and well-being and promotes positive social change and
empowerment” (Chevalier & Buckles, 2013, p. 28).
Participatory-based research strategies include participatory research, participatory case study
research, participatory action research, collaborative inquiry, and the reflective practitioner
(Hasemean, 2006). Participatory approaches “reinterpret what is meant by an original
contribution to research” as the focus is on improving practice through gaining an “insider’s
view of action in context rather than contributing intellectually to a discipline” (Haseman,
2006, p. 3). Not only has there been a desire to improve practice through research, but also to
“lead research through practice” (Haseman, 2006, p. 3). Haseman (2006) goes beyond the
standard definition of “performative” research to include practice-led research, which is
“intrinsically experiential” or emphasises learning through experience or through reflection
on doing (p. 3).
As food sovereignty entails democratic control over food systems, participatory research
entails active collaboration which contributes to creating a “healthier and more sustainable
environment” (Fröding et al., 2013, p. 32). Collaboration involves sharing knowledge
through observation, communication, reflection and analysis between researchers and nonresearchers (Minkler & Wallerstein, 2003; Reason & Bradbury, 2006). Researchers and
participants collectively and critically examine an issue and build alliances throughout the
research process, including the planning, implementation and dissemination stages
(McIntyre, 2008).
Participatory methods need to be culturally appropriate and inclusive throughout the process
(Reilly, 2010). Wilson (2001) argues that there are some research methods that are more
suitable from an Indigenous perspective and some that are based within dominant paradigms.
Particular qualitative methods that align with Indigenous ways of knowing and understanding
the world include storytelling and conversational methods (Kovach, 2005). Kindon (2005)
emphasises that in work with Indigenous people, the type of methods used is most important
and should enable people to share knowledge in their own way and on their own terms. There
is much overlap between methods associated with Indigenous and participatory methods,
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including participant observation, dialogue, interviewing, storytelling, art, writing, group
work and discussions.
Relationship-building is the foundation of participatory research and, as mentioned, began at
the onset of the research project. My family and I met the women’s families, visited marae,
went to community hui, shared meals, worked in the gardens and on the farm, and attended
church with one of the women. I volunteered time through grant-writing for one of the
projects, which secured NZ$1,000 toward the costs of running the organisation as a result.
During the initial stages of development, the women contributed to the direction the research
would take through a collaborative process. For example, Charissa and Lisa voiced their
interest in research addressing power and control dynamics in the food system, and Ellen
wished to explore examples of other initiatives that take a holistic, integrated approach to
food poverty. With an emphasis on whānau, an integral part of kaupapa Māori, I met and
formed connections with some of the women’s families; the women also became close with
my husband and daughter, who accompanied me on visits. The women were also vocal about
being able to meet with one another when we discussed the other projects that were involved
in the study. As a result, we made plans to obtain funding for exchanges amongst and
between the women. Funding was difficult to obtain, but sufficient for one exchange. Faceto-face visits were conducted after official data collection in order to get feedback on initial
codes and the emergence of potential themes. This involved a group discussion around the
themes that were emerging and the order of importance of the potential themes.
In participatory research a variety of methods are utilised, but in all cases relationships are the
foundation on which good participatory research is based (Chambers, 1997). It has been
argued that the “key element of participatory research lies not in methods but in attitudes of
researchers, which in turn determine how, by and for whom research is conceptualised and
conducted” (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995). However, considering the dynamic and changing
nature of participatory approaches, research methods (and the researcher) need to be
inherently flexible (Selener, 1997).
Though participatory approaches are gaining popularity across disciplines, some researchers
claim the approach can oversimplify the complex nature of participation and can be
unreliable and biased (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995; Hayward, Simpson, & Wood, 2004). The
usage of participatory approaches in development has also represented a “commodification”
of the concept from the “top-down” (Kindon et al., 2007; Cornwall & Brock, 2005; Pain &
Francis, 2003; Mohan, 1999). Other common criticisms of participatory approaches include
that researchers are not trained properly, do not spend enough time in the field, develop weak
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relationships, and that research entails inadequate participation (Ozanne & Sattcioglu, 2008,
p. 434). According to Arnould and Wallendorf (1994), as with sound ethnographic research, it
is essential that enough time is allowed to develop trust and rapport with the community
members the researcher is collaborating with.
As developing trustworthy relationships are particularly important, participatory research
demands a significant investment in time and energy (Reilly, 2010; Davey & Day, 2008).
Relationship building is the foundation of participatory research and should begin from the
onset of the research project. Participants are not “subjects” but “collaborative partners” that
contribute to the research process (Rutman et al., 2005). From the relation we have to the
Earth, the elements, plants and wildlife, to our relationships with our ancestors and family,
relationships form the basis of Indigenous values and perspective. Understanding and
honouring the cultural value placed on relationships is critical for carrying out research with
Indigenous communities (Kovach, 2005). This underscores the importance of researchers
establishing trustworthy relationships, which involves making an effort to genuinely connect
with people and communities. Though resources for the research were limited, I prioritised
spending the time and money needed to form honest relationships built on trust, respect,
openness and sincerity. Within the context of this research, relationship building was an
essential process.
Relationships should be based on mutual respect, equality, collaboration and inclusivity
(Reilly, 2010). This involves gaining an insider view of a particular issue, including personal
perceptions and insights (Reilly, 2010). Researchers need to be respectful and honour
relationships (Kovach, 2005). In the case of this research project, relationship building began
from the onset of the project. Participants were contacted and visited subsequent times in
order to establish trustworthy relationships before data collection ever began.
Participatory research entails addressing power and control throughout the research process,
including planning the direction the research will take and the ownership of results, not just
participation during the data collection phase (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995). As such,
participatory research requires a certain level of commitment by participants (Reilly, 2010).
Reilly contends that maintaining a commitment to a project is not always feasible, and when
conducting participatory research with multiple sites it is difficult to maintain interest and ask
questions that are relevant to all (2010). This proved correct with regard to the research, as
across sites there were a variety of interests, with some cases being more political than others,
influencing the questions asked and discussions.
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Maintaining the momentum is another common challenge with participatory approaches
(Reilly, 2010). Within the scope of this research, momentum waxed and waned throughout
the course of the project and among the participants, but staying in regular contact, especially
with new developments, helped to keep everybody on board and the excitement levels up.
Participants should be encouraged to realise their true potential, recognising and building
upon their strengths (Reilly, 2010). Being involved with the various stages of the research
process encouraged the women to realise their contribution to knowledge production. Articles
that were written based on the research findings and sharing the women’s voices showcased
the initiatives at the international level while also recognising the amazing contribution the
women were making, not only at the local and regional levels but also at the national and
international levels.

5.3. Understanding Indigenous Methodologies
Indigenous methodologies speak to a long history of colonisation and repression, along with
the need to legitimise other forms of understanding and experiencing the world outside of
non-Indigenous research paradigms. Indigenous methodologies argue for a different way of
doing research that incorporates cultural traditions and Indigenous ways of understanding the
world (Kovach, 2005). Indigenous approaches also draw on critical and emancipatory
theories (Kovach, 2005), even moving beyond critical social science into a state of resistance
(Ristock & Pennel, 1996; Smith, 1999). As elaborated upon above, participatory research
approaches, in alignment with Indigenous methodologies, seek to disrupt the status quo and
“overcome the ineffectiveness and elitism of conventional schooling and science, as well as
the negative effects of market forces and industry on community life and sustainable
livelihoods” (Chevalier & Buckles, 2013, p. 29).
Dominant Western theories have positioned Māori in a place of inadequacy (Smith, 2012). As
such, Indigenous people and communities are creating their own theoretical frameworks
based on Indigenous epistemology; in effect, taking back control of research so that it is
applicable to them and addresses their needs (Kovach, 2005). According to Massey and Kirk
(2015), “tension is evident for researchers balancing representation of Indigenous realities
with the expectation to conform to the conventionality and rationality of acceptable Western
science-based research protocols” (p. 1). However, “Western science and Indigenous science
are now converging as equally valid notions of science to guide emergent research practices,
such as Kaupapa Māori” (Massey & Kirk, 2015, p. 1).
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Kaupapa Māori is an Indigenous methodology that evolved from the need to do research
differently, based within Māori culture, interests and traditions (Smith, 2012). Kaupapa Māori
reaffirms everything Māori, including Māori language, knowledge and culture (Smith, 2012).
This “involves the assertion or reinvigoration of cultural ideas in action such as ideas of
whānaungatanga, manaakitanga and reciprocity” (Smith, 2012).
When engaged with Indigenous people and communities, an understanding of Indigenous
values and traditions is essential. Kovach (2005) argues that an understanding of Indigenous
epistemology is important because Indigenous people will likely share their experiences from
this perspective. There are basic principles that are common to Indigenous world views and
that should guide the research process. Kovach (2005) stresses such principles underlying the
formation of Indigenous methodologies, including: experience as a legitimate way of
knowing; Indigenous methods, such as storytelling, as a legitimate way of sharing
knowledge; receptivity and relationship between researcher and participants as a natural part
of research “methodology”; and collectivism as a way of knowing that assumes reciprocity to
the community (p. 28). Wilson (2011) acknowledges the philosophies of reciprocity,
collectivism and respect that underlie Indigenous ways of knowing.
With regard to Indigenous and local knowledge, it is “relational, situated, practical, dynamic,
positional, unevenly distributed, and often communicated orally or bodily” (Kalb 2006, p.
579). These are knowledge systems that are complex and dynamic and not easily recovered or
communicated (Sillitoe, 1998). According to Wilk (1995), if these complexities are not
recognised by the researchers, they are unlikely to succeed. The notion of reciprocity is
integral to all stages of the research process. Kovach (2005) argues that it should begin at the
preparatory stage through conversations of how the researcher can be of benefit to the
community, being careful not to overcommit or promise to offer more than can be delivered.
Kanohi ki te kanohi (face-to-face) is an important Māori cultural concept that “implies that if
correct contact must be made then people should meet face-to-face, one-on-one, so that no
misunderstandings, misinterpretations, misapprehensions or misconstructions can occur”
(Keegan, 2000, p. 1).

5.4. Kaupapa Māori Theory: A Local Approach to Research
With regard to the research methodologies, I utilised a participatory research approach
informed by kaupapa Māori. Participatory and kaupapa Māori research approaches are linked
to critical theory and emancipation. The critical nature of the methodologies utilised in this
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thesis are conducive to solutions to the food, environmental and socioeconomic crises that are
based on a critical analysis of power structures and address “wealth, dispossession, power
and politics” (Desmarais, 2015, p. 160).
Both methodologies involve a process of action and reflection. While there are many
similarities between participatory and kaupapa Māori methodologies, including the focus on
forming genuine relationships, there are also many distinctions. A strictly participatory focus
would lack the cultural context that kaupapa Māori provides. On the contrary, a strict focus
on kaupapa Māori precludes the flexible nature of a participatory framework. Both allow for
an in-depth analysis of power dynamics within the food system at the local, national and
international levels.
Key principles underscore kaupapa Māori. Seven Māori cultural values, as defined by Cram
(2009) and Smith (1999), guided the research process:
(1)

Aroha ki te tangata – respect for those involved with the research process and

allowing for the people involved to define where and when to meet;
(2)

He kanohi kitea – being a face that is known and familiar, facilitating trust and

communication;
(3)

Tītiro, whakarongo … kōrero – look, listen and then speak, with researchers

taking the time to establish relationships;
(4)

Manaaki ki te tangata – looking after people and ensuring genuine hospitality;

(5)

Kia tūpato – researchers should be careful, cautious, culturally appropriate and

reflective;
(6)

Kaua e takahia te mana o te tangata – collaborate with people and ensure their

mana is respected, recognising that they are the experts over their own lives;
(7)

Kia mahaki – be humble when sharing knowledge and understanding.

Within the context of the study, this involved: treating people with respect; allowing the
women to define when and where they wanted to meet; face-to-face communications to
explain the project and during the data collection, analysis and dissemination of results
stages; looking and listening before speaking; showing hospitality through bringing food or
koha during meetings; being careful, cautious, and culturally appropriate, including following
cultural protocol; recognising that the women are the experts of their own lives and
respecting their mana through active, respectful listening; and finally being humble when
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sharing information. The intention in approaching the community and study participants was
as a “learner” versus an “expert that knows best.”
Within the educational field, Graham Hingangaroa Smith originally identified six principles,
which were later expanded and built upon by Linda Smith, Leonie Pihama, Taina Pohatu,
Russell Bishop, Kuni Jenkins, and Cheryl Smith (Ruataki Ltd. and Nga Pae o te
Maramatanga, 2014). This speaks to the organic nature of kaupapa Māori (Mane, 2009;
Mead, 1996; Pihama, 1993; Smith, 1997). Smith’s kaupapa Māori principles that were also
used as a guide throughout the stages of the thesis, included:
(1) the principle of āta, “spending quality time and effort to establish respectful and
reciprocal relationships that include a transformative element”;
(2) kia piki ake i nga raruraru o te kāinga, “ensuring the research is of positive benefit to
Māori communities and addresses socio-economic issues”;
(3) tino rangatiratanga, “recognising the principle of self-determination and the goal of
control over one’s own life and cultural well-being”;
(4) taonga tuku iho, “assuring the centrality and legitimacy of te reo Māori, tikanga
(Māori protocol), and māturanga Māori (the Māori worldview), that Māori ways of
knowing, doing, and understanding are valid in their own right”;
(5) kaupapa, “that the overall research topic contributes to a collective vision and
purpose”;
(6) whānau, “that the researcher recognises their responsibility and obligation to the
whānau and respects the relationship between the researcher, researched, and research”;
and
(7) ako Māori, “ensuring the research methods, such as oral traditions and storytelling,
respect the culture and preferences of Māori” (Smith, 2003, pp. 6–8).
The “philosophical principles and methodological tools of participatory research are in line
with the values of kaupapa Māori and the food sovereignty movement, including bottom-up
leadership building and promoting a culture of critical thinking and active participation”
(Trujillo, 2015, p. 185). According to Snipstal (2015), “the neoliberal paradigm of ‘study
subjects’ that places the peasant/rural actor as the ‘object’ of study must be transformed so
that the small farmer and food sovereignty practitioners are central protagonists of the
research” (p. 171). A key tenet of both participatory research and kaupapa Māori is that the
research is useful and beneficial for communities (Israel et al., 2003). Poverty and food
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insecurity are issues felt in Māori communities, including malnutrition of essential nutrients
due to the inadequate intake of fruits and vegetables, the increasing availability of cheap,
processed foods, and issues of obesity.
The concept of collectivity is evident in many Indigenous cultures, histories and traditions
(Kovach, 2010). However, Smith (2012) argues that many outsiders generalise Māori as
being collective, which I strove to avoid through the detailed case studies that follow and
through showcasing the women’s voices through direct quotes.
Māori are simultaneously individual and collective – while the notion of individuality
as the basis of neoliberal economics is contradicted by Māori responsibilities to the
collective, to whānau, hapū and iwi, it’s about understanding a change in individual
and collective responsibilities within today’s context. (Smith, 2012, p. 17)
Bishop et al. (2005) state that kaupapa Māori is “collectivistic and is oriented toward
benefiting all the research participants through collectively determined agendas, defining and
acknowledging Māori aspirations for research, while developing and implementing Māori
theoretical and methodological preference and practices for research” (p. 114).
Kaupapa Māori focuses on issues that directly impact Māori. According to Smith (2012),
“lately, a focus on food security, poverty and health has come to surpass a focus on language,
culture and even the environment” (p. 14). Smith (2012) asserts that there is a need for
kaupapa Māori “to speak to the pressing daily issues of our people, like food production,
unemployment and the access to resources” (p. 14). As such, the research focuses on “food
sovereignty” and seeks to understand local gardening initiatives by and for Māori that are
reconnecting people with their food, culture and the environment. The research goes beyond a
focus on “food security”, a term that was formed within neo-liberal discourse that does not
take into account how or where food is produced, and lacks an understanding of the cultural,
social and historical significance of food.
According to Smith (2012), the critical underpinnings of kaupapa Māori means “giving close
attention to action focused on Māori self-development as well as to a theoretical analysis of
the social order, including the forces of capitalism and colonisation both of which have had
negative impacts on our people” (p. 11). It also speaks to the ability of kaupapa Māori “to
challenge the structure and societal context of unequal power relations and to continue to
make appropriate space for the validity of Māori ideas and ways of being” (Smith, 2012, p.
19).
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Shared decision-making throughout the research process is key to undertaking participatory
research with Indigenous people (Fröding et al., 2013; Israel et al., 2003). For me in this
study, this included decisions on what areas the research would explore, with some women
expressing interest in power and control dynamics in the food system as well as in learning
more about other projects that are taking a holistic approach to food security issues. This
more participatory approach also entailed continual contact with the women throughout all
stages of the research process, rather than only during the data collection stage, as is usually
the case with traditional research methods. Feedback was sought regarding the transcripts,
during the initial formulation of the themes, and in collectively agreeing on final themes.
These methods “are seen less as means to an end than as offering ends in themselves: the
emphasis is not on outcomes, but on processes” (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995, p. 1670).
Kaupapa Māori necessitates that “Māori women be involved, defining and telling their
stories while analysing situations pertinent to them” (Hutchings, 2004, p. 20). As the women
illustrated when speaking about their reasons for doing what they are doing, diverse local
food-based practices are about more than just growing food. They are about cultural values,
such as history, traditions, sustainability, family, and children. These women are asserting
their values through the food system, including the importance of: community and tribe;
traditions and ancestors; family and future generations; health and wellness; care for the
Earth through agroecological farming; and self-determination and food self-reliance.

5.5. Methods
According to Creswell et al. (2003), the choice of methodology guides the choice of methods.
In this case, the methods within an Indigenous methodology were deemed most appropriate
and include participant observation and conversational methods, such as informal interviews
and discussions. The essence of qualitative research involves “evocative, true to life,
meaningful portraits, stories, and landscapes of human experience” (Sandelowski, 1993, p.
1). This involves understanding the perspectives and the meaning of experiences for
participants (their world view), taking an inductive approach to the research, gathering
information from participants / community members, and then identifying patterns (Maxwell,
2005). Participatory researchers often still use methodologies familiar to qualitative
researchers, “repurposing established methods from the qualitative research tradition”, such
as interviews, observation, personal experience, reflection and conversational techniques
(Haseman, 2006, p. 8).
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Within the scope of this project, four “case studies” (Māori women-led marae and community
gardens) were selected using purposeful sampling. Case studies analyse persons, events,
projects, policies, institutions or other systems that are studied by one or more methods
(Thomas, 2011) and involve studying a phenomenon within its real-life context. Qualitative
methods relevant to oral traditions include participant observation and conversational
methods (informal discussions and oral narratives). Preparation is important when using
conversational methods with Indigenous people, including visiting communities and building
relationships (Kovach, 2010). From the initial stages and continuing throughout the research
process, considerable time and effort was taken in developing such sincere and respectful
relationships. The importance of relationships cannot be overestimated – it is important that
participants are comfortable with the researcher, which entails having met before the research
begins (Kovach, 2010).
The issue of non-Indigenous researchers doing research with Māori has been discussed
(Smith, 1999; Bishop, 1994). According to Smith (1999), non-Indigenous researchers can do
research with Māori, but “not on their own” (p. 186). Bishop (1994) uses the Treaty of
Waitangi to frame kaupapa Māori research, framing non-Indigenous researchers as allies. For
me, being an ally to Indigenous communities entails working alongside Indigenous people to
further their cause, protect their rights, and fight for environmental sustainability,
Papatūānuku, and future generations. This was especially the case in Parihaka, where I spent
the most time (even though it was a 4.5 hour drive away) – this was attributable to the fact
that I began visiting Parihaka during the initial stages of the project.
During these multiple day visits, I had the most community interaction, facilitated by
monthly hui (meeting) at which I was able to introduce myself and share some of my past
experiences. I introduced the project to the village leaders before it began and at the
culmination of the project we had the gardeners exchange in Parihaka, where we were able to
share the project with the wider community, and the individual women had a chance to share
their projects. The community is highly organised and historically represents a seat of nonviolent resistance to colonisation. From the first time I visited, I was welcomed with open
arms and felt like whānau – an ally rather than an outsider – through being genuine and
honest.
The women I directly worked with perceived me as an ally in furthering their cause, focused
on respect for the environment, concern for future generations, and promoting sustainable
food systems. Though there were imbalances between us related to my being in academia,
they were overcome by relating to the women on their terms, person to person, and without
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talking down or in an overly academic or theoretical manner. Visiting the women with my
husband and daughter – whom the women knew from infancy – also helped. With family
highly valued and appreciated in Māori culture, this broke down many barriers that I may
have otherwise experienced. Additionally, my husband and daughter are of Pacific Island
descent, which also being a minority helped to strengthen relationships amongst the women
and communities.

5.5.1. Participant Recruitment and Case Study Selection
Purposeful sampling within a participatory and kaupapa Māori context is a two-way street.
Thus, additional factors impacted selection. Within a participatory/kaupapa Māori
framework, research is an elongated process, involving multiple visits. This included the
initial site visits to develop strong relationships, visits during the more official data collection
stage where more in-depth discussions occurred, during the data analysis stage to confirm or
refute potential findings, and during the dissemination of results stage. Accordingly, the
selection criteria demanded a certain level of commitment and interest from participants. It
was important that potential participants were able to commit to being involved in the
research process from the onset, as their ideas and feedback shaped the research process. Two
women from two other marae decided not to participate on their terms. I continued to reach
out to them but after a few tries I respected that their interest in the project had waned and did
not pressure them to participate further. Kindon et al. (2007) argues that choices are made
about participation, not just by the researcher but are “negotiated” between researcher and
participants (p. 16). I was cognisant of not pressuring participants when and how much to
participate, as they are the ones who should make the decision about how much participation
they are ultimately comfortable with (Kitchin, 2001). There were varying levels of
participation of the women depending on their circumstances, and “different forms of
participation may be valid at different times” (Kindon, 2007, p. 16).
Purposive sampling was used due to its potential to provide rich, pertinent data relevant to the
research questions (Cote & Turgeon, 2005). The gardens did not have to be “Māori gardens”
but rather led by Māori women and could include multicultural community gardens. During
the initial scoping of initiatives, it was found that the majority of gardening initiatives run by
Māori women were located in the North Island. However, it was hoped to include initiatives
in both the North and South Island. After contacting some local gardens in the area
(Dunedin), they either lacked Māori involvement with regard to leadership (Dunedin
community garden), had Māori leaders but not women in particular (Banks Peninsula), or
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gardens were no longer functioning (Māori Women’s Welfare League). After many attempts
to connect with the marae community gardens in the Marlborough Sounds, I happened to
come across Motueka Community Garden at the top of the South Island, led by Ellen, a
Māori woman. The initiative is mulitcultural, involving Pākehā and other nationalities. The
other three initiatives are located in the North Island and are also multicultural. Within the
sampling frame of the research, I strove to ensure that the initiatives included a diversity of
forms (community gardens, marae gardens and local farms). In all cases, as part of the
selection criteria, the initiatives needed to include Māori women as coordinators playing a
fundamental role in the establishment and ongoing running of the garden/farm.
Two kuia (Māori female elders) gardeners were selected, including Hanui from Aunty’s
Garden and Ellen from Motueka Community Garden. The other participants included Lisa at
Awhi Farm with a strong permaculture and education component, as well as Charissa from
Parihaka Community Garden, who is also passionate about promoting traditional Māori birth
practices and rongoā (Māori traditional medicine). I came across an article by Charissa in a
natural birthing magazine. She spoke about reclaiming Māori traditions surrounding birth,
including burying the placenta on one's whenua. I was pregnant with my first child at the time
and had similar sentiments as Charissa regarding home births. I contacted her and she
welcomed me into her home for a few days. I talked about what I wanted to do (look at how
Māori women are demonstrating food sovereignty through community gardens). Charissa
shared with me her interests in power and control in the food system, as well as her views on
other issues facing the community. We returned several times: another multi-day visit where
my infant daughter and I stayed with Charissa and her whānau; multiple day visits (where we
visited the garden, spoke with others involved with the garden, and where my husband and I
worked in the garden); and finally for a multiple day marae stay during the final gardener
exchange.
I came across Motueka Community Garden online and later found out that Ellen, a kuia,
played an integral part. My husband, baby daughter and I drove up and camped for a few
days in Nelson. I met with Ellen for a full day in the garden where we had the chance to meet
other gardeners as well. We talked for a few hours; I introduced myself, my intentions and the
project. After getting to know Ellen, I then approached her about being involved with the
research and she agreed. We returned for a multiple day visit where we spoke more in-depth
about the garden. Ellen invited us to participate in her daily life, such as attending church
with her, which helped to strengthen the relationship.
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I came across Awhi Farm online and went to meet Lisa at the farmers’ market in Tūrangi
where she had a stall selling wood-fired pizza and produce. I introduced myself and we
chatted briefly. We returned to the farm for several day visits, during which time I had a
chance to meet others involved with the farm. We also collaborated on a small grant proposal
to help Lisa with the general running costs of the farm. Lisa came and stayed at my house as
well for the night with her daughter, when they accompanied my husband, daughter and I on
the trip to Parihaka for the exchange.
Finally, I met Hanui at the Tahuri Whenua (the National Māori Vegetable Growers
Collective) Annual Gathering (AGM), which I had been invited to by Nick Roskruge. We had
a chance to chat about the project (this was in the later stages) and I gauged her interest. My
family and I later drove to Hastings to visit Aunty's Garden for the day. I was able to meet
others involved with the horticultural course, as well as witness first-hand the multitude of
community members utilising the garden. As Hanui joined the project in the later stages,
visits with her were limited, but fortunately she was able to attend the final exchange in
Parihaka.
In addition, characteristics of community/marae gardens and local farms in the study were as
follows:


Includes gardens from both the North Island (Awhi Farm, Parihaka

Community Garden and Aunty’s Garden) and the South Island (Motueka Community)


Sampling includes coordinators of gardens who are Māori women



Includes people with low incomes and/or poor health who benefit from the

garden (low-income Māori and/or Pacific communities, youth, immigrants, etc.)


Sampling includes diversity of reasons for establishment (established to

promote sustainability, food security, gardening skills, good health/nutrition, etc.)


Land ownership on which gardens were located (sites owned by multiple

stakeholders)
School gardens, as well as community garden initiatives without Māori involvement, were
excluded. Marae and/or community gardens led primarily by Māori men also met the
exclusion criteria. The small sample size, four case studies, lends itself to unique and
particular findings and allowed for the research questions to be answered thoroughly and
completely. The aim of the study was not generalisability, given the limited sample size, but
rather to gain an in-depth understanding and knowledge regarding particular case studies
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involving women-led gardening initiatives and their experiences. A sample size of four case
studies meant that the amount of data gleaned was manageable.
5.5.2. Data Collection
It is important that researchers working with Indigenous communities and participants
attempt to understand Indigenous knowledge and traditional ways of learning and sharing
information, including the ability to connect with different cultures, values, politics and
environments and to integrate them holistically (Herman, 2008). An understanding of
Indigenous values and knowledge is imperative if the Western world is to fully understand
their connection to the environment (Herman, 2008). From the initial stages of the research
project, I began to immerse myself in te ao Māori. Through the University of Otago, I took an
introductory course to Māori culture and language, and also began studying te reo Māori
independently.
Working with Indigenous people requires the researcher to reflect on power differences
between them and the communities or people they work with. As a way to balance power,
research done by Tobias, Richmond, and Luginaah (2013) with Indigenous communities
meant two researchers relocated and lived in close proximity to the communities during the
data collection phase. This was part of the reason I chose to relocate my family and I to the
North Island, where I was within a 45 minute to 2.5 hour drive to three of the initiatives. This
occurred during the initial stages of data collection (March 2015) and throughout the duration
of the research project, including the data analysis and dissemination of results phases. Being
in closer proximity to the women and initiatives allowed for more flexibility in arranging
visits and more frequent interaction than otherwise would have been possible from Dunedin
in the South Island.
Table 5.1. Case Study Participants and Interview Information
Recorded
Interviews/
Conversations

Approximate #
of Hours of
Recorded
Conversations

Parihaka, New 10
Plymouth,
North Island

3

6

Lisa Isherwood Awhi Farm

Tūrangi,
Ruapehu,
North Island

10

2

5

Ellen Baldwin

Motueka
Community
Garden

Motueka,
South Island

5

2

5

Hanui

Aunty’s

Waipatu

4

2

4

Case
Study Garden/Farm
Participants

Location

Charissa
Waerea

Parihaka
Community
Garden

# of Day Visits
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Lawrence

Garden

Marae,
Hastings, North
Island

The relocation enabled the established relationships to grow and facilitated the sharing of
ideas and information, working in the gardens and on grant-writing projects. Such
collaborative work was a large part of the research process. The relationship between myself
and the women, as well as amongst the women themselves, has endured beyond the scope of
the thesis, and is a result of using a kaupapa Māori approach. Two of the women, Lisa and
Charissa, have gone on to visit each other’s gardens after the culmination of the project.

Figure 5.1. My daughter and I during a visit to Aunty’s Garden, Waipatu Marae, Hastings.
A systematic approach to information gathering, analysis, and reflection was taken
throughout the research process. It was ongoing and cyclical, with steps continuously
repeated (Hinchey, 2008). Data was collected using a variety of methods, including
participant observation and conversational methods, such as interviews and discussions. Field
notes were also recorded in order to provide contextual details and non-verbal data for
analysis (Fossey, Harvey, McDermott, & Davidson, 2002; Bluff, 1997).

5.5.2.1. Participant Observation
Participant observation included working together with individual women through assisting
with grant-writing and helping in the gardens. Interviews and discussions were the primary
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source of research data. The number of interviews and discussions ranged per “case”, with a
minimum of two for each woman. General exploratory questions and preliminary concepts
generated dialogue around the issues and research objectives.
Direct observation and personal experience has many benefits, giving the researcher the
opportunity to observe people in their own context-specific environment, providing insights
that might not be discussed in interviews, and contributing to a more holistic viewpoint of the
situation (Patton, 2002). Participant observation “puts you where the action is and lets you
collect data” (Bernard, 2013, p. 310). It involves interactions between the researcher and
people being observed, as well as an element of direct (in-context) observation (DeWalt &
DeWalt, 2011). A strength of this approach is the ability of the researcher to see what is
happening in a given context (Guest & Namey, 2014).

Figure 5.2. My daughter during a visit to Awhi Farm, Tūrangi.
Types of data collection involving participant observation included observation notes. The
cons are that it is time-consuming to analyse and subject to bias of the researcher regarding
what to note/record (Guest & Namey, 2014). Things that were observed amongst the
initiatives included: background information, such as the physical environment (what is
grown in the garden, garden layout, garden beds, etc); demographic characteristics
(demographics of participants and others, including gender, age, ethnicity); verbal
interactions (languages spoken); and activities that occur in the area (range of activities, who
is involved with what). Field notes were entered into NVivo, a software program that
facilitates data analysis, and treated as equal to the other forms of data collected through
interviews and discussion. The data was analysed using thematic analysis, in particular, the
six-phase process as described by Braun and Clarke (2006).
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5.5.2.2. Conversational Methods and Discussion
In-depth interviews and discussions were conducted with individuals one-on-one. In the
context of the research, as described by Valentine (2005), the interviews were fluid and
conversational. A relaxed environment was promoted, with interviews taking place at or close
to the gardens, with snacks and food to contribute to warm and inviting surroundings. The
interviews were informal and flexible, following more of a conversational style. Though there
was a core set of questions to guide the interview process, each interview varied based on the
interests and experiences of those being interviewed. The questions were only used
occasionally

to

reorient

the

focus

back

to

food/gardens.

For

example,

interviews/conversations involved a substantial amount of storytelling and reflection on
behalf of participants, in particular those that were older. In-depth discussions began with
casual conversation and more general enquiries, such as “talk more about where you’re
from.”
Interviews and discussions were especially useful in gaining more in-depth information, such
as participants’ opinions and perspectives surrounding the issue. Though semi-structured
interviews provide data relevant to the research objectives, they make encounters more
structured and research orientated. I chose to let the conversations flow more naturally. Being
trained in counselling helped with ensuring the women led the conversation, with a few
overarching questions that focused the conversation on the topic at hand (see Table 5.2
Examples of Opening Questions Used in Interviews/Discussions). The interviews were casual
and interpersonal versus rigid and inflexible. Conversational methods involved sharing
experiences, opinions, perceptions and reactions in order to address research objectives
(Barbour, 2007). This method is efficient for gathering a range of perspectives on a given
topic (Guest & Namey, 2014). Discussions and conversations are a culturally appropriate
research method as they are based on oral traditions, incorporating traditional ways of
learning and storytelling (Loppie, 2007). The conversational method is congruent with
Indigenous paradigms, including through the demonstration of values of respect, relevancy,
and reciprocity (Kovach, 2010). This method was chosen, not only because it is in alignment
with Indigenous world views, but it also captures individual experiences, opinions, and
personal narratives. It is also best for topics that require depth and answer “the how and why
of processes, decision making, belief systems, interpretations, motivations, expectations,
hopes and fears” (Guest & Namey, 2014, p. 454).
Interviews/discussions were conducted one-on-one, using open-ended questioning. The
women contributed multiple hours of their time on multiple days for discussion. We met
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wherever was easiest for the women (sometimes in the garden, at their office, or in a café),
wherever they preferred. The idea of the in-depth discussion was to “get people on a topic of
interest and get out of the way – let the informant provide information she thinks is
important” (Bernard, 2013, p. 185). Interviews and discussions were flexible, used to draw
out information and encourage the participants to reflect on their experiences. A general plan
of enquiry was prepared in advance and included some opening questions to focus and guide
the conversation (see Table 5.2 below). The core set of questions were used, as suggested by
Reilly (2010), while also making space for locally relevant questions. Questions were framed
in a way that encouraged discussion and reflection but with enough flexibility for fluid
conversation and dialogue. Space was left for research participants to tell their story on their
own terms (Thomas, 2005). Academic jargon was avoided and questions were designed to be
more neutral so as not to impose preconceived ideas (Shukla et al., 2014). The researcher
strove to make participation as easy and relaxed as possible (Shukla et al., 2014). Interviews
lasted between 1.5 to three hours, which also increased the richness of the data obtained.
Audio recording was utilised during in-depth interviews and discussions. Audio recording
and transcriptions more accurately reflect participants’ viewpoints, and even more so when
participants checked their own transcriptions for accuracy (Fossey et al., 2002; Seale &
Silverman, 1997; Scheff, 1995). The women were informed about the University ethics
process and information forms were signed.
Table 5.2. Examples of Opening Questions Used in Interviews/Discussions
Examples of Opening Questions Used in Interviews/Discussions


How are you involved with the marae/community garden or small farm?



What is the impact of the garden on your whānau and community?



How does the initiative promote community food access?



How are you involved with promoting community gardens and growing food?



What does māra kai mean to you, as a Māori cultural concept?



Why is māra kai important to you?



How does the Māori concept of māra kai relate to food sovereignty and tino-

rangatiritanga?


How do you define food sovereignty? What does it mean to you?



What is your perspective on food security issues and the costs of food?



How does the problem manifest itself locally, nationally, globally?



What is being done to address the issue?
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How do you define you own food system at the whānau and community level?



What is your perspective on issues related to health and nutrition impacting

Māori communities, including hunger, obesity, processed foods?


What does kai oranga (healthy food) mean to you?



How can community gardens enliven cultural traditions and rongoā?



How is food being used as a tool of power and control?

5.5.3. Reliability and Validity
According to Cardno (2003), as with qualitative research, participatory research is more
concerned with validity, meaning precise and truthful descriptions of what is said and done.
In order to enhance validity of the research study, data was collected using multiple methods,
including in-depth interviews/discussions and field observation. In addition, feedback from
participants was sought in order to clarify anything that was unclear during interviews and
discussions. Transcripts were double-checked for accuracy by participants. Once data was
analysed and interpreted, verification of findings from participants was sought. Regular and
clear communication with participants contributed to the validity of the research (Cardno,
2003).
Participatory research involves the participation of collaborators throughout the research
process (Reason & Bradbury, 2001), including in reflection and analysis.
Table 5.3. Stages of Participatory Research (Graph adapted from template; Source: Kindon
et al., 2007).
PHASE

ACTIVITIES

Action

Identify initiatives; establish relationships; planning

Reflection On knowledge production process; power relations; research design
Action

Build relationships; discuss research design; collaboratively design
research process/desired outcomes

Reflection Ethics; research questions; research design; logistics of
data collection / maximising time together; funding
Action

Work together to undertake data collection;
maximise participation/collaboration; planning future actions;
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collaborative data analysis
Reflection On data collection and analysis; participation and feedback on potential
themes; discuss expected outcomes; plan future actions
Action

Evaluate further feedback/data collaboratively; identify future actions

This not only enhances validity of the data through multiple perspectives, it also develops the
skills and research capacities of those involved (Herr & Anderson, 2005). The decision to
extend fieldwork until the culmination of the study meant remaining in the central North
Island through the course of the research project, being closer to the women and initiatives in
order to facilitate continual contact, fieldwork and site visits. This enabled feedback to be
continuously sought from participants during the data analysis stage, including reviewing
correct interpretations and perceptions of themes and sub-themes. Cycles of feedback were
also used to check accuracy of observations, interpretations, tentative analyses,
interpretations and conclusions, which, as Cardno states (2003), enhances validity.
Participants confirming interpretations increases the trustworthiness of the study, as well as
self-reflective discussion (Merriam, 2009) and field research for an extended period of time
(Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009; Swanborn, 2010). As McTaggart (1999) confirms, having
communication structures in place throughout the research process ensures participants are
continuously engaged in the project. According to Reilly (2010), as the data is grounded in
the experiences of participants, researchers can have more confidence in the interpretation of
the results.

5.6. Data Analysis
Data collection, analysis and dissemination, with a strong emphasis on participation, are
described. Data was manually transcribed and coded using inductive thematic analysis.
During the data analysis phase, thematic analysis occured, which consists of analysing
common themes and emerging patterns. In particular, the phases of thematic analysis as
described by Braun and Clarke (2006) were followed during the analysis. Reliability of the
data was strengthened through participatory analysis of themes by study participants. As with
any study involving IP, ethical considerations were strictly adhered to.
Data analysis was interwoven with data collection and was an ongoing and dynamic process
(Guest & Namey, 2014). It was “inherently iterative” (Forman & Damschroder, 2008, p. 46),
with much overlap between the data collection and analysis stages of research, with these
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phases often occurring simultaneously. Data analysis occurring simultaneously with data
collection allows for the researcher to be “engaged with the data at an early stage” (Forman &
Damschroder, 2008, p. 46).
The cyclical nature of data collection and analysis ensured an in-depth, comprehensive
analysis, collecting data to confirm, challenge, and/or expand findings. Thematic analysis,
including the six-step process as described by Braun and Clarke (2006) and outlined below,
was performed. Thematic analysis is a “method for identifying, analysing and reporting
patterns or themes within the data” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 79). It is a “flexible and useful
research tool which can provide a rich and detailed, yet complex account of the data” (Braun
& Clarke, 2006, p. 78). Thematic analysis is widely used as “an analytic approach by case
study researchers, qualitative researchers in general, and scholars of the humanities because
of its power to yield insightful interpretations that are contextually grounded” (Lapadat, 2010,
p. 927). Themes were identified from interviews (transcribed conversations), field notes,
videos and online material.
Braun and Clarke (2006) describe the six-step process during thematic analysis, as follows:
(1) familiarising oneself with the data through transcribing the data, reading, re-reading and
taking notes on ideas; (2) generating initial codes (labels) that identify important features of
the data that are relevant to answering the research question, including coding the entire data
set then collating all the codes and data extracts; (3) searching for themes/patterns of
meaning, including collating codes into potential themes and gathering data relevant to each
code; (4) reviewing/refining the themes and checking if the themes work in relation to coded
extracts and the entire data set, telling a convincing story that answers the research question
and generating a thematic map of analysis; (5) ongoing analysis of the specifics of each
theme, including defining, refining and naming themes, working out the scope and focus of
each theme and keeping in mind the overall story your analysis tells; and (6) the final analysis
of selected extracts, including selecting compelling extract examples, relating the analysis
back to the research questions and literature, and producing/writing a report.
Data analysis began during the fieldwork phase, along with “recording analytical insights
during the data collection phase as part of the field work and the beginning of qualitative
analysis” (Patton, 2002, p. 436). Preliminary data analysis was built into data collection – as
data was reviewed frequently during the data collection stages with summaries and notes that
suggested emerging patterns or themes and which were helpful in proposing additional
questions to ask during interviews/discussions (Hinchey, 2005). As suggested by Braun and
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Clarke (2006), the data was read repeatedly, immersing myself in the data before coding
began (p. 87). Transcripts were reviewed several times, independently and with participants.
As with transcripts, field notes were reviewed multiple times and coded with NVivo software
alongside other data sources, including audio recordings, newspaper articles and material
sourced online. During the initial transcription phase, “ideas and possible patterns” for coding
were noted (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 87). Thoughts and ideas that were “triggered while
listening to the data” were recorded within the transcript, a form of “free association
associated with meaningful insights” (Forman & Damschroder, 2008, p. 47). This is what
Forman and Damschroder (2008) term “memoing”, written while “the researcher is engaged
with the data, recording early thoughts and hunches which serve to initiate data analysis by
identifying categories and themes that begin to emerge” (p. 47). This serves as an “audit trail”
of the analytic process and adds credibility to the research (Forman & Damschroder, 2008, p.
46).
For example, the initial transcript of an in-depth discussion with Charissa from Parihaka was
done in Word, with ideas and potential themes noted, and then transcribed a second time in
NVivo, which allowed for a second read through of the data set, after which the formal
coding process began. This allowed for transcripts to be double-checked for accuracy, as
suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006, p. 88), with initial ideas and potential themes
identified during the transcription process. The notes/memos were reviewed during the
phases of data analysis, including the immersion stage, during preliminary coding and code
development stages (Forman & Damschroder, 2008).
Coding was done inductively, with themes coming from the data itself, including “analytical
insights that emerge during immersion in the data and during preliminary coding” (Forman &
Damschroder, 2008, p. 48). An iterative and inductive coding process allowed for themes to
emerge from the data. Coded data reflected the ideas and experiences of participants. Coding
was “data-driven”, where themes depend on the data, as opposed to “theory-driven” (Braun
& Clarke, 2006, p. 89). The goal of the research was not to generate theory, but rather “to
answer questions of practice and policy in everyday terms” (Forman & Damschroder, 2008,
p. 46).
Coding developed throughout the research process (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 86), with
potential themes and interpretations discussed with participants throughout the entire analysis
and during the results dissemination phases. Codes are features of the data interesting to the
researcher, or basic elements of information that are “assessed in a meaningful way regarding
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the phenomenon under study” (Boyatzis, 1998, p. 63). Coded data is “often different from
your themes (units of analysis), which are often broader” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 88).
Participants reviewed the transcripts and themes independently, and then I met with
participants collectively to discuss the meaning of themes, sub-themes, and supporting data
(extracts). This strengthened validity of the said themes and ensured accurate representation
of the participants’ ideas. Themes were tested in how they were interpreted and related to
each other. Any differences were resolved through re-reading the transcripts and discussing
the meaning of codes/themes.
In the analysis of data, I used open-coding, a coding method where text is categorised into
codes/ideas as they emerge (Crang, 2005). The codes were assigned initially as free nodes,
and then broken up into parent/child nodes. Refinement of the data during this stage of the
analysis resulted in overall themes and sub-themes (parent/child nodes) (Braun & Clarke,
2006). At this stage, ten tentative themes emerged, and then after data refinement, seven
themes became apparent. Data was reduced to a manageable state, including categorising data
in a way that is relevant to the research questions, thereby reducing the amount of raw data,
developing relevant themes and “thematic segments” (Forman & Damschroder, 2008, p. 48).
Qualitative data analysis software, namely NVivo, was utilised for coding, storing and
organising data to maximise efficiency. Video was coded in NVivo alongside other sources
(interview transcripts, field notes, and online material). NVivo not only helped with data
management but also facilitated data analysis. However, in recognising that software
programmes are just an instrument for managing, sorting, and coding the data, ultimately the
researcher is responsible for interpreting and analysing the data.
Theme analysis included building an argument for selected themes and providing supporting
evidence. During the development of themes, the interpretative analysis begins taking into
consideration the arguments that are being made about the issue being examined (Boyatzis,
1998). Overarching themes and sub-themes were classified, as suggested by Braun and
Clarke (2006, p. 91). The extracts of data were closely examined again and checked against
the themes/subthemes. At this stage, the fit of data with themes was examined and whether
any additional data fit into the themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 91). As coding is an ongoing
process, coding and recoding the data continuously occurred, while taking care not to become
too enthusiastic about constantly recoding (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 91). Care was taken that
themes did not become overly complex, and the names of themes were kept concise and
understandable to the reader (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 92).
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For each theme, a detailed analysis occurred, including identifying accompanying narrative,
what and why it is of interest (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 92). A process of challenging,
extending, supporting, and linking the data occurred in order to reveal its full value (Bazeley,
2009, p. 8). The relationships between themes and between different levels of themes were
explored (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 89). A thematic map was then produced which
“conceptualised the data patterns and relationships between them” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.
89).
Sufficient extracts were chosen to support each theme, demonstrating the “prevalence” of
themes as well as “accurately telling a story about the data” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 93).
The thematic map was checked against the data set as a whole to ensure an “accurate fit”
(Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 91). Themes were related back to each other and the original data
set (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 97). Each theme was also related back to the research questions
and existing literature during the data analysis stage (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 93). As stated
by Braun and Clarke (2006), the analysis was guided by my research questions, as well as my
theoretical assumptions (p. 97).
Data was analysed and interpreted, with a balance achieved between narrative extracts and
analytical claims (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 97). The following questions, as recommended
by Braun and Clarke (2006), guided the analysis:
What does the theme mean? What are the assumptions underpinning it? What are the
implications of the theme? What conditions have given rise to it? Why do people talk
about this in a particular way? What is the overall story the different themes reveal
about the topic? (p. 94)
Special attention was paid to ensure the extracts illustrated the analytic points about the data,
making sense of the data and explaining to the reader what it might mean so that a
convincing, well-organised story emerged from the data and the topic at hand (Braun &
Clarke, 2006, p. 94). The literature was referred back to in order to make inferences
surrounding the themes, was interwoven with findings and a story constructed (Aronson,
1995).
“Negative” cases were also examined, including “cases for which the conclusion does not
hold” (Forman & Damschroder, 2008, p. 59) as discussed in Section 7.10. Understanding
Difference. The discussion of “negative” cases showed that I did not just focus on the data
that supports said conclusions and adds credibility to the findings (Patton, 2002).
Inconsistencies were not ignored, as “it is important to retain accounts that depart from the
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dominant story in the analysis” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 89). According to Fine (2002),
even from a perspective of “giving voice” to our participants, this still “involves carving out
unacknowledged pieces of narrative evidence that is selected, edited and deployed to border
our arguments” (p. 218). Feedback by participants about the research findings is especially
important, and is another reason to remain in close contact with research participants
throughout all stages of the research process. Additional site visits and the exchange
facilitated in-person communication and allowed for themes to be reviewed. Participant
feedback involves ensuring their perspectives are accurately represented and the researcher’s
interpretations are correct, which adds validity to the study (Popay, Rogers, & Williams,
1998).

5.7. Research Dissemination: Promoting Knowledge Exchange
Finally, and most importantly, kaupapa Māori and participatory research methodologies share
a common emphasis on transformation. According to Smith, Hoskins, and Jones (2012), this
entails a certain level of action and personal transformative development. Transformation
within a kaupapa Māori context is about making a difference in people’s lives (Smith,
Hoskins, & Jones, 2012). As research should be of benefit to those who contributed to it
(Reilly, 2010), horizontal information exchanges amongst the women and initiatives during
the research dissemination phase was beneficial in empowering women through meeting
community leaders like themselves while also contributing to their ownership of the research
and results. In this case, the exchange was the element of transformation in practice. A threeday knowledge exchange at the “end” of the academic project occurred in November 2016 in
Parihaka. The exchange occurred in Parihaka during a time the village usually gathers for
their monthly hui and was due to all of the women’s desire to connect with one another.
Having traveled with my family to meet the women several times over the course of three
years during this study, they all had heard of each other and wanted to connect in some way.
While funding was originally sought for four exchanges so the women would be able to visit
each initiative, ultimately we could only secure funding for one exchange. Given that I had
the longest-standing relationship with Charissa in Parihaka and that the village gathers on a
monthly basis, we decided to hold the exchange there (Figures 1–3). Hanui, who is also a
member of Tāhuri Whenua, brought 200 tipu (seedlings) of kūmara that the collective had
donated.
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Figure 5.3. Hanui leading a workshop on kūmara tipu.
Together, we prepared the land and planted the tipu, with the help of other members of the
community, including the village leader. During our time in the māra kai, we were only
allowed to speak the Māori language in order to strengthen cultural awareness and identity,
and again stay true to the tenets of kaupapa Māori, which emphasise the use of the Māori
language and cultural revitalisation. Given that the exchange was during a monthly hui
usually held to commemorate Te Whiti and Tohu, Māori peace activists who practised food
cultivation as a way to claim land back from European settlers, this planting was especially
significant. We also shared seed from each other’s gardens, presentations, and photos from
each of the women’s projects, common problems and solutions encountered in the gardens,
stories, and experiences. The village hui was for three days, during which we stayed
collectively at the marae. Visitors from all over the country were there, including a school
group with whom the women were also able to share their stories and experiences. The
women also expressed the desire to continue the exchanges informally, without funding, by
driving themselves to visit other initiatives involved with the study.
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Figure 5.4. Gardener Exchange in Parihaka.
One of the implications of this research is that while participatory research is useful for
overcoming traditional power imbalances in research, incorporating culturally specific
Indigenous research methodologies (in this case, kaupapa Māori) enhances the validity,
reliability and ethical soundness of the project. Indigenous methodologies integrate cultural
values and protocols into the research process,
declared openly as part of the research design, to be discussed as part of the final
results of the study, to be disseminated back to the people in culturally appropriate
ways and in a language that can be understood, as part of an ethical and respectful
approach. (G. H. Smith, 2012, p. 16)
The Farmer-to-Farmer methodology of horizontal knowledge is based on a social process
methodology that is based around farmers having solutions to problems they commonly
faced, often “rediscovered older traditional solutions”, and who through popular education
methods (horizontal learning/exchange) share them with other farmers (Rocio & Lozano,
2011, p. 169).
Farmers are most likely to listen and learn from their peers, in particular if they are able to
visit the farm and see it “with their own eyes”, with the farms acting as classrooms (Rocio &
Lazano, 2011, p. 169). It is a participatory methodology based on a farmer’s own culture,
environment and history and “taking advantage of the rich pool of family and agricultural
knowledge which is linked to their specific historical conditions and identities” (Rocio &
Lazone, 2011, p. 169).
As stated by Schneider et al. (2009), social learning approaches have become prominent in
the field of sustainable agriculture; their study of “Farmer-to-Farmer” exchanges in
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Switzerland revealed that “social learning contributes to the fundamental transformation of
patterns of interactions” (p. 475). Through the exchange, participants were able to enhance
their knowledge, skills, leadership potential, and their ability to affect change at an individual
and collective level. Lisa expressed her deep-felt gratitude for the opportunity to be part of
the exchange and be inspired by like-minded individuals. Ellen went on to establish some
plots in her community garden for her children and grandchildren, who are now taking a
more active role in growing their own food. Hanui stated in a weekly newspaper editorial that
the women spoke long into the night, relating ideas and experiences while invoking the true
spirit of sharing through the kūmara planting. The idea was to reinforce positive examples
through networking, exchanges, and making connections. The culmination of the research is
an important time for the sharing of outcomes amongst participants in Parihaka, where one of
the key collaborators for the study, Charissa Waerea, coordinates the community garden.
Agriculture and community gardening is being revived in the pā (Māori settlement), which
was once self-sufficient, sustaining thousands.

Figure 5.5. Charissa and Brian (volunteer), Parihaka exchange.
The women had the chance to share ideas, common problems, obstacles and solutions while
promoting healthy, sustainably produced kai. The exchange provided a platform for the
participants to share with the wider community lessons learned throughout the research
project.
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Figure 5.6. Ellen and Hanui, Parihaka Exchange.

Figure 5.7. Kūmara tipu.
The event reinforced connections and relationships, while promoting respect for local Māori
knowledge. On a tangible level, in terms of benefits, over 200 kūmara seedlings were planted
in the community garden at Parihaka. Charissa and Lisa went on to meet after the exchange.
The thesis ensured positive outcomes for Māori, which in this case was the facilitation of the
exchanges which built knowledge around alternative visions of development based on the
promotion of agroecological food cultivation, biodiversity conservation and Māori cultural
values related to māra kai, such as the importance of whānau, sustainability, respect for the
land/natural resources, concern for future generations and Māori aspirations, including tino
rangatiratanga.
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5.8. Ethics
According to Smith (1999), “particular methods within Indigenous methodology have to be
chosen in respect to Indigenous ethics, including explicitly outlining goals of research and the
considered impact of the outcomes of research” (p. 15). Participatory methods emphasise
shared learning, shared knowledge and flexible collaborative analysis (Cahill, 2007; Kindon,
2005; PLA notes, 2003). There is an element of letting go of control in this process (Sense,
2006). The researcher acts more as a facilitator rather than a director (Wadsorth, 1998).
I obtained free and informed consent of participants before any information was divulged that
identifies participants. The research was approved by the University Ethics Committee and
the Ngāi Tahu Research Consultation Committee and conducted in accordance with the
University’s Responsible Practice in Research – Code of Conduct. One of the supervisors,
Lyn Carter from Te Tumu School of Indigenous, Māori and Pacific Island Studies, provided
cultural guidance as part of the supervisory team. Advice was sought from participants
throughout the research process on ensuring cultural safety. Constant and consistent
communication was ensured. The women were informed about the University ethics process
and information forms were signed. Additional ethical guidelines for working with
Indigenous communities were ensured through working within a kaupapa Māori framework,
including the Māori cultural values outlined in section 5.4. Kaupapa Māori Theory: A Local
Approach to Research.

5.9. Limitations
The time intensive nature of participatory methodologies as well as the commitment involved
with working with Indigenous people was one of the major challenges that had to be
overcome. According to Arnould and Wallendorf (1994), as with sound ethnographic
research, it is essential that enough time is allowed to develop trust and rapport with the
community members the researcher is collaborating with. When working with Indigenous
organisations and communities, researchers may experience a general mistrust and
apprehension to collaborate. Being Pākehā working with Māori, adds an element of
contention. Interestingly, this was not a feeling I got from the women I was working with, but
rather others within academia, understandably given the deep-seated mistrust amongst
Indigenous and non-Indigenous, and the history of power differentials / power plays in the
name of scientific research. Within the field of academia, whether a non-Māori can
participate in the field of Kaupapa Māori research and practice is contested (Hoskins &
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Jones, 2012; Jones, 2012). However, other literature shows how alliances between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous people can form (Davis & Shpuniarsky, 2010; Margaret, 2013). Research
attests to the critical thinking and openness needed amongst Pākehā working with Māori
within a research context (Barnes, 2013).
There is a wealth of literature that explores being a Pākehā ally to a Māori cause (Margaret,
2013; Barnes, 2013). In the context of Pākehā working within a kaupapa Māori framework,
prominent themes included knowing oneself, being comfortable with the complex and
unknown and reflecting on how the community benefits (Barnes, 2013). Within the context of
this research, this meant being clear on my intentions and being open to Māori culture and
ways of being. This manifested in practice as being a good listener and non-judgmental.
Benefits of the research have included: connecting the women to each other during the
exchange and working bee in Parihaka; long-term friendships with and amongst the women;
collaborating and working together learning practical skills (i.e. gardening, writing grants,
and networking); contributing to recording the important work the women are doing; and
publications to make available to a wider community the women’s stories. It is also hoped
that the research will contribute to preventing “Pākehā paralysis” through strengthening
research relationships with Māori (Barnes, 2013, p. 2).
Other limitations of utilising a kaupapa Māori framework include the inability of
communicating in te reo Māori, though attempts were made to learn some of the language
through a university course and to immerse myself in Māori culture through attending Māori
gatherings. Also, unfortunately, the research was not completely participant driven, due to the
requirements of the thesis, which included a research proposal outlining the project during the
admissions process.
Working with Indigenous people requires the researcher to reflect on power differences
between him- or herself and the communities and/or people they are working with. Though I
see myself as an ally, working with, for, and amongst Indigenous people, I realised that others
might not see me within that light, that my intentions are more likely than not to be
questioned, underlining the importance of clarifying one’s motivations on a continual basis.
Throughout the research, some of the women I was working with, as well as other researchers
and academics, thought that I, being American, seemed to be more accepted amongst the
women and communities than NZ Pākehā might have been, as they are often seen as
connected to colonisation through their ancestry. There was some initial distrust given myself
and the women were from different race and cultural backgrounds, but as women, we had
some commonalities, as well as being from similar socio-economic backgrounds. However, I
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will never understand how it feels to be a minority and experience racism. It did seem that my
experience working with Indigenous communities in Central America helped me to gain
respect and earn the trust of some of the women, which contributed to my being viewed as an
ally rather than a threat.
The research project proved extremely rewarding, with many challenges along the way but
well worth all the confusion, uncertainty and facing the unknown. Challenges came from: the
need to bridge two worlds, two differing world views; understanding what needed to be done
in terms of the commitment in time and energy, but not having the resources to do it; trying to
explain the project over and over again to those in academia who were unfamiliar with what
the project needed to entail; and going up against the grain with methodologies that are often
questioned or disapproved of in an academic setting, but all the while staying steadfast and
believing in what I was doing.

5.10. Conclusion: Participatory Research and Kaupapa Māori
In this study, the intention was to promote participation, critical thought, and creativity by
utilising a combination of methodologies to work with Indigenous People in a research
context. Battiste, Bell, and Findlay’s research with Aboriginal communities in Australia found
that ownership over their own knowledge is essential and an important ethical principle
(2002). Bishop, Berryman, Powell, and Teddy (2005) also contend that Aboriginal
communities have much concern over the control of research and who ultimately benefits.
Kaupapa Māori reinforces the fact that the communities and people involved in the research
should ultimately benefit from it. In both methodologies, researchers and participants
collectively and critically examine an issue and build alliances throughout the research
process, including the planning, implementation, and dissemination stages (McIntyre, 2008).
In this study, this involved reclaiming, relearning, and revaluing the importance of traditional
ways of growing “good” food; that is, growing in the natural way that the women’s ancestors
survived using for thousands of years, before chemicals and pesticides were invented.
According to Lappé and Collins (2015), “aligning with nature’s regenerative processes is the
direction all human systems must take if humanity is to thrive, or even survive” (p. 129).
In terms of ethical considerations when doing research with Indigenous people and
communities, it is important to take the time to develop and maintain relationships while also
ensuring the research is disseminated within a community setting, as happened with the
exchange in Parihaka and which involved respecting tikanga Māori and values. Ethical
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considerations also involve ongoing attention to building relationships throughout the
research process, from the initial stages to the dissemination of the results, and most
importantly, that the community is engaged and involved with the research.
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PART III: INSIGHTS FROM MĀORI WOMEN
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CHAPTER 6: FOUR CASE STUDIES
Ehara taku toa, he takitahi, he toa takitini.

My success should not be bestowed onto me alone, as it was not individual success but
success of a collective.
~ Māori Whakataukī (Proverb)
6.1. Introduction
This chapter outlines the four case studies involved with the study. The “case studies” within
the scope of the research and as the unit of analysis, were Māori women leading local food
projects, including community/marae gardens and small farms. The gardens and women are
distinct but also interrelated and inseparable – the women founded, run or have a large role to
play in the gardens; they shape and are shaped by the garden. The chapter goes on to describe
the initiatives as well as the cultural and historical context of where each is located.
Before introducing the initiatives, it is important to recognise the diversity within Māori
whānau, hapū, and iwi, amongst Māori wāhine (women) and tāne (men), and that, as Smith
(2002) notes, “Māori” is not a universal way of being but rather represents diversity. Durie
(1994) recognises diverse Māori realities, and Paneilli and Tipa (2007) explain “there is no
single, unified Māori perspective and many complexities and contradictions exist for different
Māori people” whether urban or rural, engaged with their iwi or not (p. 449). The women and
initiatives described in the study are as diverse as Māori themselves, some linked with their
traditional iwi and land, others integrated with Pākehā both within NZ and globally.
However, the research attempts to identify common threads of Māori cultural concepts
related to the women’s intentions in growing food and returning to the land.
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(1) Awhi Farm

(2) Parihaka Community Garden
(3) Aunty’s Garden
(4) Motueka Community Garden

Figure 6.1. Map of New Zealand showing the location of the four initiatives: (1) Awhi Farm,
Tūrangi; (2) Parihaka Community Garden, Parihaka, Taranaki Region; (3) Aunty’s Garden,
Waipatu Marae, Hastings; (4) Motueka Community Garden, Motueka.

6.2. Charissa Waerea and Parihaka Community Garden
Parihaka is a small Māori settlement in the Taranaki region of Aotearoa, located between
Mount Taranaki and the Tasman Sea. Historically, it was a pacifist haven and a symbol of
protest against British colonisers taking Māori land. Parihaka was established in 1866 by
tribal, political, and spiritual leaders Te Whiti o Rongomai and Tohu Kākahi – from Te Āti
Awa and Taranaki (Buchanan, 2009).
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Figure 6.2. View of Mount Taranaki from Parihaka Community Garden.
Though Taranaki was at war, on and off, for most of the nineteenth century, Parihaka was a
haven of peace and non-violent methods of protest of the theft of tribal lands, including
ploughing land occupied by white settlers (Buchanan, 2009). Te Whiti and Tohu, whose
teachings were influenced by the Old Testament (Thompson, 1859), constantly preached
peace and warned followers not to fight or retaliate against the Europeans so as to cause a
war (Sinclair, 1991, p. 76). Te Whiti was incredibly inspirational and charismatic, and
denounced the “money motive”, as money was “what held together the Queen, the Court and
the Empire” (Sinclair, 1991, p. 76).
The community grew in size and mana during the 1870s when Māori from all parts of the
country, including from the Chatham Islands, Wairarapa, the King Country, Wellington,
Auckland and the South Island, moved to Parihaka (Buchanan, 2009). According to Sinclair
(1991), in May 1879, ploughmen from Parihaka began ploughing up “settler’s land” which
had been sold to government or confiscated land. Ploughmen were always unarmed, as Te
Whiti always spoke of maintaining “a patient and unresisting attitude”, but police began
arresting ploughmen (Sinclair, 1991). Eventually over 200 Māori prisoners from a number of
Taranaki and other tribes were mostly sent to South Island gaols, especially Dunedin to build
roads (Sinclair, 1991, p. 82). Te Whiti and Tohu established Parihaka right in the middle of a
confiscated zone, and “Parihaka become the centre of a stronghold of Māori autonomy”
(Buchanan, 2009, p. 39). Māori controlled access to this part of Taranaki through tollgates on
the old beach road along the coast, held the contracts to deliver post, and stopped the colonial
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government from doing things it wanted to do, such as erecting a lighthouse, extending the
telegraph line and fixing the road (Buchanan, 2009, p. 39).
According to Buchanan (2009),
Māori used non-violent protest or passive resistance but settlers used utilities, including
the forceful completion of public works which was a show of European might against
Māori while maintaining a veneer of peace and reason, the utilities, “free” gifts of
modernity, would hide more ugly, violent intentions. (p. 16)

Figure 6.3. Entrance to Parihaka Pā.
One of the major aims of the prophets was to “preserve their lands, hoping to save their race
from colonisation”, as “the first sacred thing is the land” (Sinclair, 1991, p. 77–78). In many
speeches, Te Whiti referred to the land as being “dearer to us than life” (Sinclair, 1991, p. 77).
A Māori song states “te tangata ki mua, te whenua ki muri meaning you were to sacrifice
yourselves first, the land next” (Thompson, 1859, p. 2726). Māori in Parihaka, like Māori
throughout Aotearoa, were very industrious, securing food from land and sea, tending to
livestock and crops on dozens of acres of fenced paddock (Buchanan, 2009). In 1881, up to
1,300 inhabitants were residing in the village (Sinclair, 1991). Approximately 2,000 people
routinely attended meetings on the eighteenth and nineteenth of each month, a time when
Māori leaders and others would discuss injustices and strategies for resistance to land
grabbling, and during which time huge amounts of food was provided. Still today, the
eighteenth is Te Rā o Te Whiti at Te Paepae o Te Raukura Marae, and the nineteenth is Te Rā
o Tohu at Toroanui Marae.
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Riseborough (2001) argues that the colonial government could not accept the isolation and
autonomy of Parihaka – “it was a question of mana – Te Whiti and Tohu represented an
alternative authority to Victorian notions of radical and cultural superiority” (p. 24). Parihaka
also represented “an alternative centre of power, a challenge to the legitimacy of the settler
government” (Buchanan, 2009, p. 40).
A proclamation was issued to Parihaka two weeks before they were to be invaded, to accept
the 25,000 acres the government had set aside for the residents or to suffer – “any pretence of
road-building as a peaceful and beneficial activity was abandoned” (Buchanan, 2009, p. 87).
On the second to the fifth of November, 1881, Parihaka was attacked by up to 1,600 troops
while about 2,000 people sat dressed in their best clothes on the marae waiting, with singing
children and women who brought gifts of bread and food (Buchanan, 2009). The pā (Māori
settlement or village) was ransacked and food crops strategically raided in order to
breakdown the community. The village was plundered, houses ransacked, crops uprooted,
livestock pillaged, women raped and men arrested (Buchanan, 2009). On the seventh the
starving woman and children gathered what food was left in kono (small basket for cooked
food) and had a sharing ceremony on Toroanui marae to bring balance back after the events.
Te Whiti, Tohu, and many others were arrested and exiled to the South Island until 1883.
According to Buchanan (2009), “the invasion was an assault on the body of Māori people as
a whole” (p. 159). According to Charissa, Māori describe the invasion as pahua (plunder or
rape) and the annual commemoration of this day is called Te Rā o te Pāhua (the day of
plunder).
The Waitangi Tribunal’s Taranaki Report “highlights the invasion, but little attention is given
to the reconstruction funded by Māori that followed – in the 19th century, it was the
reconstruction, not the aftermath of the invasion, that attracted visitors to Parihaka”
(Buchanan, 2009, p. 14). Between 1888 and 1898, prisoners, including Te Whiti and Tohu,
returned to Parihaka after almost twenty years of imprisonment (Hohaia, n.d.). Rebuilding
was rapid, with streets, lighting, drainage, running water and buildings constructed (Hohaia,
n.d.). There was also a bank, bakery, and abattoir shop (Hohaia, n.d.). People from Parihaka
sold seed, crops and labour (Hohaia, n.d.). Parihaka was described as being one of the most
advanced municipalities of the country during the 1890s and early 1900s (Hohaia, n.d.).
The Parihaka leaders, who died in 1907, were later recognised by an international delegation
of representatives of Martin Luther King Jr., Gandhi, and Daisaku Ikeda for their work of
promoting non-violence (Hohaia, n.d.). Today, Parihaka is a small settlement “whose spiritual
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legacy is one of living in harmony with the land and humanity”, wherein the traditions and
teachings of Te Whiti and Tohu of non-violent resistance are maintained (Hohaia, n.d.).
A variety of kai is grown in the gardens. There are native trees and fruit trees. Foods grown
include kūmara, cucumbers, tomatoes, garlic, asparagus, strawberries, blueberries, broad
beans, kale, beetroot, spring onions, celery, brassicas, onions, zucchini and lettuce, as well as
less common crops like taro, kōkihi (NZ spinach), kamokamo, kaanga maa (white corn),
pumpkins and gourds. Many different types of potatoes are grown, including Māori heritage
varieties such as tūtaekurī, huakaroro and kōwiniwini. Medicinal herbs, such as calendula,
peppermint, thyme, rosemary, sage, parsley, and lavender are also grown. The soil is fed with
nitrogen-fixing crops and enriched through composting, organic matter such as seaweed,
manure, wood ash, blood and bone. Some of the food that is grown in the garden is used for
significant events, commemorations, and tangi (funerals).
On the eighteenth and the nineteenth of each month the Parihaka prophets Te Whiti-oRongomai and Tohu Kākahi are commemorated, with visitors from all over NZ taking part
and food partly supplied by the garden. The sacking of Parihaka on November 5, 1881 –
called Te Pāhuatanga o Parihaka – is also marked each year on November 7. People come
together to remember this time. It is hoped in the future the garden will provide kūmara,
pumpkin, and potatoes for Pāhuatanga and other significant events, but land is needed to
expand the garden. The plan is to reuse kūmara pits and have horses plough the land, like it
was done in the past. According to Charissa, the goal is to have as much food production
within the papakāinga (literally refers to “the floor of a person’s home kept warm by it’s
burning fire”, a place where one truly feels at home) as to become self-sufficient and be able
to meet community needs, especially during significant events.
Parihaka has a long history of māra kai, especially as a peaceful means of protecting land.
Land was, and still is, considered sacred. The māra, at the entrance to the Parihaka pā, is
much more than a place where food is cultivated. It is a symbol of peace and historical
significance. It is a symbol of culture, history, and land occupation. Gardens and food
cultivation areas are important spaces for Indigenous well-being. Food sovereignty “resonates
closely with their claims to land and with their struggles for self-determination” (Cadieux &
Slocum, 2015, p. 12).
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Figure 6.4. Charissa with some produce from the garden. Photo Credit: Sarah Foy
In terms of shorter term goals of the garden, Charissa hopes to provide most of the vegetables
from the gardens for their gatherings with plans to only serve Māori traditional foods, such as
fish and kūmara, and no red meat or sugary foods, such as fizzy drinks, biscuits or puddings;
going back to traditional ways, such as using weaved place mats / plates, eating with hands,
and poi ceremonies. Currently the pā is working towards self-sufficiency, not only with food
but also with solar energy. Charissa is one of the organisers at the community garden. In
addition to gardening, her interests lie in midwifery and maternal health and nutrition. She is
a mother of five tamariki.

6.3. Lisa Isherwood and Awhi Farm, Tūrangi
Tūrangi is a small town on the west bank of the Tongariro River on the North Island’s
volcanic plateau (“Turangi”, 2015). It currently has a population of around 3,500 people
(“Turangi”, 2015). However, Māori have lived in the region for more than 700 years,
particularly the Ngāti Tūwharetoa iwi, the region’s dominant tribe (“Turangi”, 2016).
Tūwharetoa people began to settle in the area from the sixteenth century with a war party
under the command of Tūrangitukua, after battles in the Taupō, Rotoaira and Kaimanawa
areas (Grace, 1959). Māori settlements were established in the area with a major pā (Māori
village) on the cliff overlooking the Tongariro River and at Waitahanui on the Tongariro Delta
along with another important settlement at Tokaanu (“Turangi”, 2015).
Tūrangi was named after the Māori leader Tūrangitukua, who occupied the land near the
Tongariro River after many battles and who, along with other chiefs, helped Ngāti
Tūwharetoa people become established in the region (“Turangi”, 2016). Tūrangitukua’s name
was also adopted by the local hapū in the region (“Turangi”, 2016). Ngāti Tūrangitukua
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people identify mainly with Waitahanui pā, where they then established a number of
homesteads along both sides of the Tongariro River and its tributaries, including along the
main road (Hirangi Rd) into Taumaranui (“Turangi”, 2015). The largest Māori community
close to Tūrangi, of 300 people, was at Tokaanu (“Welcome”, n.d.).
Europeans arrived in the Tūrangi area during the 1830s (“Turangi”, 2015). Due to harsh
conditions and unfertile ashy soils, the Europeans did not stay long (“Turangi”, 2016).
Pākehā saw the land as marginal, but to ngā iwi (tribes) the land contained many resources
that were used extensively by them (NZ Waitangi Tribunal, 2013).
An armed constabulary post established the “Taupo Township” in 1868 (“Turangi”, 2016). A
bridge was built over the Tongariro River in 1891, along with the establishment of a major
north-south road through the North Island (“Welcome”, n.d.). This, along with the
introduction of brown and rainbow trout into the lake and rivers in the 1880s and 90s,
contributed to the growth of a small fishing settlement close to the bridge (“Welcome”, n.d.;
“Turangi”, 2016). During the 1850s, European settlement began to occur with the
establishment of a Christian Mission Station at Pūkawa with a steady increase in the region’s
European population and the clearing of land (“Welcome”, n.d.; “Turangi”, 2016). By 1960,
the population was about 500 (“Welcome”, n.d.).
The Tongariro Power Scheme proposal was developed during the 1950s in response to the
industrialisation of NZ and the post-World War II demand for the expansion of energy
resources (“Turangi”, 2015). In 1964, the NZ government funded the construction of
essentially “a new town”, the first “hydro town built with the intention of creating a
permanent town after lobbying on the part of the Taupo County Council” (“Turangi”, 2016).
By 1968, the population peaked at 6,500 due to the development of this Tongariro
hydropower electric project with a network of lakes, canals and tunnels providing water to
the Tokaanu and Rangipō power stations (“Turangi”, 2015). Ngāti Tūrangitukua lost much of
their ancestral land during the establishment of this new township, which caused the “erosion
of their social and economic base” (Office of Treaty Settlements, 1998). Much of the lands
and waterways taken for this mega development project are considered a taonga by local iwi
(NZ Waitangi Tribunal, 2013).
In 1995, following claim Wai 84, the Waitangi Tribunal found the Crown had breached the
Treaty of Waitangi during the construction of this “new town” in many ways, including: not
consulting with Ngāti Tūrangitukua regarding the construction of the township; not paying
due respect to the mana of Ngāti Tūrangitukua as tangata whenua; taking land for the
township in excess of what the Crown promised, with inadequate compensation for the land;
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disregarding conservation values; and destroying / damaging wāhi tapu (places of spiritual,
historical and cultural importance to Māori / sacred site) (Office of Treaty Settlements, 1998).
The land the Crown undertook “to lease for industrial purposes and return to the people after
10–12 years was compulsorily acquired and not returned” (Office of Treaty Settlements,
1998). The loss of their land was dictated by the Crown through the provision of the Public
Works Act 1928 and Tūrangi Township Act 1964, in direct breach of Article II of the Treaty
of Waitangi which states that Māori may keep their land until such time that they wish to sell
it (Office of Treaty Settlements, 1998). In 1998, the Crown and Ngāti Tūrangitukua
negotiated a settlement of Ngāti Tūrangitukua’s Treaty claims related to the development and
construction of the Tūrangi Township and the detrimental spiritual, cultural and economic
impacts on local Māori (Office of Treaty Settlements, 1998).
Wai 1130 Te Kāhui Maunga: The National Park District Inquiry Report, found that the right
of Ngāti Tūwharetoa with respect to their waters, including the right to development and to
license others to use the water, was expropriated by the Crown without consent of Māori and
without compensation (NZ Waitangi Tribunal, 2013). Ngā iwi o te kāhui maunga (tribes of
the mountain group) have largely been excluded from the management of their water
resources and their ability to exercise their kaitiakitanga over their waters (NZ Waitangi
Tribunal, 2013). The Tongariro Hydropower project thus threatened the tino rangatiratanga of
local iwi over their taonga, with adverse impacts on their cultural, social, economic, spiritual
and environmental well-being as a direct result of such large infrastructure projects as the
Tongariro Power Dams (NZ Waitangi Tribunal, 2013). Following the completion of the
Tongariro hydroelectricity dams and power stations in the 1980s, the population declined and
tourism, farming, and forestry became the mainstay of the local economy, hailing itself the
“trout fishing capital of the world” (“Turangi”, 2016).
Māori have strong spiritual ties to the land, as descendants of the mountains and kaitiaki of
the land and rivers (NZ Waitangi Tribunal, 2013). Water is seen as having spiritual and
healing aspects with the power to neutralise or lessen the harmful effects of tapu by rendering
something noa (NZ Waitangi Tribunal, 2013). The maunga (mountains) are considered
sacred, “cloaked with chiefly qualities and imbued with a significant degree of tapu and
therefore greatly respected” (NZ Waitangi Tribunal, 2013).
Awhi Farm is a demonstration centre for sustainable living and practice in Tūrangi. Awhi
means to cherish, embrace, and care for in te reo Māori. It is located on land that is owned by
Ngāti Tūwharetoa’s Kawakawa Trust, a Māori Land Trust. Lisa is of Tūwharetoa descent,
lives on-site, and manages the farm. She has an agreement with the Trust to use the land for a
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farm. The original founders of the farm included Lisa, Joanna Pearsall, and Bryan Innes, who
started the farm in 2009, and who collectively approached the trust to use the farm as an
educational permaculture centre for a small amount of rent. Joanna and Bryan have since
moved on. The roughly 10-acre parcel was previously used by the Ministry of Works for a
men’s camp, and then to store gravel for roads and for vehicle maintenance. The previously
degraded land was covered in blackberry, gorse, heather, cotoneaster and other weeds. It is
now a thriving permaculture farm promoting self-sufficiency and agro-biodiversity.

Figure 6.5. Communal kitchen at Awhi Farm.

Figure 6.6. Lisa with a huge white carrot. Photo Credit: Diane Emerson.
According to Lisa, the mission of the farm is to inspire people to make changes on the path to
sustainable practice. It is a non-profit organisation established using permaculture practices
and which demonstrates organic agriculture, waste reduction, sustainable building, and
alternative energy practices. Lisa has five children and is a self-proclaimed “solutionist.” She
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believes in like-minded people from different countries, cultures, and backgrounds coming
together and working towards common solutions. Lisa is also concerned with the impact of
fast foods on Māori communities and believes education of the youth is key, as well as
promoting access to organic fruit and vegetables.

6.4. Ellen Baldwin and Motueka Community Garden
The town of Motueka is located at the top of the South Island of NZ, close to the Motueka
River and on the western shore of Tasman Bay. It has a population of approximately 7,600
people (“About Motueka”, n.d.). Early Māori settlement began in 950 AD, along coastal high
grounds and close to waterways and river valleys to facilitate transport by waka (canoes)
(“Māori History”, n.d.). Gardens were established throughout the area due to favourable land
and climatic conditions (“Māori History”, n.d.). One of the early names of Motueka was Te
Maatu, meaning “the Big Wood”, referring to the traditional Māori practice of growing food
crops throughout forests (“Māori History”, n.d.). Hunting and gathering occurred along with
the cultivation of kūmara, taewa (potato), hue, and taro, which were vital to early Māori
settlement (“Māori History”, n.d.). Fish and birds, including seabirds, ducks, tui, pūkeko,
kākā and kākāriki, also provided sustenance to early Māori (“Māori History”, n.d.).
European settlement in the area began with encounters by Abel Tasman in 1642, Captain
James Cook in 1769, followed by European settler ships from England, Germany and the
Netherlands during the 1840s (“Māori History”, 2015). Kaiteriteri was the site selected for
the first settlement, but was later abandoned in favour of Nelson due to the soil fertility and
suitability of land for cultivation (“Motueka”, 2015). Favourable farming conditions
contributed to the second town of the Nelson settlement at Motueka in 1842 (“Motueka”,
2015). Today, horticulture is the main industry of the region, including apples, kiwi fruit and
beer hops (“Motueka”, 2015). More than 3,600 Māori live in the Nelson Tasman region, the
population having doubled in the last 10 years (“Motueka”, 2015). Six iwi are tangata
whenua in the region, they are Ngāti Kuia, Ngāti Rārua, Ngāti Tama, and Te Atiawa, Ngāti
Koata, and Ngāti Toa Rangatira (“Māori History”, 2015).
The Motueka Community Garden was begun in 2010 by a group of local people who wanted
to share the benefits of growing food. A charitable trust, which is run voluntarily, makes
collective decisions regarding the management of the garden.
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Figure 6.7. Motueka Community Garden.
Ellen is 71 years old, a kuia and one of the original founders of the community garden when
it began six years ago. She is the volunteer coordinator of the community gardens and is
currently a trust member. Ellen is extremely active in the garden, where you can find her at
least five days a week, coordinating the volunteers during the two working bees each week.
She also coordinates surplus food donations to community groups, including the Salvation
Army and the local Te Āwhina Marae when they opened the door to victims of the
Christchurch earthquake.

Figure 6.8. Ellen with best volunteer award. Photo Credit: Moteuka Online.
The garden site is located on council land just out of town in a recreational area with
walkways, parks, and the skatepark – an area once used as a landfill, loaded with chunks of
concrete and stone. The garden includes over 25 plots which include community and private
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allotments (which are maintained by individuals for a small fee of $1 per sq. meter per year).
Although many in the garden would like to see all private allotments, for Ellen it is very
important to maintain the community plots. Excess produce from the communal plots is
donated regularly to the local food bank, people in need and the elderly in the community.
Ellen is originally from Te Kūiti in the North Island, the heart of Ngāti Maniapoto territory.
Her iwi is Ngāti Maniapoto. At 71 years old, she is of the age group that participated in the
traditional ways. As a child, she and her whānau were brought up on a farm and lived off the
land. According to Ellen, “there were acres and acres of food for whānau – now, the current
generation has lost their knowledge.” The idea with gardens is to keep that memory alive and
for her to transfer her passion for growing food and for protecting the land from Te Kūiti to
Motueka, even though this is not her tribal land.

6.5. Arohanui Lawrence and Aunty’s Garden, Waipatu Marae, Hastings
Hastings is one of the two major urban areas in Hawke’s Bay, on the east coast of the North
Island (“Hastings”, 2016). The population of Hastings is about 68,900 (Statistics NZ, 2016).
The district is a major producer of red wine, vegetables, stone fruits, apples, pears and kiwi
fruit in New Zealand (“Hastings”, 2016). Around the fourteenth century, Māori arrived in
Heretaunga (Hawke’s Bay), where they settled in fertile areas along the coast and river
valleys (Hastings, 2016). Taraia, the great-grandson of chief Kahungunu, established the large
tribe of Ngāti Kahungunu, one of the first Māori tribes to come in contact with European
settlers (Hastings, 2016).
Aunty’s Garden is located in Hastings and was established in the spring of 2010. The 0.8
hectare site is located next to Waipatu Marae and the kōhanga reo (Māori language
preschool) on Māori land. There had previously been a garden where Hanui’s father’s
youngest brother grew food, but when he passed away it became a rugby field, paddocks, and
then the land was restored to gardens in 2010. One of the goals of the garden is to establish
healthy eating for Māori, as well as encourage Māori to get back to the land and grow food
for their community, food that is clean, pure and good for the soul. It is open to all of the
community, where they can pick vegetables, fruits and herbs in season for a small koha.
The garden is an educational platform, open to the public, where people get connected to
where their food comes from and learn from walking around and harvesting various fruits,
vegetables and herbs. The unique pathways and garden design truly make the garden stand
out. Information signs for select crops describe health benefits, preparation and cooking
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techniques. The garden has hosted a variety of community events, including cooking
competitions and cooking lessons for youth. In the past the EIT Level Three Sustainable
Lifestyles course was held at Aunty’s Garden, Waipatu Marae, and today the EIT Level 2
Horticulture course, is based on-site, for which they receive small amounts of funding for the
gardens.
Aunty’s Garden adopted the Hua Parakore Indigenous organic food label where tikanga
Māori are practised during cultivation and harvest. It was established by Te Waka Kai Ora
(the National Māori Organics Authority) who have had hui at Aunty’s Garden in the past. It
certifies growers in producing “kai Atua (food from the Gods), free from chemicals,
contaminants and genetic modification with zero or minimal inputs, produced in a safe
environment in harmony with elements of nature, complemented by intrinsic values,
promoting self-reliance and self-sustaining processes” (Te Waka Kai Ora, 2011, p. 8). Aunty’s
Garden is also a member of Tāhuri Whenua (the National Māori Vegetable Growers
Collective), which represents Māori interests in the horticultural sector.

Figure 6.9. Aerial view of Aunty’s Garden. Photo credit: Tim Whittaker
The garden design is unique with koru (spiral) pathways made with white limestone. Prior to
this, the gardening was done in rows. An aerial perspective showcases the meandering
“pathways to heaven”.
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Figure 6.10. Aunty’s Garden with the marae (background left) and kōhanga reo (background
right).

Figure 6.11. Hanui giving a kūmara workshop at Parihaka Community Garden.
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Hanui was one of the drivers behind the establishment of the garden and plays a lead role in
managing the garden. Waipatu Marae is Hanui’s ancestral marae. She is in her early 70s, and
growing kūmara is her passion. According to Charissa, also in the study, Hanui is known as
the kūmara queen – anyone who wants to know about kūmara or wants different varieties
goes to her.

6.6. Conclusion
This research focuses on Māori women’s perspectives on food issues impacting their whānau
and communities. Through these case studies one can better understand the many
manifestations of food sovereignty in practice. The women and initiatives involved in this
thesis research are part of what Dann (2012) refers to as a “home/community gardening
renaissance that’s possibly bigger than one happening among non-Māori” (p. 48).
In addition, there cannot be a meaningful discussion around food sovereignty without first
recognising the first and primary right of Indigenous people to their land and to define their
own food system. Māori have a specific cultural identity related to the land, in particular
where they have tūrangawaewae and mana whenua through their tribal linkages. The
relationship between Māori and land is complex and this connection is deepened through
tūrangawaewae. Two of the women have tribal linkages to the cultivated land: Aunty's
Garden is located on land adjacent to the marae and is owned by Hanui's extended family;
and Awhi Farm is located on land that is owned by Ngāti Tūwharetoa’s Kawakawa Trust,
Lisa's iwi, which she has an agreement with to use the land. Charissa in Parihaka has close
ties to the land through her partner’s iwi and Ellen from Motueka often refers to her iwi and
whānau connections to the land back in King Country. While land ownership is important to
consider, especially with regard to food sovereignty and self-reliance, the primary focus in
the research is on how food sovereignty is manifested amongst Māori women in terms of
growing practices and making healthy food more widely available. Whether or not Māori
have iwi/hapū connections or tūrangawaewae to land, and how this affects their connection,
is discussed in section 7.6.2. Whenua.While the women in this thesis had variable and unique
situations that affected their entitlement to the land, in a more general sense they still had a
deep connection to the land which gardening nurtured. However, access to land is essential
for Indigenous well-being, cultural identity and food sovereignty (Rocha & Liberto, 2013, p.
3).
These examples demonstrate community-based agriculture that is both ecologically
sustainable and socially just (Wittman et al., 2010). As food producers, the women are
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practising food sovereignty by “exercising their rights to control their food system, including
where food comes from and how land is used to produce food, ensuring sustainability,
building a food-based community, and expressing culture and tradition” (Larder, Lyons, &
Woolcock, 2014, p. 70).
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CHAPTER 7: KEY FINDINGS AND RESULTS
“By documenting innovative practices and conceptualisations around the way food, ecology,
citizenship and social action are connected, communities of social practitioners have led a
research agenda that has only recently been ‘noticed’ by university based communities of
researchers but one that’s sure to expand exponentially in face of urgent demands for
alternative agricultural and food policy models that can address the imminent effects of
global climate change.”
(Wittman, 2011, p. 98)

7.1. Introduction
The Māori women involved in this research are demonstrating their values through
community gardens and farms and thus defining their own local food systems. The aim of the
research8 is to amplify their voices and values surrounding gardening and growing food as a
way of “collaboratively and conversationally developing a less capitalocentric, more
inclusive, more differentiated language of economy” (Gibson-Graham, 2006, p. 2), in this
case, the local food economy. The research also contextualises local food initiatives within
the framework of food sovereignty. It is part of a “counter-narrative” that, as McMichael
(2014) states, “underscores the importance of regenerative local farming practices as
solutions to the combined crises facing the planet” (p. 952).
Food sovereignty, post-capitalism, and participatory and kaupapa research exist under the
lens of critical theory, with the basic assumption that power relations influence poverty, and
necessitates that alternatives be highlighted. In this case, the focus is on how the women are
taking back their food system with community gardens, defining alternatives to food
insecurity and challenging power dynamics both implicitly and explicitly. Ensuring Māori
leadership and participation in local food systems by governments, civil society and
community organisations will contribute to dismantling the structural causes of inequality
and racism that impact Māori food security. Given the breadth and length of this chapter,
subheadings are used to aid the reader in navigating the research findings. For each theme, a
discussion follows of how the results answer the research questions and whether the results
are consistent with the literature, thus the thesis combines the findings/discussion chapters.

8

The thesis research was also intented to enable the attainment of a degree, thus the parameters of the research and its
engagement with theory and literature are largely the product of pursuing a PhD.
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7.2. Results
The results of the research generated a rich understanding of what food sovereignty means to
these Māori women, exemplifying ideas and practices that ensure cultural sustainability and
continuance with regard to knowledge surrounding the importance of food production and
māra kai. The understandings gleaned from the women involved with the thesis have been
grouped into seven themes, listed in Table 7.1 Themes Related to Food Sovereignty. Figure
7.1 shows how the themes are interrelated. While the themes are presented independently,
there is much overlap between the concepts. Themes are listed in order of importance. In
identifying the themes, there were a number of instances of the theme across the data set, but
“frequency does not necessarily mean the theme is more crucial” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.
82), as it also “depended on prevalence within each data set, as well as across the entire data
set” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 82).
Table 7.1. Themes Related to Food Sovereignty
Summary of Themes

How themes relate to food sovereignty

1.

Community/Iwi/Hapū

Exercising right of communities and tribes to
control their food system.

2.

Traditions and Tūpuna

Women defining their own food system based
on their cultural and spiritual values,
including reviving traditions, such as tikanga
and rongoā.

a. Tikanga
b. Rongoā
3.

Whānau/Ngā Whakatupuranga

Improving access to healthy foods for their
families while ensuring environmental
sustainability for future generations.

4.

Gardens, Health and Well-being

Ensuring physical and spiritual health
through the act of gardening itself, as well as
through collective health and well-being.

5. Natural and Agro-Ecological Food
Cultivation
6.

Ngā Take/Ngā Pūtaketanga

7. Tino Rangatiratanga of Māra Kai

Main pillar of food sovereignty and
representing a form of sustainable food
production as practised by their ancestors.
Environmental degradation, resource
depletion, and economic inequalities
impacting access to healthy, sustainable and
culturally appropriate food.
Cultural revitalisation and a focus on
community food self-sufficiency contributing
to self-determination.
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Figure 7.1. Pictorial diagram of how themes are interrelated.
The extent to which Māori women perceived their actions as “food sovereignty” varied
amongst the initiatives, and is more thoroughly discussed later in this chapter (see Section
7.9. Tino Rangatiratanga of Māra Kai). Food sovereignty was a main objective of Parihaka
and Awhi Farm, which is discussed within the context of Indigenous food sovereignty.
Aunty’s Garden and Motueka Community Garden tended to use different terminology, such
as food self-reliance and agroecological food production rather than food sovereignty.
However, within the literature, agroecology and food self-reliance are recognised as major
pillars of food sovereignty (Altieri, 1995; Holt-Gimenez & Altieri, 2013; Pimbert, 2009).
According to the Nyeleni Declaration (2007), there are six pillars of food sovereignty: (1)
focusing on food for people; (2) valuing food providers; (3) emphasising local food systems;
(4) putting control locally; (5) building local knowledge and skills; and (6) working with
nature through agroecological production and little external inputs. As such, terms such as
food sovereignty, agroecological food production, food self-reliance and local food systems
are used frequently and interchangeably throughout the thesis.
The Māori women in the study in both the North and South Islands of NZ have unique
perspectives on food insecurity issues impacting Māori communities, including how the
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industrial food system and the introduction of cheap processed food is undermining their
health and culture and how the process of colonisation, urbanisation, capitalism and rising
inequalities are impacting communities. Power and control manifested in the food system is
resulting in an unhealthy dependency on the corporate industrial food system contributing to
rising food prices and a disconnection from nature and Mother Earth, exacerbated by topdown solutions to hunger including the reliance on pesticides, monocultures and GM seeds
that undermine their traditions and food systems. The women represented in this study offer
practical solutions, including returning to traditions, educating whānau and tamariki,
involving the community, saving seed, and using agroecological and organic farming
techniques. In presenting the seven primary themes and four sub-themes, supporting literature
is drawn upon.

7.3. Community, Iwi and Hapū
All of the community and marae gardens promote community cohesiveness, involvement, and
education. They are educating the youth and helping with food security through providing
healthy and affordable food while building community resilience and local economies. The
gardens provide a platform for sharing knowledge between youth and elders, generating a
sense of pride and empowerment, enabling people to learn about food and mobilising social
and political action. Key to such solutions is community control over locally grown food and
defining the food system on their terms. Hanui stated:
Well, it’s all about people – community, the people that come from town. And it’s all
about educating our own too. I’m talking about my first cousins; we’ve all grown up
learning to grow. Their fathers and my father grew stuff as well. It’s not as if they
don’t know. But their siblings or their children, they’re learning.
All of the gardens are involved with the community through educational and training courses.
Aunty’s Garden offers horticultural courses for which they receive funding that goes back
into the gardens. Awhi Farm hosts visiting school groups; Parihaka Community Garden has
begun a te reo course around māra kai and tikanga, such as karakia in the garden; Motueka
Community Gardens holds educational workshops.
All of these gardens are open to community members to come and work in exchange for
food, thus promoting community food access. People are more involved in growing their own
food either through volunteering or coming for food, for which they give a donation. They
learn about organic gardening, about the plants and ways of preparation. In all cases, food is
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being made more widely available, with a strong focus on education and encouraging people
to get in touch with where their food comes from.
Volunteers are always welcome to help out at Awhi Farm in exchange for room and board.
WWOOFing (Willing Workers on Organic Farms) is quite popular there, with international
tourists always coming through. At Parihaka, fresh kai that is harvested is left out for
community members to pick up for a koha. A koha is a voluntary donation and distinct from a
payment for goods or services in a capitalist market system. Donation boxes at all of the
gardens are there for community members who choose to donate. Food is still available to the
community for free, emphasising the non-capitalist nature of the exchange. Aunty’s Garden
also works through a koha system. At Motueka Community Garden volunteers are welcome
to help themselves to produce in exchange for working in the garden. Hanui from Aunty’s
Garden talks about how the gardens are open to everyone from the community:
It’s open [the garden] to anyone who wants to come. It’s a community garden. It’s not
a commercial garden. It’s for families. Initially for our own marae families around
here, it’s for all of them, and we’re all Aunties. That’s why we call it Aunty’s Garden.
Food is available to everyone in the community, supporting the consumption of local, healthy
food. The gardens/farms enhance food security and contribute to the local economy. Charissa
explains their system at Parihaka Community Garden:
So we don’t encourage whānau to come in and sort of just go for whatever they want
from the garden. We encourage that they take from honesty box or from the kai (food)
that’s left out for taking. And then we might put a sign out that says the berries are
ready, help yourself, that sort of thing. Also we have raised beds that we’ve put as
adopt a boxes. So families that move into the papa kāinga (village) might think that
they want to adopt a box or they’ll just garden in that one box for themselves. The
idea of it is to give to the houses first. The marae gets the biggest lot of food crop that
comes off of it and then whatever you need to feed your families.
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Figure 7.2. (a) Koha box at garden entrance, Parihaka (b) Communal plots at Parihaka
Community Garden.
The gardens are involved with a variety of community groups and schools. At Awhi Farm
groups can come, stay and learn. It is a permaculture farm that acts as a demonstration centre
for affordable living and sustainable practices. The land is owned by the Tūwharetoa Trust
and Lisa has a rental agreement with them to use the land for the farm. People come to the
farm both nationally and internationally to learn about permaculture and agroecological food
production as well as experimental affordable housing, such as cord building. International
tourists stay at Awhi Farm and volunteer their labour for free room and board. In 2013, the
farm hosted over 1,000 total visitors, including 350 locals. The combination of locals and
international tourists creates a dynamic setting for learning cross-culturally. Local schools,
such as the kōhanga reo, the Kura o Hikoranga (a Māori language immersion school), and
Michael Park Steiner School have used the farm for their school camps and visit the farm for
the
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qualifications/residential courses there, which the farm was able to make a small income
from. As mentioned above, the farm initially started out through funding for educational
purposes to hold a permaculture design course. Among the case studies, all of the women
were able to use the resources of the garden to generate an income (in all of these cases, to
put back into the garden). Such sources of income included: the money generated through
educational courses at Awhi Farm and Aunty’s Garden; the plot fees generated through
Motueka Community Garden and the production of garlic for sale to local businesses; and the
weekend farmers’ market at Awhi Farm. During the warmer months, Awhi Farm hosts a
weekly community market with stalls that sell seedlings, fresh produce, organic foods, oven
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pizza, and even traditional massage and upcycled clothes, which contributes to the local
economy. Markets also help promote the transition to ecological farming (permaculture and
agroecological techniques).

Figure 7.3. (a) Weekend market stalls, Awhi Farm, Tūrangi (b) Bike rack and hongi
(traditional Māori greeting) mural surrounding the market area, Awhi Farm.
While these are important ways of demonstrating diverse economies, even more important is
the act of planting itself, the non-remunerative act of gardening, and the promotion of
community food access. Hanui from Aunty’s Garden said:
So you know, I would say, what does this good food mean to you? It means, not just
to me, but to everybody that comes here, and everyone is welcome to come here. An
example of that is Osaka. She’s a Japanese woman. So she comes and her husband is
Kiwi and she has two kids. So she comes and she walks around and holds her baby,
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with her gum boots and her gloves and she picks her beans, with her little basket. And
when she’s ready to leave she has all these lovely little things packed in her basket,
spring onions and all that, and she just loves it. You can see it radiating off of her and
she just comes. But it’s not just her. There are heaps of people like that.
Capitalism, which focuses narrowly on the exchange of money, excludes non-remunerative
activities. Thus these initiatives are highlighted as community-based solutions to food issues
existing outslide of the dominant capitalist framework. Three of the gardens participate in the
alternative market economy through holding courses with the funds going to support the
gardens, however, the aim and objective is primarily educational versus for profit. The
financial gain is used to support the overall aim of the gardens/farms, whether it is cultural,
educational and/or environmental. Contrarily, the dominant theory of capitalism is the profit
motive, where the primary objective is to make money. Food self-reliance is the overarching
goal or objective for all of the initiatives. Other examples of the ways the gardens represent
diverse economics include trading labour for food at Motueka, and the act of making food
available for free at Awhi Farm or for a voluntary donation at Parihaka and Aunty's Garden.
That is not to say the community/marae gardens function solely outside of the capitalist
market, but rather the emphasis is on the non-remunerative aspects of the gardens, including
the act of gardening itself. According to Gibson-Graham (1996), in
metaphorical and social spaces of colonies of capitalism, objects are located and
identified with respect to these master terms – inspired by feminist representations of
space and the body, we attempt to imagine spaces of becoming and difference,
perhaps harbouring or generative of non-capitalist forms. (p. 23)
At all of the gardens/farms, there is a strong educational focus on Māori culture as well as
horticulture. A diverse range of workshops on a variety of topics are held at the gardens,
including what, when, and how to grow. Community and school groups are also welcome on
tours of the gardens. The Corrections Department have volunteers come to help at Aunty’s
Garden, Waipatu Marae. Hanui explained in more detail:
Corrections, they come three times per week. They do the hard yards. Like there’s no
tractor work in here so all the gardens … I’ve had sweetcorn on this little piece here,
so they’ve turned that over. I’ve got some more kale plants, so I’ll fill that up with
kale. We’ve planted lettuces. The class did that. And over here, yesterday, we planted
spring onions, some bok choy and some red cabbage. The students did that. So I show
them how to plant … and then after that we nurture, or weed, I call it nurturing. It’s
pulling the weeds out to give the plants a chance and to tutu around the plants because
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they love that, and then you come back the next morning and you’ll see that they’ve
grown about two inches because they’ve had their little nurturing around them and I
love doing that. I love going and doing that and then you see them, the next day or
two, oh, they’re taking off! And it’s all natural.
Horticulture courses are also held at Aunty’s Garden. The intention of the educational courses
hosted by the gardens is not capital gain but rather the exchange of knowledge. That being
said, the offering of courses and the profit gained are important and vital aspects of hybrid
economies, or what Gibson-Graham would refer to as diverse economies, without degrading
the myriad other food economic practices that are equally viable and legitimate. At Awhi
Farm, education and working with youth are emphasised. They collaborate with local
schools, including the kura and Steiner school. Education is the foundation of the farm;
learning and sharing information the ethos. Lisa spoke about how the farm is involved with
the local Te Kura o Hirangi, pruning their fruit trees and helping in their garden. Lisa dreams
of an environmental centre or school. She hopes the farm will one day be,
an arm for sustainable education in the kura where they come just because we’re
living it, set up for the future, a place where people can come and stay and learn from
it … we need to be out their practising in the garden with these kids.
In the past she has worked with other mothers in the kōhanga reo:
With kōhanga reo, I was working with other mummies. We did heaps. We did 10
gardens together. It was a beautiful experience. I had to go and save a few of them but
it was OK because it was just the action of the time, the children and mothers.
Volunteers learn by doing, live collectively, and share communal meals at Awhi Farm. They
come from both the local community and are international, including Willing Workers on
Organic Farms (WOOFers). The farm hosts a weekly organic market during the warmer
months, selling organic produce from the farm, as well as eggs, garden tools, and seedlings.
The market is also open to locals selling their goods. It is about increasing access to local
organic food, while also generating employment and building community connections and
resiliency. Lisa explained:
There’s a lot of work to do. You’ve just got to be where you are and act where you
are. So with Awhi Farm’s development, I’m still clawing at the community to come
and expand in the schools. I know we’ve got environmental school. I know we’ve got
all these amazing examples but I just feel like it’s not an outdoor education practice
around here.
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Ellen spoke about their experience at Motueka Community Garden with visiting school
groups. She said:
We had a group of children come from the wild country, Ngāti Mote, but they were
only a one-time thing. What they learned here they would have taken back to their
own school to practice. They were just so willing to help. Asking what they can do.
But there’s a difference in the schools and the teachers and stuff that can make a big
difference because the kids were form one and two – a good age for children. The
other ones might have been a bit younger, the Rudolf Steiner ones. So I think that
form one and two was a good age for the kids to come along. They were all really
interested in what they saw, even helping them digging the ground and planting and
stuff like that.
Ellen also spoke about how she has encouraged her family to garden and wants to extend that
out to others in the community:
I'm trying to encourage my own especially to come down and to learn how to garden
properly, even if it’s just me to go back and to teach them how to start their own
gardens, then to hopefully to bring other people on board as well. Then each time we
could take maybe one day of the week to go around to each place and to just show
them and work with them and see what they can do in their own homes as well as
coming out to the community and doing it for other people.
At Awhi Farm, they have an arrangement with the Department of Corrections who donate
their old prison uniforms which are then “upcycled” and sold. Aunty’s Garden is also
involved with the Department of Corrections, including periodic detention, where petty
offenders come and work in the garden. Hanui tells them how plants should be treated like
children, with the same level of care and attention:
We don’t just plant a plant and forget about it. We’re constantly nurturing. I relate it to
children. You know how our children, two years old, they love to be cuddled and
hugged. Well, so do plants. An example of that is I have the PDs (periodic
detentioners) here. That’s minor crimes and petty fines, and they have to do their
hours and so they come here. I watch them planting, and show them how to do it. And
I see them holding these plants so tenderly and I can’t help but say to them, “I hope
you treat your children exactly how you treat your plants,” and a little smile comes
from them.
Ellen also spoke about treating the plant in a respectful way:
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If silver beet is picked right, it will last for months. So will kale, just pick it at the
base, similar to how kale is done, but, you see, some people just rip the heads off or
rip half way up the stalk. Well, it not only looks untidy, it doesn’t help the plant either.
Many times I’ve seen people pick like that and I say please don’t pick like that … if
you pick it right it will grow back quicker and better … If they just treat the plant
properly it will keep producing for months.
According to Charissa at Parihaka Community Garden, community love and the community
spirit is strong. Parihaka has a long history of working together. The pā was once selfsufficient, providing food for around 2,500 people. There were two flour mills and a bakery.
Each family living there would specialise in one crop. This is part of the vision for the future,
re-establishing self-sufficiency of food and energy, with plans for 50 solar houses to be
installed with money from the recent Crown settlement. However, Charissa explained:
The most important resource we have is each other, regardless of money that comes in
from the Crown. So just keep it in perspective because things get really ugly when
money is introduced into a poor community. You can get scrapping and fighting and
climbing over each other to get to the top. And the thing is, the Crown were the
undoing here but we are the ones that can heal ourselves and what happened here.
That no amount of apology or financial benefit is going to fix what was done to us. So
what we need to realise, actually, is that the answers are already here within.
Community involvement at Aunty’s Garden is strong. The garden is on the site of Waipatu
marae and kōhanga reo, where children pick fresh food from the garden. The garden has
hosted a variety of community events, including cooking competitions and cooking lessons
for youth. Local schools come to visit and, as with Awhi Farm, the garden gets international
volunteers, representing the “potential global reach of locally focused activities” (GibsonGraham, 2006, xxvi). Hanui said:
[Anyone] they can come and volunteer. Oh, I have a lot of people that say, ohhh, and
then I don’t see them. A lot of foreign people come, they’re on their OE [overseas
experience] and they just love it. They’ll come … one woman came, she was from
France and she just loved it. She came until they had to go. When their visa runs out
they have to go. So we’ve had quite a few like that. Schools come. We have the staff,
they want to be part of the marae, so we say, and well you really have to have a marae
experience so they come on a teacher’s day, which is marvellous. Our last one was 35
of them, and they came and we had a pōwhiri and we had a day where we talked
about the marae and everything.
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At Motueka Community Garden residents can rent their own plot for a small annual fee or
volunteer in the “community” plots, which Ellen maintains. Ellen, at 71, leads the working
bees each week at the Motueka Community Garden, where people are invited to come and
work in exchange for fresh produce. She sometimes cooks meals for the volunteers, truly
inspiring the community spirit. She stated:
Sometimes I cook meals and bring them down here on a Friday. One day I had 10
volunteers and I'm glad I cooked enough food … I'll get up early in the morning
because I have a gas cooker that I got the committee to buy and I bring it down here
to heat the pot up. Sometimes I could have about eight different vegetables in
whatever I've cooked, you know, because I've taken it out of the garden.
The Salvation Army has their own plot at the garden, which Ellen helps them with. After a
large kūmara harvest of over 80 plants, Ellen spoke about how they store them and also give
some to the Salvation Army or to volunteers on their working bee days. Ellen had a volunteer,
a builder, come on board and offer to build their tunnel house.

Figure 7.4. Community plots and tunnel house at Motueka Community Garden.
In Hastings at Aunty’s Garden, Hanui had a volunteer from the US set up their irrigation
system. She explained:
Well Charlie came, Charlie Harris, from Portland, Oregon. He’s a tomato grower there
and he grows lettuces. He must have picked us up on Facebook. He comes to NZ
every year. His friend is over here. Every year he comes … he stood there, how can I
help? And I go, well, a couple of thousand dollars, and then I said, look, we don’t
have irrigation. He says, I know all about irrigation. He ordered the pipes and
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everything, organised it to come, organised the people to put it in and there’s one of
the taps there, underground. And we have all along the fence to the back. Now we can
irrigate. It’s not underground. It’s hooked up to our well. Fortunately we have our own
well which services our marae. We just had to pipe it across. So we have irrigation.
It’s another blessing – so many avenues that opened up for us.
Lisa stated the importance of working together:
We have to be strong and work together. I know a lot of Pākehā families who are
volunteering in the community doing native tree planting and wanting to do a lot
more, planting fruit between the schools and all that and it’s just like how we can all
work together.
Charissa talked about the importance of community and aligning with like-minded people.
She explained:
Kōhanga reo is changing now, and I’m happy to say that we’re part of that movement.
It’s once you start getting aligned with more like-minded people that understand the
concept of tino rangatiratanga around kai and the sovereignty and ownership of
choosing … you’ve decided what you know is right from you … that once you get
opposite the social pressures that are negative you can get the social positive that can
form a community that thinks similarly.
Lisa talked about the importance of community in Māori culture and the marae as the centre
of activity, however, there are some issues with the food served at the marae:
our people, we gather all the time, we’re really good at that. Community in the
kitchen at the marae, but the food is under par for me – plastic butter, plastic bread
and our kids are used to having the handouts.
She believes that healthy organic food being expensive is a myth, that there are ways around
it – in particular, buying in bulk. She has a vision of an iwi initiative supplying organic food.
She stated:
So that’s what I do, I buy it in bulk and I want to share it with everyone. We had a
food collector before. Jo and Bryan had one before in Taupō which their daughter ran
called Volcanic Organics. Actually, it was really successful, 80 families, not many
Māori families, buying in bulk and then just sharing it around. It was a shop so they
bought it [organic food] and they put a bit on for freight and a bit on for packaging so
it was sometimes the same price as Binnins Organics or maybe a bit less but I’m sure
we can improve upon that. If we have an iwi initiative, say that we’re going to build a
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sustainable warehouse. We could have a ton have organic flour and a ton of organic
oil, clean oil. I mean it’s just so sad that we don’t listen to the things that are there.
Canola oil heated is carcinogenic and every marae has a ton of it.
Whenever she has visitors to the farm she shares her produce. She has all her potatoes stored
away and when she has visitors they get a bag. She would like to start donating more food to
feed the homeless. She stated:
All I can do is look after me and those that are interested in it. I’ve got a few ideas of
the future for my Awhi Farm and that’s life. I want to take the leap into food is free,
and with my oven go out there and have a reasonable rate that people pay for it so I
can feed somebody who I can see clearly [needs it]. I experienced it on the weekend. I
had a group of little Māori boys … they didn’t have any money and they would have
loved to have a slice of pizza. So I must never forget that, you know, the kids – it’s
easy to give something.
Here we see her truly embracing the spirit of post-capitalism, emphasising the importance of
food as a human right, with her intention of giving food to those in need. Through the
gardens and small farms, the women are raising awareness within their communities around
sustainable agriculture and healthy living, representing what Gibson-Graham (2006) would
refer to as “a politics of collective action involving conscious and combined efforts to build a
new kind of economic reality” (p. xxxvi). Similar to case studies showcased in PostCapitalist Politics by Gibson-Graham (2006), these women and gardens can be seen as,
cases of economic experimentation in which collective actions are taken to transform
difficult or dire situations by enhancing well-being, instituting different (class)
relations of surplus appropriation and distribution, promoting community and
environmental sustainability, recognising and building on economic interdependence
and adopting an ethic of care of the other. (p. xxxvi-xxxvii)
The gardens represent forms of community economies that are based on “economies with
ethical negotiations around our interdependence with each other and the environment”
(Gibson-Graham, 2013, p. 113).

7.4. Traditions and Tūpuna
One of the strongest themes to emerge from discussions with the women around their work
with gardening was that it connected them to their traditions and ancestors. The women are
all involved in various ways in reclaiming their traditional knowledge. The recovery of
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Indigenous knowledge is not only critical for self-determination, but also for solving issues
impacting Indigenous communities and global problems such as industrial agriculture and
climate change. In addition, such characteristics of the women’s relationships to the gardens
and to food production demonstrate how the initiatives are more-than-capitalist. The women
are not just gardening but gardening using Māori knowledge and values, which highlights the
importance of framing the gardens within food sovereignty discourse – that is, the women
defining their own food systems based on their own cultural values. According to Charissa,
the garden is a place of knowledge transmission for future generations:
Most Indigenous people around the world do think like that [living harmoniously with
the environment]. But yeah, that’s another value that has been lost. It’s our job just to
protect it [the environment], maintain it, look after it, leave it in a better state than
what we received it, and then ensure that it’s passed on to the next generation with the
knowledge that they need to be able to do the same job … that’s rangatiratanga. That’s
what it is to me in a nutshell. It’s not actually protesting and getting out there and
saying I’m fighting for my rights. That’s part of it, for sure, but the biggest part of it is
knowledge transmission and the protection of land. And if I really think that
Papatūānuku (Mother Earth) is my mother, you’ll do whatever you can to ensure that
she lives. The same with Rangi-nui (Sky Father), you’ll do whatever you can to
ensure that the water that falls down is clean.
This is a recurrent issue amongst Indigenous communities, addressing the issue of the loss of
transmission of traditional knowledge, which is essential for carrying on traditions. The
revaluing of traditional knowledge is part of the process of decolonisation. Lisa, in reference
to the issues with traditional knowledge not being passed down, stated:
Especially our elderly, they loved it [a food forest project the farm was doing] because
they remember the amount of food that was here because every marae, e-v-e-r-y
marae, had a massive orchard and massive food production … Ultimately, I think our
older generation, they know. They can remember, but they haven’t been able to pass it
down, and that’s fine. Because with the permaculture, with, you know, organic
gardening and other groups around, we’ll get there.
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Figure 7.5. Kūmara fields at Parihaka Community Garden.
Charissa spoke about the process of Parihaka returning to their traditions around food:
We want to look at using a horse and plough rather than a tractor plough. The
dynamics around that might be because that’s how they used to plough. It’s also way
more environmentally friendly, aligned with the permaculture way of gardening as
well. And with those foods that we grow, some of the tikanga will come back with it.
Some of the traditions around storage, reusing some of these old pits, the methods that
they used. So, I’ve got a source, aruhe, which is bracken fern, for lining the kūmara
pits. And apparently there’s a particular time of the year that you pick it and there’s
like a bug that grows on the aruhe (fern) that allows for the preservation. So you need
to pick it a certain time of the year, you need to dry it for a whole year. It’s got to have
these molecules on it that help with the process and then use them. So it’s about
bringing an old world and a new world together.
The importance of tūpuna as discussed in Section 3.2. Māori Health, Well-Being and Culture,
cannot be ignored in Māori culture. Māori, as with most Indigenous people, have a strong
connection to their ancestors and the land, connecting them with their ancestors through the
land. Lisa explained, “I listen to my inner self, and I feel connected to the spirit, my
ancestors, and when I’m very connected, I can feel them around me.” While Lisa and
Charissa explicitly stated their motivation in terms of historical relevance and reviving Māori
cultural and spiritual connections to the land, traditions, and ancestors, others, such as Ellen,
discussed this in a more nuanced way, expressing that gardening and growing food is what
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she has always done and reminiscing of days with her family. Ellen spoke about how they
were self-sufficient on a farm growing up:
Mum cooked everything. I can’t even remember having takeaways actually. Mind
you, when you live on a farm you don’t need it because you’ve got chooks and pigs
and all those feathered things, and turkeys and geese and ducks, cows and sheep.
Mum had milking cows … it wasn’t much stuff she had to buy. Everything was there,
even the meat because you lived off the land way back in the day – pigeons and deer
and wild pigs and eels. You didn’t have to buy a lot of stuff. Having lived that life,
you know it’s possible that you can live out in the bush.
Participants, in particular Ellen and Hanui, spoke about their families’ and ancestors’
relationship to food and their memories around food cultivation. Hanui reminisced about her
childhood, which revolved around growing food:
Well, we grew up growing gardens. My father was a farmer of sorts. I’ve always
called him a farmer of sorts because he was the eldest son of our grandfather who
lived here with our grandmother. So an eldest son has a part to play in his life. If his
father wants him to go here, he has to go. And, so, 98% of his life he was not at home.
We grew crops for Watties canneries, Watties Heinz now. We grew peas and tomatoes,
plus we grew all sorts of veggies for the gates sales. We had a little shop at the gate.
Though the family grew food for subsistence, that is to feed the family, they had a surplus
which they sold to Watties canneries. While it is interesting how the family diversified their
income sources, as well as to note the growth of food corporations and industrial agriculture
during that time period, the focus of this thesis is to highlight the role that community
gardens play in helping to alleviate food insecurity, moving beyond viewing the food
economy as “capitalocentric” (meaning that other forms of economy are only understand with
reference to capitalism) (Gibson-Graham, 1996, p. 6). It is clear through the women’s stories
that food and food production means much more to them than simply a source of profit,
highlighting the multiplicity of economic production within food economies. The
“economics” of production exists not just in the engagement with the market, but also as an
economy in which people benefit from their relationship with land, place, community, family,
etc. Thus the “more-than-market” value of such economies is evident. Both Ellen and Hanui
experienced Māori traditional practices related to food first hand, representative of traditional
food practices that existed outside of the capitalist realm. Non-capitalism “is found in the
household, the place of women, and often appears as a precapitalist mode of production”
(Gibson-Graham, 1996, p. 7). Ellen took a lot of notice of how her mother would store and
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preserve food using salt, such as with kaimoana like shark and whitebait. She also talked
about how her mother used to store potatoes and other crops with fern in a cool, dark
outhouse. She explains:
I was very little but I can still remember how they stored potatoes. They had to have a
dark space for potatoes and stuff. They used to cover them with fern. I don’t know
much about the pits. I can't ever remember my parents using pits. They had a store
room, an out place, an outhouse sort of thing. It would be all closed up. There would
be no windows, just a door to go in, a sort of a bin type thing and all the crops used to
go in there when storing them. Mum used to cut the fern, probably just for aeration,
and the darkness of course to keep them stored.
Charissa also mentioned the traditional way of using pits to store crops, such as kūmara:
I’m looking at reusing an old pit that we just found that the whānau agreed to have
fenced to stop the cows treading on it and eroding it … I’m going to try pea straw
instead of aruhe for the food here, while I’m drying the aruhe … Apparently they just
love the warm and the dry. We’ve also worked out that the kūmara pits were put in
strategic places where the water table wasn’t accessible to the pits. Most of the pits in
hillsides were up on tops of hills, and what I’ve been told, is that’s because it’s above
the water table. So it’s much drier. It’s much warmer. It’s much darker. So those are
the ideal places to store through winter … So I’m harvesting kūmara in another
month’s time, so you’d be looking at April. So we need to be able to store it from
April, May, June, July, August, September, and October. So we’d probably bring it out
again to eat in November. You’re looking at a sort of seven-month storage period.
Now, every other cotemporary method that I have tried, I’ve lost my seed. So, I’m not
going to bother with that anymore, otherwise it’s just a waste of energy, and seed, and
time. Rats have gotten into them and eaten them, and all sorts of stuff have happened.
I think the good ole digger pit, try that, and I think it’s going to work, I’m pretty sure.
It’s worked for generations. So, that’s the thing too – why try to create another method
when the method has already been set down, follow the method that has been there for
us. And I guarantee we’ll go back to dig it out and as long as rodents haven’t gotten
into our holes – they’re saying putting corrugated iron over top will help stop weevils
and whatever else might dig down in, animals of all sorts. Keep them out and the food
will be as good the day we put it in. I mean, I’ve tried contemporary cupboards and all
sorts of things, and no, you go back and it’s rotten.
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Charissa spoke about how Parihaka is going back to traditional ways that were used by
ancestors in order to grow food for their monthly hui and celebrations. Each seventh
celebration is “a time to reflect on those who have gone but remained and stood up to fight
for the land.” She wants to only have Māori traditional foods at the gatherings, such as fish
and kūmara, with no red meat, fizzy drinks or sugary foods. She spoke about going back to
other traditions as well, such as weaving and poi for the children for the future. The garden
received some funding for a strategic plan for new crops for the garden, that is to provide
kūmara, taewa and kamokamo to grow and to preserve for the following year’s Pāhuatanga,
“in essence grow everything that is laid on the tables, taking back our rangatiratanga.”
Charissa explained that as part of the bigger goal of the pā moving towards self-sufficiency,
in collaboration with Massey University, post-settlement money from the Crown will go
towards installing 50 solar-powered energy systems for local houses. She also hopes to
acquire two Clydesdale horses for ploughing, as was traditionally done, as well as more
productive land to grow food on. However, Charissa has expressed reservations about the
community receiving large amounts of money. She believes it’s important to do what you can
with limited funding and resources, as it’s more empowering that way. For example, she has
some old windows she hopes to use to build a glasshouse. Charissa elaborated on their plans
for the future:
So we have a whole lot of planning committees that are looking at (the garden is one
that I’m helping with) all of the archaeological sites on the papa kāinga and protecting
them and the Crown will give us money towards the restoration of historical sites.
And then, getting the gardens back up and pumping so they can feed the people,
literally. So we don’t have the elderly that have to travel to town to get sacks of spuds.
We can deliver a sack of spuds to their home on a regular basis, once a week or once a
fortnight. So that it’s at a real level of sustainability so that we’re serving the people
that we should be and mostly it’s our elderly, our youth, and our babies because the
workforce among us is the 30s to 50s. We’re the ones that should be doing that for the
elders in the community. We’re the ones that are at the peak of our life to be able to do
that.
Māori beliefs and teachings surrounding kaitiakitanga and sustainability refer to the guardian
role of Māori as kaitiaki or stewards of the land (Marsden, 2003). Kaitiakitanga is a holistic
Māori cultural concept in harmony with nature, enabling the restoration of ecological systems
for future generations (Matunga, 1994). Māori, as tangata whenua, have an obligation to
protect the natural environment and natural resources for future generations (Durie, 1998).
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This obligation has particular relevance for those initiatives located on Māori land, including
Aunty’s Garden, Awhi Farm and Parihaka Community Garden. Motueka Community
Gardens on Town Council land would obviously represent a different manifestation of food
sovereignty and diverse community economies, minus the Indigenous land focus.
Traditionally, kaitiakitanga was location specific and it was the duty of tangata whenua, the
people who hold mana over a certain area of land, to act as kaitiaki (Durie, 1998). In a
modern day legal context, again, kaitiakitanga includes the ethic of stewardship by tangata
whenua, such as in the Resource Management Act. Kaitiakitanga “requires clear lines of
accountability to whānau, hapū or iwi to provide a protective role over environment” (Durie,
1998, p. 21). According to Shirley (2013), “if Māori do not have power over their land and
food, they are unable to act as kaitiaki and guard the natural elements” (p. 60). However, the
transfer of ownership of a natural resource away from tribal ownership does not release
tangata whenua from exercising a protective role over the environment (Durie, 1998).
Charissa explains more about the concept of kaitiakitanga in relation to ahikā (burning fires
of occupation, title to land through occupation by a group):
We knew when to stop taking a certain resource, to allow it to grow back. Where
some of the resources that have been raped are just extinct, or becoming extinct or
showing signs of extinction, Māori didn’t have that. We had this natural inkling of
knowing when too much was enough. You could just see – well, we’ve taken enough
pauas now. We don’t go back to that certain spot. Or we had methods around tikanga
that gave us rules about how much you could take, how much you’d leave, how much
you’d give to others, how much you keep for yourself. The whole thing is thought
through. None of it was about money. As soon as capitalism [came along], the money
came into it, the whole thing of ownership – see, ownership is not a concept that we
even understand. We’re not owners of land, none of us are. We have ahikā. Ahikā
means we have kaitiakitanga to that area and our job is to maintain, sustain, protect
what’s there, but we don’t own it. See, that concept was really, actually quite different,
owning property, property that actually belongs to someone. We just care for a patch
of land. And all we are doing is succeeding it to the next generation who will take it
over, but we don’t own it and we never will.
Traditionally Māori did not “own” land, but have an intricate relationship with the land,
which represented a place they could stand in confidence without their rights being
challenged (Mead, 2003). According to Smith (2011), “traditional Māori growing practices
were informed by values that held spiritual and physical health of local environments and
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tangata whenua as critical and of paramount importance” (p. 45).
The meaning and practice of kaitiakitanga has significance and relevance for non-Māori as
well as Māori no longer residing in tribal areas, including learning about the importance of
respect for the Earth and kinship to all living things. As humans on planet Earth we all have a
responsibility to maintain and respect ecosystems. We are ultimately citizens of a global
world. As human beings we have a responsibility to act as guardians to Mother Earth if we
are to gain the momentum we need to act cohesively and make changes on a broad scale.
Tate (2012) explains that within a sustainability context, “there are tapu that apply to
particular activities at particular times, such as fishing during spawning season” (p. 46). Such
restrictions, imposing and lifting them, are within the protocols of tikanga which have been
established over time (Tate, 2012, p. 46). Tikanga is related to upholding the principles of
tapu and noa (Pere, 1997). Ingrained with values of sustainability was “an approach to
cultivating and harvesting where the mauri of cultivations is maintained in a state of mauri
ora (healthy, vital, essence) with the balance of ecosystems well recognised” (Smith, 2011, p.
45). The “kaitiaki approach is holistic and provides for restoration of damaged ecological
systems, restoration of ecological harmony, and reduced risk to present and future
generations” (Durie, 1998, p. 21).
Charissa explained why the shift away from Māori values is part of the reason for her going
back to the land and reviving such values as kaitiakitanga and the spiritual connection to the
land through atua and whakapapa. According to Patterson (1992),
the term “oranga” derives from “ora” which means life and health but not only in
physical sense, as one’s life comes from one’s ancestors and this is the chief
connection with the lands – the mana of the ancestors extends over their lands and
their physical remains are buried in the lands. (p. 50)
Māori have traditional food systems that are based on cultural and spiritual ways of life,
including the connection to whenua and Papatūānuku. Gardening and food cultivation for the
participants has an important spiritual component, strengthening their connection to the
environment and Papatūānuku. According to Earle (2011), Papatūānuku and tikanga play an
essential role in gardening (p. 123). Charissa addressed the dichotomy between cultural
values versus capitalist values:
I understand that the history has a lot to do with where we’re at but I think the
foresight to see out of the dark is more important than focusing on the bad things that
have happened in the past. We actually need to focus more on my generation, our
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generation now, the light of the future and how we can shape that to be a better world
for our kids so actually they won’t know what synthetic food is in 100 years because
we may have faded it out by just reintroducing tikanga and getting back to the gardens
and our connection, and the spiritual connection, all of those things that have been
lost, coming away from the cities, back to rural living. So finding foundations and
creating foundations that can bring people home. I think that’s a big part of it as well.
Looking at ways we can get business that you can live rurally and work from home.
So you don’t have to go to Auckland to get a well-paid job. You can have a well-paid
job here working 20 hours on your computer at home in the evening and gardening
during the day.
According to Dann (2012), during the 1970s, and due to a combination of factors – including
migration to urban areas, more ready access to cheap industrial food, and an increase in paid
employment – gardening and food growing by Māori families went into decline, as it did with
Pākehā, but this has had more drastic health implications for Māori due to their limited access
to fresh foods. The women see it as their responsibility to protect and look after the
environment for future generations to inherit in a good state and not to exploit it. Ellen, Lisa
and Hanui, didn’t use the term kaitikitanga but spoke a lot about the younger generations and
sustainability. Charissa was more explicit in her enunciation of this, explaining that
kaitiakitanga was about nurturing a healthy environment and healthy whānau. Furthermore,
for the gardens on Māori tribal land, it brings people closer to their tūpuna through working
the land. While Ellen with Motueka Commuity Gardens, is on Council land, the act of
growing food and gardening reminds her of her mother. Lisa was very concerned about the
loss of traditional knowledge amongst current generations and the influence of cheap
processed foods:
It is clear to me that these generations gone by, the grandmother, and parents, the
young parents of today, have missed out on our amazing functional sustainable Māori
society. I mean … people just don’t know what they don’t know. We’ve got a
television in every house. We’ve got nicotine in every house. There’s alcohol, and
noodles in the cupboard. I know that sounds grim but it’s really true. Dollar breads are
thrown at the door and the milk is bloody putrid. So we’ve got this pattern of this way
… the only way to be is to look for solutions … Money is going through the gravy
train [funding for Māori] and it’s misinformation and mal-practice – that’s not what
our tūpuna had. We were a functional sustainable society, renewing all the time. There
was no sugar. We didn’t have all those additives. We didn’t have alcohol.
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This relates to the diet of colonisation of white flour, sugar, etc., that many Indigenous
communities assert are hurting their people. This concern about diet lies behind the rallying
cry to return to a traditional diet and ways of procuring food. Charissa elaborated on how
Māori lived traditionally:
Flipping it around so that the lifestyle of living rurally fits with tau hurihuri, which is
the fast evolving world including economics because we were economic people.
Money itself wasn’t that important. Our ability to trade was more important and what
we traded was the kai, and our flax and our ropes. And, whatever we could make, we
used that to trade. So I think part of the strategic plan of the government when they
first came here and took Aotearoa as a country was to stop us as traders. I’m pretty
certain of it. We were one of the biggest trading peoples in the world at that time. And
we had the hugest resources here too. If we had been left to continue that, we’d be one
of the most successful people in the world with regard to independent trading. But the
whole shipping, owning a shipping register, that whole thing, was to stop us trading
with other countries. What we were good at. We were entrepreneurs. We had the skills
and the ability to do it. We had the mindset. We had the physical, human resources
amongst us, and the physical resources around us.
Remembering different forms of economic exchange through trade and bartering are part of
what Gibson-Graham (2006) considers seeing “for difference rather than dominance” through
observing ways of exchange within different localities, cultures and histories (p. 59). Groups
are producing food and distributing it through various avenues including for a koha to the
Salvation Army or elderly, through trade and/or working for food, all different manifestations
of community economies. The household economy, food economies, trade, and bartering all
represent diverse forms of economy outside the dominance of capitalism. According to
Gibson-Graham (1996), “capitalism’s others fail to measure up as the true form of economy”
(p. 7). Gardeners volunteer their time or utilise different ways of being compensated,
including work/trade. The gardens utilise a range of financial arrangements to secure funding,
including small grants, volunteer work, partnerships with other community groups and
donations. Motueka Community Garden sells garlic to a local health restaurant. Initiatives on
tribal lands, council land or Māori trusts’ land, are different manifestations of food
sovereignty. The ones on Māori land represent a form of Indigenous food sovereignty. This
would also affect the type of relationship to the land.
As discussed in Section 3.2. Māori Health, Well-being and Culture, maintaining, recovering
and reviving traditional knowledge is essential in the process of decolonisation and for
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solving issues faced by Indigenous communities worldwide (Wilson, 2004). McGregor
(2004) refers to “this way of life that sustained us for generations, that got us through very
troubling times – it is the way that will guide our future” (p. 403). According to Hanui at
Aunty’s Garden, with regard to traditional Māori values that come into play, karakia is
important: “Karakia is number one. There’s lots of karakia because I’m a spiritual person
myself.” According to Harmsworth and Roskruge (2014), historically harvest was
accompanied with karakia and based on maramataka (the Māori lunar calendar). Research by
Moeke-Pikering et al. (2015) also emphasised the importance of retaining traditional
knowledge and practice, such as tikanga and karakia (p. 38). An awareness of te ao Māori,
Māori history, whakapapa, tikanga, and te reo are essential for a positive social and cultural
identity.
Lisa feels connected to her ancestors through her work with the land and cultivating food.
She spoke about a time when she was feeling frustrated and her ancestors came to her on the
farm. She saw everything in perspective, the farm and surrounding environment, and they
told her not to underestimate the work she was doing. Within Māori culture, “education
involves a strong belief in spiritual support and influence – through such processes the work
of one’s ancestors from the distant and immediate past are brought to the fore and recognised
as an important part of present endeavours” (Pere, 1984, p. 68). Lisa’s words resonate with
Mane (2009) who explains the Māori cultural principles of pono – that:
pono upheld principles of being truthful and acting with integrity, as it was also about
spiritual faith and connection to the spiritual realm, the acknowledgement of a greater
being and also of those who came before us. Pono was also about having faith in
ourselves. (p. 3)
Lisa continued:
You say you’re Māori, you speak the Māori language. I obviously don’t yet, and I
don’t even know if I’ll deepen that very much but I know what I’m doing. You can
see my work. So I’m not going to be ashamed of myself because I’ve let that go all
year. I know how to behave in the Māori community, the arena. I can understand a bit,
but that’s not what makes me Māori. I listen to my inner self and I feel connected. I
can feel them [my ancestors] all around me, you know? I know when things are
flowing … that’s cyclic and I feel good and I’m happy to be doing it, even with
obstacles. I’m happy to be doing it because you can’t stop being a clear decider of
what I want to eat.
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Māori cultural values such as respect and care for the land, self-reliance, gardening, being
healthy and growing kai orange resonate strongly with the women. According to Salmond
(1982), the past is particularly important to Māori given the authority of the deeds and words
of Māori ancestors – it is identified with what is in front rather than what is behind, the past is
ahead as that is where one finds one’s models, goals, aims and aspirations. Te Whiti and
Tohu, Māori prophets who preached non-violent protest through cultivation and occupation,
believed the past also predicted the future, that is “to the Māori, the future lay behind; the
past, te mua, was spread out in front” (Sinclair, 1991, p. 70). The women are influenced by
their family history and ancestors, their spiritual connection to their tūpuna, as well as the
land, with Ellen having a unique situation on council land at Motueka Community Garden
away from her tribal lands in Te Kūiti. There at Motueka, she finds herself influenced by her
family history and spiritual connection to the whenua and her tūpuna.

Figure 7.7. Kūmara growing at Aunty’s Garden: Varieties grown (Owairaka Red and Toka
Toka) and Whakataukī (Māori proverb) ~ Kāore te kūmara e kōrero mō tōna ake reka (The
kūmara (sweet potato) does not say how sweet he is) – this speaks about the value of
humbleness.
Growing food the way of their ancestors includes not using agrochemicals. Lisa from Awhi
Farm stated that “we’ve got to get back and use our land the way our ancestors really did, in
this region anyway. So that’s another barrier we have to overcome.”
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For the older generation, Hanui and Ellen, this is how they were raised, living off the land.
This is important as the elders serve as the role models for the younger generation. The
women were brought up in a time where their families lived rurally and farmed for their
livelihood. Their world, though changing due to the impacts of colonisation, was truly the
Māori way of living. Looking after the land was their everyday life, all they knew and their
norm. Ellen explains where her passion for gardening comes from:
When it comes to gardening it’s been something I’ve been really really passionate
about from a little girl … I was very young when my parents made gardens for
ourselves and they provided for the Chinese greengrocers in Te Kūiti. They grew
veggies and stuff on our farm. I was very little but I still took notice of little things.
That’s why I like gardening, I think, because I used to see my mum and dad do it, like
how they stored things … there were no tractors in those days. Dad had work horses,
which were similar to Clydesdales, and they would plough the ground you see,
because Dad would have to do all that, plough all the ground up, plus my brothers and
sisters helped. Mum would grow, grow the veggies. I think they all did [Ellen’s
siblings], because I’m one of 12 children.
Parihaka has a strong history of self-sufficiency, food cultivation, and farming as a means of
peaceful protest. Charissa has a clear vision for the community of becoming food selfsufficient motivated by cultural reasons and historical injustices. Charissa stated:
So, part of my vision here, living in Parihaka, with successive children that are going
to inherit what we leave them is actually reliving or trying to reintroduce the old way
of gardening that they had here that sustained big numbers. As in, you wouldn’t need
any other source of food in order to live here that you could sustain 3–400, up to
1,000 people in this little village with what was grown here. So that’s what I’m really
passionate about, being a part of trying to get that back. How you do that without that
kind of will amongst the ones that live here is quite difficult, but I think that tino
rangatiratanga is also leadership, and so, it might only take a small group of five to
start something and then once people start to see food delivered to their door, or in
their plate, or in the pot, they realise oh look, I’ve just been given a whole lot of kai
(food) here, that I didn’t have to pay for, then you often get buy-in from the families
that live here because they’ve been affected by the history here.
During the 1870s, Parihaka became the largest Māori settlement in the country
(Ministry for Culture and Heritage, 2014). She refers to the devastating day of the
ransacking of the pā on 5 November 1881 by over 1,500 British troops:
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Mōrehu kore kai (survivors without food) is what they call, is the name of the people
that live here, they call them “the survivors with no food.” The strategic thing of the
soldiers coming in and annihilating the crops – they took all the pigs. There were
certain foods that were destroyed. The wheat was ploughed. The wheat made the flour
so they had flour mills here and they had their own bakery in Parihaka, so they were
baking their own bread. They ploughed the corn. They ploughed the potatoes. They
took the pigs and the chickens. We don’t have red meat on that day because at that
time there wasn’t red meat here … We had chickens and eggs. On the fifth of
November every year, the celebrations signify the foods that they plundered to disable
the community. What we’re trying to do as a group now is look at how we can reverse
that. It’s basically looking at how we’ve pinpointed specific foods that were plundered
and those are the first ones that we want to regrow for that celebration day. As it can
be strategically plundered, it can also be strategically replaced. So that’s kind of the
big vision for me for the future now, or the next sort of 10 years or so, is to reestablish a garden that is going to supply the level of food that we need to literally
sustain a community.
While “detachment from place characterises the industrial global food system, for many
people, the particular place where food comes from holds a lot of meaning” (Gross, 2012, p.
72), as is the case in Parihaka. The process of reclaiming the traditional ways of the ancestors
is important for many reasons. According to Wilson (2004), within a First Nations context:
the recovery of Indigenous knowledge is deeply intertwined with the process of
decolonisation because for many of us it is only through a consciously critical
assessment of how the historical process of colonisation has systematically devalued
our Indigenous ways that we can begin to reverse the damage wrought from those
assaults. (p. 72)
According to Bargh (2007), “highlighting such everyday acts of Māori resistance and making
do, help to reconfigure Indigenous traditions as more than stagnant rigid practices, but with
modern relevance, dynamic and changing cultural practices” (p. 18).
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Figure 7.8. Māori traditional crops (kūmara and kamokamo) at Parihaka.
According to Charissa, succession of knowledge is tino rangatiratanga. It is a key reason she
does what she does, learning about the natural farming methods of the ancestors and passing
this knowledge down to future generations. Agroecological methods (that is the natural and
traditional ways of farming) are important but also succession of knowledge, teaching
children to be self-sufficient and grow their own kai. Her son, Tewhakararo, will remember
working and being in the gardens. She elaborated:
Knowledge for me is tino rangatiratanga, it’s having that mātauranga that comes
[from], and often for me, is passed down through generations and practice, if
grandmother practised it or if your mother practises it. Even my sons are watching me
or my daughters are watching me [and asking] why does Mum put kawakawa in our
bath? Sometimes I do that if they’ve got hives or an allergic reaction to a certain food.
So yeah, you learn by practice and you learn by word of mouth and that is tino
rangatiratanga to me. It’s that transmission of knowledge to make sure that the future
generations will know that this is a plant we’ve always used and this is how we use it.

7.4.1. Tikanga
The sub-theme of tikanga arose strongly for Charissa in Parihaka, a common theme within
this one case study, while with Hanui, Ellen and Lisa it wasn’t as talked about. Tikanga
focuses on the right way of doing something, which, according to Mead, is different from one
tribal region to another necessitating the need to clarify the tikanga of local people (Mead,
2003, p. 6–8). Regarding Charissa’s sentiment around tino rangatiratanga and her whānau,
she stated:
So, with regard to knowing what’s “tika,” because the word “tikanga” that we use for
protocol, actually means “tika” and “nga.” So “nga” means more than one and “tika”
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means right, what is right, do what is right. So, to teach our children what is tika
(straight, correct, right)… for me, there’s several responsibilities with regard to tino
rangatiratanga and to the kai that we opt to eat and why we opt to eat that food.
For Charissa, promoting Māori cultural values such as tikanga is inherent in her life, working
the garden and raising her whānau. According to Tate (2012), “tika presupposes pono and is
in its turn the presupposition for aroha” (p. 120). Such core values are why Charissa is doing
what she does. It is used as guide to moral behaviour (Matunga, 1994). Charissa spoke about
some of the tikanga that applied in food cultivation and the women’s role in the garden,
traditionally:
I know that the roles were shared and there was a lot of equality around gardening and
the roles. So some roles were only for the women and some roles were only for the
men. I do know there was quite a strict thing around menstrual cycle in the garden.
And I’m of the thinking that those were the days when spilling blood on the land was
frowned upon. So, how do I say it, there was a time of the month, and also when
you’re pregnant too, they used to say that if you were hapū (pregnant) you could do
certain jobs but there were other jobs you wouldn’t do because it might be too
strenuous on the baby. So digging would be a job that you wouldn’t be asked to do but
your job might be the sorting. So there were roles around a menstrual cycle and also
being hapū. And like I said, the women who have grown of age where they didn’t
bleed anymore. Often your menstrual cycle works around the moon cycle, and the
moon cycle worked around planting and harvest times.
Traditional tikanga associated with gardens is being adapted to modern community garden
contexts (Earle, 2011). For Charissa, the tikanga traditions in gardens are “the way we do
things and why” – is a matter of weaving together old and new ideas:
With regard to 150 years ago until now, some of the concepts are being revisited or
relived and some of them don’t apply. Some of the tikanga that we need to apply in
our gardening and some of them that just aren’t relevant anymore. For example, we
started working on kūmara. From what I’ve been told in Parihaka was that, for some
reason, and I’m not sure what it is at this time, but it was only elderly women that
tended to the kūmara gardens and they were non-menstrual. So, what the reasoning
was for that, I’m not sure, but those are the types of traditions that I’ve heard of that
don’t apply in our world today, as much as what it used to. And, I think that’s because,
one, the manpower behind being able to manage big food gardens now has subsided.
We have less people that are interested in maintaining their own gardens, but the
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community, prior to the introduction of processed food, only had that food source.
Correct action or tika is seen as re-enacting the history of the tribe (Johansen 1954). There
was a time when tikanga was followed by the majority of the population, was very powerful,
and based on accumulated knowledge of generations of Māori (Mead, 2003, p. 13). However,
Charissa explained some tikanga that are difficult to apply in the modern context. For
example:
[Traditionally], there might be an absence of middle-aged women there [in the
garden] for a certain period in the month. But in contemporary times like now, we
don’t have the manpower to work around those traditions … women have to garden.
They might have their period. The fact of the matter is that the work’s got to get done.
We don’t have the manpower to say, “look, the women don’t need to come to the
garden today, we have enough men to do it.” That’s all part of the change.
Charissa spoke about when running a big community, there is a common understanding of
how to work in the garden, respecting people’s space, taking some from the harvest and
leaving some for others. The practice of tikanga refers to behaving in a manner expected of
you for any given situation (Cormack, 2000). Within an environmental context, it “refers to
preferred way of protecting natural resources, exercising guardianship, determining
responsibilities and obligations and protecting interests of future generations” (Durie, 1998,
p. 23). Charissa talked about the tikanga for respecting each other’s seed:
You definitely didn’t pick food or take food from anyone else’s garden that had been
established without asking permission. So that was quite a strict tikanga. Was that,
you know, it’s not like a typical communal garden today, where you can go into
somebody else’s patch and it’s OK to pick food in that area. So actually there were
quite strict rules around who was allowed access to your garden, and that’s been lost a
little bit. I think that value has been lost and I think that I’ve seen more modern
garden’s trouble, especially with families that maybe maintained a certain seed stock
and then maybe it’s been interfered with by another family and then there are big
problems with the loss of seed or interference in gardens that they shouldn’t be in.
The land, water and resources were and still are central to Māori existence (Panelli & Tipa,
2009). Within a Māori cultural context, the land was not just a resource base, but represented
cultural identity, values and belief systems (Panelli & Tipa, 2009). An essential element of
Māori understanding of the world is that balance must be maintained and entails reciprocity
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and giving back to the environment (Tipa & Nelson, 2008). In Māori tradition, people are
integrally related to nature rather than dominant over it (Durie, 1998).
Findings around traditions and tikanga resonate with research by Moeke-Pickering et al.
(2015) on Māori food sovereignty, who found that “re-centring Māori healthy kai is a vital
part of tikanga, culture and whenua” (p. 38). According to Smith (1997), the revival of Māori
language and culture, along with self-determination, is vital to Māori survival. Food is
acknowledged as coming from atua, with the tasks of gardening, including when to plant and
harvest, happening according to tikanga and tapu (Bowers et al., 2009; Dawson, 2010).

7.4.2. Rongoā and Traditional Foods
The women articulated that the act of gardening is linked to cultural values associated with
the land and continuing practices of their ancestors, such as the exchange of knowledge
surrounding rongoā. Ellen explained, “It’s very easy to come by plant medicine. A lot of the
plants we see as weeds, we have been eating as medicine for years.” She mentioned how she
used rongoā for her whānau and learned about it from her mother, contributing to her strong
interest in rongoā, which she used with her children and now her grandchildren. She
explained:
But like I said this is for sores, really bad ones, boils, the types of the koromiko (refers
to several forms of the native hebe plant, including Hebe elliptica), with the very
defined tips at the end, you just eat them. It worked for me. Of course, we can’t all go
back to those things, it’s just with me. Now, I do tell my children don’t forget because
they see. I tell my children, just wash it properly and then apply it. I’m still here, and
the wound does heal very quickly. My mum had to pull a three-headed boil out of one
of my brothers. She saw this white core sticking up. So she tied cotton around it and
pulled it, and it had three roots. But you can imagine after all that puss and stuff so
she just put a leaf on there and just covered it. In a couple of days you couldn’t even
see those holes. So those things I’ll probably take to the grave with me. Even those
who are way older than me, haven’t heard of a lot of the things I’ve experienced, but
it was the lifestyle we lived going from a farming community to living out in the bush
for years.
Ellen wants to learn more about rongoā but there are not many people left to learn from. This
underscores the importance of “cultural memory as a means to conserve biodiversity”
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(Nazarea, 2005, x). A rongoā trail is planned along the periphery of the garden. Ellen spoke
about how her mother used rongoā on her and she uses it with her children:
I still do on my children with boils and sore tummies and stuff like that, but in the raw
state. It’s not been liquefied or powdered. I use it in the raw state. How it comes from
the ground … I just wash it really really good, pat it dry and then I burn it with an
open flame, with a lighter, or match or candle, and then you squeeze it all out, and you
see how it goes darkish. Normally when you burn the thing you can see a bit more of
the liquid coming out of it and you cover it, apply it to the wound and cover it. Maybe
put a plaster on it, depending how large it is, and then change it every other day. If it’s
really bad then change it every day. But when you burn it, it will be a bit more
liquefied and it will stick to the wound too, when it’s wet it will stick to the wound,
and then you just cover it with a bandage or plaster. That’s what I'm talking about the
raw state. It’s not made into liquid. And then with koromiko you just eat it, the tips if
you have an upset tummy. So to me that’s what I call a raw state. It’s not made into
powders or stuff like that. Although I have done kawakawa (the pepper tree,
Macropiper excelsum) or karamū (identified as several forms of the Coprosma shrub
and small tree), it might be both. I’ve liquefied that. I boiled it in a pot. Not for
myself, my ex-husband used to have prostate problems and he wasn’t able to eat.
This supports research by Earle (2011) that has found an important link between te ao Māori
and gardening through community gardens with health promotion, while also providing the
opportunity to cultivate rongoā and other important Indigenous plants, such as harekeke
(New Zealand flax, Phormium tenax) and kūmara (p. 142). The gardens thus create a space
within which the medicinal plants and knowledge of their use is valued. This alternative
valuing of the gardens highlights the importance of food sovereignty and defining local food
economies and also provides additional evidence of the diverse economies at play, not fully
separate from capitalist practices but extending beyond them. Charissa spoke about her use of
more modern herbal medicine and introduced plants:
Well, I do use more contemporary rongoā as well. I mean with calendula, it’s so
amazing. If someone gets a cut, you can just run out and get a leaf and stick it on with
a plaster. I don’t think we always have to use the traditional way but it’s important to
remember that they are there and acknowledge them because if we don’t have the
other types of alternative medicine in the garden, then those would be the ones that we
would rely upon.
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Problems such as spraying, limit foraging along roadways and in public parks. Ellen has
experienced some difficulties cultivating medicinal plants in the garden, which traditionally
were gathered in the wild:
Well, I only know about traditional medicine in the bush. I don’t know if it would
grow here. That’s traditional stuff because when you live a long way from the doctor
and you’ve got to depend on those things but I don't think they’d grow here … there’s
certain things that still grow along the roadside, but not many, the odd tree but then of
course you have to be careful because of the sprays in this area.
For thousands of years humans have depended on wild plants for their nutritional needs and
for medicine, often prepared in a particular way and associated with special cultural
knowledge, with many today categorised as “weeds” (Turner, 2011). Thus the understanding
of what constitutes “weeds” needs to be reassessed to include the understanding of the value
of wild biodiversity in order to accommodate the knowledge and interests of the women. Lisa
stated that “there’s so much wild food around that you don’t need to starve. We just haven’t
learned about it.” Traditional foods, including crop wild relatives (CWR) of distant cousins of
main staples such as rice, wheat, maize (corn) and potatoes, including sweet potatoes, are
widely recognised as one of the most important resources in the farmer’s fight against climate
change (Dempewolf, Eastwood, Guarino, Khoury, Müller, & Toll, 2014). Lisa still practises
wild food harvests with volunteers from the farm. She stated: “Wild food and rongoā that we
have – it’s all interlinked. Actually we just had a wild food harvest yesterday, going around,
getting the plantain, the chickweed; there’s actually plenty of food, people have just stepped
away from it.”
Ellen talked about how her mother would forage wild foods from the bush:
My mum owned a lot of land, and we went from farming land, you know
paddock/grassland, to bush. Bush is a whole different thing because it [pūhā, includes
various varieties of sonchus or sowthistle] grows wild there and then you just gather
it, you don't have to grow it. That goes for the likes of watercress and ferns. A lot of
things grew wild, types of fungus. So you didn’t need to grow those things, they just
grew themselves … And cabbage tree, you can eat that too. That’s a veggie but it’s
only a certain time of the year. Mum used to cook the eels with it.
Hanui, whose passion is kūmara, mentioned that she is not so familiar with rongoā, but they
learn about it through the horticulture course in the gardens. Kawakawa, according to Hanui,
is the number one plant that everyone talks about – kawakawa cream, kawakawa tea – and it
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is grown in the garden. Charissa also spoke about the widely-used traditional plant,
kawakawa:
There’s one particular plant, kawakawa that we use for body preservation. It’s not just
used for body preservation, it’s also an antiseptic. Kawakawa means sour-sour. The
extra “kawa” means extra sour. Kawa is just sour on its own, but to say it twice is to
say extra sour and bitter. When you bite it, it’s absolutely bitter. Anyway, it has several
purposes. I use it for the start of an ear infection in my children. I use it as a cleansing
tea, like green tea, it would be quite similar. I use it for healing after I’ve had a baby,
in baths. You can fill up little cups like grazers. You can use it for a sore tooth. Also,
they used to use it for, from what I have been told, is the stuffing of the orifices of a
dead body prior to embalming. So it was a way to stop it decomposing, basically.
Traditionally we don’t use it for that, but what we do with it is weave mats, big mats,
and we lay the kawakawa down, plentiful amounts. You strip down a whole tree type
thing. The leaves on it, you can put a body on top of that and then the body will just
be wrapped. The smell is so beautiful, the smell is just divine. It’s the opposite of an
embalmed body that you feel like dry wretching over. It’s actually invigorating and it
smells beautiful. It lasts for days and days. And I think it also helps with the smell of
decomposition, of a decomposing body. So you don’t smell it … I use alternative
everything [medicine], but if we didn’t have arnica or calendula or any of those types
and we had to go back to what we have here, that would be the kawakawa plant that
we use most. Kawakawa cream is easy to make. You just use animal fat and whatever
you’ve got. You could just use olive oil. It’s effective. Yeah, it’s good stuff. You can
use it on the inside, you can use it externally. So, yeah, that would be the main one
that we use on a regular basis.
Particular preparation methods are important to learn. Ellen spoke about how she always tries
traditional medicine on herself first before administering them to others to ensure she does
not make anyone sick. According to Charissa, you can end up making someone sick if you do
not know the proper way to prepare the traditional medicine:
The methods of using I think are really important, to not lose it as well. Like the tea
can’t work unless it’s been dried and cured in a certain way and if you don’t know
what you’re doing you could make them sick. So there are those things around
knowing the method with the plant as well for the particular type of rongoā that
you’re trying to produce or you could make someone unwell or do the opposite of
what you’re trying to do.
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All of the women are involved with cultivating traditional crops, such as kūmara, kamokamo
and taewa. Traditional farming systems, the preservation of natural ecosystems, and in situ
conservation of traditional varieties are thus important strategies against climate change
(Altieri et al., 1987). Ellen from Motueka Community Garden spoke about their prolific
kūmara harvest this past year:
We’ve had really good kūmara here. We’ve had them all over. We started way down
the back, where you can see a bit of a grass space down there. That was where we first
grew kūmara but there were hardly any allotments then and then we came up here.
And then, twice we were in up different parts of the garden here. And then this year
we did it here, in one of the small gardens because we really only wanted a few plants
but Ron ended up coming with about 130 something plants, so I thought, well I can't
waste them so I gave quite a few … but it was a lot of work. I won’t be doing it this
year. But they were beautiful kūmara, they were beautiful kūmara.
Hanui grows traditional Māori foods at Aunty’s Garden. She said:
Well, we never used to think much about it except that it was good for you, what we
grew. Sort of never dwelt on that, but healthy kai, it’s wonderful, fantastic! And I’ve
learnt so much about kale. It’s not my favourite. Broccoli is not my favourite. Brussel
sprouts, love them. And that’s something that we didn’t grow at home. We just grew
the basics like, we talk about kamokamo, yes, that is the best vegetable in the world.
You talk about, kūmara, you can’t beat kūmara! You can have all of your potatoes but
the kūmara is it. So those things, of the old food, that we grow, like Māori potatoes,
you can’t beat Māori potatoes, but then you can’t beat this jolly diseases that are
affecting them like psyllid.
Charissa reflected on how traditional Māori crops were grown and cultivated in Parihaka in
earlier times. She stated:
I’ve heard stories of the old people here saying that they would, in summertime, move
by horse and carts. The children would be put on the back of the cart, and the horse
knew how to find its way back to the pā. And all the children would go to sleep under
the big tarpaulin type thing on the back. That they’d ride on the back for like two
hours and the horse would go on its way and follow the horse track all the way back
to the pā. It would stop at the gate, and knock on the gate to say to people that we
have arrived home and then the children would know that it’s time to get up … there
job was to go down and to tend to the potatoes. So all they would do was be a part of
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harvesting of the spuds, so, grading and sizing and transporting back to the pits here
the potato yield that they had got, and the kūmara. So what I do know was that the
potatoes, the taewa Māori and the kūmara that they were grown at the beach. And it
was a total family effort, to grow and maintain the food, for the level of community
that needed to be fed.
Lawn and Harvey’s (2004) research supports that food maintains connections to culture and
traditions, including the traditional practice of food sharing which is being lost along with
traditional foods. Hanui spoke about how she calls all of the family together on planting and
harvest days of kūmara:
Well, what I do is I get the lunch. They’re all out there when we harvest. They all
come. My daughter lives in Hamilton. Come on daughter, we’re harvesting, and they
all come. They all want to drive the tractor. The boys reckon they’re better than the
girls, you know? But then they’re going out, the bins are dropped and we all dig. We
dig with a one furrow plough, well, Dad used to put to a horse, well we put it on the
tractor, and then someone’s on the back of the plough and some take to it, they get it
just like that, and then that turns over and the kūmara sits right on top. We pull them
all off, lay them in the sun. Unfortunately we can’t leave them in the paddock. At
home we would leave them in the paddock for a week to sun off, to dry off. You can’t
leave them here. You’ll come the next morning and they’ll be gone. So I have to take
them home and dry them on racks. And everybody pitches in.
Research by Moeke-Pickering et al. (2015) on Māori food sovereignty in Whakatāne, showed
that sharing healthy kai strategies could prevent the loss of traditional knowledge, with one
kaumātua (Māori elder) stating that healthy kai was akin to learning about “ngā taonga tuku
iho” (treasures handed down to us from our ancestors) (p. 38). “Ngā taonga o tātou mātua
tīpuna or taonga tuku iho” are treasures that come down, in this case knowledge, but it can
also mean anything highly prized, such as possessions, property, practices and beliefs of
forebears/ancestors (Pere, 1997). Within kaupapa Māori, “ngā taonga tuku iho” refers to the
cultural aspirations principle Charissa also mentioned – that knowledge descends from the
heavens (taonga tuku iho), meaning treasure or knowledge descends down as well as up
(taonga tuku ake).

7.5. Whānau and Ngā Whakatupuranga (Future Generations)
As the women in this study expressed, many Māori are finding it harder and harder to eat
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fresh or seasonal food as they have in the past, due to the increasingly available packaged
food in a market-dominated society. As some of the women emphasised, their children’s
health is largely impacted by the food they eat. When children are sick they overwhelmingly
feel the impacts. Charissa explained that in Māori culture, women are the pillar that hold the
family together, that if the woman is not healthy then the family is not healthy. She also must
take care of herself in order to take care of her family. To her, the garden is about education
of the youth, thinking about future generations, and planting for the future.
These women are reviving traditional farming methods through the agroecology and natural
farming techniques of their ancestors. They are reconnecting with their mothers and their
grandmothers through reconnecting with the land and the soil and teaching their children
about their culture, their heritage and where their food really comes from. Lisa from Awhi
Farm, said “I love eating, and being a mother, I just loved preserving.” Ellen, from Motueka
Community Garden, spoke about the importance of her whānau:
I did take a lot of notice how my mum stored/preserved. She would have loved
Motueka because of the abundance of fruits and vegetables here. I didn’t know about
this. Well, probably I heard about it or saw a name but it wasn’t until I actually came
here that I realised what is here, and I’ve taken a lot of stuff back up to my home town
that I’ve taken to grow there. Fruit trees, I’ve taken back fruit trees and my family is
eating the fruit off of it now. Peaches, nectarines, grapes, avocados, I’ve taken all
those things home, walnuts and berries. I’ve taken raspberries home, and my sister,
ever since I’ve taken the raspberries home, she’s been making jams and stuff, selling
it in the market … if I eat something, I’ll put it in a pot and starting growing it.
Furthermore, the garden brings people closer to their tūpuna through working the land. The
collective is very important in the Māori world, as “knowing one’s relationships to people
and land holds high significance and is usually apparent in the protocol and oratory of
cultural gatherings” (Mane, 2009, p. 3). Whanaungatanga refers to the kinship amongst all
of creation, respecting and caring for whenua extending to all living things (Tate, 2012).
Blood ties, kinship and relations are often recited by the elderly (Mane, 2009). Hanui
learned to grow food from her parents. She elaborated:
And I learned from him [father] and my mother. Of course, I learned it. Yes, had a
space from it, growing up. Even when we had our children, all growing up, we still
went home and had our garden. We still turned the paddocks over and grew stuff. I’d
have one. And we lived in town for a while and I had a lovely lush garden in town. So
we just grew up with it. But things like tikanga and kawa (protocol, often concerning
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the marae), I’m still learning, and all my cousins here, the Anglican cousins, well,
they’re steeped in it. I’m learning from them. But I’m a back person. I’m not at the
front. I’m in the sink, doing the catering and all that. And I like to do that. So we all
have our place, but yeah, I don’t speak te reo, and I don’t apologise for that because I
choose.
Charissa is the mother of five tamariki and is concerned about what her whānau put into their
bodies. To her, the garden is about education of the youth, thinking about future generations,
and planting for the future. Whānau played a big role in Māori life traditionally and today.
Charissa explained that in Parihaka:
Every community member was involved in running the garden 150 years ago. So the
grandmothers had a role, the children had a role, the fathers had a role, and the
younger women in the groups, in the whānau had a role as well. So it was an inclusive
family activity that everybody had a role in, no matter what the activity was.
This demonstrates the overlapping nature of the themes of community/iwi/hapū,
traditions/tūpuna and whānau mentioned so far.
Research shows that both planting and harvesting traditionally involved the whole
community (Roskruge, 2014). Growing food was interrelated with social and cultural
traditions – planting and harvesting collectively, with responsibilities shared by hapū and
whānau gardening particular areas (Furey, 2006). Hanui grew up farming and, sticking with
tradition, the whole family was involved. She stated:
We grew up here. Well, five minutes down the road. This is our marae but we lived
down there. Dad had six daughters and one son. So the daughters did the work. The
son was second eldest and he did his bit and then he was off. So five were left and we
worked. We worked in garden. I loved it! Tractor work, I did that to get the grounds
ready for planting, and yes, we grew tomatoes and packed them off to the local
markets. We also grew kūmara, which is my passion. We have a crop in the next two
paddocks over there. Those are our cousin’s paddocks. So we filled them with kūmara
and pumpkin, a spreader crop. Here we’re limited with what we can do on the beds.
So I grew up growing food and being tractor literate, cropping. I learned it all from
my father and then I got married and still did it for a bit, then I went to work and had
children.
As with research by Moeke-Pickering et al., participants thought it was important to protect
knowledge for future generations, “growing their own kai at home, on Māori land and marae
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for their mokopuna and kaumatua (Māori elders)” (2015, p. 38). Hanui from Aunty’s Garden,
who according to Charissa, is known as the “kūmara queen,” explained about the importance
of teaching the younger generation:
You know, what God has given us, we have to give back. I mean, we just can’t not do
anything with this treasure that we have. We’ve got to pass it on. I’ve got 11
grandchildren and, like I said, kūmara is my passion. We’ve got some kūmara
growing down there, you see the big foliage? Well, that’s kūmara. It’s just beautiful.
Well, our grandchildren, when we plant, we’re all out there planting. The two-year-old
is watering, Imogene will do the watering. OK, it will go everywhere, but that’s
alright. The next year she’ll know exactly where it goes. And that’s how I’ve taught
my grandchildren and my own children. Right, you water and you plant. I’m showing
you. They all know how to plant now. I’m redundant.
Transmission of knowledge typically occurs on the land between the elders and youth, with
environmental dispossession decreasing the opportunities for intergenerational knowledge
exchange (Tobias, Richmond, & Luginaah, 2013). As supported by research by MoekePickering et al. (2015), “traditional knowledge about healthy kai and having good
relationships will keep our bodies fit and healthy longer” (p. 38). The women are maintaining
connection to their culture through planting traditional foods, ensuring the continuance of
knowledge to younger generations and involving the whole family in harvest activities.
Harvest activities for root crops are traditionally termed hauhakenga (Harmsworth &
Roskruge, 2014, p. 6). For Ellen, it is “important to get the younger generations involved.”
Her children and grandchildren work in the garden with her. She has a vision and always
looks forward 20 years.
Results reinforce a study on community gardens by Earle (2011) that explored how themes fit
with Te Whare Tapa Whā. In particular, the research found that community gardens reinforce
kaha whānau (family strength), the link to ancestors, reconnecting with the past, present, and
future, and positively influence social sharing systems. The past plays a significant role in
what Charissa envisions for the future. She hopes to see more youth returning to the pā and a
rural way of life, taking over farming and agriculture projects she and others are establishing
now. She elaborated:
In my lifetime I’d like to see that those projects are running and humming. You just
need to have the skills and know-how to just slot into those positions when it’s their
[the youth’s] turn to take over. And so the method has been established. We’ve already
done that part of it. So they [the younger generation] just have to know enough to be
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able to fill the gap. To be able to say, right, I know how to fill it – spuds down, and be
able to harvest them. I know how to grade them. And then go from there.
She knows the current generation are not as keen to work the land but there is a movement
going back to it. Her son, Te Whakararo, will remember working and being in the garden
when he gets older, emphasising the importance of succession of knowledge to the younger
generation. Children are very important in Māori culture. Charissa spoke about how food
impacts her children and how she is seeing positive change and movement amongst mothers
involved with the kōhanga reo (Māori language immersion pre-school):
I’m starting to see a change now than from when my son, well he’s 18 now, so when
he was younger. We went through a lot of trouble of trying to get the junk food out of
lunchboxes of other children because my children would be sitting there with good
food and the other children would have the junk food, and then they would feel
pressure to have to eat that food. Where now, I’m seeing a shift, and that actually five
pieces of fruits and vegetables a day is being promoted. Packets of food are being
discouraged, and we’re now starting to see that going back to fresh, fresh is best, and
the parents are getting behind, and actually seeing the outcomes in their children.
Their ability to learn and concentrate has improved, their growth is much better.
Things like bowel movement, it doesn’t seem important, but when it comes to the
operation of a family, it actually impacts hugely. For instance, I just went to a birthday
that my sister ran just recently and there was food laid out everywhere, a lot of
chocolate Easter eggs and cake and that sort of thing. And I said to my sister, we don’t
need all that. We’ll just take it off the tables. We’ll just go with yoghurt. Go with the
hummus and the crackers, you know.
All of the women emphasised getting tamariki involved in the māra kai. Lisa talked about the
need to be out in the garden practising with kids and how kids are “fascinated with these
things, that they’re growing food and they can eat it.” In research by Moeke Pickering et al.
(2015), teaching the next generation about sustainability and intergenerational knowledge of
traditional kai practices were also vitally important, with traditional practices strengthening
the connection to the land (p. 37). Lisa spoke about the importance of focusing on the youth:
The children are the drive. We’re supporting the drivers of change. It’s all about the
kids. Mary Blossom [Lisa’s daughter] brings friends to the farm. They use the
compost toilet, pee in the bush and they think it’s a novelty – they quite enjoy it.
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Sharing their knowledge surrounding gardening, natural food production and healthy kai was
central to the motivations behind the women’s actions. Whānau “play an integral part of the
decision-making process and have control over what the children learn, how they should
learn it and who is involved in that learning” (Bishop, 1996, p. 5). Ellen spoke about how her
grandsons were brought up gardening. She explained:
Two of my grandsons were brought up in pre-school because my daughter and her
husband had to work and that, and eventually when they got old enough to grow stuff
at the kindergartens they did that. It was really great because the teachers would take
photos of them growing stuff and then they’d harvest them and things like that. My
grandsons now are quite keen gardeners, and of course, they used to help me down
here and my daughter. She doesn’t do big veggie gardens as such. She buys these big
tub thingies and puts a few veggies in there. That’s what she buys for my grandsons
and they put their veggies into that. She won’t have them in the ground, you see,
because they make too much mess. At least she does give them the tubs to work with,
and they do eat the food out of them.
Tino rangatiratanga wihin a Māori context refers to self-determination and central to this is,
according to Charissa, whānau, tamariki and the succession of knowledge. She stated:
For me, tino rangatiratanga starts in my own home with my whānau. I’ve realised
now, that at a community level, it’s quite difficult to change older people that have
already been trained a certain way. It’s almost better to look at or I can see change
would be more effective if we concentrated on the next generation because their mind
is untainted.
Charissa also explained that there is a fine line when trying to educate people respectfully on
the effects of white flour and sugar, such as with kaumātua who like to feed the kids fizzy
drinks and biscuits, who think it is OK because the kids like it but without understanding its
consequences. Ellen has passed on her passion for gardening to her grandchildren, through
working with them in the garden and exposing them to it from a young age:
The youngest of the two [grandsons], he showed me a photo of him, picking his first
zucchini. Well, when I first introduced them to gardening they were still young.
There’s only two years between them. They were still toddlers when they used to
come down to me. And, I used to say to them OK, well we’re going to go do
gardening now and they were frightened of the bugs and stuff. So how I got them to
overcome that, I let them water but of course they watered each other more than they
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would water the gardens. But then I changed it around not just one of them doing the
watering. They changed it around and from then they were good, but you see they
were frightened of the garden because they thought the bugs were out in the garden
you see. I thought, well I’ll get them to water the garden, that’s a start. So they’re ten
and twelve now … My daughter still lets them grow veggies and her husband is a
keen gardener too. He’s a great cook too. He comes from a farm, you see. His dad has
a deer farm up the valley. So Carl and his younger brother are used to gardening.
According to Smith (2012), whānau was the core social unit in precolonial times and this
remains today, with a focus on the whānau as a way of living and organising one’s social
world (p. 189). Charissa explained that within Māori culture, the whānau is central in their
outlook and values. She stated:
So, from a whānau perspective, because our perspective is always from that point of
view, is that, it’s almost like a genetic behaviour and taste that we develop through
womb development right from four to six months when you start to eat solids after
being on breast milk – and your breast milk will go for as long as it will, and then
you’re developing the habits of good eating. A lot of it is familiarisation with the
foods that you want them to get used to and providing the kai (food) for them that you
want them to get used to.
Charissa went on to explain that our tastes are impacted by what our mother ate during in
utero, another important reason why it is so important for women to be conscious of how they
are influencing their children’s behaviour:
For me, it’s really important that our children make informed decisions about what it
is they’re eating, why they eat it, and how food can impact on the length of life that
they have. So, I have two under-five year olds now. And for me, that is the age group
that you do the initial … that they learn the taste, they learn the repetitiveness of
getting used to eating a certain type of food and you set that pattern. Even from the
womb, I believe that a mother’s food and what she consumes, impacts on a child’s
taste buds after their born, what they like to eat, what allergies that they may have. A
lot of it is impacted by the food that the mother eats right back from conception
onwards, maybe even before.
Research supports Charissa’s concern with what children and women are eating, in particular
during pregnancy as foetuses in utero acquire the tastes of what their mother eats. For
example, a study on foetuses at the Monell Chemical Senses Centre in Philadelphia found that
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babies who tasted a high concentration of carrot juice in utero went on to happily drink more
carrot juice than their counterparts during weaning (Beauchamp & Mennella, 2009).
Aunty’s Garden was specifically designed with whānau and tamariki in mind. Hanui talks
about who the garden is for:
Families – you know [that’s what] these pathways among these beds mean. We’re
going into our seventh season this way. Before it was just straight lines – straight lines
of potatoes, straight, you know – uninteresting but necessary. This way, it’s very
interesting. You look for, oh yes, where did I see? And people enjoy looking around
for what they want and collecting what they want. And the pathways are for children.
I love to see them running around the place.
It is typical in Māori culture to look towards the future, to plan for successive generations and
ensure the land and resources they inherit are in good condition. The whānau comes first and
tamariki are a priority. Charissa spoke about how it is important to teach her tamariki about
healthy kai:
Yes, trying to look at alternatives, and then trying to get your taste buds used to that
can be huge to people in their 30s, 40s and 50s, but if you’re working with two, three,
and four year olds, it’s a totally different thing. You can train them from scratch. So
I’ve trialled this on my family and it works and you know what, now my teenagers
will opt for the good food over the crap food any day, and they’ve just gotten used to
it. I’ve got one that knows when she’s had too much of a certain kind of food, that it
causes eczema. And she’ll come to me, and say, “Mum, I’ve had so and so,” and
she’ll stop eating yoghurt.
The “whānau unit and collective nature of such an organisation provides the backbone for the
educating and the nurturing of the child” (NZ ITP, 2004, p. 34). While the traditional
definition of whānau is through whakapapa connections, more recently the term has been
used to refer to groups with a common interest or kaupapa (NZ ITP, 2004, p. 49). Charissa
spoke about how volunteers work in the garden, giving their time voluntarily because they
“believe in the kaupapa and they know it will benefit future generations, another level of why
they give.” The “kaupapa was, and still is very much today, focused on the well-being of the
collective” (Mane, 2009, p. 3).
As this thesis supports, “whānau is expected to play a role in the educating of their child
whether that be through the continuing of the practice of tikanga Māori in the home, or
through participation within kōhanga reo” (NZ ITP, 2004, p. 34). The strong emphasis on
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whānau is “based on traditional concepts of learning in which the extended whānau played an
integral role in the educating of the child” (NZ ITP, 2004, p. 34). McGregor (2004) talks
about how, globally, Indigenous people have a common perspective that:
it’s about what you have learned and how you have learned it, the process of learning
coming full circle, that is what we have to do with our knowledge, including bringing
it back full circle so it lives in ourselves, our communities, our nations and our
children. (p. 403)
All of the women strongly believe in educating the youth and ngā whakatupuranga.
Indigenous values focused on future generations are contributing to another form of social
organisation that “goes beyond simply making a difference now, but engaging in a long-term
struggle to educate the new generations” (Masioli & Nicholson, 2010, p. 34).

7.6. Gardens, Wellness and Connecting to the Land
Indigenous people across the world tend to have a deep connection with their land, and Māori
also have a specific and unique connection to the land (see Section 3.3. Māori as Tangata
Whenua and Section 6.6. Conclusion). For Indigenous people globally, integral to the right to
food is “the right to own, control and have access to lands, territories and resources, as well
as the ability to pursue local production and subsistence activities and the right to selfdetermination” – claims which can be strengthened through the basis of a right to food
(Knuth, 2009, p. 18). The case studies are examples of how this is achieved here in New
Zealand through developing māra kai, in particular, with the cases of Aunty’s Garden,
Parihaka Community Garden and Awhi Farm, where the gardens are located on tribal lands
and thus are particularly relevant for reclaiming Indigenous Food Sovereignty. In addition,
these case studies demonstrate how Māori food initiatives can inform broader understandings
of growing food as a source of empowerment and alternative economic practice. The
initiatives, particularly those on Māori land, also provide insight into how tino rangatiratanga
with regard to food can be achieved. Tino rangatiratanga refers to self-determination or
sovereignty of Māori in a broader sense. It entails absolute sovereignty.
All of the women expressed their passion and love for gardening. They all strongly believe in
the healing effects of growing food. Ellen said:
If I didn’t like gardening like I do, you wouldn’t see me here for dust. It’s because I
like doing this. It’s because I like doing what I do and I can see what comes out of
what I do, and it makes me happy. It’s good therapy for me to be down here working.
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I spend a lot of hours down here. What day did I come down here? Monday I was
down here for about seven hours.
Lisa also spoke about the positive benefits of gardening: “Oh, it’s so good for you. It’s the
action, the fresh air, the layers of soil. It’s all about the observation and the interaction
between where you are – being present where you are.”
Charissa spoke about her deep spiritual connection to the land and gardening:
So for me, it’s more about the total ecological system, not just gardening. But it’s also,
our connection to the Earth by putting your hands in the soil you’re reconnecting with
our creators. Most activities we do these days, there’s often synthetic materials or
business that prevents the contact we need to actually be having on a regular basis. So
there’s a lot of healing in that connection.
The Māori word “whenua” means both land and placenta, symbolic of both sustaining life.
Whenua as placenta sustains life, and the connection between the foetus and the placenta is
through the umbilical cord, a sort of metaphor for how whenua as the land sustains us
through food produced (Mead, 2003, p. 269). Ellen spoke about how gardening is like
therapy:
Growing, honestly I find it is good therapy for me. I enjoy my own company when
I’m gardening. I don’t have to have a whole lot of people around me but I just love
gardening. I love seeing things grow.
Hanui described what she was doing, as growing “good food, good food for the soul.” Hanui
has a strong connection to the land where she and her family grew up growing their own
food:
So Mum chose Mangatiritiri and where we live it’s called Wairua – of the heart, of the
spirit or between two rivers – so that’s where we were born and brought up and still
live there today. So we were brought up growing things, and for me, it’s criminal if
you do not plant something because it’s a gift from God, and it’s just a pleasure. I
mean, I don’t brag or anything like that, I just walk every morning, when I come, I
walk around and see how things are. And people come and take stuff, take food.
That’s what it’s about, selecting their own produce.
Again, this resonates with research by Moeke-Pickering et al (2015), which found that
healthy kai and well-being was also about sharing happy interactions with whānau and all
generations. Lisa stated: “You’ve got to be prepared and have all your resources with you and
be prepared to serve. I don’t know if that’s the right word, volunteer, give – that’s how it is,
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it’s not paid work.” Hanui spoke about her passion for doing what she is doing: “Why am I
doing it? It’s not for my benefit. You do it because you love doing it, and I love seeing people
on the receiving end, enjoying it.”
Aroha is defined as love, compassion, care and empathy for others and also for the self.
Aroha is also expressed as “love for who and what we are, our language and culture, our
people and our environment” (Mane, 2009, p. 3). Values such as love for the land and a
spiritual connection underlie the ways that gardening is good for one’s physical, mental and
spiritual health. Cultural values such as tika and aroha are central to Māori lives and focus on
the well-being of the collective (Mane, 2009).

7.6.1. Māori Women, Patriarchy and Colonialism
In the case studies, gender occupies a similar position of importance to that in the literature
review (see Section 4.3. Gender and Food Sovereignty). Charissa is passionate about
midwifery and returning to traditional birth practices of her foremothers. To Charissa,
reclaiming tikanga around birth is the most empowering act of tino rangatiratanga. She is
reviving such practices as home births and returning whenua (the placenta) to the land. Both
of Charissa’s granmothers home-birthed 14 children in the 1940s, but now only 1% of Māori
women chooses an active home birth, a right of all humanity since creation, according to
Charissa. Certain tikanga were specific to wāhine (Māori women) during pregnancy, birth,
and the care of the mother and pēpi (baby) afterwards, such as keeping attached to the
whenua for as long as possible before cutting the pito (umbilical cord). Traditionally, trees,
rocks, or pou (posts) were used to mark where the whenua was buried, connecting the child to
their ancestral land or another significant place. Whānau cared for the mother after birth –
cooking, cleaning, and doing chores. It was tikanga for the community to protect and care for
each other. The education of youth and whānau are central to Charissa’s commitment to teach
and guide daughters and granddaughters to ensure tikanga live on for future generations,
linking and building community through reviving tikanga.
Status of women eroded as Māori came into contact with Europeans who operated within
rigid systems of patriarchy (Fenelon & Hall, 2009, p. 42). Grey and Patel (2014) claim that
the “enclosure of land and the forced relocation onto marginal lands, along with the uptake of
a commodifying attitude and the adoption of European-style agriculture, circumvented
women’s teachings around the conservation of and respect for food and plants” (p. 438). They
point out that while food sovereignty is appearing on the Indigenous anti-colonial agenda, the
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“explicit link to regaining or redeveloping women’s traditional knowledge and provisioning
role is rare” (Grey & Patel, 2014, p. 439), underlining the important role that women play.
Lisa shared her thoughts regarding the impact of patriarchy along with colonisation:
I think, throughout the ages, women’s roles, we’ve been robbed of our roles really
because a matriarchal society is far more loving than a patriarchal one. So we’ve been
persecuted all the way through and we’ve come through and really my heart bleeds
for our sisters. For our brothers and sisters, actually, all over the planet suffering
severe human let downs in places like China, Russia, and Europe and Syria and
bloody here we are in Aotearoa and we have big issues too.
Lisa stated that with colonialism came the imposition of a patriarchy:
In our history, with our ancestors, I think, it must have been really hard being nomadic
and coming to this country and just having to be strong and settle in and find food and
be hapū and growing your community. Gosh, we didn’t have a warm house, you
know? We just had to hunker down in caves and things like that. And live through the
seasons to understand how this climate would have affected our people.
Gender inequities exist globally with access to land, water, labour and knowledge, thus
limiting women’s ability to produce food for their households (Sachs, 2013). Food
sovereignty emphasises gender equity, women’s leadership, and access to / control over
productive resources (Desmarais, 2015). Most importantly, and more recently, La Via
Campesina launched a campaign to end violence against women and stated that food
sovereignty also means stopping domestic violence, as stated in the Declaration of Maputo,
“if we do not eradicate violence towards women within our movement, we will not advance
in our struggles, and if we do not create new gender relations, we will not be able to build a
new society” (La Vía Campesina, 2008a, p. 4). Lisa addressed the issue:
Family violence is not OK. It’s written on the wall. But that’s another thing, isn’t it.
It’s everywhere. We just need to stand up and stay strong and if we see it or can feel it,
just say hey! I mean, I’ve had that experience here, you know, with different cultures.
And I’ve seen it. We all stepped in and said, hey, no!
Policy should address issues of domestic and family violence. Research on violence against
women in NZ showed that more than 75% of respondents reported that they had told
someone about the violence, indicating that it is not necessarily a “secret and private”
problem, and more than 40% of women indicated that no one had helped them (Fanslow &
Robinson, 2008). This shows that community outreach is needed to ensure family and friends
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of women impacted by violence are equipped to help or refer the women to healthcare
professionals and other resources (Fanslow & Robinson, 2008).
Within a discussion of food sovereignty, gender needs to be at the forefront (see a further
discussion in Section 4.3. Gender and Food Sovereignty). “We will know if the promise of
food sovereignty has been realised when we see explicit discussions of gender politics and
food production” (Patel, Balakrishnan, & Narayan, 2007, p. 92). From the increased
participation of women in all public spheres to the issues of domestic violence coming to the
forefront, women are taking a stand. La Via Campesina (who helped define the important
concept of food sovereignty) centres all issues through a women’s gender lens. In developing
countries, women still grow between 60–80% of all food (FAO, 2006). Proponents of food
sovereignty acknowledge the major role that women play in agricultural production and food,
and the recognition of women’s farmers’ rights is a primary objective of the movement
(Rosset, 2003; La Via Campesina, 2003). Women are integral to promoting positive social
change, in the realm of culture, through influencing household consumption. All of the
women involved are passionate about growing food sustainably. It is important to the women
as they care about the environment and the nutrition of their families and communities. They
are actively involved with advocating for a form of agriculture that supports diversity and
good health. The needs of women and small-scale farmers / food growers must be prioritised
if sustainable and equitable development is to be achieved (McIntyre et al., 2009). Food
sovereignty includes a commitment to women’s rights, not just over property but “over a full
spectrum of social, physical and economic goods” (Patel, 2009, p. 669). Women also
undertake a substantial amount of unpaid labour, often working a “double day”, and within a
diverse economy this work is recognised.
As explored in Section 4.3. Gender and Food Sovereignty of the literature review, women
play a vital role in fixing our broken food system. Globally, women are often the leaders of
community gardens, community kitchens, and childhood feeding programmes (Field, 1999).
As discussed in Part I: Introduction, given that Māori are impacted by food insecurity, it is
essential that Māori leaders are highlighted as part of the solution, recognising that
Indigenous Māori women are especially important in the promotion of good nutrition, healthy
kai, food self-reliance, and sustainability. Charissa elaborated on women’s roles, traditionally
and historically, in Māori culture:
It’s thought that only women weave, it’s the women that go and get the flax, and it’s
the woman that make kete (basket), but the whole harekeke industry prior to
colonisation was actually huge and that was another resource where the whole
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community was a part of the activities that surrounded that and it might take big
chunks out of the year, it could be months, where they would work on one part
harakeke to produce this amount of muka (prepared flax fibre) for this many ropes to
be able to get through the season. So I think that value has been lost, around harakeke.
I don’t think people fully understand the industry that it used to sustain, as in the
people and what it was meant for, the fact that harakeke was used. You made your
kono, you made your baskets – everything was gathered in that material. That would
be another key aspect, that men and women had shared roles. I think it’s more of a
modern concept that men and women have separate roles. I think it’s more of a
traditional thing that women actually did everything, just like men, like we’re getting
back to now, even with care of the children in the homes.
According to Charissa, it is important to empower women and whānau, as they are the ones
breastfeeding and providing the first nutritional foods from gestation through infancy and
childhood. According to Ruwhiu (1999), Indigenous women in particular are in a unique
position to offer solutions, given their influence in the whānau and as whare mātauranga
(repositories of knowledge). They ensure the continuance of ancient traditional knowledge
and a strong connection to the land. They are a primary influence for their whānau and future
generations, maintaining their culture and traditional ways. As Lisa stated:
So we’re the backbone to it all. We’re the whare (house). We’re the hapū, and we need
to be strong for our mummies and our relations that are glazed with addiction because
I think it can be passed down generationally. I know my great-great-grandmothers
would have been very confused about all the colonising systems put before them. So I
think it’s a good time to be around now and I’m happy to stand strong.
Ruwhiu (1999) recognises the integral role that Māori women play in resisting colonialism
through carrying on traditional practices and ways of their tūpuna, as with the women in this
study. While Ellen isn’t on tribal land, she is still, in her own way, resisting colonialism
through returning to the land to grow her own food, as their ancestors did, and positively
influencing her children and grandchildren to do the same. For Aunty’s Garden, Awhi Farm
and Parihaka Community garden, Indigenous food sovereignty is being practised.
In addition, as reinforced by Charissa in the case of Parihaka, gardens play a role in resisting
the loss of land, and are related to ahikā, a symbol of land occupation. Māori women have a
vested interest in sustainability. According to Hutchings (2004), whakapapa “identifies the
position of Māori women as being one with Papatūānuku which she depicts visually as the
roots of Māori women intertwined and supported by Papatūānuku” (p. 19). As discussed in
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the literature review (see Section 4.3. Gender and Food Sovereignty), an essential link
between Māori women and the earth is demonstrated by the word whenua, the word for both
land and afterbirth (Te Awekotuku, 1991). As stated by Awekotuku (1991), “underlying the
relationship with the land was the traditional Māori women’s perception of the environment”
(p. 68).

7.6.2. Whenua
Within Māori culture, land is the centre of people’s universe, the basis of identity (Mead,
2003). Land is not just land, it is also about history, culture and traditions, the land is a
fundamental part of existence and Māori identity (Durie, 2001), in particular, for those who
have mana whenua or on tūrangawaewae. Cultivating and consuming food from one’s
tūrangawaewae “was an important way of maintaining the spiritual and internal well-being of
individuals, whānau and tūrangawae (a place where one has rights of residence and belonging
through kinship and whakapapa)” (Smith, 2011, p. 45). It is important to differentiate here
between the different land ownership of each of the initiatives. Two of the women have direct
tribal connections to the land on which the gardens are located (Aunty’s Garden on marae
land and Awhi Farm on Tūwharetoa land). Charissa has mana whenua in Parihaka through
her husband’s whānau. Motueka Community Garden is on town council land. Thus the
women in these case studies have variable and unique situations which affect land entitlement
and their relationship to the land with regard to tūrangawaewae and mana whenua. This
connection underscores the importance of food connecting people to their land, to their
ancestors, their past and where they come from – understanding that “culture is medicine”
and, whether reconnecting with traditional foods and medicines (as all of the women
demonstrate) or the land (such as those women with mana whenua), all these elements
contribute to a “sense of belonging” (First Nations Development Institute, 2014, p. 18).
According to the women, many of our modern day issues are a result of disconnectedness
from the land, compounded by urbanisation. Before World War II, over 80% of Māori lived
in rural areas, primarily on their own tribal lands (Meredith, 2012). During the 1920s people
began moving to the cities, and in 2013 84% of Māori lived in urban areas, mainly in
Auckland, although many people continue to visit and associate with their tribes (Meredith,
2012.
There are three mutually reinforcing relationships in Māori culture and consciousness: the
interrelated relationship with atua, tangata and whenua (Tate, 2012). According to Tate, if one
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relationship is diminished, the others are also negatively affected – “tangata is not merely an
individual; tangata is, by virtue of his/her relationship with Atua, with other tāngata and with
whenua” (Tate, 2012, p. 47). “Te whenua” is the word for land as well as afterbirth, and
traditionally “one remains dearly part of the other, as te whenua is buried within and made
part of te whenua, in contrast to a sterile hospital environment where the disposal of the
womb is in plastic bowls” (Te Awekotuku, 1991, p. 68). Many hospital settings are though
now integrating cultural concerns and practices, such as the placenta being buried on
ancestral lands (Te Awekotuku, 1991, p. 68). According to Pere (1979), in reference to the
word whenua meaning both land and placenta in te reo, “the land for me has the same
significance as the placenta that surrounds the embryo in the womb” (p. 25). The whenua
embraces the child in the womb – the land does the same with us, providing nourishment and
sustenance along with a sense of security, warmth and belonging (Pere, 1997). Charissa
explained:
Just the whole thing about the creation stories, so looking at Rangi-nui and
Papatūānuku, for me, my way of thinking is that I’m a descendent of the creators who
are literally the sky and the earth. So my genetic make-up comes from, derives from,
the earth and the sky, and water and soil – literally, that is what I believe. And so for
me, it’s looking at the importance of the ecosystem. Not just gardens, but how
ecology works with regard to water, rain, our rivers and how clean they’re meant to be
to get to the sea, the filtration of water through land and the cleanliness of the soil by
what runs in our water. So, for me, it’s not just about a garden or māra. It’s actually
about a whole ecological system, right down to the bugs that move, the worms that
make oxygen and poo. And, the water that flows from the mountain that’s come from
the sky and flows from the mountain down to the sea.
For Charissa, a key motivation for her in knowing where their food comes from was
recognising these relationships and reconnecting spiritually with Papatūānuku and Rangi-nui:
Urbanisation has had a huge impact on Māori numbers with regard to our statistics.
We’ve been displaced from the land. A lot of it for me is that once you’ve had that
disconnect from the land, it’s almost like living a life that’s not yours. You just exist.
That disconnection for me, it’s spiritual as well. It’s not just about being able to put
your hands in the soil. It’s about knowing that connection to your creator. It’s about
having that spiritual connection to the elements around you. Reading the signs of the
earth and what they tell you. Why they tell you what they tell you. A lot of that has
been lost. I would say that the majority of our youth don’t even understand the
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concept. It’s about starting with the babies. It’s about you teaching them, by learning
and by practice. It’s about taking them out in the rain like this, it’s about dressing
them up in their gumboots and, you know, what’s moving around the garden at this
time of day in a light rain. What can you see? My daughter found a frog last night,
and it’s “Oh, it’s a frog, Mum!” and I was like, “Yeah, it’s a frog.” And she’s like,
“will it hurt me?” And I said, “Nooo, pick it up.” So things like that, you know. In an
urban area you wouldn’t see a frog. I’ve seen little tuna come up, and go up the banks.
They must move somehow, I mean I don’t know, but they get across on the land. I’ve
seen them squiggling along like a snake, and it’s a little piharau, a little lamprey eel
like moving around on the grass, and I’m like, “Wow, I didn’t even know they did that
sort of thing.” That’s the thing, unless you live in that environment, you wouldn’t
know. So the disconnection from our environment has a lot to do with it. And if
there’s a way for me to put a lot of what’s been undone right, it’s about that
reconnection with the land that will give you that sense of knowing by learning from
watching, but also that spiritual connection that you feel through practice.
There has been an increase in urbanisation amongst Māori, while “numerous whānau, hapū
and iwi continue to hold responsibility for their rohe (tribal boundary or tribal lines)” (Panelli
& Tipa, 2009, p. 314). Charissa explained:
Many Māori have lost the ability to live rurally. Actually, you don’t know how. And
hence they often don’t have, even a garden space, where they live. They live in builtup areas, often in overcrowded houses in poor conditions that are often cold and damp
living. And often that cycle of codependency exists. Educating our people to come
away from that is probably one of the best things we can do with regard to gaining
independence and learning to be able to live rurally again. Getting back to the land is
really important too. We’ve lost that contact.
Thus, a “return to tradition”, including a heightened appreciation of culture-environment
linkages, is strategically adopted by many iwi (Panelli & Tipa, 2009, p. 314). For many
people, “loss of land means food production drastically decreases” (Shirley, 2013, p. 59).
Colonisation resulted in many Māori ending up with less or unproductive land (Mutu, 2011).
Prior to European arrival, the Māori economy was based on communal utilisation of natural
resources, while the process of colonisation facilitated the transfer of land from Māori to
Pākehā (O’Sullivan & Dana, 2008). This underlies the need for a reassertion of Māori tribes
and small farmers returning to the land to grow food for their families (Hutchings et al.,
2012). According to research by Miller and Millar (2014), there is a movement of Māori back
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to their lands, particularly in Northland, to grow food; however, the lack of people to
maintain them could be a barrier to long-term sustainability. This again highlights the diverse
situations of the initiatives with regard to land ownership, with three representing the
reassertion of Maori communities of Indigenous food sovereignty.
Research by Kuhnlein, Erasmus, and Spigelski (2009) recognises the “underlying common
struggle to protect indigenous cultures and emphasises the need to conserve those ecosystems
that contain the food resources necessary for community health” (p. x). Māori, as tangata
whenua, therefore have an obligation to protect the natural environment and taonga for future
generations (Durie, 1998). Research also supports the need to protect such values that
promote environmental protection and sustainability, not only amongst Indigenous people
who hold this traditional knowledge but for “our collective human knowledge” (Kuhnlein et
al., 2009, p. x). There is a growing recognition, in particular within the realm of resource
management, of the advanced understanding of Indigenous communities of the local
environment and our impact on local ecosystems (Tipa & Nelson, 2008, p. 316).
Tribal lands are connected with the ancestors (Patterson, 1992, p. 89). Ancestors become part
of the land, which, according to Nicholas (1989), “is part and parcel of what we are, having
sustained our people for hundreds of years” (p. 32). Lisa talked about the messages she
receives from her ancestors on the farm, Hanui talk about her whanau/iwi connection to the
land, Ellen reminisce about her whanau on the land in Te Kūiti and Charissa talk about the
ways of the ancestors in Parihaka that kaumātua have told stories about.
Māori cultural values, such as ahikā, were mentioned as significant for Charissa in particular.
Ahikā “required those who used the land to maintain the ability to control the land through
continued use and occupation” (Mead, 2003, p. 93). The fires refer to cooking fire as well as
fires around cultivation that “were ceremonial or for a purpose, such as providing
ash/charcoal to feed the soil and also connected to maintaining the mauri of the papa kainga
and tangata whenua” (Smith, 2011, p. 45). Charissa explained the significance of māra kai in
relation to ahikā:
Māra kai, to me, it has several meanings. One of them for me, from a traditional point
of view or concept, is that food gardens were a symbol of land occupation. So that
would be the first thing that I’m starting with, is that what it did was, it marked a
particular piece of land that you occupied, which signified your hapū boundaries of
land or management in a traditional sense. So, in a more contemporary environment
and world, I think the concept of māra kai, with regard to ahikā, which ahi is fire and
ka is the flame, so māra can signify the ahikā of the people of that particular area, the
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concept is actually returning. It was lost there after colonisation, for a good, maybe,
80 years or so, but the concept now of retaining the ahikā through the practice of and
use of your traditional māra kai, which signifies to other hāpu that we have a
significant right to that land, which is actually quite significant.
Charissa explained about the situation in Parihaka traditionally:
What I do know about the traditional māra kai, is that with seasonal change and with
the geographical nature of seasonal change, would mean that the people would travel
to the garden areas that needed to be tended to at that point in year. So it would be
more so that people would live or have gardens beside the sea that were used in the
summer, in the summer months, and you would literally move a camp to the gardens
by the sea. And the summer crops would be cultivated close to that area and then the
winter crops would be grown closer to the mountain under the trees where there’s
more shelter from frost. So you’d retract back in towards the mountain. I’m talking
about geographically to Parihaka and Taranaki – but up into the mountain area for
winter. So ahikā – you didn’t necessarily have to live in the place where you garden
but people would know if you had a garden there that other groups, that you know
would cross through, would know not to go into those areas.
Lisa elaborated on the healing connection she has with whenua:
I’ve got a deep connection with the land. It heals me. When my relationship broke
down with the father of my children, I just composted, honestly. I just made soil. You
know, I just kept myself busy. I didn’t even realise it was part of my process to work
and be in the garden. So yeah, that’s where all the energy is in fact, out there, and the
things come – How do I face forward? What do I need to do so that everything’s
flowing for me? And it drives me back to this place when things aren’t feeling that
good, when there’s an obstacle in the behaviour of the community.
The majority of Indigenous cultures have as a fundamental basis their unity with the earth
(Royal, 2002). According to Durie (2004), this connection to the environment is reflected in
Indigenous people’s customs, birthing and dying rituals, songs, views around health, and
agricultural traditions. This longstanding relationship with land, forests, waterways, oceans
and the air is the defining characteristic of Indigenous people, rather than colonisation (Durie,
2004). Whakapapa with the land, one’s ancestors, with each other and the surrounding
environment, including all the flora and fauna, forms the basis of Indigenous knowledge
(Tau, Palmer, Goodall, & Tau, 1990).
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Durie (2004) argues that when considering the health of Indigenous people, it is essential that
broader world views are taken into consideration. This understanding coincides with Durie’s
(2004) message that the disconnection of people from their environment is strongly
associated with the numerous health issues that impact Indigenous people, as illnesses
associated with present day consumption patterns and lack of exercise. Durie (2004)
maintains that Indigenous knowledge should not just be associated with the past, but should
be recognised in its full creative light and potential to address current issues. Durie’s research
has focused on an “interface approach, which recognizes the distinctiveness of different
knowledge systems, but sees opportunities for employing aspects of both so that dual benefits
can be realized and indigenous worldviews can be matched with contemporary realities”
(2005a, p. 301).
The environment is interrelated; ecosystems interlinked and connected, while also being
influenced by the moon, stars and sun (Smith, 2011). Māori are keenly “aware of the spirit of
the land and the mauri or life force of the land’ (Rangihau, 1977, p. 171). According to a
Māori proverb, “te toto o te tangata, he kai; te oranga o te tangata, he whenua – the blood of
humans (is supplied by) food; the sustenance of humans (is supplied by) land” (Riley, 1990,
p. 6.6). Gardening and cultivating one’s food not only represented a time of reconnecting to
the land, it expressed an opportunity for the women to raise tamariki in this spirit. Lisa related
the importance of having a strong connection to the land to the younger generation:
It’s awesome raising your children in the māra – it’s memorable, so memorable
watching them develop from Imogen’s age (two) – they know and they listen – you
can eat this but you mustn’t eat anything without you showing me – I’ve had that
experience with my kids, you know? We were tramping around and the next thing you
know I’ve gotten broccoli shove in my mouth from one of my babies, especially Mary
Blossom, she’s divine in that, you know? And then when the flowers come on the
broccoli she’s like, “can we eat these flowers?” so that’s why I feel it’s a
connectedness.
As Patterson (1992) notes, such Māori values encompassing respect for the environment are
essential, as “the forests protect the soil and influence the climate in ways that are vital to our
survival on the planet” (p. 44). To Lisa, the connection to the land and others is what
gardening is all about: “Māra kai means wellness and actually happiness, to get out there and
just be connected – the connectedness to the land and to the humans that you’re working
with.”
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7.7. Agroecological and Natural Farming Techniques
All the women and the initiatives utilise natural ecological farming techniques in common
with agroecology and Indigenous values, including respect and reciprocity for Papatūānuku.
For many of the women, agroecoological food cultivation is done for spiritual reasons as
much as out of material necessity. Philosophies of agroecological farming resonate strongly
with the women, including promoting biodiversity, feeding the soil, growing organically
without the use of chemicals, closed loop cycles such as the use of compost, and with
minimal inputs such as the use of heavy machinery. Agroecological farming techniques are
essentially natural ways of farming, the basis of which is the promotion of biodiversity and
sustainability to achieve a balanced ecosystem. Agroecology is based on local, traditional
agriculture, is environmentally safe, culturally significant and sustainable (Schanbacher,
2010). The focus is on ecology and understanding how plant and animal life interacts with
humans producing food (Schanbacher, 2010). The impact on the environment is significantly
reduced in comparison to industrial agriculture, and often reversed through the promotion of
agro-biodiversity. Systems like agroecology emphasise learning from farmers and nature, that
“diversity produces resilience, maintaining habitats sustains life” (Gibson-Graham, Cameron
& Healy, 2013, p. 191).
Diverse food systems are more balanced and resilient in the face of climate change as they
are more pest and disease resistant. Agroecology builds on local knowledge of the ecosystem,
land, and farming (Schanbacher, 2010). Different farming techniques are utilised depending
on the region, geography, climate and water availability, while increasing and promoting
biodiversity and producing food year-(Schanbacher, 2010).
All of the initiatives emphasise biodiversity. At Parihaka Community garden, a variety of kai
is grown in the gardens. Surplus vegetables are offered to the community for koha, with an
honesty box in front of the garden. At Awhi Farm, there are gardens, orchards, and food
forests, which mimic natural forest ecosystems while producing food, medicine, and fuel, and
building up the soil. The farm includes 30 two-person huts for accommodation, an outdoor
kitchen, composting toilets, and compost-heated showers / solar showers.
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Figure 7.9. Volunteer huts at Awhi Farm.

Figure 7.10. “Trespassers Will Be Composted” sign at Awhi Farm.

Chickens are reared for free-range eggs and bees are kept for honey. A variety of vegetables
are produced, like garlic, kale, potatoes, beetroot, carrots, cabbage, silverbeet, and lettuces.
Orchards have fruit and nut trees, such as chestnut, walnut, apple, pear, fig, nectarine, and
feijoa trees. During the Australasian Permaculture Convention of 2012 in Tūrangi, Awhi Farm
provided most of the food (fruit and vegetables) for close to 500 people.
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Figure 7.11. Ellen and I with the biodiversity award and carving made by Ellen’s brother.
At Motueka Community Garden a variety of cultivation techniques are practised in the
garden, including biodynamic gardening, double digging, “no-dig” gardens, and mulching.
The garden is 100% organic. There were aphids initially, but after diversifying over about
seven years the garden is much more in balance, with the pest problem controlled. The garden
actually won an award in the community for the most agro-biodiversity. The plots include lots
of peppers, potatoes, brassicas, kales, turnips, silverbeet, kūmara, turnips, beans, corn,
pumpkins, rhubarb, asparagus and taro. Heritage seeds are sought, if possible. There are also
fruit trees, native trees, and berries. The soil is fed through composting, liquid manure,
seaweed and mulching. Irrigation is the most important thing to consider, and luckily a water
system is connected to town water.
As mentioned in Section 2.6. Industrial Agriculture and Climate Change in the literature
review, the extensive loss of nearly 75% of the Earth’s genetic biodiversity in the last century
is due to the dependence on monocultures within an industrial model of food production
(Altieri & Nicholls, 2012). Research supports a positive link between agroecological farming
methods and strengthening food security (Altieri 2009). The FAO (2015), in Sustainable
Development Goals, number 2 of the seventeen, promotes sustainable agriculture as part of a
comprehensive approach to tackling food insecurity and malnutrition. In feeding a growing
global population, the FAO (2015) promotes the transformation of our agriculture and food
system through growing food while “reducing negative environmental impacts such as soil,
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water and nutrient loss, greenhouse gas emissions, and degradation of ecosystems,
encouraging consumers to shift to nutritious and safe diets with a lower environmental
footprint” (p. 3). Traditional agroecosystems had high levels of agro-biodiversity,
contributing to the “conservation of agricultural heritage systems” (Altieri & Koohafkan,
2013, 56). In addition, seed saving contributes significantly to the conservation of
biodiversity in vivo, showcasing “conservation as a way of life” (Nazarea, 2005, p. x).
At Aunty’s Garden, a variety of fruit, vegetables and herbs are grown at the garden, including
sweetcorn, brassicas such as cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower, kale, spinach, silverbeet,
beetroot, lettuce, beans, peas, onions, carrots, parsnip, potatoes, melons, edible flowers,
peppers, ginger, sunflowers, a range of lettuces, tomatoes, brussel sprouts, broad beans (a
nitrogen fixing crop), strawberries, passion fruit, zucchini, garlic, apples, beans, and herbs
(parsley, sage, basil etc). Traditional Māori crops such as kūmara and kamokamo are grown,
as well as Māori medicinal herbs, such as pūhā. The garden is totally free of pesticides,
herbicides and chemicals, which are bad for the land and people’s health. Hanui talks about
natural farming, without the use of pesticides, herbicides or fertiliser, as well as succession
planting:
It’s all natural. I haven’t given them [the plants] any [fertiliser] although we have a bit
of a warm farm and then some seaweed stuff that we put on occasionally, but this
compost is very good. The soil has built up beautifully with it because it’s all clay
here. Like where we plant our kūmaras (sweet potato), it’s different soil, heavier clay
soil. It’s not ideal for kūmara. Kūmara likes sandy soil, shingling, they just thrive in
that. So we built up this soil, and everything we plant in here, those lettuces haven’t
been in here long and they’re gone because everybody likes lettuces and comes and
gets one. So I’ve got to constantly be keeping ahead so there’s no lapse.
Natural methods, such as garlic sprays, are used to to keep pests at bay. Bio-rich compost is
brought in due to the lack of manpower to turn compost, and worm castings from the worm
farm feed nutrients into the soil. Cover crops, such as mustard seed and broad beans, also fix
nitrogen into the soil. The garden has a tunnel/shade house where they try to propagate as
many as their own seeds as possible, rather than buying them.
According to Altieri (1995, 2002), agroecological principles include closed versus open loop
systems, recycling nutrients, keeping the soil covered with mulch or cover crops, thus
guaranteeing a high level of soil organic matter and active soil biology, promoting
biodiversity, synergy, and ecosystem services. All of the initiatives promote nutrient rich soil
in a variety of ways. For example, at Awhi Farm, composting and mulching are key to soil
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fertility. At Aunty’s Garden, compost is also key, and they have a worm farm where worm
castings are used to help build up the nutrients in the soil.
For all of the women, learning about natural farming methods or the agroecological food
cultivation of their ancestors is important – ancient, traditional knowledge to lead us into a
more sustainable future, combating climate change exacerbated by industrial agriculture.
Agroecology fits well with Indigenous values through a focus on community involvement,
sustainability, supporting women, and enhancing nutrition for whānau and children.
Agrecological tehniques help to regenerate the land which allows for conservation for future
generations (Schanbacher, 2010).
At Awhi Farm, visitors learn in workshops about topics including permaculture design
principles, beekeeping, debt-free living, seed saving, whole and raw foods diet, bicultural
living, Māori immersion, agroforestry/food forests, gardening, plant propagation, and
community wealth systems, many of which involve aspects of agroecology. Agroforestry
involves the planting of trees into the agricultural systems. Three out of four of the initiatives
have fruit trees integrated into the food systems. Within agroforestry systems, trees contribute
to controlling soil erosion and promote soil fertility through fallen leaves which act as mulch
and contribute to building humus (Galluzzi, Eyzaguirre, & Negri, 2010). The gardens use
different forms of mulch to build the soil and replace the use of herbicides.

Figure 7.12. Fruit trees at Aunty’s Garden.
All of the women reject the use of chemicals, pesticides and GMOs, a key tenet of
agroecological or natural farming. The initiatives are 100% natural/organic. They utilise
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natural farming methods and build the soil through compost, manure, seaweed and/or worm
castings. Unlike industrial agriculture, which is contributing to the erosion of topsoil and runoff of agrochemicals creating more than 400 aquatic dead zones, agroecological farming
methods not only protect the environment but can help end hunger, promote healthy and
high-quality food, and promote gender equity (Lappe & Collins, 2015). Agroecologoical
farming systems do not promote dependence, unlike industrial farming which promotes
external loans, buying pesticides, fertilisers, and seeds, and increasing our dependency on
petrochemicals. It is organic, rather than chemically and capital intensive (Schanbacher,
2010).
Pesticides are particularly harmful to a woman’s reproductive organs and to children. Ellen
from Motueka Community Garden expressed her concern with the use of agrochemicals. She
elaborated on chemicals in the compost from grass clippings and horse manure that was
brought in unknowingly from outside of the garden. She is concerned with the impact this is
having not only on the plants, with flowers dying and mutating plants, but also on our own
bodies and health. Hanui also expressed the importance of growing food naturally:
Nothing is sprayed. It’s all natural and good. That’s how I feel about it. Good to taste
and it becomes more excellent to taste because of the nurturing that goes on with the
plants. We don’t just plant a plant and forget about it. We’re constantly nurturing. I
relate it to children. You know how our children, two-year-old. They love to be
cuddled and hugged. Well so do plants.

Figure 7.13. Green frill lettuce and other crops at Aunty’s Garden.
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According to Charissa, who is very concerned about the use of agrochemicals, in particular
the aerial spraying of pesticides that happens in the area, she is adamant that there exists
“agreed radiuses of [aerial] spraying that are not near food gardens or water sources. They
spray in the bloody rivers. So there are those issues as well at a community level.” Pesticides
not just affect environmental health but also human health. The fear of pesticide
contamination has impacted Ellen’s use of rongoā that grow wild along roadsides and around
Motueka Community Garden:
Out in the bush you don’t have that you see [spraying]. I mean, there’s stuff that
grows in the lawn but in this area I would be very careful about it because of sprays.
If I had to use it on my family, I’d make sure that I wash it really good before I apply
it but I wouldn’t recommend it because in the area where we are there’s a lot of
sprays. Traditionally I’d say a lot of the stuff I know about is in the bush, a lot of it
won’t grow here. Well, someone could try it.
Research addresses the issue of pesticide and the effects on children, with an increased risk of
autism dependent on the distance they live from the fields and the poundage of
organochlorine applied (pesticide application) (Roberts, English, Grether, Windham,
Somberg, & Wolff, 2007). Ellen has tried growing traditional plants, such as pūhā, but was
thwarted due to pesticide drift. She explained:
I tried to down in my garden [grow pūhā] and it was like blight. I actually let the pūhā
go to seed, and it did, and I spread it around and I started putting it in rows and all of a
sudden it started getting blight, brown stuff on the leaves, and that tells me, well that’s
not how pūhā is. Grown in the wild, it’s green as, and yet, when I tried to grow it in
the garden whether there was a drift of some sort of spray or something in the ground
that wasn’t right or something like that. So I pulled them all out because, to me, once
they started getting specks all over the leaves even I won’t eat them. There’s no point
keeping that crop in the ground, just using up ground space, if I won’t use it. So I tried
for two years to do that. It’s either spray drift, because they do spray up there, the
walkway there, so there could have been a spray drift from there to where my garden
is or it could have been something in the ground.
This relates to the issue of pesticides impacting organic farms, where buffer zones do not
always protect against pesticide drift (Hanson, Dismukes, Chambers, Greene, & Kreman,
2004). Within food sovereignty discourse, the use of pesticides is viewed as destructive to the
environment and human health. As discussed in Section 4.2.4. Agroecology, of the literature
review, agroecology involves organic farming without the use of agrochemicals.
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Another key tenet of agroecology is crop diversification and integrated planting. All of the
women practised planting a variety of fruit, vegetables and herbs in an integrated fashion.
They practise crop rotations, companion planting and seed selection. As opposed to
monoculture, in the past many different crops were grown simultaneously or a single crop
with a high degree of genetic variability was grown (Altieri, 2011). Prior agricultural systems
relied more on internal recycling of organic matter and legumes to fix nitrogen in the soil as
well as crop rotation for protection against pests and diseases (Altieri, 2011). Biodiversity
maintains ecosystems and offers inherent protection through the production of crop varieties
(Altieri, 2011).
Motueka Community Garden actually won an award for being one of the most biodiverse
gardens in the region. At Awhi Farm in Tūrangi, hives with bees pollinate the garden and
provide honey while chickens provide eggs and manure builds the soil. Integrated systems are
more productive than farms growing monocultures, common in large operations (La Via
Campesina, 2011). There is also, as Shiva (2016) points out, a false productivity when it
comes to industrial agriculture due to the damage that pesticides and GMOs cause to
beneficial species (i.e. bees, butterflies and soil organisms) and ignoring the contributions of
the biodiversity of plants, pollinators and beneficial organisms. Not only does biodiversity
increase the stability of ecosystems and ecological functions (Shiva, 2016), crop diversity
typically produces more nutrition per acre (Welch & Graham, 2005). Diversity is a central
element of all of the local food initiatives.
Gardens are “sustainable and diversified niches shaped by a close interaction between nature
and human cultures,” providing services such as “pollination, refuge for micro and macro
fauna and allowing for gene flow between plant populations inside and outside the garden”
(Galluzzi, Eyzaguirre, & Negri, 2010, p. 3638). Diversification implies diversity amongst and
between species, a diversity of crops, animals, and tree species, which positively influence
the diversity of other organisms, such as soil biota, insects, and other fauna that help to
control pests and disease (Funes-Monzote, 2008). Charissa poignantly states:
Then there’s the sustainability side of it too. Literally, humankind cannot sustain itself
without a source of food. And the source of food that we have, and it just happens to
be the best source of food, is grown from the earth. And to me, it tells me, that’s the
only source of food we should have is food that’s grown from the earth.
Agroecology takes a multifaceted approach that emphasises environmental health, socioeconomic well-being and cultural preservation (Putnam, Godek, Kissmann, Pierre, Alvarado
Dzul, Calix de Dios, & Gliessman, 2014), as is supported in a quote by Charissa, speaking
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about rotational planting, fixing nitrogen, providing kai for the community and preserving
traditional foods and cultivation practices:
So we’re just looking at redeveloping a quarter acre for root crops. We’re going to
plough it and we’re going to put a winter crop in, a nitrogen-fixing crop over this
winter and then we’re planting corn and pumpkin which are low maintenance crops
for the first year, this coming summer. That area is going to be developed for
providing to the pā (village) here, effective November, the kūmara, the pumpkin and
the Māori potatoes, that year. It’s a specific thing and we’re going to looking at those
three vegetables so we can get up to the level on a yearly basis. So we’re looking at
reusing some of the old pits, and we’re going to restore them and reuse them. But it’s
also spun off a new project which is looking at all the archaeological sites.
Ellen also mentioned rotational cropping, as she said, “our silver beet is getting passed its
use-by date. So once that’s a bit more mature, I’ll move it out and move those down there.
Just keep moving things around.” She also uses manure and compost to feed the soil.
Growing the soil and promoting soil fertility and beneficial microorganisms are integral to
growing food for all of the initiatives. Such agroecological practices promote long-term
sustainability through mimicking the natural environment (Gliessman, 2007), unlike the
industrial model of large-scale food production. All of the women practise natural farming
methods that encapsulate aspects of agroecology, including recycling nutrients, conserving
natural resources, and promoting biodiversity and synergy amongst crops, soil, and, in some
cases, animals and other biological components (Altieri et al., 1998). Māori traditionally
improved the soil through wood ash and plant material as well as crop rotation (Roskruge,
2014).
Agroecology farming is based on the integration of livestock, crops, trees and beneficial
organisms in the soil, as well as pollinators such as bees. Integration refers to the
multifunctionality and linking of different components of the whole system through the
integration of crops, livestock and trees (Altieri 1995, 2002). For example, at Awhi Farm
there are fruit tree groves, beehives, and chickens. Internal cycles include nutrient
management with chicken manure feeding the garden and soil, with nutrients recycled back
into the system through the compost. At Motueka Community Garden pests disappeared as
more balance was achieved through an organic and highly diverse food system. Agroecology
involves a range of integrated practices which include traditional knowledge and the science
of ecology, without the dependency on inputs such as fertilisers and pesticides that disrupt
our health as well as the climate (Lappe & Collins, 2015).
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Figure 7.14. Mulching used at Parihaka Community Garden in place of herbicides.
In Parihaka, compost, seaweed, and manure feed nutrients into the soil. At Motueka
Community Garden, composting is practised on a large scale. Ellen would love to teach
people about the soil, making compost, and about different varieties of vegetables. However,
with people from the community bringing in compost, horse manure, and mulch, there were
some obstacles. Ellen explains:
As it got bigger [the gardens] and other people started wanting more compost, people
started bringing stuff that wasn’t so good for the garden. And we ended up getting a
problem in the soil. It killed tomatoes and potatoes … it would have been sprayed.
The guy that knows a bit about what causes that kind of diseases to the vegetables
said it was the sprays. The grass had been sprayed before it was brought in here.
Sometimes it might not have been the fault of the person who brought it here. Maybe
the person whose garden it came from might have sprayed it before the person went in
and mowed and he did not know and brought it down here. Tomatoes and potatoes got
infected. They just were not good. So I stopped growing potatoes and tomatoes in
certain areas now.
One of the primary goals of all of the initiatives is to provide pure, healthy nutritious food to
themselves, their families and communities. Relationships to others are just as important as
our relationship to the land and to all of the organisms, species, and animals that make up the
surrounding ecosystem. According to Charissa:
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So I don’t just see it as soil, I see it as sun, water and soil – those three elements
actually make up gardening. Without one or the other, from a creation point of view,
you can’t grow anything, including people, including animals, including anything in
the food chain cannot exist without all of those elements. So it’s about preserving all
of those elements for me because without one or the other, there would be a collapse
of that system. And, my concern, at the moment, is the limited clean water that is
available. Not just to feed our gardens, but to have that level of clean soil that you
need to grow food in, that doesn’t have pollutants in it, that whole filtration system is
really important. Even a good healthy crop of food you can see if you have a lot of
rain or if you have a good watering system, you can see what the impact of that is on
your crop. It could be just by watering, knowing that type of food, when it’s meant to
be watered and that sort of thing. So, for me, it’s more about the total ecological
system, not just gardening.
Awhi Farm embraces permaculture principles, which is an approach to landscape design that
mimics natural ecosystems. The foundation of permaculture is based on three ethical
principles: (1) care for the earth, (2) care for the people, and (3) fair share – principles found
in most traditional societies (Holmgren, 2002). Permaculture principles also resonate with the
way Indigenous people have lived for centuries, caring for all living things, working in
harmony with nature and Papatūānuku, and reusing waste, a sort of “reinvention of traditional
knowledge and agricultural systems” (Rocha & Liberato, 2013, p. 598). Permaculture is
about regenerating damaged land. Permaculture also emphasises using local materials, as
with traditional Māori growing practices where preference was given to using “local
materials within a particular environment that belonged to a particular place as removal from
appropriate tūranga (position/site) could upset balance of individual environments” (Smith,
2011, p. 45).
Awhi Farm and Parihaka Community Garden are keen on integrating farm animals into the
garden systems. At Awhi Farm there are chickens which not only provide healthy free-range
eggs to people staying on the farm but also provide ecosystem services, such as aerating the
soil and their manure adding nitrogen to the soil. They are rotated around the farm in order to
prepare different plots for planting. They will be getting a piglet soon. Charissa spoke about
how farming and agriculture can provide the means for young people to stay in the village,
and in particular spoke about how a chicken/egg project could potentially yield $7,000 per
year for a young person while only working for a half hour per day.
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All of the gardens/farms are working towards financial and economic independence,
accepting donations and small grants from the local community while also selling crop
surplus and promoting self-sufficiency. Self-sufficiency refers to the ability of the system to
satisfy its own needs without external inputs (Funes-Monzote, 2008). This also entails
providing enough food to feed the family, community and others intended while also having
some surplus for commercialisation (Funes-Monzote, 2008). Research by Galluzzi,
Eyzaguirre, and Negri (2010) found that there is a growing demand in high income countries
for a healthier lifestyle and traditional food products that connect consumers to the cultural
heritage of the region.
While the priority of the initiatives is to feed those involved by growing food and providing
healthy kai for the surrounding communities, some is commercialised to support the gardens.
Awhi Farm sells seedlings and value-added foods at their weekend market. At Motueka
Community Garden, garlic yields $500 each year for the garden. As Ellen stated:
But this is for revenue for our garden, this is (garlic). I put it in June and pulled it out
in November and less than a week I had sold it. I pulled it out on Saturday and by
Wednesday I had sold it. We don’t want what the shops ask. We got $19–$20 a kilo.
The ethos of agroecology emphasises minimal external inputs, such as loans, agrochemicals
and machines. None of the initiatives are dependent on external loans. Some, like Ellen
above, have sold surplus vegetables or have received small grants from the government or
organisations.
Agroecology is about more than just growing food, but rather “an evolving practice of
growing food within communities that is power-dispersing and power-creating, enhancing the
dignity, the knowledge, and thus the capacities of all involved” (Lappe & Collins, 2015, p. 2).
Agroecology, as practised by the initiatives, emphasises the importance of relationships to
others in the community and on the farm. All the gardens/farms emphasise working together
with volunteers from the community and abroad. In Parihaka, according to Charissa,
community love is strong, along with the community spirit of working together. The history
of Parihaka involved a high level of self-sufficiency, growing food for nearly 2,500 people,
with families specialising in growing one type of crop. There were also two flour mills and a
bakery. This was only possible through the community working together. The community is
set to receive money in installments through the recent Crown settlement, which will be used
to promote further self-sufficiency, including 50 solar houses and more land to grow kai.
Agroecological farming emphasises our relationship to the land and to others, including
communities, while promoting sustainability and self-reliance.
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7.7.1. Kākano (Seed)
Seed selection is important to the women’s practice of gardening. Knowing the whakapapa of
the seed is of great value. For the women, heritage seeds are preferable. They ensure that the
best seed from the garden is saved. It is about the integrity of the seed, knowing where it
comes from and that it is not genetically modified (Te Waka Kai Ora, 2011). It is especially
important to select pure seed for your mahinga kai (Hutchings et al., 2012). The seed has its
own wairua, with many Māori growers prefering to save their own seed from their garden to
ensure the sustainability of “the diversity and vibrations contained within traditional and
indigenous seed lines” (Hutchings et al., 2012, p. 137). Charissa stated:
We actually say to other gardeners in meetings, “please don’t pick my seed.” Often on
like a kamokamo plant or a zucchini plant, or any sort of Māori type plant, if you
want to keep your seed, the best way to do it, as far as I’m aware, is to leave the seed
on the plant to die. So, I mean, if people aren’t aware that you like your biggest seed
left on the plant to go back to, to keep your seed for the following year. They’ll just
pick it thinking, “oh, I’ve got this massive kamokamo,” and you’re absolutely
devastated someone’s just picked your seed. So we’ve come to a really good
understanding amongst us.
Tikanga associated with seed selection is based on keeping the best plants for regeneration to
pass on traits. Ellen explained how she picks the best seed of garlic, the biggest, and stores
them for the next season:
I kept this for seed, this lot. Mind you, I can honestly say most of it was good. We
may have had half a dozen bad ones and maybe dozen of very little ones. Considering
when I go to the shop, I went to the Mitre 10 just a few days ago and their garlic that
they’re selling, it wasn’t like this. And I do calculations now. I only learned that a
short time ago, that how many you get per garlic. I worked on the basis of six, but
there’s more than six there, probably about eight. But if I have to take out of the
middle, which I don’t if I can help it, I take the biggest. I don’t grow little stuff. I just
grow the big stuff. And that’s what’s come out of growing the bigger stuff.
Charissa talked about the tikanga amongst the gardeners for respecting each other’s seed:
So one, for instance, is seed stock security. If you let people raid your potato seed and
then you don’t have stock for the following year that could impact upon the wellbeing of your family for a whole year. So it’s actually quite serious. I know that there
were laws of tapu, or sacredness, around interfering in other people’s gardens for the
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fact that, ensuring that the genetic seed was maintained and not interfered with …
And I think that value has been lost and I think that I’ve seen more modern garden’s
trouble, especially with families that have maybe maintained a certain seed stock, and
then maybe it’s been interfered with by another family and then there’s big problems
with the loss of seed or interference in gardens that they shouldn’t be in.
According to Nazarea (2006), “local knowledge and cultural memory is crucial for the
conservation of biodiversity” (p. 318) as monocultures have caused a depletion of local
species and varieties (Negri, 2005). If Ellen had to choose between growing her own food
versus buying it in the supermarket, she said: “I would prefer this because I know what goes
into it, where as in the supermarket you don’t. And you hear so much about how they’re
changing things … You can’t be too sure about even those new veggies.”
She would like to eventually look at growing all the seed themselves without having to buy
seed. She explained that:
There’s a garden there and I’m seriously thinking about turning that into a seed garden
and just put two plants from each thing that I think would be good to go to seed and
have that as a garden just for seed. I ponder a lot about things, you see, instead of
buying seeds, I like to try new things, like side sprouting broccoli. You want to grow
it, you’ll get heaps of broccoli … I worked at the market garden, you can get seed
from them you see and you know it’s pretty fresh seed and it’s seed that I’ve eaten
too, the fruit and stuff I’ve eaten … If I eat something, I’ll put it (the leftover seed) in
a pot and starting growing it.
Pionetti found in her research related to women’s seed networks and localised seed
economies, that seed saving minimises risk, increases crop diversity and nutrition, and
provides self-reliance and bargaining power in the household (Pionetti, 2005, p. xiv). Seeds
constitute the security of a “knowledge commons” (Holt-Gimenez, 2006, p. 97). Seeds and
seed saving is “the foundation of food sovereignty” (La Via Campesina, 2008a, p. 38).
Participants were aware of the implications of GM seeds and acknowledged the risks of
contamination of seed and loss of traditional varieties in local communities. According to
Charissa:
Genetic modification is a concern – looking at altering seed stocks that have been here
for generations. And not just here, they’ve been brought on waka (canoe) from other
parts of the world as well. So there’s a huge history with that. And the idea of
interfering with the genetics of that, it’s just wrong. The people that went to the
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lengths that they did to travel with that seed around the world and made sure survived,
did it for a reason. That was intentional. They knew that there was certain food stock
that needed to be moved from whether it was Peru that we got it from or Asia or other
Pacific Islands, that wasn’t done by mistake. There was planning that went into that
and, for me, it’s about ensuring that that seed stock survived. So the idea of people
cutting it up and putting it into test tubes and marrying it up with other types of seeds
to produce a new vegetable is crazy.
The findings build on research by Hutchings (2006), where Māori women raised similar
concerns regarding GM technology, in particular concerns over the impacts GM will have on
food and the health of future generations. A key concern was the lack of information and the
inability of Māori to access organic (non-GM) food given their low economic status; further
issues related to the impact of GMOs on cultural values such as kaitiakitanga, tikanga and
respect for Papatūānuku (Hutchings, 2006). Hutchings (2006) discusses how GM technology
contradicts tikanga Māori and whakapapa. As one study participant in Hutchings’ research
states, “there are clear codes in Māori culture which suggest we don’t have the right to
manipulate the mana, tapu, hau (vital essence) and the mauri of other entities” (2006, p. 21).
Hanui spoke about how Aunty’s Garden has a strong anti-GMO stance:
Marion [a volunteer at the gardens, works with] Soil and Health, she’s the co-chair of
the magazine, the organic magazine that comes out and she’s very involved with that.
She goes to court cases about no GMOs. It was interesting in today’s paper, a letter
from somebody talking about in other countries what’s happening. They talked about
this golden rice that its rubbish … it’s terrible.9
Nga Wāhine Tiaki o Te Ao stated in their submission to the Royal Commission on GM, that:
“tikanga Māori provides for a collective basis to properly care for the environment with
anything created in Aotearoa (NZ) subject to kaitiaki and as Māori they will exercise their
rights to prevent the introduction of GMO experimentation.” (2000, p. 1). Posted all around
Aunty’s Garden are GM-free signs. Lisa from Awhi Farm also spoke about the importance of
bringing in pure seed and perennial foods:
I’ve got a few things in my garden that are new to Aotearoa so that’s another thing
too, bringing in that seed, bringing in that sustainable food, things that we don’t really
9

Golden Rice is a GMO project to genetically modify the rice through inserting two genes from a plant and bacteria into the
rice so that it will generate b-carotene in the grain and provide vitamin A for the body (Sage, 2014). The health implications
are controversial and not yet conclusive. Notwithstanding, the production of GM rice ignores the fact that the most effective
and sustainable source of vitamin A can be obtained from breastfeeding or from green leafy vegetables and root crops (Sage,
2014).
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know about yet, perennial food and thinking about the next 100 years. Get the things
going that are going to be there for the next two to three hundred years. I know that
there are trees out there producing perennial food, coconut trees from Bolivia that live
for 300 years. That’s what I’m interested in. That’s food sovereignty to me,
sustainable food, the things we want to plant that will be here for a long time.
Biotechnology is seen by many Māori as a contemporary site of struggle and a continuation
of colonialism (Hutchings & Reynolds, 2005). In line with Māori who were interviewed in
research by Hutchings and Reynolds (2005), central to the struggle against GM are the
principles of tikanga, and kaitiakitanga as the ancestors practised. Charissa said:
One thing I forgot to mention too is the food security around traditional seed stock
and the food bill that they put through and the idea of having a sort of food police that
would come and monitor what food we grow. The whole idea of that and the
government driving that just makes me sick to my stomach. It’s bad enough that
they’ve introduced synthetic foods into our food chain, but its worse the idea of them
coming in and controlling our seed and what we grow.
Ellen at Motueka Community Garden already has a lot of seedlings in their shade house but
always wants to save more of their own seeds:
A lot of it I have in the shade house down there. Like the silver beet I start in the
shade house. I have some veggies over there. One of the gardeners had excess plants
so he offered them, but besides sprouting the broccoli and kale, I bought the other
plants from the shop we deal with. A bit of kale and kohl rabi I bought from the shop.
And I’ve got more lettuce down there, and leeks and a lot of silver beet, which will
come out soon, once it’s mature. I do have a lot of seed. And the lady who offered me
the lettuces just over there, Ron, told me she’s quite willing to help do some seedlings
as well.
Whakapapa relates to the connections between the land, gods and the food being grown, it
being integral to know the whakapapa of your kai (Hutchings et al., 2012). Within tikanga,
“Māori women hold unique roles in the protection of mauri, tapu and whakapapa” (Ngā
Wāhine Tiaki o Te Ao, 2000, p. 1).
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7.8. Issues with the Food System, Obstacles in the Gardens and Potential Solutions
7.8.1. Ngā take (Issues)
Participants in the study expressed concerned with how processed foods and foods grown
with pesticides were impacting their health. The women reported many problems with the
industrial food system, including the introduction of cheap processed foods, the unsustainable
nature of conventional agriculture, and an over-reliance on chemical pesticides and fertilisers.
Similar to research with other indigenous communities, the women defined the issues
impacting Māori communities as having to do with environmental degradation, resource
depletion, and economic inequalities impacting access to healthy, sustainable and culturally
appropriate food (Kamal, Linklater, Thompson, Dipple, & Ithinto Mechisowin Committee,
2015; Rudolph & McLachlan, 2013, p. 1087). Much of the literature around Indigenous food
sovereignty is coming out of Canada. The absence of healthy foods amongst First Nations
communities is being impacted by high food costs, poor availability of healthy foods, low
income, and/or high housing and heating costs (Lawn & Harvey, 2004). The women had
shared concerns over the state of the environment, pollution and climate change. Their mahi
(work) with growing food was inspired by these broader issues, while bringing much
satisfaction, good health and well-being. Lisa stated:
In the next 100 years, there’s going to be huge changes and we need to start educating
people now. I like the food forest garden models that are around the world, in England
especially. That’s a temperate climate like Aotearoa – so that’s what I want to
implement, more forest gardens with perennial food production and I want to keep
learning about this climate change and how to get sustainable food and sovereign
food, not this other thing that’s offered in the “stupid markets” I call them.
According to Lisa, poverty does impact food choices. People cannot afford to buy food, with
issues of homelessness and no support. Ellen also is very concerned about the high cost of
food, with organic food being unaffordable at the local health food store. Climate change is
expected to further impact food security and nutrition through an increase in global food
prices affecting imported and locally produced staples in NZ, resulting in the reduced
capacity of vulnerable groups to afford nutritious foods (Smith, Parnell, & Brown, 2010;
Parnell et al., 2001).
Hanui spoke about the modern reliance on grocery stores being due to convenience:
All of our cousins, they love it and relate to it, but we live in a different society, a
different world now, and even our cousins, I’ve gone to the supermarket, I’ve seen
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them with a bunch of silver beet in their trolley and this and that. And I say to them,
“Look here, there’s plenty of that in the garden.” And they go, “Oh, I know, but it’s a
convenience thing.” You go to one place and you’ve got everything. And yet there are
some people that really think about, “No, I’ll go to Aunty’s Garden and get this and
get that.” So it’s a fast forward world we live in and a convenient way to live, least
hassle by getting everything from one place.
Most of the women agreed that the cost of food and growing inequalities are particularly
problematic for low-income communities, women and families. The women recognise the
lack of availability of fresh foods, with low-income people not eating the right foods, is
impacting their health. They all mentioned our dependency on the industrial food system,
processed junk foods, and fast foods as part of the problem. Lisa had similar sentiments:“I do
know that dependency on industrial food is the main problem – every little town has fast food
dominance and it feels like it’s cheaper but it’s actually everything but healthy.”
Unhealthy, highly processed, sugary and fatty foods are cheap while organic food is
expensive. Issues raised by Māori women in research by Hutchings (2006), include the
inaccessibility of organic foods by the majority of Māori due to their low economic status and
the lack of information regarding GM technology and the impacts of GMOs on food, health,
and future generations. However, Lisa stated you need to find your way around expensive
health foods through buying in bulk and being organised with others. This supports research
by Engler-Stringer and Berenbaum (2007) who found that participants made better use of
limited resources through buying in bulk. Lisa stated that:
Organic food is expensive to the unknowing people but actually it’s not if you get the
right access to it – we can go Ceres or Chantal, the wholesale providers – you just
don’t know because it’s hidden. Common Sense Organics or whoever is thriving in
this organic revolution, making a killing for the upper class to have this beautiful,
packaged, amazing other choices but actually everybody deserves to eat clean food.
Similarly, research by Moeke-Pickering et al. (2015) identifies barriers to healthy living,
including access to healthy kai and the depletion of food stocks due to pollution resulting in a
high dependence on purchasing food that is cheap but not necessarily healthy. Charissa was
particularly concerned over limited clean water, clean soil, and overfishing:
You see the fish stock depletion as well. Like, I’ve noticed, in the last 10 years of
living here, I’ve noticed less whitebait coming home. I’ve noticed less eels coming
home. So you can see the fish stocks all have been depleted on a yearly basis, and it’s
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mostly I think due to polluted water, overfishing and then the environment, a polluted
environment. So they not able to thrive where they used to, where before kaimoana
lived in abundance.
Participants in the study were concerned about how processed foods were impacting their
health and “confidence to take back our land and take back our sovereignty” (MoekePickering et al., 2015, p. 37). Though similar, these findings support a wider scope and range
of responses from different geographic regions beyond Whakatāne. Lisa is also concerned
about the impact of fast foods on Māori communities and believes education of the youth is
key, as well as promoting access to organic fruit and vegetables. Lisa stated:
I’d rather the kids have a big salad and a hot pot of flavoured potatoes with maybe a
bit of gorgeous sauces, some sour cream than a Burger King meal. No! Actually I saw
something where somebody put a McDonald’s burger in a glass case with the chips
and a burger and they are still there. They don’t decompose. You have this pang, I
want something greasy, you know, or I want something fatty, but when I eat cheap
bread, I bloat. It could put me in a bad mood, you know. Just the sliced bread – that
can turn me upside down, man. And actually processed sausages hurt me too. They
make me moody.
Charissa elaborated on the negative effects of a modern diet high in sugar and processed white
flour:
There’s a culture that still exists within us that we think that it’s kind to feed the
children sugar, and which is one of the white evils as from as I’m concerned. Sugar
and flour are the main ones, milk is the other one. Those three white food products
have done a lot of damage to our people. And, I’m not saying don’t have it, but what
you do have, have in really small quantities because diabetes and mucus-related
diseases in our people, high sugar in our diets, and then flour, bowel disease. There
are people who haven’t had proper bowel movements because of eating white
processed flour all their life.
All of the women expressed their distrust of the mainstream agri-industrial food system and a
motivation for gardening stemming from a desire to know, the right to know, where their food
is coming from. All of the women were very concerned about the impact of agrochemicals,
including pesticides, and GMOs on our environment and our bodies. Charissa elaborated:
My kids will often ask me “What’s that?” and I’m like, “I don’t know if you should be
eating that, because I can’t answer you.” What is that? You know. Food has gotten so
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processed and so made up of, I use the words, synthetics in the food. We have so
much synthetic material in food and objects, that we’re actually finding it hard to
decipher what is real and what is not, what’s artificial and what’s natural. And I think
our children will slowly become, if they’ve not been brought up growing fresh
produce and their own kai, with what is real and what’s not? It’s really, really scary to
think that, possibly, two generations away, they may not know what an apple is or
they may not know what a kamokamo is.
Colonisation, urbanisation, and capitalism are changes that are creating dependency for
Māori people on the government for daily living, a dependency that is deepening. With
urbanisation, we are increasingly disconnected, not just from the natural environment but also
from culture, spirituality/religion and traditions. Urbanisation is also reducing the availability
of productive agricultural land globally (Guitart, Pickering, & Byrne, 2013) and within NZ;
in agricultural centres, such as Pukekohe outside of Auckland, viable land is being developed
into housing – a food security issue. The disconnection from the land, rural living and where
our food comes from, is only making the problem worse. Charissa elaborated on the
increasing disconnect from the land of our young people:
I mean I’ve seen some young people that have come out to stay and you take them to
do some work and you might pull the tools out like the rake and they’ll just look at it
and wonder what you do with it. Honestly, it’s a rake and you say you rake with it. I
mean, honestly, it’s not a laughing matter. It’s funny, but it goes to show you that
that’s the shift that has happened and the disconnect that a lot of our rangatahi, the
young people, the younger ones we’re trying to get involved in the garden or take
them fishing. Their world is games, and computers, and they don’t leave the house
very often. They don’t get a lot of physical activity. They eat convenience foods that’s
often from packets and that’s it … That’s their extent of the world, and you know
knowing about what’s available to them in the world. It’s about providing alternatives.
When not in control of one’s own food system, according to Friends of the Earth (2011),
there is a general lack of confidence to produce one’s own food and a search for alternatives,
such as exchanging food and recovering old breeds and heritage seed varieties. This
lack of confidence is amplified by the need to obtain money in a world where
education, health, housing, where all aspects of life, are increasingly at the mercy and
shaped by capitalist market mechanisms, meaning that money becomes ever more
essential. (Friends of the Earth, 2011, p. 30)
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Charissa stated: “It’s actually a big deal now to take a big box of fresh vegetables somewhere.
They’re like, ‘did you grow that?’ You know, it’s like ‘you didn’t buy it from the
supermarket?’”
The women mentioned that dependency of Māori people on the state was an issue. Hanui
spoke about her perspective on poverty:
When you talk about poverty in NZ, there shouldn’t be any. When you talk about
people starving, there shouldn’t be any. It is bad parenting. No, I shouldn’t say that
because people are born under different circumstances and if you haven’t got that love
then you’re doomed, if you haven’t got that love of your parents … It’s like someone
said, they’re all lined up for Christmas dinner at Christmas, the lines are that long
waiting to get into the church to have Christmas dinner but they’ve all got phones,
they’re all doing this [makes the motion of holding an iPhone]. They’ve all got
earphones. They’ve all got cigarettes. Ask yourself? God, but I can’t really relate to
that and I don’t get involved in that. I’ve got other things to do but this is for those
people as well, if they come, if they’re willing to be taught.
Lisa also talked about the problem with a poverty mentality:
I think that it all leads down to a poverty mentality, violence in the homes. It’s about
not being able to deliver. It’s really self-hate. I mean, there’s so many of our people
out there, our kids, that people don’t know what they’re doing. There’s a whole genre
of kids out there that nobody knows what’s happened to them. They’re not educated.
They can’t get the dole. They’re doing burgs [burglaries] in groups and they’re not
eating good food, but I really think it boils down to that too, just a decent meal.
Lisa also spoke about the repercussions of consuming alcohol and fast food in Māori
communities, including mental health issues and bad behaviour:
Families, especially Māori, we can be quite harsh, because you know, with alcohol
and food additives and all that, we can’t process it. It’s not in our DNA, so we have
huge repercussions for it. Mental health, bad behaviour, you know … Violence in
homes, I know it’s about food.
The women also mentioned the issue of children not getting enough physical activity –
preferring to stay inside playing video games and watching TV. Ellen, Charissa and Lisa all
agreed that obesity was a result of the unhealthy foods and more sedentary lifestyle choices.
Lisa does not give her children money because she knows they cannot help themselves – she
does not trust them to not go into a shop and buy a bunch of junk food. Ellen mentioned that
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hereditary plays a role too in obesity. The women spoke about the amount of education and
learning that still needs to happen in Māori communities around food choices. Lisa said:
They think they’re doing the right thing by putting packaged foods in their baby’s
lunchboxes. So, it’s missed education about it all … that’s like my mother. She
thought she was doing the best thing by getting the sausage rolls in the oven every
weekend. But it’s like, “you can’t feed them that, Mum.” My sister comes with bottles
of coke. Well, they see me coming and they’re like “oh no.” And I’m like, “who
bought this shit,” you know. I’ve got my obese, beautiful niece who I love so much
but she’s fat. I chased her down and she could run too, but I got her. She had a
squirting lolly full of blue stuff and I said it’s just not OK. It’s not OK. You’re not
having it. And I took it off her and biffed it.
The women spoke about how a lot of older people can be stuck in their ways and difficult to
change. Charissa said that she prefers working with the two, three, and four-year-olds versus
the older generation, as they are more malleable. Lisa stated:
I dreamt of having cooking classes and things, but I realised people don’t know what
they don’t know. I soon realised, after the five years I’ve been here, I can’t make
people eat what I want them to eat or think what I want them to think. All I can do is
look after me and those that are interested in it.
Ellen faced similar obstacles:
And that’s just from experience, you grow something and then it doesn’t get eaten. So
to me it’s a waste of time. But for me it’s about certain things, the preparation of
putting a thing there, and saying this is a basic way of preparation, of preparing a
particular vegetable, and maybe they’ll try it or maybe they won’t. And if they really
like it they can learn of other ways to do it themselves.
All of the women also agreed that a major problem is the lack of knowledge transmission and
exchange. Not only does the variety of crops and medicinal plants provide nutritional benefits
and act as a potential source of income, but the “gardens are important social and cultural
spaces where knowledge related to agriculture is transmitted” (Galluzzi, Eyzaguirre, & Negri,
2010, 3635).
Lisa, Charissa and Ellen were adamant about the lack of support for more holistic solutions
that combine physical activity with healthy eating and promoting access to nutritious foods:
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That’s why I don’t go to the marae meetings, really. There’s so much money being
chucked at Māori for our wellness and development, and Whānau Ora, and I don’t see
a whole systems approach to all that. So yeah, I want to be a solutionist and help.
Lisa elaborated on the issue:
I mean it’s just so sad that we don’t listen to the things that are there – canola oil
heated is carcinogenic and every marae has a ton of it. They’re frying their bread,
which is powder because it’s only processed flour and I just want more for our people.
I want a warehouse here that’s sustaining food for everyone … community in the
kitchen at the marae, but the food is under par for me. Plastic butter, it’s plastic bread.
Charissa was most interested in exploring power and control dynamics within the food
system, the impacts of colonisation, and the capitalist market:
It reminds me of the pharmaceutical set up. With the pharmaceuticals, it’s almost the
same, just applied to food and they’re using it for power and control, and there’s the
economic side of it as well. How does it benefit the government when they have
people growing their own food? What are they going to get with regard to trade?
Charissa reflected on the radical changes that have taken place since colonisation, to land and
food systems. Before colonisation, Parihaka was self-sufficient and people who lived in the
pā were living well, with little hunger and poverty, but since colonisation, which has
contributed to poverty, the result has been an increasing dependency on the state and an
industrial food model. Charissa explained that trade agreements, including the Trans-Pacfic
Partnership Agreement (TPPA) and other policies, do not include Indigenous people’s
perspectives but rather benefit multinational corporations. She also expressed how
government policies, such as the Food Bill, undermine Indigenous rights and people’s food
systems.
The Trans-Pacific Trade Agreement is an example of legislation that doesn’t support
Indigenous food growers. It’s more for me about that dress up stuff. It’s a continuum
of what happened here in 1881. It’s the power to control a minority by legislating
rules and regulations that can dictate what we do or we don’t eat. For me, it’s a human
rights issue.
There is a link between global issues of today, such as poverty, inequality, state power and
climate change, with the period of European colonialism, which set in motion the industrial
revolution and decline in bio/cultural diversity impacting humankind (Lau, 2015). According
to Lawn and Harvey (2004), control over food – either through the market or denial of access
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to traditional food through the seizure of Indigenous land – has been a tool of colonial control.
Charissa mentioned that there is a lack of respect for Indigenous people’s rights on behalf of
the government, and that the government is not listening to people: “The right to grow your
own garden and to grow fresh food to sustain yourself and your family is slowly becoming
harder and harder. And the government isn’t making it any easier to support you to do that.”
Charissa is concerned about the oil drilling going on in Taranaki. She and her whānau are
directly affected with fracking going on upstream from their spring and water source. She is
concerned that this will impact their water quality. This is similar to what other Indigenous
communities are being threatened with, including oil drilling on/near Indigenous lands:
Legislation wise, just going back to what you started with, you know, recognising our
human rights is huge. Any bit of legislation that’s put through that doesn’t recognise
the human rights of the Indigenous people of the land is wrong. That’s just it right
there, in a nutshell, whatever it pertains to, if it doesn’t support Māori growing in their
own māra kai.
Structural racism must be recognised through communities sharing their perspectives and
promoting leadership in the food system (Ahmadi, 2010). Findings build on research done
with Indigenous women by Larder, Lyons, and Woolcock (2014), “revealing strong beliefs
associated with the right to engage in, and continue, domestic food production as a way of
expressing and continuing traditional practices associated with growing, preparing, and eating
food” (p. 68). For the women, “domestic food production signified broader cultural
connections” (Larder et al., 2014, p. 68). The act of growing food by these Māori women not
only represents a deeper connection to one’s culture and respect for the environment, but, for
Charissa and Lisa in particular, it is a way to challenge dominant power relations ingrained in
the food system and society. Charissa and Lisa spoke about how Māori are still suffering
from colonisation. Charissa said:
A lot of the elders we have now, they were a part of the old garden system, but when
the man base was lost here after the invasion, when Parihaka was ransacked, this
impacted on the community here. So the instructions to the soldiers on that day in
1881 on the fifth of November was to arrest the men, so they removed the manpower,
ploughed and burned the gardens, and took the food stocks that they needed for
themselves. So, that was basically destroying the food source. So, there’s two major
things there … to have had a successful garden running that was strategically
pinpointed as being places that needed to be knocked out to disable the community.
The impacts of that, from 1881 till now, still resides in some of the people that live
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here, and they almost can’t let the emotional shift happen to the point that … the
forgiveness will happen to the point that they can get on and work the gardens again
like they used to.
Charissa is also concerned about food waste. As the traditional Māori saying goes, moumou
kai moumou tangata ki te pō (wasteful of food, wasteful of people sent to the domain of
death). She forbids her children from wasting food, “if you can’t eat it then leave it.”

7.8.2. Ngā piki me ngā heke (Obstacles / Ups and Downs)
This section focuses on the particular obstacles faced by the women specific to their situation.
Community gardens are not without their challenges. Common obstacles faced by the women
related to land, leadership, community participation and cooperation, access to resources and
the lack of labour. In Parihaka, the garden faces many obstacles. One of the main issues is
access to productive land, especially for future expansion. Charissa mentioned that one of the
main issues facing the garden is access to resources: “Land acquirement – so being able to
find decent land to grow gardens on that’s appropriate … wind protected, frost protected, and
definitely close to water.”
Within NZ, obstacles faced by community gardens include access to land and barriers to
using public land, such as complex and time-consuming approval policies (Earle, 2011).
More specifically, according to Pimbert (2006), secure access to and control over land, water,
forests, and seeds for small farmers, Indigenous people, and the landless, is central to
policies around food and agriculture, which should also ensure gender equity.
Hanui spoke about the need to have a consistent funding source:
So I’ve still got some of that left, and then we’ve got what Te Puni Kokiri gives us,
but if I do run out, I won’t let it get too low. I’ll look for another source where we can
get some more money. Because we have a koha box but it’s not sustainable. It’s a little
red gas bottle. We had the little whare this PD supervisor made. It was beautiful but it
kept getting smashed and bashed. So, he made me that metal one, which isn’t so
attractive but it’s worked so far. I can see where somebody’s trying to get a
screwdriver in there, I can see that, but I empty it every day.
Te Puni Kokiri, a public service department in NZ that advises the government on polices
affecting Māori, provides small one-off grants (up to $2,000) for community groups to set up
community garden projects. It is a local programme administered regionally. Government
agencies have provided small grants to some of the gardens. The Tasmin District Council also
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provides the land for one of the community gardens, and the others are on Māori trust or
tribal lands. Ellen also spoke about a need for financial resources to use towards the garden:
For the man that’s making a movie, he offered me to $250 for donation so I thought
then we can buy more pegs to redo the beds. We got $2,500 from the council for a
lawnmower and weed eater and more pegs, things like that, but for the very big
projects we need more. After these have been reconstructed, like with all the steel
things and that, that should be great for the next 10 years plus. So whoever comes and
takes over now, won’t have to redo them, just keep changing the soil and feeding it.
In the gardens, a common obstacle was a lack of leadership, motivation and participation.
Ellen stated:
I mean, I’m getting older now but I always think where will we be in five years time?
Now, we’ve reached the five years, next month, so where are we going for the next
five years and things like that. New ideas come in. So I’m very open to a lot of new
ideas as long as it’s good, for the betterment of things. But it’s really getting the
motivation of the people around you.
According to Kirby and Peters (2008), community support is essential. Te Waka Kai Ora
(TWKO) is the National Māori Organics Authority of Aotearoa and they run Hua Parakore
that certifies Māori organic growers. Tāhuri Whenua, the National Māori Vegetable Growers
Collective, represents Māori interests in the horticulture sector. Hanui is quite active in this
group. On the final exchange in Parihaka, they provided 200 kūmara seedlings to plant.
Organics Aotearoa NZ (OANZ) represents the interests of the NZ organic sector, including
Māori growers. According to Moeke-Pickering et al. (2015), “more Māori food security
projects would assist in the development of a national Māori food security / food sovereignty
coalition, as well as revive knowledge of the value of traditional Māori kai for enhancing
wellbeing” (pp. 30–31).
Power relations and management issues of community gardens, including determining who
controls the garden, can impact success (Moyo & Tevera, 2000; Middleton, 2009). The lack
of strong leadership can result in gardens facing obstacles (Saldivar-Tanaka & Krasny, 2004).
Hanui spoke about her fear of what will happen to the garden when she is no longer able to
run it:
I’m afraid that when I stop running this there’s no one else to do it, to carry on with it,
at this moment in time. I mean I’m 70. You know, I’m fit and well at the moment but
I’m just looking ahead. I don’t have a mentor to carry on with it.
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Ellen spoke about the issue of people wanting to benefit from the harvest but not putting in
the hard work:
Yes, you have to keep doing it. When they see things, they think it’s pretty good. But
at the time when you’re doing the garden they don’t want to participate in growing the
garden, but I keep just growing things, being a help, getting the guys to help me.
This resonates with the common Māori saying, “he kai koutou ka hohoro, ko te ngaki e kore”
(you are quick to eat but not to work in the plantation) (Kāretu, 1987, p. 58) or “he koanga
tangata tahi, he ngahuru puta noo” (at digging time only one man will turn up; at harvest time
there is no limit to the number of helpers) (Kāretu, 1987, p. 46).
Charissa spoke about some of the dynamics of running a community garden and coming to a
common understanding of how to work in the garden – for example, what to harvest and what
to leave for others. A lot of problems come down to miscommunication and
misunderstandings. She elaborated:
So the garden that we have there at the moment is going into, probably, its fifteenth
year. I’ve been involved for maybe the last 10. And I can say that we have managed to
section areas where we know that we work. We are OK about picking each other’s
food but we only let the gardeners that actually work in the garden do any picking.
In Parihaka, the lack of labour is another big problem, as many residents are elderly or very
young. As with other rural communities, many young adults have left for cities to work.
Families in Parihaka are very busy juggling work and family. Ellen also mentioned that time
is sometimes an issue, with busier lifestyles; people just have limited time to spend in the
garden. Only because Ellen is 71 and retired, is she able to put in so much time at the garden.
Hanui commented on the issue with the lack of labour:
I get our seeds from King’s or buy them in. We propagate quite a few and I buy some
in as well. But you know I can’t do everything. If I had more helpers I could like
concentrate on the compost, constantly potting seeds, that sort of thing. And I like the
garden to look good, so that’s where I spend my time, helping it to look good,
weeding it.
Findings expand on research that has found that common obstacles and challenges faced by
community gardens involve security of land tenure, access to water, contaminated soils,
different opinions on the use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides, and the lack of funding,
support, and resources (Wakefield et al., 2007; Saldivar-Tanaka & Krasny, 2004; Glover,
2004; Middleton, 2009).
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7.8.3. Putanga Mahi o te Māra (Outcomes)
In Parihaka, garden volunteers have come up with some creative and innovative ways of
overcoming the lack of labour, for example, collaborating with other gardens and
organisations in the region for joint working bees, which fosters a sense of community and
interdependence, truly reviving the spirit of food cultivation in Parihaka. Working bees in all
of the gardens are multicultural affairs. While the focus in this thesis is on the Māori women
leading these initiatives, none of the gardens are in any way exclusive to Māori.
The women have also been creative in coming up with needed resources, such as Ellen who
started growing garlic and selling it to a local restaurant that specialises in the sale of healthy
foods. The proceeds ($500 each year) go towards buying compost. She said:
It’s a project to make money for the garden, so we don’t have to go asking for money,
and if that man hadn’t suggested to me, why don’t you grow garlic? Once it’s in the
ground it is low maintenance. It’s almost six months in the ground. You don’t have to
do any work, just a bit of watering and a bit of feeding and it works.
Charissa explained about how everyone working the gardens has learned to work together:
“So we do have regular meetings amongst the gardeners that work in the garden, and we talk
these issues out so that we’re not treading on each other’s toes in the garden. And it has been
a learning process.”
Charissa said it helps to remember why they are doing it, as the bigger picture is important.
She stressed the importance of good communication skills in the success of the garden, as it
is healthy to kōrero, as well as to own one’s own mistakes. She said, in relation to Parihaka
Community Garden:
We all have our different perspectives about gardening. Some of us come from a
permaculture background; some of us come from a Māori community garden
background; some of us just garden at home. So we all have different ideals, what
we’ve grown up knowing, what we bring, what we’ve learned from other places into
that environment … It’s about, I suppose, maintaining your mana – if you have a
specific rule about a certain food and the way that you’d like it, that you be careful
about the way that you express that but that you don’t diminish other people’s way of
thinking or what they think about how to grow food as well.
Lisa also spoke about the importance of communication, and changes to come with climate
change and environmental impacts:
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It’s exciting times. We’re going to have to really have good communication. We need
to start now with this blending together. There’s going to be anger and unhappy
people because they’re going to lose all those systems that they’ve gotten used to.
They don’t believe it, do they? Some people they just think, oh, that’s not going to
happen. And, I don’t want it to happen but I want to be ready for anything. And set it
up for our future generations to have all people’s access to food in Aotearoa.
Charissa talked about the importance of speaking out with aroha and the right intentions:
It’s important too that we’re heard. That we take the opportunities when we can to
listen too … A lot of it is just about speaking the truth and how you’re affected by
what’s going on around you, if you can do that in a loving way. As I’m getting older,
I’m realising now, that hang on a minute, I can just speak about my own perspective
and how affected by this, how it affects my whānau immediately. So, more now, I’m
starting to realise that’s a better way to approach the world … if you can do with
aroha, with the right intentions, not to make anyone else feel less than another or that
injustice has been done here and this is how I want you to put it right. It’s not about
that anymore. It’s about, look we have a problem here, let’s problem-solve together
and find a common solution. And we can do it, but it’s that willingness to be open.
That’s where the shift needs to happen. It’s that willingness needs to actually be there
for it to happen and when it does, it will be amazing.
Lisa is a self-proclaimed “solutionist” and believes in like-minded people from different
countries, cultures, and backgrounds coming together and working towards common
solutions:
So how to overcome that and work together? Yes, we are Māori and it does pertain to
us but we are a part of the planet and the worldly things that do affect us. I don’t know
if our people are aware of all that. The decline is going to hit us hard. I’m up for
solutions. And I do think the cluster movement is better than activism or protesting.
We just have to be where we are. If I wasn’t living at Awhi Farm and having all this
attention and support, where would I be? I would be on the street trying to just be who
I am actually which is growing kai and looking for a community, my community that
wants to do that too.
Organic gardens also have many positive health effects, including exercise, improved mental
health, a reduction in exposure to pesticides, improved self-esteem and empowerment
(Wakefield et al., 2007; Bidwell, 2009; Glover, 2004). Ellen spoke about her ideas for more
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holistic solutions, combining diet and exercise with gardening. Ellen would target those who
are overweight, give them free produce and even teach them how to garden at home:
My objective would be to try to get everyone to the garden and hopefully have a
venue where they can exercise but maybe once a month the two groups got together
and talked about things – how the progress has gone, how the gardening is happening,
how the exercise is helping. And for those people who took part in it I would set up a
circle of gardeners going to each place, helping in their garden, but they have to take
part in that as well, the people we go to help. It wouldn’t be every week, but we
would just go and get them set up, and then just keep going around to all the people,
but not do it for them, they would have to participate. Here I could show them how to
prepare the soil, and everything that goes into it, the composting, digging it in the
ground, what all goes into the soil, and then actually planting and introducing new
veggies. Like kale for example, a basic way of preparing it, sticking it in the garden
where it is growing, and say, “Well, this is kale and this is a basic way of preparing for
it,” for people who had no idea of kale, like myself. But there are a lot of people in the
garden who know a lot about kale and they enjoy it. But that’s something you can do,
see, just using our stick thing to say what certain things are. Like saying well this is
kale and for those who don’t know, a basic way of preparing the kale. If they want to
they can do the research on how else they can prepare it or bring it in their home and
do it.
Community gardens do not just improve intake of fruit and vegetables (Alaimo et al., 2008;
Wakefield et al., 2007; Bidwell, 2009); gardeners also have improved access to healthy foods
including organic and more nutritious food, thereby increasing food security (Kingsley et al.,
2009; Alaimo et al., 2008; Hunter, 2006) as discussed in Section 2.7. Sustainable Solutions:
Local Food Production. With regard to labour, the gardens utilise unpaid labour, such as
volunteer, self-provisioning, and neighbourhood work, and alternative paid labour through
reciprocal labour, bartering and work exchange.
All of the women in this study and others in the gardens are volunteering in the service of the
community. In community economies, “ethical action is taken by considering the well-being
of others in encounters” (Gibson-Graham, Cameron, & Healy, 2013, p. 112). Thus those who
get food from the gardens and give back through donations are supporting alternative markets
in which the “well-being of others is built into the encounter” (Gibson-Graham, Cameron, &
Healy, 2013, p. 113). Transactions include alternative markets through barter and reciprocal
exchange, as well as non-market exchanges like gift-giving and food donations. The gardens
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are more-than-capitalist enterprises. Financial funding comes from a variety of non-market
sources, including grants, volunteer work, and for some of the gardens, selling surplus
produce through alternative markets such as farmers’ markets or a local café. Ownership
would be considered open access or commons – “a property practice or a knowledge that’s
shared by a community” (Gibson-Graham, Cameron & Healy, 2013, p. 130). While land
ownership of the gardens varies from tribal lands to council land and Māori trust land, access
to the gardens is shared by community members who are responsible for care of the land and
who benefit from it. Findings support community gardens improving local food access, and
that they have huge potential in meeting this need while protecting biodiversity and the
environment (Pimbert, 2006). Ellen is open to teaching people about gardening, soil,
composting and saving seed:
So my idea would be too, to teach them everything about the soil and stuff. How you
don’t have to go the expensive way of doing the soil like it is, like producing your
own compost and stuff, a bit of blood and bone. It’s not expensive. And then with the
veggies, if we get to the stage where it’s so many people, then maybe we can look at
growing all your seed yourself, without having to buy. That’s something to look at
too.
Here we see, as mentioned in Section 2.7. Sustainable Solutions: Local Food Production,
gardens being used for a multiplicity of purposes including education. Research by Middleton
(2009) has the multifunctionality of gardens including neighbourhood community gardens,
youth and school gardens, nutritional, medicinal and herb gardens, market gardens, urban
gardens, home gardens, and demonstration and educational gardens. Ellen likes the idea of
having a multicultural group at the garden to share information about what each country
grows along with ideas for cooking and preparation. In the case of the community gardens in
Parihaka and Motueka, along with Awhi Farm, adaptions have been made, including that
raised beds have been built to facilitate usage by elderly and/or people with disabilities.
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Figure 7.15. Raised beds at Awhi Farm.

7.9. Tino Rangatiratanga of Māra Kai
In a Māori context, tino rangatiratanga is associated with political issues, such as sovereignty,
chieftainship, leadership, self-determination and self-management (Mead, 2003, p. 37).
Traditionally, sovereignty is understood as a state’s legal control over a particular
geographical area and population (Kamal et al., 2015). According to Corntassle (2008),
research around:
self-determination of people tends to focus on political/legal recognition of this right,
while giving little consideration to the environment, community health/well-being,
natural resources, sustainability, and the transmission of cultural practices to future
generations as critical interlocking features of an indigenous self-determination
process. (p. 116)
Indigenous sovereignty and autonomy is also interconnected with their relationship to the
land (Kamal et al., 2015). However:
even when culture or land are mentioned as an essential part of indigenous selfdetermination, these linkages are often expressed with a narrow rights framework that
diminishes the full scope and diversity of these ongoing relationships to the natural
world and/or fails to describe sustainability as a critical benchmark for an indigenous
self-determination process. (Corntassel, 2008, p. 116)
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The themes previously mentioned represent linkages and are part of self-determination in a
larger sense. Self-determination is defined in many ways. It entails “having freedom to
practice indigenous livelihoods, maintain food security, and apply natural laws on indigenous
homelands in a sustainable process; critical to this process is the long-term sustainability of
indigenous livelihoods and transmission of this knowledge to future generations” (Corntassle,
2008, p. 117). Local food systems have formed the foundation of people’s culture, nutrition
and economy (Pimbert, 2006). Through the women’s stories and experiences, one gains
insight into how food sovereignty is experienced amongst Māori women and community food
initiatives in Aotearoa, whether their actions are overtly recognised as “food sovereignty” or
not. The extent to which Māori women perceived their actions as “food sovereignty” varied
amongst the initiatives, and is discussed in more detail below.
This section assesses how various Māori initiatives, and women involved with those
initiatives, encompass and define food sovereignty, the commonalities and differences
inherent in the various initiatives. One of the most poignant differences would be with regard
to land ownership or having mana whenua. For Ellen, who gardens on council land, how food
sovereignty manifests is obviously quite different than for the others who have ancestral
connections to the land or mana whenua through marriage. The women who have tribal
connections are demonstrating a form of Indigenous food sovereignty. For Ellen, food
sovereignty is strongly connected to the health and well-being of youth, whānau and
community, and ultimately to their survival. This is similar to the integral role that family and
community play in a Māori worldview. Food plays a role in the “social and cultural
expression of individuals, families and communities, as well as encompassing ecological,
nutritional and social justice concerns” (Welsh & Macrae, 1998, p. 241). For Ellen, food
sovereignty is also about reclaiming traditional knowledge around food production,
preparation and rongoā.
In elaborating on what food sovereignty means for different people and communities, it is
important to note that the women’s definitions of what tino rangatiratanga means to them in
action was unique to each person. While in Parihaka and Tūrangi, the political nature of food
sovereignty is strong, in Hastings and Motueka the focus was just on growing one’s own
pure, natural food, which formed the basis of how the women define their own food systems
and promote learning and education around community food self-reliance and resilience.
With the older generation of women interviewed (Hanui from Aunty’s Garden and Ellen from
Motueka Community Garden) the meaning behind their actions was less aligned with the
political nature of food sovereignty, but rather growing one’s own food was something they
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have grown up doing, with their families living off the land and being food self-reliant. It was
more of a way of life and what they knew.
For Charissa and Lisa it is more of a political effort, given the generational difference.
Charissa from Parihaka was explicitly clear around her motivations for promoting tino
rangatiratanga of māra kai, with it being strongly linked to the historical, spiritual and cultural
past of the pā. Lisa from Awhi Farm’s definition around food sovereignty was also closely
related, but tended to focus more on sustainable food systems, such as perennial food,
permaculture and living in harmony with the land.

Figure 7.16. Educational signs at Aunty’s Garden describe the food that is growing.
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Hanui had issues with the traditional definition of sovereignty, which to her meant “control,”
and preferred to define her actions as striving to achieve food self-reliance. Similarly, First
Nations people in Canada do not define sovereignty as control over land and resources, but
rather as a mutually beneficial relationship with their natural surroundings and community
sharing (Kamal et al., 2015). While differences exist between Canada and NZ in terms of
cultural, geographical, and sociopolitical context, there are many excellent examples of First
Nations communities successfully reclaiming Indigenous food sovereignty. In Canada, an
overlap exists between Indigenous movements engaged in food sovereignty and the
advancement of their rights (Grey & Patel, 2015; Desmarais & Wittman 2014; Morrison
2011; Shaw 2008).
Hanui spoke about how she would define what she is doing: “I would define it as good food,
good food for the soul, that’s how I would say it, not like sovereignty. And we grow good
food, it grows well, and our growing practices are great.”
The agroecology is a key pillar of food sovereignty and emerged as a strong theme across the
case studies. Agroecology includes “investing in replenishing the nutrients taken out of the
soil as well as the relationships between those who toil to make the garden flourish –
maintaining soil nutrients and social networks” (Gibson-Graham, Cameron & Healy, 2013, p.
164).
Food sovereignty promotes social justice through a focus on the common good and welfare
of the community, focusing on values and priniciples based on economic, social, cultural,
and environmental sustainability (Masioli & Nicholson, 2010). As Lisa stated, “that’s food
sovereignty to me – sustainable food. The things I want to plant that will be here for a long
time.” In Parihaka the political nature of food sovereignty resonates particularly strongly
given the historical and cultural history of the pā. Research by O’Sullivan and Dana (2008)
found that the majority of respondents viewed Māori economic development as achieving
tino rangatiratanga, while also going beyond financial independence with communities
having control of their own assets and Māori having a strong say in governance. According
to Lisa:
So that would be something that I would call a political sovereignty, this stepping out
of the NZ legal system, and the food soveriegnty would be forest garden, learning and
awareness of what’s to come for generations ahead, which is climate change and a
different way of sharing, of economics because it’s going to be more sacred than what
it is now.
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Charissa spoke about the need for the government to listen to Māori:
So that concerns me as well, that the present government actually listens to tangata
whenua, that they acknowledge us as “the people of the land” and that we maintain
our rangatiratanga by standing up for ourselves and saying, actually no, we were here
first. You people were the visitors. This is the kai that we grow and we are happy to
share it with you. But you will not come here and tell us what we can and cannot
grow in our land. It takes courage, but we can do it. We’ve done it for generations, but
it’s about maintaining that level of strength to be able to clearly convey that message
because it falls on deaf ears. It’s not heard at times.
Charissa spoke about the problem of co-dependency with the State amongst Māori:
This co-dependency, to be dependent on the State in order to survive is actually
frightening. And for me, another part of tino rangatiratanga is saying that actually I
don’t need any other influence in my life to be able to lead just a wholesome life.
Whether that’s child birthing, or whether that’s just growing your children, and,
eating, and sleeping and feeding them, you actually don’t need to be dependent on any
other group to do that.

Figure 7.17. Surplus vegetables are offered to the community for a koha, with an honesty box
in front of the garden.
Lisa spoke about food sovereignty and being in control of what she wants to eat:
I just know when things are flowing – that’s cyclic and I feel good and I’m happy to
be doing it, even with obstacles. I’m happy do be doing it because you can’t stop the
good thing. The good thing is food sovereignty, sustainable food, being a clear decider
of what I want to eat.
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Similarly, Charissa explained: “For me, tino rangatiratanga is about having complete
ownership over what goes into your mouth – that’s about having the unobstructed right to
make decisions on your own without any other influence.”
According to Grey and Patel (2014), Indigenous food sovereignty offers a richer
understanding of our connection “to one another, to nature and to food” (p. 442), which is
especially relevant for those initiatives that are located on tribal lands, including Parihaka
Community Garden, Aunty’s Garden and Awhi Farm. Restoring sovereignty for Indigenous
people entails acknowledging people’s right to land and culture, addressing inequalities, and
aspiring for collective well-being (Morrison, 2011). This underscores the importance of
Indigenous land ownership and management. In a sense, the definition of food sovereignty is
being expanded and “moved forward” as an agent of decolonisation (Grey & Patel, 2014, p.
442). Grey and Patel (2015) argue that Indigenous forms of food sovereignty go further, in
that landscapes (and foodscapes) “occupy a simultaneously physical, spiritual and social
geography, with sacredness a quality of the totality of the natural world” (p. 436–437). Food
is thus seen as “the most direct manifestation of the relationship between Indigenous people
and their homelands” (Grey & Patel, 2015, p. 437).
According to Bargh (2007),
Māori are independently strengthening tino rangatiratanga in all sorts of ways,
including returning land to communal ownership, pursuing development activities that
don’t prescribe to dominant ways of doing things, strengthening practices that
reaffirm values and world views contrary to neoliberal ones, strengthening local
community initiatives, local economies, mātauranga and decision making processes.
(p. 144)
Hanui spoke about how she foresees tough times ahead and how, through her religion, she has
learned important values, such as self-reliance:
They talk about communal living. I think we’re going to go back to that. I think the
world’s going to be such a hard, harsh place when our government wants to
corporatise us with everybody else. It’s going to be hard for people. I know in the
church, we’ve always been taught self-reliance. We’ve always been taught that. You
know you put so much away. People frown upon that but it makes sense. We’ve had
the word of wisdom which is looking after your health. Not smoking and not drinking.
And we’ve grown up with that. Well, I haven’t, I’m a convert, but my husband was
born in the church, I wasn’t, I’m a convert, but my mother was born in the church, so
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we’ve had those teachings. And now it’s all come out there, where we’ve had it for
years, being self-reliant in business and having your faith. You know, being prayerful
and being thankful for the blessings and that God is always there to lean on if we need
help. You know, sometimes you can’t do things by yourself but a greater power gets
you through. And I’ve experienced that myself.
Charissa spoke about the significance of tino rangatiratanga in relation to knowledge
transmission:
My children have now learned, and to me, that’s tino rangatiratanga, it’s providing the
knowledge that they need to understand what is tika and what isn’t, so they can make
informed decisions, whether they take those decisions is another things, but you’ve
provided that information, and that to me, is what’s most important, the provision of
knowledge around what it is you put in your mouth is supplied to them. So that’s
pretty huge.
According to Grey and Patel (2015), understanding food sovereignty as anti-colonial goes to
the heart of what food sovereignty is about – opening up new fronts to fight against the
corporatisation of the food system. As food sovereignty does not necessarily represent a form
of theoretically informed practice for the women, it is informed by engagement in the food
system and a vision for a more democratic food system (Grey & Patel, 2015). This can be
seen in the women’s focus on whānau and ngā whakatupuranga. Charissa elaborated:
So for me, the way I see tino rangatiratanga around food and food sovereignty is not
introducing the foods that you don’t want them [children] to get used to as much as
you possibly can. Because you’re teaching them to control, the tikanga and the tika,
what they think is right and what they think is wrong, and then the values around why
that’s right and why that’s wrong. My children don’t have a lot of sugary food. I’ve
tried to keep them away from packaged food as much as I can. Socially, it’s very
difficult. In groups of people, it’s a bit difficult.
Tino rangatiratanga “reinforces the goal of seeking more meaningful control over one’s life
and cultural well-being” (NZ ITP, 2004, p. 44). According to Smith (1997), tino
rangatiratanga is one of the six elements that are integral to kaupapa Māori theory and
methodology. Tino rangatiratanga is discussed in the development of services related to
kaupapa Māori – health, housing, justice and social services (NZ ITP, 2004). In this case, tino
rangatiratanga and kaupapa Māori are being applied to Māori control over local food systems.
Lisa also spoke about the ways she is enacting food sovereignty:
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It’s quite a mission, but there are plenty of people doing it, looking for the solutions.
I’ve got a few things in my garden that are new to Aotearoa. So that’s another thing
too, bringing in that seed, bringing in that sustainable food.
In Parihaka, old kūmara pits are being restored, Clydesdale horses are being used to plough
as the ancestors did, and te reo is being taught in the gardens. Elements of food sovereignty
congruent with the women’s actions in the research, include the prioritisation of food
production to feed local people, and promoting agroecology and the rights of women (Plahe
et al., 2013).
According to Smith (2012), “we need to hold on to the aspirations, utopian visions and grand
ideas like tino rangatiratanga but also the everyday enactment or practice is the incremental
stuff that is equally if not more crucial” (p. 12). These women, like many other Indigenous
women globally, are participating in the revitalisation of culture and traditions, while
promoting local control of the food system and healthy kai. Food sovereignty, within the
context of this study, is part of “a vision that sees food as integral to local culture, closing the
gap between production and consumption based on local knowledge and democratising the
food system” (Witman et al., 2010, pp. 6–7).

7.10. Understanding Difference
The case studies demonstrate ways communities are reclaiming their control around food
through gardens, promoting a more empowering approach to food insecurity within food
economies. They represent varieties of food sovereignty in action, from urban gardening to
rural permaculture farms, small-scale chicken rearing to communal meals, seed saving, and
potlucks. They are different and varied but nonetheless illustrate examples of democratising
the food system, reconnecting people with the environment and their food source, and
undertaking the important step of de-commodifying our food, bringing it back to its true
cultural, social and environmental significance.
All the initiatives utilise agroecological farming methods which the agri-food industry can
learn from. Though there are subtle differences between styles and methods of growing food,
none of the gardens use chemicals but promote biodiversity and care for the land. For
example, Awhi Farm is founded upon permaculture principles, which uses organic farming
methods but goes beyond to also focus on sustainable energy/resources, whole systems
thinking, and closed loops (closing nutrient and water loops, reducing dependence on inputs
and mimicking natural ecosystems). Ellen and Hanui do not like to use mulch as they think it
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looks untidy, while Charissa and Lisa commonly utilise woodchips and other forms of natural
mulch.
Hanui at Aunty’s Garden prefers to term her style of growing food as “just the natural way,
the way it has always been done.” She does not like to use the term organic as it is laden with
preconceptions surrounding certification, “just another form of control.” She also does not
see her actions as “food sovereignty” but rather as producing “pure food” or “good food for
the soul.”
At Motueka Community Garden, being a collective project amongst the community with
separate plots where food is grown in a variety as ways, there is: organic cultivation where
crops are planted in rows; permaculture practices, with crops integrated; and mulching used
where other plots, such as Ellen’s community plots, still depend on weeding.
At Parihaka Community Garden, at the entrance to the pā, mulching is practised, black plastic
is used to supress weeds, and larger fields/areas are ploughed by horse. However, it should be
mentioned that all of the initiatives focus on creating healthier soils and biodiversity,
providing healthy food and habitat for people and animals.
Finally, the most poignant difference relates to the land ownership of the gardens, with three
being on tribal land and Motueka Community Garden on council land; the former truly
encompassing Indigenous food sovereignty, and the latter, still celebrating food sovereignty
but as a bi-cultural community. Either way, all the examples celebrate the essence of food
sovereignty, which emphasises self-reliance and, with it, communities taking a leadership role
in devising their own solutions (Holt-Gimenez & Patel, 2012).

7.10. Conclusion
Research results make the case for solutions to food insecurity – especially when addressing
food issues in Indigenous communities – to take into account Māori cultural values. Also, in
consideration of the environmental impacts of industrial agriculture, these solutions are
multifaceted, promoting agroecology and sustainable organic food production. Given that the
industrial food system and conventional agriculture are at the source of many of the problems
Indigenous communities are facing, including obesity and readily available processed food,
the women all recognise the need for alternative solutions, outside of the conventional food
system and different from current top-down compartmentalised approaches. Food sovereignty
recognises,
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the incredible contribution that women and Indigenous people make in producing
food, preserving biodiversity, saving seeds and ensuring the survival of future
generations, with those most excluded and devalued in the predominant global food
system, as the true celebrated heroes of the food sovereignty movement. (Schiavoni,
2009, p. 684)
The UN is one of many international bodies promoting the return to a more sustainable,
organic, natural way of farming. As mentioned in Section 4.2.4. Agroecology, in the literature
review, the UN is advocating for a shift from industrial agriculture and monocultures, to more
sustainable and biodiverse systems of small-scale agriculture. A key point made under the UN
report Trade and Environment Review 2013: Wake Up Before It’s Too Late, with contributions
from more than 60 experts around the world, is that major changes are needed in our food,
agriculture, and trade systems (UN, 2013). The report promotes the reform of global trade
rules, such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which strengthen multinational
corporations rather than support small farmers. The focus on empowering local farmers and
women food growers by revaluing their knowledge and participation is a means to strengthen
food security through increasing rural incomes, decreasing dependency on external inputs,
emphasising environmental sustainability and diversifying agricultural production which
leads to a more nutritionally diverse diet (Putnam et al., 2014). Agroecology emphasises the
agroecosystems that are “culturally sensitive, socially just and economically viable” (Altieri,
2002, p. 7). It promotes small-scale, local food production and community self-reliance
(Altieri & Toledo, 2011).
According to Gibson-Graham (2006), the crucial role of women in alternative discourses and
in this process of transformation cannot be overestimated. The activities and narratives of the
women demonstrate the extent of the truth and relevancy of Gibson-Graham’s claim. As
illustrated by the women when they spoke about their reasons for doing what they are doing,
diverse local food-based practices are about more than just growing food, especially in a
Māori context. For the women, growing food was about cultural values, such as history,
traditions, sustainability, family and children. The women are asserting their values in the
food system, including: the importance of iwi, hapū and community; traditions and tūpuna;
whānau and ngā whakatupuranga; health and wellness; care for Papatūānuku through natural
and agroecological farming; and tino rangatiratanga of māra kai. For three of the initiatives,
including Parihaka Community Garden, Awhi Farm and Aunty’s Garden, it is about
establishing Indigenous Food Sovereignty.
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Māori have a specific and unique connection to the land. The relationship Māori have to land
is very complex. The concept of tūrangawaewae is representative of the deep spiritual
connection Māori have with to their tribal land, a source of nourishment not just to meet their
physical

needs

(Tate,

2012).

This

connection

to

the

land

and

tribal

land

ownership/management is important to touch upon in the context of food sovereignty and
self-reliance. The women had differing connections to the land, Lisa and Hanui having tribal
connections; Charissa having connections to the land through her partner’s iwi; and Ellen
cultivating on Council land. Ellen spoke a lot about her connection to her tribal lands back in
Te Kūiti, and reminisced about her whānau and tūpuna’s relationship to the land and growing
food. She didn’t explicitly use the term kaitiakitanga but rather spoke a lot about why she was
doing the gardens, in order to influence future generations to live more healthy and
sustainably. Ellen’s connection to the land, Papatūānuku, in this case on Council land, was
nurtured through the act of gardening itself, emblematic of values surrounding the land that
were transferred from her tribal roots. It is also interesting how she is able to demonstrate
care for the land, council land, outside of tribal connections or formal land ownership.
A traditional Māori whakataukī, mā te whenua whai oranga ai (from land we gain life)
illustrates the deep spiritual connection that Māori have with the land, and as Sinclair (1977)
explained, the whakataukī “stemmed from the traditional concept of the basic origin of
humankind deriving from the loving union of the Earth mother, Papatūānuku with the sky
father Rangi-nui-e-tu-nei” (p. 86–87). As Tate (2012) notes, interactions between tangata and
atua occur on the whenua (p. 59). Unfortunately, the present day reality in Aotearoa is that
there has been a substantial loss of Māori land. Historically, through colonisation and
urbanisation, many Indigenous peoples are finding themselves growing up or relocated to a
place where they do not have tūrangawaewae It is recognised that a lack of a connection to
the land is a potential cause of illness (Mark & Lyons, 2010, p. 1762). Durie (2003), in
exploring health disparities between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, found that
Indigenous health status is a result of genetic vulnerability, socioeconomic disadvantage,
political oppression and resource alienation / environmental degradation.
According to Jackson, the well-being of Māori was traditionally inseparable from the
spiritual world, ties to the land, and culture (1993). As discussed in Section 3.3. Māori as
Tangata Whenua of the literature review, in terms of creation, atua is the creator of whenua,
and “the relationship of whenua to Atua is the relationship of the created with its creator”
(Tate, 2012, p. 59). The connection Māori feel towards the land is influenced by whakapapa,
tūpuna, and atua. Indigenous land management and ownership is essential in order to move
towards a truly sovereign food system and tino rangatiratanga within a Māori context. For
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those who have lost their land or have relocated, it’s important for their mental, spiritual and
physical health to cultivate a strong connection to the land, Papatūānuku, regardless if they
have turangawaewae or not. Papatūānuku is a reminder of the nourishment that the land
provides for us and all living things, and going with this is the obligation to protect, respect
and care for the whenua (Tate, 2012).
The case studies demonstrate systematic solutions that recognise the interconnectedness of
social, cultural, environmental, ethical and economic issues (Confino, 2011), emphasising
“capitalist counter values” (Masioli & Nicholson, 2010, p. 34). The values emphasised by the
women – including community/iwi/hapū; traditions and tūpuna; whānau and ngā
whakatupuranga; gardens, wellness, and connecting to the land; agroecological and natural
farming techniques; and tino rangatiratanga through māra kai – inform and extend GibsonGraham’s post-capitalist framework. Gibson-Graham (2006) asks why the:
economy has become an everyday term that denotes a force to be reckoned with
existing outside of politics and society – a force that constitutes the ultimate arbiter of
possibility? How is it that waged labour, the commodity market, and capitalist
enterprise have come to be seen as the only ‘normal’ forms of work, exchange, and
business organization? When was it that capitalism assumed discursive dominance,
becoming the only present form of economy and all that could be imagined as existing
in the proximate future? And why do we have little to say these days about an
expansive and generative politics of noncapitalist construction. (p. 92)
A key concern of community economies includes building up commons and supporting
sustainable modes of living with each other and our Earth.
ACCESS
Shared

USE

by Shared

BENEFIT
by Indigenous

CARE
Shared

RESPONSIBILITY
by Shared

non- Indigenous

Indigenous
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by Owned
and under Māori
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and

members

members
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and

community

Indigenous

community
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members

members
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Table 7.3. A commons analysis of community/marae gardens involved in project. (Source:
Adapated from Gibson-Graham, Cameron & Healy, 2013, p. 133.)
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Common Themes
Related to Food
Sovereignty & PostCapitalist Values

Community/Iwi/Hapū
Traditions & Tūpuna
Whānau

Gardens, Wellness and
Connecting to
Papatūānuku
Agroecology

Common Issues,
Obstacles & Outcomes
Tino Rangatiratanga
through māra kai

The women demonstrate alternative food economies based on ethics and interdependence, a
“community economy” which involves: “surviving together well and equitably, distributing
surplus to enrich social and environmental health, consuming sustainably, caring for
(maintaining, replenishing, growing) our natural and cultural commons, and investing our
wealth in future generations so they can live well” (Gibson-Graham, Cameron, & Healy,
2013, p. xx).
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION: NEW PERCEPTIONS
“Toi tu te kupu, toi tu te mana, toi tu te whenua”
“A plea to hold fast to Māori culture, for without language, without mana (power/prestige),
and without whenua (land), the essence of being a Māori would no longer exist”
~ Tinirau of Wanganui
Māori Whakataukī (Proverb)
8.1. Introduction
This thesis supports the claim that community gardens are an effective strategy for improving
access amongst families and communities to culturally appropriate, ecologically produced
fresh fruit and vegetables. This is especially important in addressing disparities in access to
nutritious foods while also bridging barriers of isolation and social inequity amongst
vulnerable groups. This research also provides insight into how Māori women are promoting
agroecological farming practices, as practised traditionally and by ancestors. The results of
the thesis generate a rich understanding of what māra kai and food sovereignty mean to
Māori women who are defining community food systems, exemplifying ideas and practices
that ensure cultural sustainability and the continuance of knowledge regarding the importance
of sustainable, natural food production.
The focus of sustainable development and food production is shifting towards “the question
of stewardship of the land as an act of social provisioning and human survival” (McMichael,
2014, 951). The issue of sustainability calls not just for novel approaches to development but
a fundamental rethinking of Western economics (Rist, 1997; Goodland et al., 1992). The
sustainability of life is intimately linked to resistance of the dominant capitalist system and
care of the land (Zandhi, 2009). Sustainable development is unlikely to be accomplished
without a fundamental shift in the way governments and development agencies operate, from
policy formation to implementation (Loomis, 2000).
The true heroes that are transforming the food system from the ground up, include Indigenous
women producing food while reviving traditional ways, preserving biodiversity and
conserving their culture. Recognising and reviving Indigenous values which are more in line
with sustainability and emphasise our connectedness to the natural world, offer a viable
alternative to the destructive impacts of capitalism (Hall & Fenelon, 2009; G. H. Smith,
2012). This thesis underlines the need for a fundamental shift. Māori are “establishing
alternative approaches to development and well-being through reinvigorating their traditional
conceptual frameworks and principles” (Loomis, 2000, p. 903). In addition, this thesis builds
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on research by Loomis (2000) that found that “initiatives are often overlooked due to the
marginalization of Indigenous people in the development process and intellectual endeavours
to operationalise sustainable development” (p. 902). The results of this thesis also highlight
the often overlooked efforts of Māori women promoting māra kai in NZ, highlighting the
Māori cultural context within which the women’s efforts are based.
This thesis illustrates how people, Māori women in particular, are connecting with their
environment, history and culture by producing healthy kai and contributing to a healthy
environment and communities. Through a variety of approaches, they are enacting local
solutions to global problems presented by an unsustainable and unjust global food system.
The case studies explore what food sovereignty means in a variety of contexts. The research
brings attention to Indigenous women who are doing the work that matters most: taking back
control of their food system.

8.2. Synthesis of Empirical Findings
Māori, as tangata whenua, have an obligation to protect the natural environment or taonga for
future generations (Durie, 1998), recognising that, Pākehā acknowledge past wrongs and
through redress facilitate tangata whenua’s role as kaitiaki. Indigenous knowledge systems
are often devalued in the face of modernity and science. However, the preservation and
promotion of Indigenous knowledge and values, with respect to traditional food systems and
rongoā, are crucial; not only for the empowerment of local and Indigenous communities but
as an important element in achieving sustainable development for all. The findings of this
thesis explore Māori women’s perspectives surrounding food issues impacting Indigenous
communities, and demonstrate practical and sustainable solutions based on cultural values
and producing one’s own kai. Through reviving traditions and the ways of their ancestors
around food self-reliance and sustainability, the women are educating tamariki, whānau,
iwi/hapū and the wider community, promoting health and wellness through the act of
gardening itself, and increasing access to healthy, pure food and non-GM seed.
In accordance with Loomis (2000), there are groups exploring more holistic and sustainable
paths to development than the neo-liberal capitalist order can provide. They “hint of a new
paradigm on the pathway to ensuring the future well-being of humankind and the planet, not
through the market, consumption and limitless growth, but rather through reintegrating
economy, society and ecology” (Loomis, 2000, p. 903). Through community gardens and
small farms, people are reconnecting with their food and the environment, representing
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“glimmers of spaces beyond or outside capitalism where women operate in noncapitalist
spaces of production and contribute to the reproduction of noncapitalist economic forms”
(Gibson-Graham, 1996, p. 88).
The women and gardens in this thesis represent alternative economies that exist beyond
capitalist markets – alternatives that exist in the present moment and that should be fostered.
Part of the aim of this thesis was to put the women’s voices and actions “out there” in
academia, in essence making a “space for [them] to exist in the face of what threatens to
undermine [them]” (Gibson-Graham, 2006, p. xxvii). This thesis, the gardens, the women and
their voices represent what Gibson-Graham (2006) refers to as a “technique of rereading or
uncovering what is possible but obscured from view” within certain settings, including
academia – an act of “reading for difference rather than dominance” (p. xxxi). Staying with
the language of Gibson-Graham (2006), the initiatives are symbolic of diverse food
economies, “populated by a mayriad of contingent forms and interactions” (p. 54). Through
funding sources, including government grants and other ways of the gardens finding funding,
including through selling surplus, the “landscape of economic difference is populated by
various capitalist and non-capitalist practices and institutions” (Gibson-Graham, 2006, p. 54).
However, more importantly, through the voices of the Māori women in this thesis a
contribution to the field of Indigenous food sovereignty is being made. Gardening and
cultivating food brings people and communities closer to the Earth through our connecting
with the land, physically and spiritually, which may mean different things to different people,
but nonetheless represents a needed shift in our consumer culture based on core principles of
caring for each other, caring for the Earth and for future generations.
The primary themes of this thesis represent the underlying value system of these Māori
women leading local garden initiatives. The focus is on why the women do what they do
voluntarily, underlining their deeper value system and demonstrating more-than-capitalist
food and community economies. Gibson-Graham’s post-capitalism expands the focus on
economic practices that are traditionally preoccupied with capitalism and neo-liberalism.
Such diversity of market exchanges (unpaid labour, volunteer labour, solidarity, stewardship,
obligation, beneficience, work exchange, local farmers’ markets, koha, etc.) are part of what
Gibson-Graham refers to as a language of diversity, widening the identity of the economy to
include such practices that are typically excluded or marginalised.
Therefore, this thesis focuses on the values surrounding the women’s actions and makes the
argument that food sovereignty through such community and marae gardens is a more
empowering solution to food insecurity than food banks or government handouts. The
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primary themes/values that emerged from this research represent different ways of
conceptualising the “radical diversity of economic relations”, including: what GibsonGraham refers to as “different kinds of transactions” (based on values of community, family,
culture, the environment); “different types of labour and ways of compensating it” (unpaid,
volunteer, work exchange); and “different terms of enterprise and ways of producing,
appropriating and distributing surplus” (food for free or koha, food for the elderly/needy)
(2006, p. 60). In summary, these themes are listed in order of importance:
(1)

Community/Iwi/Hapū

As confirmed by the women in this study, communities are at the heart of community
gardening initiatives. Gardens are emerging as a key response of Indigenous communities on
a global level to food crisis, in particular in Canada (Rudolph & McLachlan, 2014), and, as
this thesis shows, amongst these Māori women in Aotearoa. Research by Turner (2011)
supports the emphasis on community building through the gardens, as important for growing
food, facilitating intergenerational knowledge exchange, educating around growing food, and
for a sense of empowerment and social change. Again, of key importance is community
control over locally grown food (Turner, 2011). Such forms of non-market exchange (of food
as well as knowledge) are a major contributor to a diverse economy. Findings also support the
potential for income generation through the gardens, also existing within a diverse economies
framework, utilising both capitalist and non-capitalist modes of funding. Community gardens
often provide a source of employment, especially for women, and have the potential to
alleviate poverty (Middleton, 2009; Matlon, 2003).
(2)

Traditions and Tūpuna

The importance of cultural knowledge, values, and behaviour cannot be overestimated with
respect to health and well-being and enhancing people’s sense of self, their sense of
belonging and their ability to connect with each other and their surrounding environment
(Statistics NZ, 2013b). The results build on findings by Moeke-Pickering et al. (2015), which
found Māori food sovereignty “encourages Mäori communities to revive traditional food
access and use, become more knowledgeable about nutrition and health, and to revitalise
wellbeing” (p. 38). Although the Moeke-Pickering et al. study focused on Whakatāne, these
findings expand to other regions of NZ (2015, p. 38). According to Wilson (2004):
the revaluing of our traditional knowledge has to begin in our own communities and
among our own people, not only because we are the major holders of the knowledge
and the major impetus for decolonisation begins there, but also so that we can prevent
that knowledge from being appropriated by the colonial system. (p. 362)
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This is a recurrent issue for Indigenous communities, as research in Canada shows, the
younger generations lack the will and interest in carrying on traditions, which only reinforces
the need for solutions to focus on reclaiming traditional knowledge and cultural practices
(Rudolph & McLachlan, 2013). The transmission of knowledge from the elders to the youth,
surrounding traditional practices related to the land, is essential for “Indigenous cultural
regeneration” (Corntassel, 2012, p. 97). As the traditional Māori saying goes, “kia mau koe ki
te kupu a tōu matua” or hold fast to the worlds of your parents, as ancestors are felt to live on
in their descendents (Riley, 1990, p. 1.4). The “actions of the ancestors constitute ethical
precedents for one’s behaviour” (Patterson, 1992, p. 81). As with other Indigenous people
who value traditional knowledge, Wilson (2004) discusses the need to carry this traditional
knowledge into the present as a means of resisting colonisation, that “it is not inevitable that
Western knowledge should conquer Indigenous knowledge, or that our ways of life had to
end,” but rather point to the need to “resist colonisation by carrying that knowledge into the
present” and by “holding fast to the original directions given specifically to our ancestors” (p.
361).
Tikanga was a strong sub-theme for Charissa in particular. Tikanga refers to Māori protocols,
customary values and practices and plays a crucial role in mātauranga Māori (Mead, 2003).
As mātauranga Māori refers to Māori traditional knowledge, tikanga is putting that
knowledge into practice – “people then see tikanga in action, and they do it, feel it,
understand it, accept it and feel empowered through experience” (Mead, 2003, p. 7). Tikanga
is applying what is right for a given context based a particular set of values, beliefs, traditions
and customs (Pere, 1997). Much debate exists surrounding which values underlie tikanga
Māori (Mead, 2003). Tūpuna and elders promoted and lived by the values of tika, pono and
aroha, Māori cultural values that focus on the benefit of the collective of the whānau (Mane,
2009, p. 3). According to Mane (2009), “tika was about doing things right, for the right
reasons, for the long term benefit of the collective” (p. 3).
Rongoā, traditional Māori medicine, was also an important sub-theme. For all of the women
rongoā played an essential role in reviving traditions, the ways of their ancestors, and what
they learned growing up, in particular for Ellen, one of women of the older generation.
(3)

Whānau and Nga Whakatupuranga

As with research in Whakatāne on Māori food security and food sovereignty, participants also
spoke about their family in relationship to food, recalling memories of gardening, food
cultivation, planting, harvesting, and food preparation and preservation (Moeke-Pickering et
al., 2015). Whanaungatanga is a strong element of Māori philosophy, values and practice (G.
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H. Smith, 2012), and is often described as kinship, relationships or connectivity (Bishop et
al., 2005; Durie, 1998; Bishop, 1996). The whānau principle is an important element of
kaupapa Māori, Māori values and practices (G. H. Smith, 2012). During precolonial times and
continuing until today, “whānau is the core social unit and remains a persistent way of
organising one’s social world” (G. H. Smith, 2012, p. 189). According to Charissa, it is
important to empower women and the whānau. They are a primary influence for their whānau
and future generations, maintaining their culture and traditional ways. They ensure the
continuance of ancient traditional knowledge and a strong connection to the land. According
to research by Baskin (2008) on Indigenous youth, “identity is about who you are, where you
come from and who your family is, with food being a big part of this because it brings people
together” (p. 7). As the findings demonstrate, youth need to have experiences in community
gardens, learn about growing and harvesting food, and ask older people about the traditional
ways of cultivating food so that it is passed down to the next generation (Baskin, 2008).
Consideration of future generations is a strong Māori principle related to sustainable
environmental management (Durie, 1998), and, along with family, is a central element for the
women in defining food sovereignty.
(4)

Gardens, Health and Well-being

The findings expand on research that supports the mind and mood connection. A study
confirms that spending time in the garden has mental health benefits as microbes in soil
enhance immunity and the nutritional value of food (Matthews & Jenks, 2013). Research has
found that a connection to the land is significant for health and well-being, as land provides
food and medicine but also spiritual connection (Mark & Lyons, 2010, p. 1762). Research in
NZ shows a strong spiritual component to gardening through connection to the land and soil
(Kidd, Pachana, & Alpass, 2000). As found by Moeke-Pickering et al. (2015), “healthy kai is
medicine, good for the spirit and body, a vital connection to history, ancestors and the land”
(p. 35–36).
(5)

Natural and Agroecological Food Cultivation

Agroecology is a main pillar of food sovereignty. It “integrates ecology, culture, economics,
and traditional knowledge in ways that create healthy, plentiful food, enrich soil, combat
climate change and conserve water and other vital resources all at the same time” (Lappe &
Collins, 2015, p. 124). All of the women involved with the study practised natural, traditional,
agroecological farming practices. Agroecology represents an “evolving practice” of growing
food naturally within communities combining traditional knowledge and wisdom with
ecology (Lappe & Collins, 2015, p. 102). Agroecology recognises and supports the
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multidimensional nature of food. The core principle of agroecology includes “aligning with
nature’s regenerative processes, the direction all human systems must take if humanity is to
thrive, or even survive” (Lappe & Collins, 2015, p. 129). Indigenous knowledge and
biodiversity are “complementary phenomena essential to human development” (Warren,
1996, 81). Within the field of agroecology, the highly respected contribution of Indigenous
knowledge is integral. Agroecology helps to address “powerlessness which is at the root of
hunger through enhancing the dignity, knowledge and capacities of all involved” (Lappe &
Collins, 2015, p. 102). Indigenous women who are practising agroecology are protecting the
health of their whānau, communities and cultures and addressing pressing issues of our time.
Natural farming or agroecology is in harmony with nature and Indigenous values such as
respect for the environment and reciprocity. Ultimately, food sovereignty speaks to a food
system that is “community-driven” and “transforms knowledge and important ways of
knowing” (Wittman, 2011, p. 98).
In Māori culture, food is strongly related to Māori history and identity. The gardens are about
producing in harmony with Papatūānuku, benefiting the environment, and practising the ways
of the ancestors who farmed with no chemicals. Māori growing practices are “part of holistic
worldview and sense of interconnectedness described through whakapapa korero” (T. Smith,
2011, p. 9). Unlike industrial agriculture and the world view it reflects of seeing things as
disassociated parts, agroecology and traditional farming practices done by the women reflect
an Indigenous world view of whole systems thinking, which is more holistic, integrated and
interrelated.
(6)

Tino Rangatiratanga of Māra Kai

The value of food sovereignty as an organising framework for understanding Māori women’s
actions of food production lies in the view that these iniatives represent a demand for the
right to define one’s own food system based on alternative values of culture and traditions. As
noted in the literature review, there is limited literature that examines Māori women’s
perspectives, in particular, on food insecurity issues affecting Māori people. As found by
Moeke-Pickering et al. (2015), “Māori food sovereignty endorses the continuity of a positive,
vibrant and healthy ecosystem for growers, gatherers and consumers” (p. 38), proving true for
other geographic regions of NZ and amongst Māori women in particular.
Food sovereignty is a term often used simultaneously with food “self-sufficiency” (Shiva,
2004; Alitieri & Nicholls, 2008; Bello, 2009) and refers to increased control over the food
system by producers who have a shared, collective interest (Wittman, 2011). The basis of
food sovereignty is that it advocates for food security through self-reliance, since “food first
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and foremost is a source of nutrition and only secondarily an item of trade” (La Via
Campesina, 2002, p. 8). Food sovereignty emphasises the survival of communities, traditions,
and cultural values over profits and efficiency; mutual well-being over self-interest;
cooperation over competition; and sustainable development over excessive consumption
(Schanbacher, 2010). As such, the purpose of this thesis was to let the women’s voices shine
through, and their values and beliefs behind their actions, which speak for themselves. From
a post-capitalist perspective of the local food economy, as well as from an Indigenous food
sovereignty lens, such enactments stop being evaluated with respect to capitalism and stop
being seen as deviant, exotic or eccentric departures from the norm (Gibson-Graham, 2006,
p. 56).

8.3. Recommendations for Future Research
As food self-reliance or food sovereignty entails democratic control over food systems,
participatory and Indigenous research methodologies entail active collaboration which
contributes to creating a “healthier and more sustainable environment” (Fröding et al., 2013,
p. 32). According to Snipstal (2015), “the neoliberal paradigm of ‘study subjects’ that places
the peasant/rural actor as the ‘object’ of study must be transformed so that the small farmer
and food sovereignty practitioners are central protagonists of the research” (p. 171). Not only
has there been a desire to improve practice through research, but also to “lead research
through practice” (Haseman, 2006, p. 3) – in this case, bringing into focus the contribution
that Indigenous women are making in reforming the food system through the promotion of
sustainable food production based on their personal and cultural values.
There is a need to continue to connect research and practice to motivate and facilitate social
change. Academic research often remains in the realm of publications which many do not
read or even have access to (Quiroz, 2016). Researchers in the social sciences should work
closely with civil society, farmers’ groups, and community organisations to strengthen social
movements and promote policy change (Quiroz, 2016). According to Pimbert (2006), the
need exists to democratise the research process. This may involve capacity building for
researchers in participatory approaches and actions needed to learn from others, including
listening skills, cultural respect, and gender sensitivity (Pimbert, 2006). More direct citizen
participation, new professional values, and a learning-centred approach are needed to
democratise research and knowledge production (Pimbert, 2006).
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According to Niggli (2015), worldwide, less than 1% of agricultural research focuses on
advancing knowledge and practice of organic, agroecological farming, while also recognising
that ‘agricultural research’ may not include rural studies, community-based research and
environmental studies. Nevertheless, the statistic indicates the preclusion by mainstream
agricultural research of agroecology and organic farming. In an interview with Clara
Nicholls, the president of the Latin American Scientific Society for Agroecology (SOCLA),
she makes the case for agroecology as an alternative to industrial agriculture and the urgent
need for more participatory research to demonstrate the ability of agroecology to produce
good and accessible food without harming the environment (Quitoz, 2016). Nicholls stated,
“we have a good discourse, but it is worth little if we don’t translate it into practice” (Quitoz,
2016, para. 9). Finally, it is also important to note the need for research not just from the
bottom-up, grass-roots level, but also into how government policies, regulations, and trade
deals impact local food systems, Māori traditions, access to healthy food and the increasing
availability of cheap, processed foods.

Table 8.1. Recommendations for Future Research


Research into using participatory and Indigenous methodologies (kaupapa

Māori)


How Indigenous values can inform post-capitalist, alternative community food

models


Research into context-specific initiatives that address food insecurity and the

specific needs of communities impacted by food issues (the nutrition transition)


Research that supports social change and activism around food issues



Case studies that emphasise the importance of Indigenous knowledge and

highlight solutions based on cultural values and agroecology


Research surrounding community controlled native seed banks



Research on projects and programmes at the local, regional, and national

levels that address food insecurity and promote solutions based on Indigenous
knowledge and agroecological methods


Research into Indigenous food systems advisory boards/local food councils



Indicators relevant to agroecological farming systems/Indigenous people



Local, regional, and global policies that support Indigenous food systems,

women food growers and community control over food and agriculture
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8.4. Contributions: Participatory Research and Social Change through Exchange
As research should be of benefit to those who contributed to it (Reilly, 2010), within the
context of this research, horizontal information exchanges amongst the women and initiatives
during the research dissemination phase were beneficial in empowering women through
meeting other community leaders like themselves, while also contributing to ownership of the
research and results. The exchange was beneficial as it contributed to knowledge integration
and learning between the women food growers, which is complementary to agroecology.
Through the exchange the women were able to connect with other like-minded individuals,
learning from each other, planting the seeds of future collaboration and relieving felt
isolation. Participants enhanced their knowledge and skills around planting kūmara through a
hands-on workshop. Through sharing experiences, people are encouraged, their work
strengthened, and their struggle recognised.
The Māori women involved in this study attest to the positive benefits of community gardens
for themselves, their families and local communities. By sharing experiences, the women
were encouraged and motivated while their common struggles were recognised. The women
were able to connect with like-minded individuals, consequently learning from each other,
planting the seeds of future collaboration, and relieving felt isolation. The women, along with
other Indigenous communities, recognise the importance of going back to growing one’s own
food, empowering themselves and others while also improving access to culturally
appropriate, healthy food, as well as inspiring reconnection to the land and strengthening
food sovereignty (Kamal, Linklater, Thompson, Dipple, and Ithinto Mechisowin Committee,
2015).
Horizontal knowledge exchange during the final stages of the project provided space within
an academic/research framework for the women to interact within their own cultural context
and to collectively analyse the results and make a plan for the future. I also had an
opportunity to disseminate the results of the research in 2016 at the 11th International
Conference of Organic and Sustainable Agriculture in Cuba. As Charissa stated, the sharing
of the research results and their voices in Cuba was exciting for all of us, as it represented an
international platform for the women’s knowledge and Māori cultural values to be shared.
Farmers, gardeners, and academics in attendance greatly appreciated the cultural insights and
environmental contribution of these women. Cuban food growers have been able to boost
their organic food production through the Campesino-a-Campesino (Farmer-to-Farmer)
social process methodology, which they used to build a grass-roots agroecology movement
(Rosset et al., 2011).
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Figure 8.1. From left, Lisa, Karyn, Hanui, Ellen and Lisa’s daughter Mary-Blossum in front
of Te Whiti’s statue, Parihaka.

8.5. Conclusion
Cameron and Hicks (2014) emphasise the importance of researchers “being cognisant of the
world that the research is helping to make more real” (p. 68), deciding upon what to bring
into focus or the possibilities to open up through the research (Gibson-Graham, 2008, p. 615).
As Gibson-Graham (2006) states, “we should cultivate ourselves as activists and subjects of
noncapitalist economies” (p. xxvii). As academics, our role is changing and is being
influenced by what is happening on the ground; as Gibson-Graham and Roelvink (2009)
state, “we are being called to read the potentially positive futures barely visible in the present
order of things, and to imagine how to strengthen and move them along” (p. 342). Research is
about learning, about reflection, and challenging world views. Indigenous values and world
views need to become more integrated within Western science, academic research, and
society at large, “making space for the validity of Māori ideas and ways of being” (G. H.
Smith, 2012, p. 19).
There is an urgent need to change mainstream values of competition, separateness and
dominance over nature, towards a more spiritual connectedness, unity and cooperation
represented by the work of the women involved with this study. Modern capitalist value
systems that dominate economic and agricultural thinking based on consumerism and
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increasing yield through mononcultures, with negative impacts on the environment, rural
livelihoods and health. The former Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, Olivier De
Schutter (2009), stressed the need to consider alternative sustainable models. According to
Gross (2012), “subsistent strategies that were dominant in pre-capitalist times, foodways can
help us envision post-capitalist food systems” (p. 72).
The initiatives involved in the study underline the importance of learning from Indigenous
cultures, values and traditions, including their respect and love for Papatūānuku. Small
gardens and farms are not rare but what makes these initiatives unique is the mix of
Indigenous knowledge, techniques and values that the women fuse with growing food. They
are showing respect and gratitude, acting as stewards of the land, demonstrating kaitiakitanga
for future generations while bringing communities and culture together through gardening.
This research underlines the importance of Māori ways of being, as tangata whenua, making
room for Indigenous knowledge and Māori values within Western science, reconnecting to
Papatūānuku, whenua, and the multidimensional nature of food. Kai and the act of gardening
itself connect communities and families, and are important for mental, physical and spiritual
health.
The analysis occurred within the theoretical frameworks of kaupapa Māori, food sovereignty
and post-capitalism. It is clear that the current focus on modern industrial agriculture lacks
foresight and ignores the detrimental and destructive impact it is having on the environment.
Most environmental damage has occurred since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution
and has increased substantially in the last four decades. The current capitalist system, with an
emphasis on industry in agriculture, threatens the land, environment, wildlife and humanity.
According to Holt-Giminez (2009), achieving food security will only happen when industrial
agriculture is replaced by agroecological food systems.
The research articulates wāhine Māori kaimahi māra (Māori women food growers’)
perspectives surrounding food issues, their experiences, insights they have gained, and their
strategies for achieving food self-reliance. In discussing their intentions around growing food,
the women emphasised Māori cultural and personal values, including the importance of:
community and tribe; traditions and ancestors; family and future generations; health and
wellness; care for the Earth through agroecological farming; and self-determination / food
self-reliance. For some, such as Charissa from Parihaka Community Garden and Lisa from
Awhi Farm, it was also a way to challenge the corporate food system. They also analysed
food and nutrition issues pertinent to them, their whānau, and Māori communities. Kaupapa
Māori provided the “lens through which the analysis was conducted, within a Māori
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worldview, and Māori women need to be involved, defining and telling their stories while
analysing situations pertinent to them” (Hutchings, 2004, p. 20). As much of the women’s
voices as possible were showcased in the thesis, using long quotes in order to emphasise
explanations in their own words. The research highlights the need for a shift in thinking and
values and encourages one to think deeper about our impact on our environment, our
relationship to Papatūānuku and the type of world future generations will inherit.
All of the women spoke about traditions around food and their ancestors’ role in producing
food, and though they advocate for a return to the past, this is within reason and
acknowledges the need of not romanticising traditionalism. Globally, colonisation has caused
Indigenous people to question “the importance of the ways given to them” (Wilson, 2004, p.
361). Under colonialism, the message often being sent to Indigenous people is that “there’s
nothing of value in their old ways, and that those ways are incompatible with modernity and
civilisation” (Wilson, 2004, p. 360). However, Indigenous knowledge plays an important role
in sustainable development via building local culture and diversity (Agrawal, 1995).
Indigenous knowledge not only preserves cultural diversity, but is inextricably linked to high
levels of biological diversity (Brush, 2004; Maffi, 2001). Indigenous knowledge revitalisation
is a challenge to colonisation and a form of empowerment (Wilson, 2004). It is about,
the recovery of Indigenous knowledge as a conscious and systematic effort to revalue
that which has been denigrated and revive that which has been destroyed … it is about
regaining the ways of being that allowed Indigenous people to live a spiritually
balanced, sustainable existence within their ancient homelands for thousands of years.
(Wilson, 2004, p. 359)
According to McGregor (2004), “we have to remember who we are … remembering is an
important step in the process of decolonisation” (p. 402). As Cajete (1999) eloquently states,
“to remember is a way to re-know and re-claim a part of your life” (p. 87).
There is an urgent need to return to simpler, lower impact lifestyles due to the impacts of
climate change and industrial development on the environment; moving forward through
going back to organic agroecological food production, which is inherently more healthy and
sustainable. Local and biodiverse food systems are more resilient in the face of climate
change. Opposed to the “dominant trend toward neoliberalisation”, Lavin (2012) refers to the
“fundamental belief in collective action as an alternative to current market based solutions to
coordinating production and distribution of essential resources like food and water” (p. 588).
These women are working in different ways and on different pathways, but are united in a
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just cause, that is women’s empowerment and the self-reliance of local food systems.
According to Bové and Dufour (2001),
the strength of food sovereignty is precisely that it differs from place to place – the
world is a complex place, and it would be a mistake to look for a single answer to
complex and different phenomena; we have to provide answers at different levels –
not just the international level, but local and national levels too. (p. 168)
The women’s actions at the community level speak true to sustainable self-determination,
part of a “community-based process rather than as narrowly constructed political/legal
entitlements” (Corntassel, 2008, p. 115). There is a danger in an overly legal approach to selfdetermination, where,
rights and identities have become defined solely in relation to the colonial state and its
apparatus, similarly, strategies that have sought self-determination via mainstream
economic development have facilitated the creation of a new elite of [Indigenous]
capitalism whose thirst for profit has come to outweigh their ancestral obligation to
land and others. (Corntassel, 2008, p. 115)
Food sovereignty is seen in a variety of forms amongst these women and initiatives, from
Indigenous communities taking back their power, to permaculture farms epitomising
sustainable living, to community gardens that are truly community-driven. Seed saving, food
cultivation, community outreach, sustainability education, cultural diversity, concern for the
environment and future generations, and community empowerment are examples of the many
manifestations of food sovereignty in practice. In direct contrast to monocultures, which
contribute to a diet of cheap processed foods, the women are promoting sustainable gardens,
biodiversity, building nutrients in the soil, using closed cycles with little inputs and saving
pure, non-GM seeds. The research highlights the need to learn from the positive examples
and experiences of these Māori women leading these local food initiatives.
These initiatives highlight a variety of approaches to growing food as well as building
community control of local food. The solutions to the problems highlighted are not just
relevant for counteracting food insecurity, but are also two of the biggest problems humanity
are facing on a global scale: growing inequality and climate change. Godfray et al. (2010)
argues that feeding the roughly one in seven people who are hungry involves not just
increasing food production but making it sustainable. This requires working across
disciplines and going beyond a focus on just production to also include environmental and
social justice issues (Godfray et al., 2010).
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As discussed by Conway (2012), increasing food production is important in addressing food
security, but just as important are improving food system sustainability and resiliency, as well
as increasing social equity. As industrial agriculture is harming the earth and environment, so
too does the processed food that is a result of this system harm human bodies. However,
Indigenous women are focusing on solutions to food insecurity through taking back the food
system. They are not only growing their own food, but improving access to healthy, pure kai
for their whānau and communities. Through ecological and biodiverse food systems, these
women are returning to the natural and traditional farming ways. Through the promotion of
truly sustainable, grass-roots development, the initiatives provide insights into how
community/marae gardens and other local food projects can expand, while giving a glimpse
into what the food sovereignty movement looks like within Aotearoa.
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APPENDIX: Example of Information Sheet and Informed Consent Form

Reference Number: 14/190
19/02/2015

Māori Food Sovereignty through Marae and Community Gardens

INFORMATION SHEET FOR
PARTICIPANTS

Thank you for showing an interest in this project. We thank you for your participation. If you
decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you and we thank you for considering
our request.

What is the Aim of the Project?

The aim of the project is to explore positive elements of local food systems, including how
marae and community gardens are promoting food sovereignty and empowerment, with a
special focus on Māori women and māra kai (cultivated food). Case studies include three to
six marae/community gardens. Using participatory action research, the project seeks to
understand the social and cultural values of māra kai and health benefits of gardens, with a
particular interest in Māori women’s perspectives. The research also explores power and
control in the food system, such as the availability of cheap/processed foods and how this
impacts communities. Acceptance of the final thesis is in fulfilment of Karyn Stein’s
requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
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What Types of Participants are being sought?
Participants include Māori women and men growing kai on marae and community gardens,
with a special emphasis on women as “key informants.” Both men and women will partake in
discussion and interviews, however, there will be a focus specifically on Māori women’s
perspectives of māra kai and how this relates to maintaining Māori culture and traditional
ways. Total “case studies” are estimated to be between three and six, with the total number of
participants within each case study to be approximately one to four participants per initiative.
Only participants over the age of 18 will be involved. Additional case studies may be
identified through participants’ recommendations.

What will Participants be asked to do?

The design of the study is based upon a Participatory Action Research methodology, and
involves participants in all aspects of the research process, from question formulation, to data
analysis and the dissemination of findings. Research questions collectively decided upon will
be relevant and beneficial to Māori communities. The general line of questioning will
include:


What does food sovereignty mean to you?



What does kai oranga (healthy kai) mean to you?



How can community gardens enliven cultural traditions and rongoā (Māori

traditional medicine)?


How has food been used as a tool of power and control?



Additional topics may include: perspectives on food security issues; costs of

food, processed foods, etc.; how hunger and malnutrition is impacting the health of
whānau and community; how the problem manifests itself locally, nationally, globally,
and what is being done to address the issue.
Research results will be shared in a way that is understandable to all.
What Data or Information will be Collected and What Use will be Made of it?

You will have the ultimate control over what data and information is collected and how it will
be used. You will also decide who will have access to information you share. Typically, my
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supervisors, other researchers, and students have access to the information in the final
research. Any personal information, such as contact details and interview transcripts, may be
destroyed at the completion of the research even though the data derived from the research
will, in most cases, be kept for much longer.

It will be your choice if you want to be identified in the final research project. You will not be
identified without your consent. It is up to you if you want to have contributions publicly
attributed to you. You will be given the opportunity to view any information that relates to
you, including the dissertation, booklets, pamphlets or documentaries. You will be provided
with the results of the study. We will obtain a release form before allowing the public to view
any information. The results of the project may be published and will be available in the
University of Otago Library (Dunedin, NZ).
This project involves discussions and interviews with Māori women and men about their
contribution to local food sovereignty. The precise questions have not been determined in
advance, but will depend on the way in which the interviews develop. You have the right to
decline to answer any particular question. You may withdraw from participation in the project
at any time. If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please
feel free to contact:
Karyn

Stein

(karynstein@hotmail.com;

021

102

7485)

and/or

Miranda

Mirosa

(Miranda.mirosa@otago.ac.nz; 03 479 7953)
This study has been approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee. If you
have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the committee
through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph 03 479 8256 or email
gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated
and you will be informed of the outcome.
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Māori Food Sovereignty through Marae and Community Gardens
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS:
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All
my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request
further information at any stage.
I know that: –
1.

My participation in the project is entirely voluntary;

2.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage;

3.

Personal identifying information (contact information and interview transcripts) will be
destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any raw data on which the results of the
project depend will be retained in secure storage for at least five years;

4.

This project involves an open-questioning technique. The general line of questioning
includes asking Māori garden participants about their contribution to local food
sovereignty. The precise nature of the questions which will be asked have not been
determined in advance, but will depend on the way in which the interviews develop, and
that in the event that the line of questioning develops in such a way that I feel hesitant or
uncomfortable I may decline to answer any particular question(s) and/or may withdraw
from the project without any disadvantage of any kind;

5.

The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of
Otago Library (Dunedin, NZ) but every attempt will be made to preserve my anonymity,
should I choose to remain anonymous;

6.

I, as the participant:

a) agree to being named in the research,
b) would rather remain anonymous

I agree to take part in this project.
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OR;

.............................................................................
(Signature of Participant)

...............................
(Date)

.............................................................................
(Printed Name)
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